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Abstract
Background
Community models of antiretroviral therapy (ART) delivery also known as differentiated service
delivery (DSD) models are a novel innovative strategy to increase sustainable ART coverage for people
living with HIV (PLHIV) in resource-limited settings. We compared two different models of ART delivery
with the health care facility to gather evidence on the impact of these models’ patients’ clinical and
virological outcomes, operational feasibility, and acceptability to guide policy makers on which models
to roll out in the context of universal treatment.
Methods
A three-arm cluster randomized non-inferiority trial was conducted in two urban HPTN 071 trial
communities in Zambia comparing three different models of ART delivery: Standard of Care (SoC),
Home-Based delivery (HBD) and Adherence Clubs (AC). Adult HIV+ patients defined as “stable” on ART,
were eligible for inclusion. The primary endpoint was the proportion of PLHIV with virological
suppression (≤1000 copies HIV RNA/ml) at 12 months (+/- 3 months) after study entry across all three
arms. Analysis of our outcomes used statistical methods for CRT.
Results
A total of 2,489 participants were enrolled in the study (781 SoC, 852 HBD, and 856 AC). There was a
strong evidence (p<0.001) that both community models of ART delivery were non-inferior to SoC. The
proportion of virological suppression in our three study arms > 95% compares favourably or superiorly
with results published from literature. This trial also identified gaps in the evidence base and
programmatic priorities for DSD implementation in SSA in the coming years with respect to viral load
testing and monitoring and evaluation of DSD models embedded in routine HIV service delivery.
Discussion
Community models of ART delivery were as effective as facility-based care in terms of viral
suppression. However, availability of viral load test results remains a challenge to HIV programmes
and could undermine gains from universal treatment. Offering PLHIV choices of these different models
of ART is feasible and acceptable.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The use of antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) in the last decade has transformed survival for People living with
HIV (PLHIV) from a life-threatening condition to a chronic health condition. Highly active combination
ARV regimen, referred to as antiretroviral therapy (ART) have proven to slow the progression of the
disease to AIDS and reduce the risk of transmission for PLHIV[1]. ART has dramatically increased the
life expectancy of PLHIV in both high and low income countries[2] and several studies have provided
scientific evidence on the benefits of early and effective initiation of ART in reducing morbidity and
mortality[3-5]. In 2015, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations on the use of
antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) had been revised in favour of immediate treatment regardless of CD4 count
and disease stage due to patient’s benefit [6]. Despite initial concerns about the feasibility of scaling
up the “treat-all “strategy in resource-limited settings, early reports have shown comparable
treatment benefits to those reported in high-income countries[7-9]. Recent evidence has shown that
taking ART daily as prescribed can suppress HIV viral load to undetectable levels and by keeping PLHIV
with a suppressed viral load , reduces the risk of onward HIV transmission[10], a concept known as
“Undetectable = Untransmittable” or “U=U”[11], and therefore this has prompted the need to initiate
and sustain all PLHIV on ART across the globe[5, 9, 12].
Over the last decade, sub-Saharan African countries at the epicentre of the HIV epidemic have
achieved remarkable progress in increasing access to ART for PLHIV[9]. National ART programs in this
region are striving to achieve the 90-90-90 ambitious targets by 2020 for HIV diagnosis, treatment,
and viral suppression (with 95-95-95% respectively by 2030) set by WHO and Joint United nations on
HIV/AIDS Programmes (UNAIDS)[13-16]. The rapid expansion of ART programs to reach these targets
has resulted in an increase coverage of ART as all PLHIV are now eligible and in need of immediate
treatment. Initiation and maintaining nearly 10 million people on ART in resource-limited settings in
order to reach UNAIDS targets has created shortfalls in both health system capacity and quality[16].
In most resource-limited settings, HIV service delivery is primarily health care facility-based and
significant barriers to treatment access and retention in HIV care in this high burden of HIV includes
existing fragile health systems, inadequate human resources, transport costs and long waiting times
at the clinic [17-19]. Adherence to treatment and virological suppression are critical factors for
survival, prevention of onward transmission and development of drug resistance [20].
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It is becoming clear that further successful scale up of ART services and lifelong ART for all PLHIV will
neither be feasible, nor sustainable without a change in the current primary facility-based delivery
model of ART in resource-limited settings[9]. To overcome these challenges and ensure that all PLHIV
have access to sustainable lifelong ART, HIV services must be simplified, with a focus not only on
decentralization and task shifting but also on community-based healthcare models to reduce the
burden on health systems and PLHIV and improve ART retention [9].
Many countries in resource-limited settings are now scaling up alternative HIV service delivery
approaches or differentiated service delivery (DSD) models. These may be important and innovative
strategies for maintaining the continuum of care and the 2015 WHO guidelines recommend that ART
services can be provided in the community, but operational guidance and further evidence are
required for this to happen in practice[6]. As HIV national programs address the various challenges to
accessing HIV care, lessons from these innovative models can help shape HIV care and scale up of
treatment.
DSD is a client-centred approach to patient care that differs from traditional HIV care in the location
and frequency of interactions with the health care system, the cadre of providers involved, and/or the
types of services provided (16, 21). These models are centred on the preferences and expectations of
PLHIV and aim to increase efficiencies in HIV service delivery in order to achieve program expansion
while ensuring that care meets the wide range of patient needs (22). The primary objective of DSD is
to streamline and remove barriers to care, resulting in a wide range of possible benefits for both health
care providers and PLHIV, such as improved clinical outcomes, increased patient satisfaction, and
decreased provider and patient expenses[16].
DSD models generally focus more on stable patients and have been broadly categorized as group or
individual models, with HIV service delivery either in a health care facility or in the community [16,
21]. The definition of stable patients varies across different models dependent on the resources
available and includes PLHIV who are virally suppressed, adherent to treatment, have no opportunistic
infections and do not require frequent clinical consultations[22]. However, over the last few years,
these DSD models have also been adaptable to a variety of target populations, including pregnant and
breast-feeding women and their children, adolescents and youth, and key populations[23].
Despite the large-scale implementation of DSD models in various formats across multiple resourcelimited settings, evidence on the effectiveness of these DSD models versus health facility-based care
in terms of viral suppression, ART retention and adherence, mortality, and lost-to-follow-up in PLHIV
in resource-limited settings is needed. The majority of available studies and evaluations have been
widely inconsistent in their designs, methods, and outcomes, making it difficult to draw conclusions
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about whether these models of ART delivery will be feasible in urban resource-limited settings, or
whether the outcomes will be as good as the standard quality of care provided by health care
facilities[24].Therefore, this thesis will provide us with data on clinical outcomes, operational
feasibility and acceptability of DSD models in comparison to the standard of care in a high-burden
urban setting to validate their effectiveness and guide policy makers on the best models to roll out in
the context of universal treatment.

1.2 Rationale for Research
Although community-based models of ART delivery have demonstrated promising outcomes in terms
of retention in care and adherence to treatment, more data from innovative community-based models
of care are needed to support long-term retention as ART cohorts in resource-limited settings
continue to expand in the context of universal treatment[25]. Very little is known about the effects of
community-based models of ART delivery versus health care facility with regards to ART adherence,
retention, viral suppression, mortality, LTFU and stigma in PLHIV in resource limited settings.
Several recent systematic reviews on community-based models of ART delivery have shown that there
are no significant differences in optimal ART adherence, viral suppression all-cause mortality and LTFU
between health care facility and community models of ART delivery for PLHIV in resource limited
settings [24, 26, 27]. However, community-based models may in fact be superior when it comes to
selected outcomes such as retention in care[27].
Most of this literature has been derived from observational studies and evaluation of pilot programs
that focused largely on adherence clubs [26, 28-30]. To date there is limited evidence from
randomized trials on the effectiveness of community models of ART delivery when compared to health
care facility-based care in terms of viral suppression, retention in care and patient acceptability. Two
RCTs that compared home ART delivery to facility-based care in Uganda and Tanzania both showed
home delivery models performing at least as well in viral suppression rates as facility-based care and
could therefore enable improved and equitable access to HIV treatment in resource limited
settings[31, 32].
Despite the significant progress in scaling up ART services over the last 15 years and recently adopting
the WHO treat-all policy, Zambia faces a significant shortage of health care workers with staffing
deficits at over 70% for doctors, clinical officers, and nurses[17, 33]. The critical shortage of health
care workers and inequitable distribution of HCWs across urban and rural areas, high attrition rates
and staff burnouts are the major factors contributing to inadequate human resources[34]. In trying to
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cope with the demand, there has been decentralization of ART services from hospitals to primary
health care facilities and task shifting from doctors to nurses and CHWs [33].
Little is known whether these models of ART delivery will be feasible in urban low-resource high HIV
burden settings and whether care will be as good as the standard quality of care provided by health
systems, therefore a timely and innovative study is required to rigorously evaluate different models
of community ART delivery as the information obtained will be critical for the continued scale up of
universal treatment and provide policy makers with evidence on operational feasibility and
acceptability and guide policy on the best models to roll out in the context of universal treatment[24].
This study will provide us with data on operational, acceptability and cost effectiveness and guide
policy makers on the best models to roll out in the context of UTT. The analysis of these models will
be critical for the continued scale up of UTT and also describe the cascade of care in an urban setting
with a high HIV prevalence. Information coupled with qualitative data will provide information about
the success and challenges of implementing community models of ART delivery in real world settings
in resource limited setting.

1.3 Study aims and objectives
1.3.1 Hypothesis
Overall clinical, immunological, and virological outcomes in patients receiving care via community
models of ART delivery are not inferior to those receiving care in the clinic (standard of care) in
urban resource-limited settings.

1.3.2 Study Aims
The primary aim of this thesis is to determine whether patients receiving or participating in community
models of ART delivery have a lower or equal (“non-inferior”) risk of virological failure than patients
who receiving standard of care in an urban resource setting.

1.3.3 Specific Objectives
1) To compare virological suppression (VS) at 12 months in HIV+ patients receiving care via
community ART models with those receiving care in the clinic (standard of care).
2). To compare the two community ART models with the standard of care with respect to:


Proportion of patients with VS at 18-24 months after entering the models of care



Retention in the models of ART delivery at 12 and 24 months



Mortality and Loss-to-follow at 12 and 24 months.
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1.4 Structure of the PhD thesis
The aim of this PhD is to compare community ART models with that of the current standard of care in
a resource-limited setting with respect to clinical outcomes, acceptability, and feasibility. To that end,
a three-arm cluster randomized non-inferiority trial in a prospective cohort of adults enrolled into ART
care was conducted at two primary urban health care facilities.
This thesis comprises of eight chapters and of these, four chapters have been prepared as stand-alone
manuscripts that have been submitted or are ready for submission to peer-reviewed journals and thus
contain unavoidable repetition of information such as setting, definitions among the papers. These
chapters are identified by headings in italics in the table of contents. The remaining chapters contain
materials not submitted for publication, but which contribute to achieving the objectives of the thesis.
The initial chapter comprises an introduction to the thesis, rationale and its aims and objectives, and
outlines the candidate’s role in the research, the structure of the thesis, ethical clearance, and funding.
It begins by explaining the implications of scaling up universal treatment in resource limited settings
and the need for decentralizing ART delivery into the community to sustain lifelong ART for PLHIV.
Chapter 2 comprises an overview of the HIV epidemic and the WHO recommendations towards
universal treatment, progress towards treatment coverage and the challenges faced by resourcelimited settings as they increase ART coverage. This chapter also focuses on the barriers to the HIV
continuum of care and why differentiated models of delivery have become an important innovate
strategy to address these challenges.
Chapter 3 is a systematic review research paper on the effectiveness of non-health facility-based care
delivery of ART for PLHIV in sub-Saharan Africa measured by viral suppression, mortality, and retention
on ART. Several systematic reviews published on community ART models have shown there are no
significant differences in optimal ART adherence, viral suppression (VS), loss-to-follow-up (LTFU) and
all-cause mortality between patients assigned to non-health facility-based care and health facilitybased care. Although these data were from initial studies, we provided an update on much recent
data as these models have been rolled out providing more data on clinical outcomes.
Chapter 4 this chapter describes the study design and methodology. It also includes a methodological
research paper that looks at several aspects of the study design and why we chose a non-inferiority
design cluster versus individual randomization, as well as anticipated challenges, advantages, and
disadvantages of this particular study design.
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Chapter 5 describes the implementation and duration of the study period. This chapter discusses the
planning, development, and implementation of the trial’s interventions, assess their fidelity,
successes, and challenges before, during and after the implementation. It gives the reader an insight
on what it took to implement these models of ART delivery, trainings, recruitment of personal,
conducting these home and club visits, challenges with viral load testing and data collection. It includes
the processes involved, and implications for programs.
Chapter 6 is a research paper on the acceptability, choices, and preferences that PLHIV have towards
community ART models in high HIV prevalence resource-limited settings. It addresses the “clientcentred care” which tells us what PLHIV actually want. As national ART programs in resource-limited
settings scale up alternative models of ART delivery, it is important to understand acceptability,
choices, and preferences of PLHIV to determine which models to prioritize over long term.
In Chapter 7, the fourth research paper discusses the primary aim of this thesis that determines
whether patients in community models of ART delivery have a lower or equal risk of virological failure
compared to those receiving standard of care in an urban resource setting as well as some of the
secondary objectives such as mortality and lost-to-follow-up.
Chapter 8 summarizes the main findings of the PhD thesis, examines the strengths and limitations and
highlights recommendations for future research and health policy. This is followed by a brief
conclusion.
Appendices contain important documents relevant to this thesis and includes ethical approval, data
collection and consent forms.

1.5 Candidate’s Role and Contribution to Research
Since joining Zambart in 2014, I have had the opportunity to serve in various roles and contribute
substantially to the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial.
I conceptualized this non-inferiority trial and designed it with input from Helen Ayles as my supervisor
and oversight from the HPTN 071 protocol chairs (Richard Hayes and Sarah Fidler). Despite the fact
that this was an ancillary study subject to the regulatory requirements of the larger HPTN 071
(PopART) experiment, I was responsible for the trial's leadership. Prior to developing the protocol for
this study, the studies objectives were identified as components which would contribute to my PhD.
With oversight and contributions from my supervisors who were the principal investigators of the
main trial and HPTN 071 protocol chair and members, I designed the study (including the data
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collection tools), wrote the study protocol, interventions standard operating procedure manuals and
applied for ethics and regulatory approvals. Once approvals were obtained, I was responsible for the
following:


Recruitment and management of study staff (study coordinators, research nurses, and pharmacy
technicians and data clerks).



Developing the training packages and conducted trainings for study staff including additional
training for the community HIV providers (CHiPs) who were already part of the main trial.



Collaborating with Zambart data managers on programming data collection tools and database.



Collaborating with statisticians at London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and Zambart
on the randomization process and with help from the study teams at Zambart and healthcare
facility staff, conducted the public randomization ceremony.



Conducted meetings with in-country PEPFAR implementing partners and Zambian Ministry of
Health (Provincial and District health management) teams to promote the study and work closely
with all the teams to ensure patient safety, logistical supplies and data collection tools were in
place.



Ensured that all logistics for the interventions were procured and delivered to the sites with the
Zambart procurement team.

Following study activation, I led the initial process of screening and enrolment of study participants in
close collaboration with the study staff and health care facility staff in the respective communities.
I was in weekly contact with the study staff, health care staff and CHiPs supervisors about the
interventions progress and offered them support and guidance when encountering challenges. I was
also responsible for working closely with the implementing partners and Ministry of Health teams to
ensure that patient had their routine laboratory monitoring and results available; drug logistics in the
facility pharmacy were available; and patient routine clinical data was entered in the SmartCare
database. I was also responsible for the “real-time” monitoring of the field and clinic data collected by
the CHiPs and study staff which was sent to me on a weekly basis. I also prepared the study progress
monthly report which was sent to the protocol team prior to a monthly conference call. I performed
the necessary data cleaning, following up on missing laboratory results and carried out all statistical
analysis, with advice from my supervisors, David Macleod, and Sian Floyd (statisticians on PopART).
For the systematic review, I worked with Geiske Zjitre (Medical Doctor at Imperial) on the first draft with
guidance from Sarah Fidler (Protocol Chair for PopART and clinician at Imperial College). We performed a
database search and retrieved all publications for inclusion in the review process. Together with GZ, we
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independently screened titles and abstracts and the full text reviews of eligible articles were done by both
of us independently. All conflicts were resolved through discussion with both of us and Sarah Fidler (my
supervisor) who was the third reviewer. Data was extracted in duplicate by both reviewers from articles
considered eligible and forest plots was done by David Macleod (Statistician at LSHTM). We also conducted
the quality analysis. I drafted the systematic review manuscript following comments from the co-authors.

For the qualitative work that is presented in some of the papers as well as the thesis, I worked with a
social scientist (Bwalya Chiti) from Zambart. He was responsible for developing the in-depth
interviews, key informant interviews and focus group discussions for the qualitative data collected for
this PhD.
With regards to the papers for publications included in the body of this thesis. I wrote the initial drafts
and incorporated feedback from my co-authors and supervisors. I was also responsible for submitting
the papers for publications and responded to reviewers’ comments. I disseminated results of this work
through poster presentations at the AIDS conference in 2018, International AIDS society (IAS) in 2019
and Conferences on retrovirus and opportunistic infections (CROI) in 2019. The primary trial findings
were presented as a poster presentation at the AIDS 2020 conference. In addition to international
conferences, I presented preliminary findings of the study at local meetings and to the Ministry of
health technical working groups.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Global HIV epidemic
HIV, or the human immunodeficiency virus that causes AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome),
has been one of humanity's deadliest and most persistent epidemics, and despite tremendous
advances in combating new HIV cases and AIDS fatalities, the HIV pandemic persists [11]. The first case
of AIDS was reported in 1981 and soon after, the retrovirus HIV was isolated leading to decades of
intense research on the virus itself, pathogenesis, and development of approaches to test, treat and
prevent new infections [35, 36]. The virus is primarily spread through unprotected sexual intercourse
(including anal and oral), sharing needles, contaminated blood transfusions, or perinatally during
pregnancy, childbirth, or lactation [11]. On a worldwide basis, heterosexual transmission represents
the most common means of HIV acquisition [37]. HIV attacks the CD4 cells of the immune system that
is vital to fighting off infection and destruction of these cells increases the risk and impact of other
infections and diseases leaving people with untreated HIV vulnerable to a chronic, potential lifethreatening condition (AIDS) and death [11]. There is currently no effective cure or vaccine for HIV,
but today effective anti-HIV drugs allow people living with HIV (PLHIV) to live long and healthy lives.
Adherence to highly active combination ARV regimens, commonly referred to as HAART has
transformed HIV from an infectious disease to a chronic disease [11, 25]. Taking ART on a daily basis
as prescribed can reduce the amount of virus in the blood to undetectable levels by routine tests, and
those who achieve and maintain undetectable viral loads are unable to sexually transmit the virus to
others, a concept known as Undetectable=Untransmittable (U=U)[11].
Since the start of the HIV epidemic, 74.9 million [58.3 – 98.1 million] people have become infected
with HIV and 32.0 million [23.6 – 43.8 million] people have died from AIDS-related illnesses [38].
Today, HIV is still a global epidemic and in 2018, 37.9 million [32-7 -43.8 million] people were living
with HIV (PLHIV) globally with an estimated 1.7 million new infections and 770,000 AIDS related deaths
[38]. As the world commits to reaching the UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets by 2020 to end the AIDS epidemic
by 2030, there has been substantial progress in scaling up antiretroviral treatment (ART) programs
globally. By 2018, more than two thirds (79%) of all PLHIV knew their status with 23.3 million (62%)
PLHIV accessing ART [38] [Fig.2.1].
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Fig 2.1: Global estimates of people living with HIV

Source: UNAIDS 2018. www.avert.org

HIV has disproportionally affected Africa, particularly sub-Saharan Africa which has the largest burden
of the disease and continues to be the epicentre of the epidemic. An estimated 68% of PLHIV are living
in this region particularly in low- and middle-income countries. Among this group, East and Southern
African countries are heavily affected by the pandemic. This region accounts for approximately 6.2%
of the world’s population but is home to over 50% (20.6 million) of the total number of PLHIV globally
with 800,000 new infections in 2018 [39]. In countries like South Africa, Botswana, Eswatini and
Lesotho, the HIV prevalence levels in the adult population are as high as 20-25%, followed by
Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi where prevalence levels range from 9-13% [40]. In 2018, South Africa
accounted for more than a quarter of the regions new HIV infections and other countries within the
same region accounted for more than 50% of new infections [38, 40].
The region has seen rapid declines in new HIV infections by 28% and AIDS-related deaths by 44% since
2010 [41] due to the scale up and widespread coverage of ART. However, progress towards controlling
the epidemic is fragile, and varies considerably within the region [40, 41]. The HIV epidemic in this
region is mainly driven by heterosexual sex with a concomitant epidemic in children through vertical
transmission [42]. As such young women (15-24 years) are disproportionally affected as they account
for approximately 26% of new infections in this region [41, 42]. Other key population groups such as
men who have sex with men, sex workers, prisoners and people who inject drugs are also vulnerable
to the infection [40].
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2.2 Universal treatment
HIV cannot replicate on its own, and to do so, must infect the CD4 cells of the immune system which
play a major role in protecting the body from infection. The virus uses the CD4 cells machinery to
multiply and spread throughout the body. This process is called the HIV life cycle which involves
multiple stages. As the virus multiplies, it destroys the CD4 cells hindering the body ability to recognize
and fight off infections and if not controlled by treatment, the loss of CD4 cells lead to development
of opportunistic infections and eventually AIDS [43, 44]. Although there is no cure for HIV,
antiretroviral therapy (ART) is used to treat HIV infection and these drugs are capable of blocking HIV
at different stages of the virus’s life cycle. These drugs help PLHIV live longer and healthier and reduce
the risk of HIV transmission. ART is recommended for all PLHIV as it prevents the virus from replicating
and reducing the amount of the virus in the body (viral load) to undetectable levels. PLHIV with
undetectable viral loads are not at risk of spreading HIV to uninfected partners during unprotected
sex [43].

2.2.1 The Revolution of antiretroviral therapy
Over the past 30 years, the outcome of HIV infection has been revolutionized by a major step forward
in the development of effective antiretroviral drugs that have transformed HIV from a fatal infection
into a chronic, controllable disease [36, 37]. In 1987, AZT, also known as Zidovudine, became the first
drug approved for the treatment of AIDS. AZT belongs to a class of drugs called nucleoside reverse
transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs), which have been shown to reduce mortality and opportunistic
infections in AIDS patients [36, 45, 46]. However, the development of virus resistance to AZT has led
to the development of new drugs based on insights into the viral replication cycle and methods of
targeting it [36]. In the early 1990s, additional NRTIs were approved for HIV treatment and this paved
the way for the discovery and development of newer generations of antiretroviral drugs and these
drugs now exist in a variety of categories based on enzymatic and/ or cellular targets [37, 45]. NRTIs
were targeted against the viral reverse transcriptase enzyme but newer drugs were developed that
targeted against protease, and most recently against integrase inhibitors [37]. However, the
limitations of single-drug treatment for HIV became apparent quickly as the virus has the ability to
replicate rapidly.
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During replication, the virus is susceptible to errors and these errors, or mutations causes small
changes in the virus that can confer resistance to an antiretroviral drug and evolves rapidly [45]. This
impelled further investigations to determine whether combining drugs would prevent the virus to
become resistance to all the drugs simultaneously and in the early 1990s, researchers further noted
that two-drug therapy (AZT in combination with another NRTI) was more effective than AZT alone in
immune restoration or preventing deaths, raising hopes on the use of a combination therapy to treat
HIV/AIDS [45]. Although the use of dual therapy was superior to monotherapy for PLHIV, it was of
limited duration and in 1996, a major breakthrough was made with the introduction of a combination
therapy of several drugs to durably supress HIV replication to minimal levels and create a high genetic
barrier against the development of drug resistance [36, 45]. The success of triple-drug therapy, also
known as highly active antiretroviral therapy, or HAART, was due in part to the addition of a protease
inhibitor alongside two NRTIs, and studies showed that use of HAART significantly reduced morbidity
and mortality [36, 45]. Whilst HAART was lifesaving provided patients adhered to these prescribed
drugs, these drug regimens were far from perfect as the pill burden was complex and side effects
burdensome making it difficult for people infected with HIV to adhere to the regimens long-term [45].
To address the complexity of the drug regimens, toxicities and development of resistance, several
other drugs were developed to target the various steps in the HIV replication cycle and in the mid1990s drugs such as non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs) drugs and later in the
2000s, integrase inhibitors were developed and approved to treat HIV. In 2013, a second generation
integrase inhibitor was developed and was found to have a high barrier to the development of HIV
drug resistance [45].
Currently there are more than 30 antiretroviral drugs available, including fixed-dose combination
allowing people to adhere to their drugs regimens by taking a single pill once a day and clinical
research today continues to improve therapeutic options available aimed at controlling viral
replication[36]. Drugs such as NNRTIs are less expensive and easier to manufacture than protease and
integrase inhibitors, allowing ART to be scaled up in resource-constrained settings. The successful
development of combination therapies has been key in transforming HIV from an infectious to a
chronic disease [2, 25, 45] with near normal life-span expectancy in almost all developed and resourcelimited countries.
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2.2.2 From CD4-based initiation to immediate treatment for all HIV-Positive adults
HIV infected individuals require ART to prevent disease progression to AIDS, mortality, and on-going
transmission. The optimal timing of when to initiate ART had been a subject of on-going research over
the last couple of years but there has now been convincing evidence for the benefits of early initiation
[3, 47]. During the late 1990s, antiretroviral drugs available were few, expensive and associated with
significant drug toxicities. Most of the drug combinations available at that time were less robust and
carried a high risk of developing drug resistance, there were fewer treatment options and decision on
when to initiate treatment needed to balance benefits against the risks [48]. The treatment threshold
for asymptomatic HIV-infected persons was reduced to 200 cells/mm, with the prevailing view that
disease progression and mortality were lower above this threshold. This transition was mostly owing
to extreme caution regarding drug toxicity and the development of drug resistance at a time when
alternative treatment options were limited [48, 49].
With time, the availability of further treatment options that were much affordable and less toxic,
evidence for starting ART at a higher CD4 thresholds emerged and between 2006 and 2009, WHO
raised the CD4 threshold for ART initiation to 350 cells/mmᶟ based on evidence of moderate quality
that ART initiated at this threshold reduced disease progression, mortality and serious adverse events
[50, 51]. In 2013, WHO guidelines raised the CD4 threshold for ART initiation to 500cells/mmᶟ [52],
based on moderate-quality evidence from three RCTs and 21 observational studies showing that
initiation ART below CD4 threshold of 500cells/mmᶟ compared with later initiation (200 or 350
cells/mmᶟ) reduced the risk of disease progression and/or death as well as opportunistic infections [5,
52, 53]. By 2015, WHO subsequently updated their guidelines recommending all PLHIV to start ART
irrespective of CD4 cell count [6, 48]. This final step was inspired by the result of three randomized
controlled trials, START, TEMPRANO and HIV Prevention Trial Network (HPTN) 052 [5, 49, 54-56] that
provided concrete scientific evidence that immediate and effective ART in all PLHIV have superior
clinical outcomes to deferring ART based on CD4 cell count threshold [54, 55] and less likely to transmit
HIV to uninfected sexual partners[5, 57].
The TEMPRANO trial showed that initiation of ART at a CD4 count >500cells/mm3 reduced the risk of
AIDS related illness and deaths by 44% compared to deferring treatment and the START trial showed
a reduction of AIDS-related illness and death by 57% in the intervention arm that received immediate
ART regardless of CD4 count versus those randomized to ART initiation at a CD4 threshold of
<350cells/mm3 [3, 54].
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In addition to reducing morbidity and mortality, ART irrespective of CD4 cell count has the potential
to prevent further transmission of HIV demonstrated by the HPTN 052, a large randomized clinical
trial which demonstrated a 96% reduction in linked HIV transmission from HIV-positive to un-infected
partners when the former was virally suppressed on ART that was started outside of contemporary
CD4 guided thresholds [5, 6]. These trials provided the common conclusion that PLHIV globally should
be initiated on lifelong-ART irrespective of their CD4 cell count or disease stage to suppress viral
replication for individual benefit and prevent ongoing HIV transmission to non-HIV infected partners.

2.2.3 Strategies to deliver universal ART for all PLHIV
The benefits of ART are now well known. Not only does it improve the health of PLHIV, but it is also
an effective strategy to prevent transmission of HIV from an infected individual to their sexual partners
or to their babies during pregnancy, delivery, and breastfeeding. High levels of HIV viral load in blood
and genital secretions is a critical driver of HIV transmission [58]. ART works by controlling the
replication of the virus reducing the HIV viral load to low levels that cannot be detected by standard
blood tests. This is called ‘undetectable’ viral load or viral suppression [59, 60]. The current standard
practice for the clinical management of HIV is to ensure long-term viral suppression through the use
of ART for patient health benefit and decreasing risk of transmission. Viral suppression can only be
achieved and maintained when adhering to ART correctly and consistently and therefore imperative
that PLHIV on ART are accessing regular treatment support to monitor viral load and adherence
support from a healthcare professional.
The concept of using treatment for HIV-infected individuals to achieve viral suppression and reduce
the risk of transmission to uninfected sexual partners known as “Treatment for Prevention” (TasP)
arose following a landmark study in 2011 [61]. The HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN) 052, a
randomized clinical trial which examined this concept, showed at final analysis a 96% reduction in
linked HIV transmissions amongst serodiscordant couples when evaluating the effects of early versus
deferred ART [57, 62]. Similarly, the results of the PARTNER study showed that ART and undetectable
viral loads (<200copies/ml in this study) can prevent sexual transmission of HIV in heterosexual and
same-sex male partners [63]. Evidence on the effectiveness of TasP both on public health
interventions and patient-specific strategy led the WHO guidelines to recommend ‘test and treat’ or
‘treat all’ strategy - a push towards alerting as many people as possible to know their HIV status
through testing, and starting people infected with HIV on ART irrespective of their clinical or
immunological status [6].
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The reason for this push was that if a large number of PLHIV are diagnosed and on treatment
successfully, then not only can it positively affect the health and well-being of PLHIV, but also a
reduction in the average amount of virus circulating in the community resulting in the occurrence of
fewer transmission, in fact the chances of transmitting HIV sexually would be almost zero. This is
referred to as a drop in community viral load on a population level [61, 64, 65]. Diminishing the rate
of new HIV infections brought about by these strategies was a key cornerstone of the Joint United
Nations Programme on HIV and AIDS (UNAIDS) targets to end the AIDS epidemic as a major public
health program by 2020 [14]. These ambitious targets were coined “90-90-90” that is ensuring 90% of
all PLHIV know their status, 90% of all HIV+ infected person who knew their status are on treatment,
and 90% of those on ART virally suppressed) by 2020, with 95-95-95% respectively reaching these
targets by 2030 [14, 15, 66].
For treatment as prevention programs to succeed to reach the UNAIDS target, there is need to
maximize the HIV care cascade. This cascade evaluates the HIV continuum of care from the time of
diagnosis, engaging and retaining in care, and ultimately achieving viral suppression and has been a
framework in which to evaluate potential gaps in HIV programs [58, 67]. The overall effectiveness of
HIV programs especially in sub-Saharan African countries is severely undermined by attrition of
patients across the HIV care cascade. Stigma, discrimination, lack of knowledge of HIV status and the
negative perceptions of PLHIV, of HIV services and ART have been shown to be the major barriers in
the care cascade [62, 68]. People who do not access testing and treatment services immediately after
infection are more likely to spread HIV even if they go on to access treatment [52]. Therefore, in order
to improve individual health outcomes and potentially prevent further transmission to others, each
step of the care cascade need to be maximized to enhance HIV diagnosis, linkage to and retention in
care, ART adherence and ultimately viral suppression [69].
Although national HIV programs globally adopted the WHO guidelines to scale-up rollout of ART and
some reductions in the incidence of new HIV infections became apparent, sub-Saharan Africa
continued to experience severe generalized epidemics [70]. HIV incidence and prevalence continued
to remain at unacceptable high levels and despite ART having an impact on AIDS-related mortality,
the total number of HIV-infected individuals continued to rise [70, 71]. This imposed a huge challenge
towards curbing the epidemic as the incidence of new HIV infections continued to rise, there will be a
continuous increase in the number of PLHIV who will require ART in the future and sustaining ART
services for all those who need them will become extremely difficult especially in high HIV burden
resource-limited settings [71, 72].
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This led researchers to examine the effectiveness of TasP on a larger population level in high HIV
prevalence settings to determine if expansion of ART coverage in a real-world uncontrolled setting
could still produce a significant decline in HIV incidence [61]. Provision of ART on a wider scale was
now being recognised as one of the key preventive intervention for HIV control following the clinical
effectiveness TasP which was based on evidence that HIV transmission was strongly correlated with
viral load, and transmission risk is very low with undetectable viral load [5, 10, 71, 73, 74].
Disappointingly, there have been very few HIV prevention tools that have been shown to be effective
in randomized controlled trials in resource-limited settings. Of over more than 30 interventions that
had been tested in rigorously conducted RCTs of HIV prevention, only 5 trials showed significant
evidence of protection [72, 75]. Three trials on male circumcision[76-78] has been shown to reduce
the risk of men acquiring infection by 50-60%, although not enough to eliminate HIV, even under the
most optimistic conditions[75, 79] and furthermore implementation of male circumcision on a widerscale has been slow. In high HIV burden settings, a study of sexually transmitted infection (STI) for HIV
prevention in Mwanza, Tanzania was shown to be relatively less effective in high HIV burden
settings[72] and the RV144 vaccine trial in Thailand was of borderline significance and showed a
modest effect [72, 80].
As the availability of treatment expanded globally and with limited array of proven HIV prevention
tools, using treatment as an intervention to prevent infection was proposed and mathematical
modelling was used to evaluate this argument[75, 81]. This model proposed “universal test-andtreatment,” or UTT, as a potential HIV prevention strategy that could be effective in high-prevalence
settings [71, 72, 75, 82-85]. UTT entails providing HIV counselling and testing (HCT) to the entire
population, as well as prompt ART to all HIV-positive people, regardless of CD4 cell level or disease
stage. This model suggested that in high prevalence setting, an intervention such as UTT could reduce
the incidence to below 1 per 1000 person-years at risk that is approximately more than 95% reduction
and potentially lead to the elimination of HIV as a public health problem over a period of 15-20 years
and also reduce HIV-related morbidity and mortality [72, 75, 82].
Following the models projection for UTT as a potential prevention strategy, there was a sparked
interest in rolling out “test -and-treat “type of interventions to meet the ambitious UNAIDS 90-90-90
targets by 2020 and eventually 95-95-95 targets by 2030, with the goal of significantly reducing HIV
incidence and prevalence by then [14]. In order to fully achieve the potential impact of UTT on a wider
scale (population-level), there is need to maximize coverage of HIV testing, effective linkage to and
retention in care, rapid access to and initiation of ART, and adherence to ART to achieve viral
suppression [86-88]. This led to numerous research questions on the feasibility, effectiveness, and
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costs of UTT on a large scale in resource limited settings and how best do we implement UTT or what
coverage can be achieved in practice [72, 86].
Although the WHO 2015 guidelines recommended immediate ART for all PLHIV regardless of CD4 cell
count, this removed one barrier to meeting the second 90% target. However, there are numerous
obstacles and challenges to ensuring UTT and this includes scaling up HIV testing services in a
community so that everyone knows their status, linking all HIV-infected individuals to care and
initiating ART as soon as possible, keeping all PLHIV on ART in care, and achieving viral suppression
[71]. As the momentum to determine the feasibility, acceptability, scalability, and affordability of UTT
on a larger scale grew, different investigators over the last ten years designed and implemented five
community-based randomized trials in Southern and East Africa, where there is the most urgent need
for effective HIV control [72, 86, 89]. In addition to measuring the impact of UTT on HIV incidence,
these studies were also expected to provide strong evidence for policy formulation and practice for
optimal scale-up approaches [86, 87].

2.2.4 Universal Test-and-Treat Randomized trials
The five large-scale UTT randomized studies that were conducted in East and Southern Africa included:
the ANRS 12249 TasP (ANRS TasP) trial in South Africa [88, 90, 91], SEARCH (Sustainable East Africa
Research in Community Health) trial in Uganda and Kenya [92], the Botswana Combination Prevention
Project (BCCP)/Ya Tsie trial in Botswana [93], MaxART study in Eswatini (previously known as
Swaziland) [94] and the HPTN 071 Population Effects of Antiretroviral Therapy to Reduce HIV
Transmission (PopART) trial in South Africa and Zambia [91, 95]. All of the aforementioned UTT trial
teams came together as a consortium (UT3C) to better understand if and how population-level HIV
testing and treatment could reduce HIV incidence and mortality in order to meet the UNAIDS 90-9090 goal for epidemic control [86, 89]. The consortium shared study protocols, intervention packages,
themes explored, and highlighted and interpreted the similarities and differences across the trials.
All the five UTT trials evaluated the impact of UTT on population-level HIV incidence as their primary
endpoint, and evaluated multiple interventions that integrate HIV testing, prevention, and treatment,
as well as their long-term benefits and sustainability. The trials were conducted across a broad range
of settings from rural (ANRS TasP and SEARCH), peri-urban (PopART) to both rural and peri-urban
(BCCP and MaxART). Although all five UTT studies were randomized trials, they differed somewhat in
terms of their design, with four adopting a community-based randomized design and one a steppedwedge clinic randomized design [88]. The trial also had difference in their study arms with four trials
having two arms and one trial with three arms [86, 88]. The baseline prevalence of HIV amongst adults
in the population where the 5 trials were conducted ranged from 4-30% and over a million community
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members participated across these studies [86, 89]. Whilst the trials were ongoing, the HIV policy
landscape had been evolving and several changes with regards to ART initiation for PLHIV following
WHO ART recommendations were taking place. The UNAIDS launched the 90-90-90 targets, for
countries to reach for 90% for people to know to their status, start ART and viral suppression. In 2013,
the WHO guidelines recommended ART initiation for HIV -infected individuals with CD4 count <500
cells/mmᶟ and those with advanced stages of the disease and in 2015, expanded eligibility to all PLHIV
irrespective of CD4 count or disease stage [6].
As the countries in which the trials were being conducted adopted the WHO guidelines for ART
eligibility, the UTT trials also promptly modified their interventions and strategies. In all the trials, the
control arm (communities) immediately followed the national guidelines for initiating ART at a CD4
threshold of 500 cells/mmᶟ (2013 WHO guidelines) and universal ART (2015 WHO guidelines). The only
study that did not immediately switch to universal treatment was the TasP trial as guidelines in South
Africa did not shift towards universal treatment until the very end of the study [86, 89]. In addition,
other parameters such as simplification of ART delivery procedures, targeting key populations etc.
were altered in the trials to adapt to the operational challenges. The five trials were able to adapt
extremely well to the study settings political, economic and public health environment, therefore
generating rigorous scientific evidence of the effectiveness of UTT on a large-scale in resource limited
settings [86].
The ANSR 12249 TasP trial in rural South Africa was a two-arm cluster-randomized trial designed to
assess the effectiveness of TasP on HIV incidence in KwaZulu Natal [61, 90]. Clusters or communities
were randomized to either immediate ART initiation (intervention) or ART initiation according to
national guidelines (control arm) after HIV diagnosis. The study found no reduction in the HIV
incidence between the intervention and control arms [61, 96]. When compared to the control arm,
home-based HIV testing was well-accepted and met the first 90 target, linkage to care, ART initiation,
and viral suppression only witnessed moderate increases, falling significantly short of the second and
third 90 goals [61, 74]. Linkage to care was a weak link in the cascade, possibly associated with HIVrelated stigma in their setting [97]. Although this trial only compared the impact of immediate
treatment vs treatment according to national guidelines, it did not address the critical barrier in the
long delay between HIV diagnosis and ART initiation in this setting. This highlighted the critical
importance of achieving high rates of linkage to care after HIV diagnosis for multiple heterogeneous
groups [61, 86, 98].
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Other UTT trials examined the impact examined the impact of the treatment cascade such as universal
testing, linkage to care and immediate ART vs the current standard of care [95]. The SEARCH study, a
cluster-randomized trial in Kenya and Uganda was designed to evaluate whether universal HIV
treatment and annual testing delivered through community-based, multi-disease, patient-centred
approach would result in a reduction in HIV incidence [99]. In the study's intervention arm, HIV
incidence decreased by 32% from the first to the third year, paralleling a significant increase in viral
suppression among HIV+ individuals from 42% at baseline to 79% in the third year. The cumulative
HIV incidence, however, did not differ between the intervention and control arms [86, 92, 100].
Despite not seeing a significant difference in HIV incidence between the two arms, the intervention
arms rapidly achieved and surpassed the UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets in rural Kenya and Uganda,
improving community health (HIV mortality, Tuberculosis (TB) and hypertension control)[92]. In both
countries where the trial was conducted, the national guidelines had changed to universal treatment
a year after the SEARCH trial began and therefore could have diminished the effect of the intervention
as originally hypothesized [100]. In addition, the communities where the trial was conducted were
small and rural with low levels of education, migration and employment and the results may not be
generalized to other rural or urban communities with different demographic characteristics.
The Botswana Combination Prevention Project (BCCP): the Ya Tsie study used a pair-matched
community randomized trial in 30 communities in Botswana [61]. This study explored the impact of a
combination prevention which included scale up of HIV testing (home-based and mobile HCT), pointof-care CD4 testing, linkage to care, and ART at higher CD4 counts and enhanced voluntary medical
male circumcision (VMMC), on HIV incidence at population level and compared to standard of care in
rural and peri urban communities [101]. At the start of the study, intervention communities expanded
ART eligibility to cover individuals with either CD4 count of >350-500 cells/mmᶟ or CD4 count >500
cells/mmᶟ and HIV-1 RNA ≥ 10,000 copies/mL. Midway through the study in 2016, in-country
guidelines began offering universal ART which was implemented in all the intervention and control
communities [61]. The trial observed that compared with the control community, the HIV incidence
rate in the intervention community was reduced by 30%, but it was of little statistical significance [61,
101, 102].
The MaxART study evaluated the feasibility, acceptability, clinical outcomes, affordability, and
scalability of providing ART to all HIV-infected citizens in Swaziland's public health system [103]. The
study's main purpose was to evaluate whether early ART initiation for all adults infected with HIV can
improve retention and viral suppression at population-level in the government health system. This
was the only universal test-and-treat study to be undertaken in the public health sector to evaluate
retention and viral suppression rather than HIV incidence and one of the first to focus on crucial
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implementation problems and evaluations in resource-limited settings [103]. The study was a threeyear stepped-wedged randomized design open to enrolment for all adult (≥ 18 years) across 14 health
care facilities over three years (2014-2017). The sites were grouped to transition from the control
(standard of care using national eligibility guidelines) to the intervention stage. All the sites began in
the standard of care stage and then went through a four-month transition period before entering the
intervention stage. On the first day of the transition phase, ART was implemented regardless of CD4
count (Early Access to ART for All) [104]. As of October 2016, national guidelines in Swaziland
expanded ART eligibility to all PLHIV irrespective of CD4 count or disease stage and the study design
was equally revised to coincide with the national roll-out of test and treat. The study found that Early
Access to ART for All has a substantial effect on retention and viral suppression and 12-month
retention and post ART initiation viral suppression rates in the intervention arm providing UTT were
86% and 79% respectively, compared to 80% and 4% in the control (standard of care) arm [104]. The
performance of the health systems in providing ART to PLHIV improved following adoption of UTT and
the results of this “real-world” health system trial strongly supported the expansion of UTT in
resource-limited setting because it was found to be acceptable, feasible and affordable[104, 105].
The recently completed HPTN 071 (PopART) trial, Population Effect of Antiretroviral Therapy to
Reduce HIV Transmission, was the largest community randomized trial evaluating the impact of a
combination prevention package that included UTT in reducing HIV incidence at a population level
[95]. This was a 3-arm community randomized trial that ran from 2013 through 2018 across urban and
peri-urban communities in Zambia and South Africa. A total of 21 communities (population of
approximately 1 million) were randomly assigned to either one of the three arms: 1. Combination
prevention intervention with universal ART; 2. Combination prevention intervention with ART
according to national guidelines and 3. Standard of care (control arm) [105]. The prevention strategy
(interventions) included annual rounds of home-based HIV testing by community HIV providers
(CHiPs) who supported linkage to care, ART adherence, and other HIV services such as voluntary
medical male circumcision advocacy and condom distribution. Midway through the study, national
guidelines for ART initiation changed to universal ART, and communities that were randomized to
initiating ART at CD4 thresholds changed to universal ART, at which time arm 1 was identical to arm
2. The control arm continued to provide standard of care including universal ART consistent with
national guidelines. The study’s intervention communities achieved the UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets and
high rates of viral suppression (~ 70%). The final findings of this trial revealed, surprisingly, that HIV
incidence was lower by 30% in the communities that provided the combination prevention package
and ART according to national guidelines (arm 2) than in the standard of care control communities.
There was no evidence of such an effect in the communities that provided universal ART and
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combination prevention package (arm 1) [105]. This lack of effect in the full intervention arm where
UTT was delivered was inconsistent with data on viral suppression [105, 106]. This finding of HIV
incidence in the arms that provided universal ART did not differ significantly from the control is yet
unexplained and requires significant ongoing work to understand better. Several explanations for this
lack of effect on HIV incidence included: 1. Use of written informed consent for starting ART outside
national guidelines at the start of the trial could have discouraged individuals initiating ART though
this was not supported by data which had similar coverage of ART uptake and viral suppression in both
intervention arms; 2. Wide scale ART in universal ART communities may have led to reduction in
primary prevention efforts or sexual disinhibition but this was not supported by data on participantreported risk behaviours; possibility that there may have been other factors such as mobility and
migration that could have resulted in HIV exposure but analysis of data showed that differential
migration across the study communities was not apparent [105]. Given that the interventions in the
two arms were similar for the majority of the primary analysis period, it is possible that the difference
in observed effects was due to chance, and that their combined difference with the control arm (20%
reduction in HIV incidence) in a post hoc analysis reflects the trial's key finding [105].
The five trials have collectively signaled a way forward to rapidly achieving the UNAIDS 90-90-90 goals
and have provided solid evidence that UTT is feasible in resource-limited settings in sub-Saharan Africa.
All the trials agree that optimizing the HIV care cascade is the key to a successful UTT strategy.
Compared with the current standard of care offered in SSA, UTT with universal testing, active linkage,
and access to ART care can rapidly achieve viral suppression and ultimately reduce HIV incidence and
mortality [89] Despite the four trials achieving approximately 30% reduction in HIV incidence, a
shortfall from what the modelling studies suggested, the full potential of UTT is likely to be greater
with widespread implementation and addition of other prevention modalities such as pre-exposure
prophylaxis [89] to achieve HIV epidemic control.

2.3 The Impact of Universal ART on the HIV epidemic
The worldwide response to the HIV epidemic has been unprecedented. Although ART was available in
resource-rich countries since 1995, it was only after another 10 years to reach resource-limited
settings hardest hit by the epidemic, such as sub-Saharan Africa [107]. In the early stages of the
epidemic, the use of ART for PLHIV began as an emergency response for PLHIV with advanced disease
stage, who were at a higher risk of dying. WHO treatment guidelines in 2002 recommended ART
initiation for those who were asymptomatic with a CD4 count below 200 cells/mmᶟ or those with
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advanced stages of the disease [108]. This was because it was widely assumed that drug exposure
exceeding this threshold would result in significant drug toxicity and the development of drug
resistance in the face of restricted therapeutic options. However, these guidelines laid the foundation
of ART delivery within a public health framework, including resource-limited settings not just for
individual case management but to support public health approach in delivery and scale up of ART
[48, 109]. As further treatment options became available and affordable in parallel with evidence
supporting overall benefits of starting treatment at higher CD4 threshold, WHO expanded HIV
treatment guidelines in 2010 recommending ART initiation at CD4 threshold of 350 cells/mmᶟ and
again to 500 cells/mmᶟ in 2013 [48]. With improvements in ART options and increasing evidence
showing that individuals on effective ART have superior clinical outcomes and less likely to transmit
HIV to others (START, TEMPRANO and HPTN 052 trials), this led the WHO to subsequently update its
guidelines in 2015, strongly recommending that all PLHIV should start ART irrespective of CD4 cell
count or disease stage [6]. This was aimed to end the HIV epidemic and meet the UNAIDS targets of
90-90-90% by 2020, with 95-95-95% by 2030 [13, 15]. This has resulted in an increase coverage of ART
as all PLHIV are now eligible and in need of immediate treatment as countries started adopting the
WHO 2015 guidelines. By the middle of 2018, 84% of low-and middle- income countries adopted the
WHO “treat all” guidelines, covering 98% of all PLHIV globally [Fig.2.2] [110, 111].
Fig. 2.2. Implementation of Treat All ART recommendation among adults and adolescents living
with HIV (Situation as of mid-2018).

Source: Global AIDS Monitoring (UNAIDS/WHO/UNICEF) and WHO HIV Country Intelligence Tool, 2018.
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/275468/WHO-CDS-HIV-18.21-eng.pdf?ua=1
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The adoption of WHO recommendations for universal ART has resulted in an increase coverage of ART
globally, including sub-Saharan African region most affected by the epidemic. In 2018, 62% [23.3
million] PLHIV globally were accessing treatment and in 2019, 24.5 million PLHIV were on ART [40,
112], a major improvement since 2010 when ART initiation was based on CD4 guidelines and only 7.7
million PLHIV were on ART [Fig.2.3]. however, despite this achievements, the treatment scale up is
still below the UNAIDS global target of treating 30 million HIV infected individuals by 2020 [Fig.2.4]
[41]. With increased ART coverage for PLHIV, the number of new HIV infections and AIDS-related
deaths has decreased. Although the annual number of new infections among adults has been stable
in recent years, approximately 1.7 million people became newly infected with HIV in 2018, a modest
reduction from 1.8 million in 2017 [40, 112]. Although new HIV infections globally have declined by
16% compared to the peak in 1997 [2.9 million], this is of major concern as the decline is not enough
to reach the target of less than 500,000 new infection by 2020 [40]. The number of AIDS-related deaths
have also shown a reduction by more than 55% since 2004 and 2010 when the number of HIV-related
deaths peaked at 1.7 million and 1.4 million respectively[40].

Fig 2.3. PLHIV accessing treatment globally

Source: www.avert.org /global-HIV-and-aids-statistic
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Fig 2.4. Number of people living with HIV accessing antiretroviral therapy, global, 2000–2017 and
2020 target.

Source: UNAIDS. Global AIDS update 2018: miles to go. Geneva: Joint United Nations Programme on
HIV/AIDS (unaids); 2018.

East and South Africa, the region hardest hit by the HIV pandemic and home to the largest number of
PLHIV globally have made huge strides to meet the UNAIDS targets. Following the WHO guidelines in
expanding HIV treatment guidelines initially at CD4 thresholds since 2010 and finally extending
treatment to all PLHIV irrespective of CD4 count or disease stage, has led to substantial gains in ART
coverage for PLHIV in this region [107]. Through the combined efforts of countries ART programs,
international donor funding, community stakeholders and PLHIV, the number of PLHIV on ART has
rose rapidly across the region over recent years. This accomplishment has resulted in rapid reduction
in the incidence of new HIV infections and AIDS-related deaths in areas with high ART coverage, albeit
progress is fragile and varies greatly across the region [41, 107]. Among the region’s estimated 20.6
million PLHIV, an estimated 67% [13.8 million] PLHIV were on treatment in 2018 (up from 53% in
2015). The gap to reaching the second UNAIDS 90 target of ART initiation among PLHIV stood at 1.1
million and additional 3 million PLHIV still need to access treatment [38, 113].
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2.4 Challenges of treating all people with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa.
There is now sufficient evidence that following the current WHO guidelines on universal treatment
will change the face of the HIV epidemic through substantial gains in ART coverage and concomitant
improvements in life expectance and reduced mortality [107]. However, this needs to be widely and
successfully carried out especially, in high HIV burden countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Despite
substantial improvements in the trends of new HIV infections and deaths since the scale up of HIV
treatment in SSA, the current statistics are sobering. According to the latest UNAIDS data, there are
still an estimated 470,000 AIDS-related deaths per annum amongst the 25.6 million PLHIV in subSaharan Africa [112], and an estimated 16.4 million [64%] of PLHIV [13.8 million in East and Southern
Africa and 2.6 million in Western and central Africa] are on treatment [112], leaving treatment
coverage still far below the UNAIDS 90-90-90 target. In addition to covering all HIV-infected people
receiving treatment, the current annual rate of 1.28 million new infections in the region alone is an
overwhelming realization that millions of new HIV infections will need diagnosis and treatment.
Therefore, the public health systems in resource-limited settings need to be prepared to face the
challenges that implementation of universal ART on a large scale will bring. Despite universal ART
removing one barrier to achieving the second UNAIDS 90 target to treat all PLHIV, the need to scale
up HIV testing in a population so that everyone knows their status; to ensure that PLHIV are linked to
care and initiated on ART rapidly and ensuring all PLHIV on treatment are retained in care and virally
suppressed will be challenging [71]. The HIV care cascade or continuum of care describes the
sequential steps involved in HIV care, from initial diagnosis to engagement in care, antiretroviral
medication treatment, and ultimately the goal of viral suppression [114, 115]. Globally, HIV programs
have adapted this cascade as a tool to evaluate programmatic performances achieving the essential
steps in the cascade and identify gaps and opportunities necessary to maximize individual health and
prevention benefits of ART on a large scale [115, 116]. To achieve the UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets, each
step of the cascade should be maximized by PLHIV for successful implementation of universal ART.

2.5 Barriers/Gaps in the HIV care cascade
As the scale up of universal ART has resulted in an increase coverage of ART as all PLHIV are now
eligible and in need of treatment [6, 52], this poses a challenge for resource-limited settings in SSA as
increasing coverage of ART services must minimize barriers to the continuum of care. The potential
benefits of ART depend on successfully going through all stages of the HIV care continuum, including
diagnosis, linkage to HIV care services, and ultimately treatment initiation. Following treatment
initiation, retention in care and lifelong adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART) are critical for
optimal individual and public health outcomes, as failure to do so could result in treatment
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interruption, resulting in increased morbidity and mortality due to suboptimal viral suppression and
an increased risk of drug resistance and HIV transmission [117, 118]. There is growing evidence that
Individuals who test positive are not effectively linked to HIV care, resulting in delayed treatment,
ongoing transmission and increased risk of morbidity[117]. Despite the global progress, persistent
challenges with linkage to care have impeded efforts to achieve the second and third 90 [111]. In 2017,
of all PLHIV globally, 21% of PLHIV were not receiving ART and in the eastern and southern Africa, of
the 81% PLHIV who were aware of their status, 15% of those who knew their status were not receiving
treatment [14].

2.5.1 Barriers to linkage to care
Approximately 30%-60% of individuals who test positive are linked to care in resource-limited settings
according to several recent studies [117-119]. Although definition of linkage to care varies, it is
commonly defined as patients who receives clinical care following HIV diagnosis [120]. Evidence
currently available has highlighted delays in linking PLHIV to care resulted in delayed ART initiation
and subsequently increased morbidity and mortality [121, 122]. Various studies have shown delays in
linkage to care in SSA where PLHIV start treatment very late and in the advanced stage of the disease
[122-124]. Two important clinical trials conducted in sub-Saharan Africa have recently shown
significant delays in linking patients to HIV care after they have been diagnosed with HIV despite
getting support services for linking them to care in regions disproportionately burdened by the HIV
epidemic. The ANRS 12249 [TasP] in KwaZulu-Natal (South Africa) showed that only 36.9% linked to
care by 3 months after referral. This is despite high uptake of community HIV testing [96, 97, 125]. The
HPTN 071 (PopART) trial which evaluated the effects of a combination HIV prevention package
including UTT on population level HIV incidence using a cadre of lay trained counsellors (Community
HIV care Providers [CHiPs]) to deliver the interventions showed an estimate time from CHiP referral
to linkage to care (first attendance at clinic), by 3, 6 and 12 months to be 45, 57 and 71% respectively
after first referral to care in Zambia and slightly more rapid linkage in South Africa at 48, 60 and 79%
[125, 126]. Similarly studies have also shown that despite increasing rates and improvements in HIV
testing services and expansion of outreach programs, there is still a challenge to link individuals who
test HIV-positive [127]. A study conducted in Northern Tanzania reported only 14% of individuals
linking to care within the first 4 months of diagnosis [128]. These rates of linkage to care from various
regions in sub-Saharan Africa are indicative of a broader issue confronting national HIV treatment and
implementation programs[127].
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Several factors have been known to facilitate or mitigate linkage to care from the point of diagnosis
to ART initiation and these include a combination of individual/patient, health care provider and
health system factors. Several studies that have explored the barriers and facilitators to linkage to care
in resource limited settings in sub-Saharan Africa have identified fear of stigma for accessing HIV care
services, disclosure of status, negative attitudes of HCW, fear of drug adverse effects, being
asymptomatic at the time of diagnosis, complexity of navigation to care registration and readiness to
accept treatment as some of the barriers to timely linkage into HIV care [111, 125, 129-131].
Integration of HIV testing and care services, good healthcare provider relationships and minimal clinic
waiting times were identified as factors facilitating timely linkage to care [127, 130].

2.5.2 Barriers to rapid ART initiation
The benefits of commencing ART promptly or on the same day as diagnosis have been discussed
previously. Prior to the 2015 WHO guidelines advocating ART irrespective of CD4 count, multiple
clinical trials and programmatic data demonstrated delays in treatment uptake by PLHIV in different
settings[125]. The HPTN 052 experiment, which was done prior to the test and treat
recommendations, revealed that despite counselling PLHIV on the significance of urgent treatment
and providing access to ART, 17% had not started treatment after one year[57, 125]. Other studies in
sub-Saharan Africa had identified multiple barriers to ART initiation prior to the test and treat
guidelines and these included stigma related concerns, confidentiality, privacy whilst accessing
treatment, negative HCW attitudes, distance to health care facility, poor knowledge of drug regimens
and fear of side effects[132-134]. Being asymptomatic at the time of HIV diagnosis was also considered
a barrier to starting ART because patients felt they were too healthy to start ART, their CD4 level was
not low enough, and/or they feared drug adverse effects. Various studies have established the fact
that some PLHIV required time to begin ART despite being adequately informed and encouraged [125,
133, 135]. There is now emerging data from various settings on the hurdles and facilitators to ART
initiation among healthy clients eligible for ART under the new Test and Treat policy [132]. A recent
qualitative study conducted in Mozambique to examine the barriers and facilitators for ART uptake in
the context of universal test and treatment amongst healthy patients found that the already
established or "well-known" barriers to care and treatment uptake remain a problem for newly
diagnosed patients alongside new barriers, such as being in good health makes it difficult for patients
to accept a positive status or initiate treatment [132]. The barriers included: (1) feeling well; (2) denial
of HIV+ status; (3) lack or poor knowledge about ART; (4) fear of side effects; and (5) disclosure. Other
important barriers included reluctance to start ART for life, and the concept of feeling "healthy" was
linked to resisting ART commencement [132].
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The HPTN 071 trial equally showed similar findings where despite observing a steep reduction in the
time taken to start ART after community HIV testing, approximately 30% of patients had not begun
ART by 12 months after testing [125]. The reasons included were similar to finding from other studies
described above. One of the facilitators to ART initiation mentioned include new models of ART
services that can enable adaptation of counselling to client’s individual needs, efficient patient flow
and integrated HIV/ primary care services [132].

2.5.3 Barriers to retention in care
According to the WHO, retention in care is defined “ from the moment of initial engagement in care,
when a person with HIV is linked successfully to services, to assessment for eligibility, initiation on ART
and retention in lifelong ART care”[136, 137]. This definition varies and there is no gold standard in
measuring retention in care [138, 139]. Retention in HIV care is also defined as the ability to adhere
to the HIV care package that includes regular clinical follow-up and pharmacy appointments,
scheduled laboratory tests and other monitoring activities according to the standard of care guidelines
[140, 141]. Others have defined it as “being alive and on ART or being transferred out to other health
care facilities to continue treatment”[139] or “patients known to be alive and receiving ART at the end
of the follow-up period”[139].
The ability of PLHIV to remain in care and on treatment is crucial to attaining good health outcomes
and limiting HIV transmission[142, 143]. For PLHIV, the ability to remain in care and on treatment is
crucial to attaining good health outcomes and limiting HIV transmission[142]. Although treatment
efforts in Sub-Saharan Africa have resulted in more than 21 million PLHIV obtaining ART over the last
decade, high levels of attrition have greatly hampered the effectiveness of these programs[143]. The
high attrition rates are a serious concern since treatment interruptions result in increased viral loads,
which increases the risk of morbidity, mortality, drug resistance and ongoing transmission [144].
Retaining PLHIV on lifelong ART especially in resource limited settings such as East and Southern Africa
is challenging. Since 2008, there has been a growing number of published literature that has identified
poor retention in HIV care prior and after ART initiation[145]. Systematic reviews of studies conducted
between 2007 and 2010 in sub-Saharan African HIV treatment cohorts estimated overall retention at
24 months averaging 70-77% and 65-72% at 36 months[146]. A recent systematic review that further
updated and expanded previous reviews to estimate retention rates amongst those on ART from low
and middle income countries between 2008 and 2013 showed that overall retention at 12, 24 and 36
months was estimated to be 83%, 74% and 68% respectively[145]. These findings show that one in
every three patients was LTFU within 3 years of starting ART [145, 147] and determining the
proportions of patients who stop taking ART is challenging as that cannot be easily determined from
routine clinical data as LTFU may include patients who have died or self-transferred to another HIV
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treatment centre [147-149]. Whilst there have been some variations in the estimating program
retention in sub-Saharan Africa, it is obvious that retention in care is a significant challenge to the
effectiveness of ART programs.
Despite the availability of free ART services in resource limited settings, several barriers have been
identified as to why patients disengage from HIV care, and these tend to vary by settings. Social
barriers such as stigma and discrimination, lack of social support or personal support were barriers to
remain in care and adhere to treatment[150]. PLHIV feared being seen at the clinic by people they
know when accessing HIV services, including collecting drugs, involuntary disclosure when accessing
these services and lack of privacy forced patients to travel further to another health care facility
outside their community to seek care [125]. Structural barriers include poverty, long distance to
clinics, transportation costs and constraints. Poverty is likely to affect adherence to care as funds are
needed to travel to the clinics for appointments and patients may feel the need to direct their
resources elsewhere. Associated with poverty such as inadequate housing, unemployment and forced
migration may result in patients missing their clinic visits and treatment interruptions[151].
Transportation costs and geographical distance to the clinics are also barriers to ART care although
this is more prevalent in rural areas compared to urban areas [152, 153]. Clinic- related barriers include
long waiting times for clinical reviews and drug collection, overcrowding, negative attitudes of health
care providers and lack of human resources[151].
The current situation, in which an increasing number of PLHIV must be initiated on treatment and
maintained on treatment for life, cannot be sustained unless innovative strategies to facilitate ART
expansion and minimize barriers to the HIV care cascade are developed. Over the last couple of years,
the scale up of ART has led to innovative HIV-care models that complement the current conventional
facility-based care by adapting to the needs of the communities, patients, and health care systems.
These include differentiated service delivery (DSD) models.

2.6 Differentiated Service Delivery
Decentralizing ART services outside of healthcare facilities and into the community has the potential
to improve the HIV continuum of care by overcoming the aforementioned constraints. Models for
decentralizing ART services through community ART delivery may be important to encourage
maintenance on ART, and innovative strategies for maintaining the continuum of care in the context
of universal treatment to meet the ambitious joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) 9090-90 targets to end the epidemic by 2030. The WHO 2015 guidelines recommended that provision of
ART services can be maintained in the community but operational guidance and further evidence is
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needed for this to happen in practice[154]. A framework for “Differentiated Care” was developed and
describes it as follows:
“Differentiated care is a client-centred approach that simplifies and adapts HIV services across the
cascade to reflect the preferences and expectations of various groups of PLHIV while reducing
unnecessary burdens on the health system. By providing differentiated care, the health system can
refocus resources to those most in need…..”[22].
The principle of this framework was to provide guidance on how to address some of the barriers to
treatment access and retention in HIV care by optimizing models of ART drug and care delivery [22,
24, 52]. This is an approach designed to streamline care along the HIV cascade in ways that are
intended to better serve the needs of PLHIV, reduce unnecessary burdens/costs on the health care
system, and improve client outcomes [155, 156]. With this approach, patients with complex needs ds
receive increased care, while those who are stable or have a less advanced disease receive adequate
treatment in the environment that is most appropriate for them[122]. These DSD models of care are
divided into 4 categories: “health care worker-managed group models; client-managed group models;
facility-based individual models; and out-of-facility individual models”[22]. All these models focus on
stable patients and the definition of stable patients varies across different models dependent on
resources available. The definition of “stable patient” includes PLHIV who are on treatment for more
than 6 months, adherent to treatment, have no opportunistic infections and do not require frequent
clinical consultations[24]. However, this definition varies amongst ART delivery models and is
dependent on resources such as viral load monitoring[22].
At the time DSD guidelines were published by WHO, there was little evidence around how
differentiated models of ART delivery should be applied to non-stable patients or members of the key
populations, pregnant women, and adolescents. Currently there is growing appreciation that nonstable patients and key populations (e.g., men who have sex with men, young men) may also benefit
from these models of care as they are more likely not to go to health care facilities to pick up their
medications and would access their care better if were brought closer to their homes.
Community models of ART delivery methods are one example of decentralizing HIV services from
health care facilities to the community in order to meet the growing number of stable PLHIV on ART.
These models have been developed in various settings and have the potential to improve the HIV care
continuum by decongesting clinics and strengthening community participation through the
integration of community-based activities and health care institutions [24, 154, 157, 158].
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2.6.1 Types of community models of ART delivery
The last few years has seen several models of differentiated care being implemented in highprevalence resource limited settings in East and South African regions. These models are aimed at
improving retention and LTFU through task shifting and decentralization from primary health care
facilities into the communities [159]. These models of ART delivery focus on PLHIV who are clinically
stable allowing them to receive care within the communities through on-going adherence support and
delivery of pre-packed drugs by community health workers (CHWs), thus reducing the frequency of
clinical visits. Examples include:
A. Client-Managed Group Models
An example of this model is the Community Adherence Group (CAG) model which was originally
developed by Médecins Sans Frontiéres (MSF) in Tete, Mozambique [159-161]. This model is targeted
towards stable patients who receive their ART refills in a group and managed by the group themselves
where each member in the group takes turn collecting ARVs for all members [Table 1]. Each group is
composed of approximately 6 PLWH and meet up either monthly or three monthly depending on the
settings and resources available. Each member has a clinical review either 6 monthly or yearly with
routine laboratory testing [22, 160]. Results from this pilot study in Mozambique found high rates of
retention among CAG members at 97.7%, 96.0%, 93.4% and 91.8% at 12, 24, 36 and 48 months
respectively[161, 162], with a mortality rate of 2.1/100 per client and LTFU rate of 0.1/100 per client
year[22, 161] as well as high levels of acceptance by patients and HCWs as CAGs reduced the cost and
time burden on patients and strengthened adherence support[100, 160, 161, 163-165]. Data from this
pilot enabled the CAG model to be incorporated into Mozambique’s National HIV care Strategy and
by the end of 2013, more than 17, 000 patients were receiving ART in CAG models[25, 163]. Similarly,
several resource-limited high HIV burden countries incorporated CAG models into their national
guidelines[166, 167]. Based on this CAG model, Zimbabwe began a national roll-out of Community
ART Refill Groups (CARGs) and found that this model was overwhelmingly perceived as beneficial both
by patients and HCWs and was successfully implemented on a national scale reducing the workload
of HCW distributing ART[160]. Additional data from three smaller cohorts in Lesotho, Eswatini and
Haiti also showed encouraging results. In Lesotho, stable patients who joined a CAG had a 12 month
retention rate of 98.7 percent, compared to 90.2 percent for those who did not join a CAG[167, 168].
In Eswatini, 12 months retention was 81% in CAGs [169] and in Haiti, retention for a cohort of CAG
patients was 88.4% [170]. In Zambia, CAGs were favoured by both patients and HCWs since they were
able to decongest clinics and minimize the workload despite various problems with health care
systems, such as drug stockouts and failure to conduct laboratory testing as planned[168, 171].
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B. Health Care Worker-Managed Groups
An example of this model includes Adherence Clubs (AC) which could be either facility-based or
community based. This model of care was designed to provide peer support and facilitate patient selfmanagement to groups of stable patients on ART [163, 172]. The purpose of this club was to decongest
health care facilities by decentralizing ART medication pick-ups and adherence in the facility health
care or in the community. During the club sessions, essential tasks such as symptom screening,
adherence counselling and dispensation of pre-packed medications, are provided by a trained peer
educator or community health worker who serves as the club facilitator[122] [Table 2.1]. Club
members are seen once or twice yearly for their clinical review and laboratory tests[122]. Patients are
referred back to the clinic for assessment if they report symptoms suggestive of illness, drug adverse
effects or have weight loss [173]. The club facilitator leads short group discussion on range of health
topics. In addition to these clubs being held within the premises of the health care facilities, they have
also been implemented within the community settings and held at venues such as schools, churches,
and community centres.
Since 2012, Médecins Sans Frontiéres (MSF) piloted an extension of adherence clubs into the
community and by 2013, collaborated with the Provincial government of Western Cape in
implementing 776 clubs representing 19% of all ART patients in care in the Cape metropolitan area.
The implementation of these community-based adherence clubs (CACs) at a large, public sector facility
in peri-urban Cape Town had more than 2000 stable patients down referred from primary health care
facilities to CACs[25] and overall retention was 97% and 94% at 6 and 12 months respectively. These
findings bolstered the case for continuing to expand community-based ART delivery approaches in
high-prevalence resource settings [163, 164]. These models have shown potential benefits associated
with retention in care, reduced LTFU and mortality and improved viral suppression. Three large
observational cohort studies have also demonstrated that, as compared to health care facilities,
adherence clubs promote retention in care and virus suppression [161, 173-175]. In addition to
decongesting the clinics, adherence clubs have shown reduction in time spent accessing care at the
clinic and transportation costs associated with frequent clinical visits [29, 163, 175-177]. In addition
to studies that have focused on patient outcomes and benefits in adherence clubs, a recent qualitative
study assessing the acceptability and barriers of rolling out adherence clubs in the community has the
potential to benefit both patients and the health care systems such as decongestion and alleviating
staff shortages and workload. In addition to the above benefits mentioned, clubs also reduced
defaulter rates, improved treatment adherence and reduced stigma levels[176]. These models of care
have now been recommended by the WHO[52] as they have as they have been shown to provide at
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least comparable outcomes to health care facility based care for stable PLHIV in resource limited
settings[27, 174].
C. Out-of-facility individual models
Out-of-facility models vary according to the services delivered and by whom and where in the
community these services are provided. These are divided into home delivery, mobile outreach and
community drug distribution points (CDDP)[22]. In these models’ stable patients are given the option
to pick up their drug refills at a designated place in the community or have their drugs delivered to
them in their homes by a trained community lay worker[122]. During these visits, patients receive
their adherence support, and a symptom screen is conducted prior to dispensation of pre-packed
drugs. Patients are seen at the clinic once or twice a year for their clinical review and routine
laboratory monitoring [Table 2.1].
Three cluster randomized trials from Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania have reported outcomes from
home-ART delivery models. In Uganda, CHW delivered pre-packed medications at home, provided
adherence support, and referred sick patients to the clinic. There was no difference in virological
failure rates between home delivery and facility care[31], and mortality rates were comparable in both
groups. Similarly, in Kenya, CHWs were recruited among PLHIV and trained to deliver ART and provide
adherence support to patients in their homes. There were no significant differences between the
intervention and standard of care with respect to virological failure, mean CD4 count and
development of opportunistic infections. Patients in the home delivery models made half as many
clinic visits as those in the clinics [22, 178, 179]. A randomized pragmatic trial in Tanzania recently
found that a home delivery model performed at least as well as the standard of care in terms of the
critical health indicator of virological failure[32], and that this type of model was popular with patients
because it made ART care more convenient and saved them time.
Community drug distribution points (CDDP) have also been found to reduce the frequency of clinical
visits by stable PLHIV on treatment resulting in a decrease in HCW workload [163, 180]. This allows
the health care facility to focus management of complex clinical cases. Distribution of ART in the
community at fixed points also reduced patients transportation costs, time and absence from work
due to frequent clinical visits[180]. Evidence from Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo and South
Africa have shown promising outcomes with this model. Results of a pilot model in Kinshasa, DRC
showed retention rates at 89% at 12 months and was recognized as good practice in the country’s
national strategic plan[181]. In Uganda, stable clients initiating ART from 2004 to 2009 in the CDDP
model had 69% retention in care and 17% mortality [182]. In South Africa, CDDP included fixed
community points and private pharmacies and patients using this model had a lower retention at 12
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months as compared to the facility (81.5% vs 87.2%) and comparable sustained viral suppression
[183]. Mobile outreach ART delivery has also shown to have promising outcomes although there is
limited published evidence regarding this method of distributing ART refills outside the health care
facility. In Swaziland, 12 months retention was 77% for this model of care [26, 183].
Table 2.1. Summary of Community Models of ART delivery for Stable Patients ɫ
Where
Type
Setting
Who

Where
What

When

Client-Managed
Groups
Community Adherence
Groups (CAGs)
Rural/ urban
Provider – PLHIV
Clients – group of 5-8
stable PLHIV
Patient’s home or
community venue
Dispensation of prepacked medications,
Adherence support
Symptom screen

Health Care WorkerManaged Groups
Adherence Clubs

Out-of-facility individual models

Urban
Provider – HCW or lay
worker
Clients – group of 1530 stable PLHIV
Facility premises
Community venues
Dispensation of prepacked medications,
Adherence support
Symptom screen
Group education and
Health promotion
Every 2-3 months

Rural /urban
Provider – trained lay
worker
Clients – stable PLHIV

Home -Delivery

Patient’s home
Dispensation of prepacked medications
Adherence support
Symptom screening

Community ART
distribution points
Urban/rural
Provider – community
nurse/ pharmacist/ lay
worker
Clients – stable patients
Community venue closer
to patients’ home
Dispensation of prepacked medications
Adherence support
Symptom screening

Monthly
Every 3 months
Every 2-3 months
2-3 monthly
How
Pre-packed medication Pre-packed
Pre-packed
Pre-packed medications
at HCF
medications at HCF
medications at HCF
at HCF
One member picks up
and picked up by club
Lay worker dispenses Space for drug storage
medications for group
facilitator who
during home visits
Medications at
members during the
dispenses during club
community level
day of clinical visit
meetings
M&E
CAG register
Club registers
Home attendance
CDDP registers
Attendance
Attendance
registers
Attendance monitoring
monitoring form
monitoring form
Symptom checklist
form
Symptom checklist
Symptom checklist
Symptom checklist
ɫ
modified from ICAP Approach to Differentiated Service Delivery. Cquin.icap.columbia.edu. 2019. Available
from: https://cquin.icap.columbia.edu/resources/icap-approach-to-differentiated-service-delivery/

Over the last few years, the large-scale rollout of universal ART has resulted in dramatic reforms in
health care delivery in order to address shortages in capacity and quality of care through the largescale adoption of various DSD models throughout SSA countries. Although some ART delivery
approaches have showed encouraging results, there is currently a dearth of data to support their
claimed benefits in routine deployment. Despite several systematic reviews reporting no significant
differences in optimal ART adherence, viral suppression, LTFU and all-cause mortality, very few studies
or evaluations have compared these alternative models of care to conventional facility-based care,
making it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the effects of community models versus health care
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facility-based care with regards outcomes[16]. Little is known whether these models of ART delivery
will be feasible in urban low-resource high HIV burden settings and whether care will be as good as
the standard quality of care provided by health systems, therefore a timely and innovative study is
required to rigorously evaluate different models of community ART delivery as the information
obtained will be critical for the continued scale up of universal treatment and provide policy makers
with evidence on operational feasibility and acceptability and guide policy on the best models to roll
out in the context of universal treatment[24].

2.7 HIV in Zambia
Zambia, a landlocked country in southern Africa has a total population of approximately 18
million[184] with 45.3% of the population in urban areas. The country has a young population with
36.7% of the people between 15-35 years[185] and characterized by continuing urban drift. High levels
of poverty and unemployment rates, high burden of diseases, infrastructural challenges, geographical
and social barriers are some of the major constraints facing the country and have significant impact
on the health service delivery[186]. Zambia is one of the countries hardest hit by the HIV/AIDS
epidemic, with an estimated HIV prevalence of 11.3 percent among adults and 1.2 million PLHIV[186],
most in urban areas. Despite the decreasing rates of new infections over the last decade, the
prevalence of HIV amongst adults has not much changed much since 2010 when the prevalence was
13%[38]. The majority of HIV transmission is driven by heterosexual sex and women; particularly
adolescent girls and young women are disproportionally affected by the epidemic. By 2018, women
made up 58.3% of PLHIV, and new HIV infections among young women (15-24 years) were more than
twice as common as new HIV infections among young males (13000 new infections among young
women, compared to 5600 among young men[39]. The incidence of HIV in the country is mainly driven
by structural and biomedical factors, such as multiple and simultaneous sexual partners, low and
inconsistent condom use; low male medical circumcision; migration and mobility; mother-to-child
transmission and marginalization groups (prisoners, sex workers, etc.). These key drivers are further
compounded by social factors that continue to increase the risk and drive new infections through highrisk sexual behaviour such as stigma and discrimination, transactional sex and denial and
marginalization of key populations and vulnerable groups, polygamy, gender-based violence, poverty,
religious and cultural beliefs against condom use and alcohol abuse[187].
HIV is a national health priority and as a result there has been substantial progress over the last decade
in the fight against the epidemic through scaling-up of intervention aimed at prevention, treatment,
and care. This includes scaling up of PMTCT, HIV testing services (HTC), free antiretroviral therapy and
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care and public awareness. These interventions resulted in the country’s progress towards the UNAIDS
targets of 90-90-90. In 2019, 87% of people living with HIV knew their status and 89% on treatment
and 75% were virally suppressed[39].
In 2018, the HIV incidence was 2.97% and estimated 1.2 million people were living with HIV[188]. By
2017, the country adopted the WHO guidelines on universal treatment resulting in an increase
coverage of ART, a progress towards achieving the UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets. In 2018, 87% of PLHIV
knew their HIV status and 78% of PLHIV on treatment[39]. Despite the progress, the HIV burden is still
high and affects women, particularly adolescent girls, and young women, disproportionately. Of the
1.2 million adults living with HIV in Zambia, 58.3% [700,000] were women. In 2017, it was estimated
that 23,000 new HIV infections occurred among women (>15years), compared to 17,000 among men.
According to the Zambia Population-based HIV Impact Assessment (ZAMPHIA), the HIV prevalence
among women aged 15-59 years was 14.6% in 2017, compared to 9.3% for males of the same age,
with 83% of adult women living with HIV on treatment, compared to 69% of adult men[39].
The HIV epidemic in Zambia is geographically heterogeneous, with prevalence rates higher in urban
areas (15.6%) than in rural areas (7.4%). There are also variations among provinces with HIV
prevalence highest in Lusaka (16.1%) and western provinces (16%) with Muchinga province having the
lowest prevalence rate of 5.9% [Fig.2.5][187].
Fig 2.5. HIV Prevalence among adults, by province in Zambia

Source: ZAMPHIA, 2016
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The Zambian Government through the Ministry of Health has been providing ART in public health care
facilities since 2003 and over the years has continued to develop strategies with the President
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) partners to ensure wider access and quality of care for PLHIV.
Following the adoption of the WHO 2015 guidelines for universal ART, there has been an increased
demand for ART coverage and scale-up of ART services in-country has placed a huge strain on the
health system in trying to cope with the demand[189]. DSD models have been identified by the
Zambian Ministry of Health as a means of widening access to treatment in the context of universal
ART and, by way of the National AIDS Council, a number of local implementing partners and
researchers have all been engaged to trial different DSD models in order to collect information that
will be needed to standardize DSD models across Zambia.
Based on the above DSD models that showed promising outcomes, I further conducted a thorough
systematic review in the next chapter (Chapter 3) of the evidence on DSD models before carrying out
a trial in our specific urban setting in Zambia.
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Chapter 3: A systematic review of the effectiveness of nonhealth facility-based care delivery of antiretroviral therapy
for people living with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa measured
by viral suppression, mortality and retention on ART.

3.1 Outline of chapter
When the PhD was started in 2016, non-health facility-based care (nHFBC) was being
increasingly recognized as a safe and effective alternative to the current standard model of
health facility-based care (HFBC) in sub-Saharan Africa. Decentralizing ART services outside of
the health care facilities into the community held the promise of improving the continuum of
care by overcoming barriers in providing facility-based care including distance between rural
health clinics and communities, overburdened clinics resulting in long waiting times and lack of
human resources. Various models of non-health facility-based care (nHFBC) have been piloted
and implemented in high burden low resource settings and are now being increasingly
recognised as safe and effective alternatives to the current standard model of health facilitybased care in East and Southern Africa. These include healthcare worker-managed groups
(adherence clubs); client managed group models (community adherence groups (CAGs)); and
out-of-facility individual models (community-based distribution points (CBDPs) and home-based
delivery). Models of ART delivery outside the health care facility needs to be safe and sustainable
and they must achieve non-inferior clinical outcomes as a condition for scaling up nHFBC in
resource-limited settings. Several systematic reviews published recently have shown that
community programs increase both affordability and accessibility to ART and have shown that
there are no significant differences in optimal ART adherence, virological suppression (VS), allcause mortality and loss-to follow-up (LTFU) between patients assigned to nHFBC and HFBC. To
help fill this gap, we undertook a systematic of current literature exploring the effectiveness of
nHFBC interventions versus HFBC and we report here the results of our search for viral
suppression, mortality, retention and Lost-to-follow up (LTFU). As several models have been
rolled out in recent years providing more data on clinical outcomes, we therefore chose to only
focus on programmatic data and trials from 2010 onwards. This systematic review was published
in BMC Public Health on 10th June 2021 and the manuscript is presented below.
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Abstract
Background: Alternative models for sustainable antiretroviral treatment (ART) delivery are necessary to meet the
increasing demand to maintain population-wide ART for all people living with HIV (PLHIV) in sub-Saharan Africa. We
undertook a review of published literature comparing health facility-based care (HFBC) with non-health facility
based care (nHFBC) models of ART delivery in terms of health outcomes; viral suppression, loss to follow-up,
retention and mortality.
Methods: We conducted a systematic search of Medline, Embase and Global Health databases from 2010 onwards.
UNAIDS reports, WHO guidelines and abstracts from conferences were reviewed. All studies measuring at least one
of the following outcomes, viral load suppression, loss-to-follow-up (LTFU) and mortality were included. Data were
extracted, and a descriptive analysis was performed. Risk of bias assessment was done for all studies. Pooled
estimates of the risk difference (for viral suppression) and hazard ratio (for mortality) were made using randomeffects meta-analysis.
Results: Of 3082 non-duplicate records, 193 were eligible for full text screening of which 21 published papers met
the criteria for inclusion. The pooled risk difference of viral load suppression amongst 4 RCTs showed no evidence
of a difference in viral suppression (VS) between nHFBC and HFBC with an overall estimated risk difference of 1%
[95% CI -1, 4%]. The pooled hazard ratio of mortality amongst 2 RCTs and 4 observational cohort studies showed
no evidence of a difference in mortality between nHFBC and HFBC with an overall estimated hazard ratio of 1.01
[95% CI 0.88, 1.16]. Fifteen studies contained data on LTFU and 13 studies on retention. Although no formal
quantitative analysis was performed on these outcomes due to the very different definitions between papers, it was
observed that the outcomes appeared similar between HFBC and nHFBC.
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Conclusions: Review of current literature demonstrates comparable outcomes for nHFBC compared to HFBC ART
delivery programmes in terms of viral suppression, retention and mortality.
PROSPERO number: CRD42018088194.
Keywords: Human immunodeficiency virus, Antiretroviral therapy, Sub-Saharan Africa, Community-based delivery

Background
There are an estimated 37.9 million people living with
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) globally and 32
million people have died from AIDS-related illnesses
since the start of the epidemic [1]. The HIV epidemic
has disproportionately affected Africa, particularly
sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) which has the largest burden of the disease. Although the region accounts for
approximately 6.2% of the world’s total population, it
is home to over 50% (20.6 million) of the total number of PLHIV globally, with over 800,000 new infections recorded in 2018 [2].
Antiretroviral therapy (ART) controls viral replication to below the limit of detection and in doing so,
improves survival [3, 4] and limits the risk of onward viral transmission [5, 6], but requires daily lifelong adherence to oral medication. Stopping ART
invariably leads to rapid viral recrudescence and reversal of its beneficial effects [7]. In order to significantly reduce the number of new HIV infections
globally, UNAIDS in 2014 set coverage targets by
2020 for the three key indicators; knowledge of HIV
status for 90% of people living with HIV (PLHIV),
ART access for at least 90% of all PLHIV and viral
suppression for at least 90% of all of those living
with HIV on ART; the “90–90-90 targets” with the
aspiration to end the HIV epidemic by 2030 [8]. Following the World Health Organization (WHO) 2015
recommendation of lifelong ART for all PLHIV regardless of CD4 count and clinical staging [9], there
has been substantial progress in scaling up ART programs; and by mid-2018, 84% of low- and middleincome countries had adopted these guidelines [10,
11] to provide universal treatment to all PLHIV.
Despite the high HIV burden, SSA has made tremendous progress in treatment coverage and by
2018, 85% of PLHIV were aware of their status and
67% (13.8 million) were on treatment [12, 13].
Maintaining this unprecedented scale-up of ART services
poses a challenge in high HIV burden resource limited
settings, especially in SSA where healthcare facilities are
overburdened with long waiting times, inadequate and
overburdened human resources, transportation costs, congestion and long waiting times at the health facility-based
care (HFBC) [14, 15], leading to poor retention in care and

adherence. Recent data from sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)
shows 5- year retention on ART is close to 60% [16–21].
Decentralizing ART provision services outside of the
HFBC into the communities holds the promise of improving the continuum of care and facilitating access to
treatment. Various models of non-health facility-based
care (nHFBC) [22] have been piloted and implemented
in high burden low resource settings and are now being
increasingly recognised as safe and effective alternatives
to the current standard model of health facility-based
care in SSA [23, 24]. These include; healthcare workermanaged groups (adherence clubs); client managed
group models (community adherence groups (CAGs));
and out-of-facility individual models (community-based
distribution points (CBDPs) and home-based delivery).
Adherence clubs consists of a group of 15–30 stable
PLHIV who meet up at a venue within or outside the
HFBC space, once every 2–3 months where they receive
their adherence support and pre-packed medications by
a trained lay worker or healthcare worker. Club members are seen once or twice-yearly at the clinic for routine clinical review and laboratory tests [25–29]. CAGs,
originally developed by Médecins Sans Frontiéres (MSF)
in Tete, Mozambique, also target stable patients who receive ART refills and adherence support in a group,
where each member of the group takes turns collecting
ART for all group members. Each group is composed of
approximately six patients who meet up every 2–3
months, and each member has their routine clinical visit
once or twice-yearly [26, 30–32]. Out-of-facility models
vary according to the services delivered, by whom and
where in the community these services are provided. In
home-based delivery, clients receive their adherence support and pre-packed medications once every 3 m in their
homes by a trained lay worker [33, 34]. CBDPs allow patients to pick up their drug refills at a designated place
in the community [26, 27, 35, 36].
These models of care are best directed towards stable
adult patients, defined as those with suppressed HIV
viral loads on ART for more than 6 m. It allows them to
receive treatment and sometimes medical care within
their communities with ongoing adherence support
where needed, and may sometimes involve community
health workers (CHWs) dispensing pre-packedART, thus
reducing the frequency of clinic visits.
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this was considered to be part of standard HFBC pathway. Studies had to measure a clinical outcome, either;
retention in care, LTFU in accordance with WHO and
national guidelines definitions, transfer to alternative
care, viral load (VL), viral suppression (VS), CD4 count
or mortality. The definition of LTFU varied by study and
year, but papers were considered eligible if they defined
LTFU in accordance with standard WHO and guideline
practices [38]. While some studies reported patient outcomes within the LTFU cohort, such as death or transfer
to other services, this was not essential for inclusion.
The definitions of viral suppression were varied between
studies as laboratory assays changed, but for this analysis
we included all papers that reported to < 1000 copies
HIV RNA/mL.
For inclusion, studies were not required to have a
comparator current standard of care control group. It
was not necessary for studies to be delivering ART in
isolation of other interventions, such as counselling.
There was no restriction on study population age, history of infection or line of ART.
Original research articles were included, and systematic reviews were excluded. Where data from the same
cohort was published multiple times, the most recently
available publication was included. The search was conducted in English only due to available expertise, time
and budgetary restrictions. A publication date limit of
1st January 2010 until 31st August 2019 was applied to
the searches in all databases as the aim was to review
the current published literature and update previously
published review articles [24].

Ideal nHFBC models of ART delivery must be sustainable and safe. They must confer similar successful clinical outcomes in order to effectively contribute to the
decrease of HIV transmission and extension of life expectancy. Feasibility of these models need to be stringently evaluated and compared with concurrent HFBC
in order to determine the safe sustainable delivery of
ART to UNAIDS targets. Several systematic reviews
published recently have shown that community programs increase both affordability and accessibility to
ART [24] and have shown that there are no significant
differences in optimal ART adherence, virological suppression (VS), all-cause mortality and loss-to follow-up
(LTFU) between patients assigned to nHFBC and HFBC
[23, 37]. This review looks at programmatic data and trials from 2010 onwards in order to provide an update on
large amounts of recently published data, as several
models have been rolled out providing more data on
clinical outcomes.
We undertook a review of published literature comparing HFBC with nHFBC models of ART delivery in
terms of health outcomes; viral suppression, loss to
follow-up, retention and mortality among PLHIV. We
included all descriptions of novel programmatic delivery
of ART in nHFBC settings, and compared where available specific outcomes between HFBC and nHFBC, including VS, mortality, retention and LTFU.

Methods
Search strategy

A systematic electronic search of peer-reviewed literature was conducted most recently on the 21 August
2019 in the following databases: Medline, Embase and
Global Health. The search strategy was created with the
support of a medical librarian; key terms were identified
to combine ART AND nHFBC AND SSA. The search
strategy is outlined in full in Additional file 1: Appendix
1. The review was prospectively registered with online
database PROSPERO (ID=CRD42018088194). In
addition to the databases, two key UNAIDS reports and
all WHO guidelines, and their references, from 2010 onwards were reviewed.

Data extraction and quality appraisal

All database search results were imported into EndNote
software (EndNote X8.2) for duplicate removal, and then
into Covidence systematic review software, which was
used for screening [39]. The screening of titles and abstracts and the full text reviews of eligible articles were
done in duplicate by two independent reviewers (GZ,
ML). All conflicts were resolved through discussion between both reviewers, and a third reviewer (SF). Where
full texts of abstracts were not available, these were
accessed via the British Library. Additional articles were
identified by examining references of articles included
for full text review (Fig. 1). Articles considered eligible
for inclusion were read in full by GZ & ML, and approved by reviewer SF.
Data was extracted in duplicate by two reviewers (GZ,
ML), including: first author, year of publication, country
of origin, study design, sample size, the community
model used to deliver ART, outcomes, length of follow
up and who was responsible for ART provision. All discrepancies in data extracted were solved through discussion between both reviewers. Results of this data

Eligibility criteria

Articles were considered for inclusion if they described
the effectiveness of one of four nHFBC methods of delivery of ART in sub-Saharan African settings: adherence
clubs, CAGs, CBDPs and home-based delivery. Adherence clubs were included irrespective of whether they
were physically located within the healthcare facility or
in the community as they are run independently and are
considered novel care pathways outside the routine
HFBC pathway. Appointment spacing, and fast track refills that take place within the facility were excluded as
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Fig. 1 PRISMA flowchart of search strategy

in full in Additional file 2: Appendix 2. Quality assessment of cohort studies was done using the NewcastleOttawa Scale (Additional file 3: Appendix 3) [58].

extraction were summarized in Table 1. Quality analysis
was done by reviewers GZ and ML using the Cochrane
tool for risk of bias for all randomised control trials
(RCTs) and using the Newcastle-Ottawa scale [58, 59]
for cohort studies, which can be found summarised in
Appendices 2 and 3.

Results
Our search identified 3082 non-duplicate records, of
which 2889 were excluded after abstract and title screening against our search criteria. One hundred ninetythree records were eligible for full text screening, of
which 21 published papers were eligible for inclusion in
our analysis (Fig. 1).
Of the 21 articles included, results were presented
from a total of six randomized control trials (RCTs) [37,
40–44], 15 observational cohort studies [32, 36, 37, 45–
56] and one cross-sectional study [57] (one article presented the results from both an RCT and a cohort
study). These studies were conducted in SSA, including:
South Africa, Uganda, Tanzania, Mozambique, Kenya,
Zimbabwe, Eswatini and Democratic republic of Congo.
The number of participants included in the studies
ranged from 129 to 129,936, and the design and methodology of the included studies are detailed in Table 1.
Our included articles represented nHFBC models that
provided service delivery either as individual or group

Quantitative and qualitative analysis

Results were extracted for VS (thresholds defined in the
articles ranged from ≤1000–400 copies HIV RNA/mL),
mortality and LTFU/retention in care. Studies with variable definitions of VS were still considered eligible for
quantitative comparison. Pooled estimates of the comparison between nHFBC and HFBC were calculated for
both VS and mortality using random-effects metaanalysis. When comparing VS, the pooled risk difference
was the reported statistic, and for mortality the pooled
hazard ratio was reported. Due to the large variations in
the definitions of LTFU and retention in care between
papers, only a descriptive analysis was carried out in accordance with the Synthesis without meta-analysis
(SWiM) in systematic reviews: reporting guideline [60].
For quality assessment, RCTs were risk assessed using
the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool [59] which can be found
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Table 1 Characteristics of the studies and their Design, nHFBC model and key findings
Study

Setting

Non-facility based
model

Comparator

Sample
Size

Length of
follow-up

Outcomes and key findings

Health care
facility

N = 596
AC n =
275
HCF n =
294

18 months

Viral Suppression – comparable 12 months viral suppression
between the intervention (80%) and control (79.6%) arms (aRD:
3.8%; 95% CI: −6.9 to14.4%).
Retention – AC’s had a higher 1-year retention (89.5% vs
81.6%, aRD:8.3%; 95% CI: 1.1 to 15.6%)

RANDOMIZED CONTROL TRIALS
Fox 2019 [37]

South Africa

Adherence clubs

Hanrahan 2019
[40]

South Africa

Community Adherence Health care
clubs
facility clubs
(Standard of
care)

N = 775

24 months

Loss from the club – proportion of patients who dropped out
of clubs in both community and facility clubs or were
transitioned to standard of care. Overall, 47% [95%CI 44–51%]
of patients were returned to health care facility. Among
community-based club participants, the cumulative proportion
lost from club-based care was 52% (95% CI: 47–57%), compared
to 43% (95% CI: 38–48%,
p = 0.002) among clinic-based club participants.
Virological failure - Documented viral rebound was higher
among participants assigned to facility-based clubs (21, 95% CI
13–27%) than those assigned to community-clubs (13, 95% CI
8–18%, p = 0.051). But this was not significant.
All-cause mortality – no mortality observed in both arms
Loss from ART care -during follow up, 77 (10%) overall. No
significance between the two arms. Among community club
participants, the proportion lost from any ART care was 12%
(95% CI 9–16%), compared to 7% (95% CI 5–10%, p = 0.024)
among facility- club participants, corresponding to a difference
of 5% (95% CI 1–9%, p = 0.018). In a univariate Cox
proportional hazards model, the risk of loss to any ART care
was non-significantly increased among participants assigned to
community clubs as compared with those assigned to facility
clubs (HR 1.69, 95% CI 0.98–2.91, p = 0.057).

Geldsetzer 2018 Tanzania
[41]

Home ART delivery

Health care
facility

N = 2172
HD n =
1163
HCF n =
1009

326 days

Virological failure – 10.9% (95/872) in the control arm and
9.7% (91/943) in the intervention arm were failing at the end of
the study period.
Risk ratio demonstrated non-inferiority of the HBC to HCF (RR
0.89 [1-sided 95% CI 0.00–1.18])
Lost to follow-up – 18.9% in HBD versus 13.6% in HCF. No P
value or CI reported.
Mortality – 0.09% in HBD versus 0.2% in HCF. No P value or CI
reported.

Woodd 2014
[42]

Uganda

Home ART delivery

Health care
facility

N = 1453
HD n =
859
HCF n =
594

28 months

Home delivery of ART and support leads to similar survival
rates as clinic-based care.
Mortality – One hundred and ninety-seven participants died
over a median follow-up time of 28 months (IQR 15–35) giving
an overall mortality rate of 6.36 deaths per 100 person-years
[95% confidence interval (CI) 5.53–7.32].
110 (25%) deaths in participants with baseline CD4 < 50 cells
and 87 (9%) in those with higher baseline CD4.Among
participants with baseline CD4+ count < 50 cells/μl, mortality
rates were similar for the home and facility-based arms; adjusted mortality rate ratio 0.80 [95% confidence interval (CI)
0.53–1.18] compared with 1.22 (95% CI 0.78–1.89) for those
who presented with higher CD4+ cell count.
In CD4 counts < 50 cells – crude mortality RR 0.81 and In CD4
counts higher - crude mortality RR 0.55
Lost to follow up – 1.8% among those with CD4 < 50 and
2.6% among those with CD4 at least 50.

Amuron 2011 [43]

Uganda

Home deliveries

Health care
facility

HD n =
594
HCF n =
859

42 months

Mortality – in the facility there were 117 deaths (mortality rate
6.3 per 100 persons per yrs.) whereas in HBD, 80 deaths
(mortality rate 6.5 per 100 person yrs.). The one, two and three
year survival probabilities (95% CI) were 0.89 (0.87–0.91), 0.86
(0.84–0.88) and 0.85 (0.83–0.87) respectively

Selke 2010 [44]

Kenya

Home ART delivery

Health care
facility

HD n =
96
HCF n =
112

28 months

Home delivery of ART and support resulted in similar clinical
outcomes as clinic care but with half the number of clinic
visits. Task-shifting and mobile technologies can deliver safe
and effective community-based care to PLHIV.
LTFU – 4.5% in the HCF and 5.2% in Home delivery [95% CI:
0.24 to 3.03; p = 1.0]
Mortality – 0 in both arms
Viral rebound – no significant difference between the two
groups (10.5% in HBD and 13.5% in HCF, 95%CI: 0.54 to 3.31,
p = 0.65)
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Table 1 Characteristics of the studies and their Design, nHFBC model and key findings (Continued)
Study

Setting

Non-facility based
model

Comparator

Sample
Size

Length of
follow-up

Outcomes and key findings

OBSERVATIONAL COHORT STUDIES
Fox 2019 [37]

South Africa

Decentralized
medication delivery
(DMD)

Health care
facility

N = 578
DMD n =
232
HCF n =
346

18 months

Tun 2019 [45]

Tanzania

Community Based ART
distribution (CBPDs)

Health care
facility

CBPD
n = 309
HCF n =
308

6 months

Retention in the CBDP – 82.8% vs 82.1% in the HCF at 6
months
LTFU – 53 in the intervention and 55 in the HCF arms

Pasipamire
2018 [46]

Swaziland

1. Community
Adherence groups
(CAGs) 2. Facility Based
clubs
3. Treatment outreach

No comparator

N = 918
CAGs
n = 531
FBC n =
289
Outreach
n = 98

12 months

Retention in the models – The overall care model retention
was 90.9 and 82.2% at 6 and 12 months. Retention in the care
models differed significantly by model type, being lowest in
CAGs at all time points (p < 0.001). Only 70.4% of patients were
retained in CAGs at 12 months compared with 86.3% in
comprehensive outreach and 90.4% in clubs. Retention in care
model was significantly higher in eligible patients compared
with non-eligible patients (85.0 and 76.4% at 12 months, p =
0.017.
Retention to ART – over 90% from all three models and no
difference noted (p = 0.52).Patients in CAGs had a higher risk of
disengaging from the care model (aHR 3.15, 95%CI: 2.01–4.95,
P < 0.001) compared with treatment clubs.
Note: disengagement defined as LTFU, Death, return to clinical
care)

Myer 2017 [47]

South Africa

Adherence clubs [postpartum women]

Health care
facility

N = 110
AC n = 77
HCF n =
33

6 months
postpartum
follow-up

Viral suppression - overall no difference in viral suppression
between the two groups.
86% of women remained in the evaluation through 6
months postpartum; in this group, there were no
differences in VL < 1000 copies/mL at six months
postpartum between women choosing HCFs (88%) vs.
adherence clubs (92%; p = 0.483.

Vogt 2017 [48]

Democratic
Republic of
Congo (DRC)

Community based refill No comparator
centers

N = 2259

24 months

Attrition increased steadily after decentralizing services such as
drug pick up points.
Low attrition throughout follow-up
LTFU – 9.0% at 24 months
Mortality – 0.3% at 24 months
overall attrition was 5.66/100 person years (95% CI: 4.97 to 6.45)

Tsondai 2017
[49]

South Africa

Adherence clubs

No comparator

N = 3216

24 months

Stable patients on ART can safely be offered differentiated care
as they overall had good outcomes. Adherence clubs scaled up
at large scale had had high levels of retention and viral
suppression.
Retention – Retention was 95.2% (95% CI: 94.0–96.4) at 12
months and 89.3% (95% CI: 87.1–91.4) at 24 months after AC
enrolment.
Viral suppression - Of the 88.1% who had a viral load
assessment, 97.2% (95%CI, 96.5–97.8) were virally suppressed <
400 copies/ml
LTFU – 4.2% (135). Cumulative incidence of LTFU was 2.6%
(95% CI, 2.1–3.2) at 12 months, rising to 6.9% (95%CI, 5.7 to 8.1)
at 24 months after AC enrolment.
Mortality – 0.1% (95% CI, − 0.01 to 0.2) at 12 months and 0.2%
(95%CI, − 0.01 to 0.4)

Decroo 2017
[50]

Mozambique

Community ART
groups (CAGs)

Health care
facility

CAGs
n = 901
HCF n =
1505

24 months

LTFU – overall 12% [11.2% in HCF and 0.8% in CAGs]. CAG
members had a greater than fivefold reduction in risk of dying
or being LTFU (adjusted HR: 0.18, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.29).
Retention - 12-month and 24-month retention in care from
the time of eligibility were 89.5 and 82.3% respectively among
patients in individual care and 99.1 and 97.5% among those in
CAGs (p < 0.0001).

Auld 2016 [51]

Mozambique

Community support
ART groups (CASG)

Health care
facility

N = 306,
335
CASG
n = 6766
HCF n =
299,569

4 years

Mortality – similar rates in both groups [0.3% among CASG at
2 yrs. and 1.4% at 4 yrs.]
CASG patients were associated with a 35% lower LTFU rates
[AHR 0.65; 95% CI:0.46, 0.91] but similar mortality.

Grimsrud 2016
[52]

South Africa

Adherence clubs

Health care
facility

N = 8150
AC n =
2113
HCF n =

12 months

Viral suppression – high rates of VLS among those who had a
VL result, but no comparison made between the two cohorts.
LTFU – clubs were associated with a decreases risk of LTFU
compared to facility in all crude and adjusted models. Clubs
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Table 1 Characteristics of the studies and their Design, nHFBC model and key findings (Continued)
Study

Setting

Non-facility based
model

Comparator

Sample
Size

Length of
follow-up

6037

Outcomes and key findings
were associated with a 67% reduction in LTFU compared with
facility (aHR 0.33, [95% CI, 0.27–0.40]).

Okoboi 2016
[53]

Uganda

Community based
distribution points
(CBDP)

Health care
facility

CDDP
n = 476
HCF n =
752

5 years

Overall retention rates were above 80% in both HCF and CBDP
Retention rates – 83.9% in the facility and 82.9% retained in
the community distribution model of delivery (p = 0.670)

Jobarteh 2016
[54]

Mozambique

Community ART
support groups (CASG)

Health care
facility (nonCASG)

CAGs
n = 6760
HCF n =
123,178

12 months

LTFU – LTFU among CASG and non-CASG members was 7.2
and 15.9%, respectively. Compared with CASG participants,
non-CASG participants had significantly higher LTFU (hazard ratio [HR]: 2.36; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.54–3.17; p = .04]
Mortality -no significant mortality differences between CASG
and non-CASG members (1.4% vs 1.2%) (HR:0.98; 95%CI, 0.14 to
1.82; p = 0.96)

Okoboi 2015
[36]

Uganda

Community
distribution points
(CDDP)

No comparator

CDDP
n = 3340

5 years

Community-based ART distribution systems are capable of
overcoming barriers to ART retention and result in good rates
of virologic suppression.
Viral suppression- of the 870 patients who had a VL
measured, 87% were suppressed
Mortality- mortality rate was low (3.22 per 100 person-years)
LTFU- 1.59 per 100 person-years
Retention- more than 69% of patients who initiated ART from
2004 to 2009 were retained in care after more than 5 years of
treatment.

Decroo 2014
[32]

Mozambique

Community ART
groups (CAGs)

No comparator

CAGs
n = 6158

4 years

Long-term retention in CAG was exceptionally high [91.8% at 4
years of follow-up (95% CI, 90.1 to 93.2)].
LTFU – event rate was 0.1% per 100-person yrs.
Mortality – event rate was 2.1 per 100-person yrs.
Retention among CAG members at 1 year on ARTwas 97.7%
(95% CI 97.4–98.2); at 2 years, 96.0% (95% CI 95.3–96.6); at 3
years, 93.4% (95% CI 92.3–94.3); and at 4 years, 91.8% (95% CI
90.1–93.2).
Overall, the attrition rate was 2.2 per 100 person-years among
the 5729 adult members.

Study

Setting

Non-facility based
model

Comparator

Sample
size

Length of
follow-up

Key outcomes

Luque-Fernandez
2013 [55]

South Africa

Community Adherence Health care
facility
clubs

ACs n =
502
HCF n =
2372

3 years

Outcomes less frequent in patients participating in the clubs.
Viral rebound – 214 patients had viral failure at study end in
the HCF (90.4 event rates per 1000 person yrs. [95%CI: 79.1–
103.4). In the clubs 14 had viral rebound 31.8 event rates per
1000 person yrs.
Retention - 97% of club patients remained in care compared
with 85% of other patients. In adjusted analyses club
participation reduced loss-to-care by 57% (hazard ratio [HR]
0.43, 95% CI = 0.21–0.91).
Mortality + LTFU - 12.8% of patients were LTF or had died (323
LTF and 40 deaths).
Both outcomes were less frequent for patients participating in
the clubs (29.8 vs 116.8 per 1000 person-yrs. for LTFU/death,
crude rate ratio [RR = 0.25, 95% CI 0.14–0.41]

Kipp 2012 [56]

Uganda

Home based ART
delivery

Health care
facility

HBD n =
185
HCF n =
200

24 months

ART outcomes such as viral suppression in community models
were equivalent to those receiving care in the facility.
Viral suppression – patients in the home delivery model were
2.47 times more likely to achieve viral suppression compared to
those in the facility based [95% CI for OR 1.02–6.04 p = 0.046].
Mortality – 32(17%) in Home delivery vs 23 (12%) in HCF. This
had limitations as the LTFU in both groups includes unknown
number of deaths. Crude mortality was higher in the HBD
cohort compared to the HCF cohort, though this difference
was not statistically significant (17.3% vs. 11.5%, p = 0.10).
Retention − 70% in home model vs 71% in facility

Outreach ART delivery

No comparator

N = 143

18 months

Viral suppression- over the course of the study period, 94%
were virally suppressed

CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY
Chimukangarta
2017 [57]

Zimbabwe

range of community healthcare workers, volunteers and
nurses.
The six randomised control trials were appraised using
the Cochrane tool for risk of bias. Sequence generation

models outside the healthcare facility including facility
or adherence clubs, home-based delivery, community
adherence groups or distribution points and outreach
ART delivery (Table 1). ART delivery was done by a
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defining it. The viral load or suppression reported at
baseline in these RCTs also varied. Geldsetzer reported
the percentage of people with VL < 1000 copies/ml or
CD4 < 350 cells/μl (which was 17.4% in control and 15.4%
in intervention group),. Fox reported the median viral load
(copies/ml) and interquartile range. For the adherence
club (AC) control and intervention groups, these were 50
(20–124) for both and in the Decentralized Medication
Delivery (DMD) control and intervention groups these
were 42 (20–100) and 124 (35–124) respectively. Selke reported the proportion with detectable viral load at baseline, which was 8.5% in the intervention and 12.6 in the
control group. These were all studies assessed as high
quality, and apart from not being blinded, all had an overall low risk of bias. Three of the four observational studies
showed results broadly consistent with the randomised
trial results (although slightly more favourable towards
nHFBC, with risk differences ranging from 4 to 6%). One
study by Grimsrud et al. had results showing much greater
viral suppression in nHFBC (estimated risk difference of
39%), although in that paper the patients receiving nHFBC
were those who were classed as “stable on ART” and the
comparison group were not (adjusted results for VS were
not presented in the paper) [52].

and allocation concealment were well conducted, and
risk of bias was low amongst the studies. Blinding of
participants and personnel was not possible in any of the
studies due to the nature of the intervention, but there
was variability amongst blinding of outcome assessors as
in some cases the assessors were also involved in project
management. The data collected however were generally
objective measures obtained from medical records,
which is at minimal risk of bias, even for assessors who
were informed of patient allocation. Not all RCTs had
published study protocols, which increases the risk of selective outcome reporting, but all did report numbers of
attrition and mortality, minimising risk from incomplete
outcome data.
Virological suppression (VS) and viral load (VL)

From our included studies, 10 out of 21 reported VS or
HIV viral load rebound as an outcome measure. Of
these, three articles [36, 49, 57] did not compare to a
facility-based cohort and were therefore excluded from
the pooled analysis. Three articles [37, 41, 44] were
RCTs that compared outcomes to a facility-based cohort, one of which [37] included results from two separate RCTs published in the same article. The remaining
four studies were all observational cohort studies [47,
52, 55, 56] comparing VS among participants receiving
community-based care with those receiving facilitybased care. The pooled risk difference of virological suppression amongst RCTs are shown in Fig. 2, and including the observational studies are shown in Additional
file 4: Appendix 4. There was a remarkably consistent effect (I2 = 0.04%) found across the four randomized trials,
very marginally in favour of community care, with an
overall estimated risk difference of 1% [95%CI -1, 4%).
There was no statistically significant evidence (p = 0.24)
of a difference in viral suppression between the two
groups. The definition of viral suppression varied between studies, with Geldsetzer et al. using < 1000 copies/
ml, Fox at al using < 400 copies/ml, and Selke not

Mortality

Nine papers were identified that reported mortality, four
of which were RCTs. Only two RCTs [42, 43] did a formal comparison between trial arms on mortality. The
two RCTs included in the pooled analysis were rated as
fair quality, and reported the results stratified by
whether baseline CD4 count was less than or greater
than 50, increasing the accuracy of the intervention
comparison. The other two RCTs reporting extremely
low rates of mortality (Selke et al. reported no deaths in
HFBC and one in nHFBC and Geldsetzer et al. reported
two in HFBC and one in nHFBC). Of the five observational cohort studies, four reported a formal comparison
of mortality. The hazard ratios across all studies ranged

Fig. 2 Forest plot for estimated pooled risk difference comparing viral suppression among those receiving health facility-based care (HFBC) and
non-health facility-based care (nHFBC), including results only from randomized controlled trials. Legend to the figure: Dashed line represents zero
risk difference. VS (virally suppressed)
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Fig. 3 Forest plot for estimated pooled hazard ratio comparing mortality among those receiving health facility-based care (HFBC) and non-health
facility based care (nHFBC). Legend to the figure: dashed line represents hazard ratio of 1. *Wood (A) is among participants with a baseline CD4
count < 50, while Woodd (B) is among participants with a CD4 count of 50 +

healthcare facility clubs over a 24 months period showed
105 patients were LTFU with no significant difference between the two study arms [40]. Their definition varied
from those used in other studies as it was a measure of
loss from their intervention, which goes beyond missing
visits, but also includes patients who developed any of the
exclusion criteria, such as comorbidity or viral rebound. A
RCT in Tanzania [41] compared home delivery to HFBC,
and defined LTFU as not having a VL measurement after
enrolment into the model of care over the entirety of the
12-month study period. They demonstrated noninferiority in the rates of LTFU. In the other two randomised trials by Selke et al. and Woodd et al., LTFU was
defined as not having had contact with the care services
during the study period, which was 28 months in both
studies. Selke et al. [44] compared home delivery model to
healthcare facility in Kenya and showed comparable LTFU
outcomes (4.5% in HFBC versus 5.2% in home delivery)
and similarly, Wood et al. compared home delivery to
HFBC in Uganda and demonstrated similar rates of LTFU,
which were 2.36% in the facility and 2.33% in the community [42].
Eleven observational studies reported LTFU with varying definitions. Six of these studies did a comparison between nHFBC and HFBC and showed nHFBC had
comparable or better LTFU outcomes compared to
HFBC [45, 50–52, 54, 55] (Additional file 6: Appendix 6:
Table 4). Among these, LTFU was defined as being late
for their scheduled pharmacy pick-up date by either 60,
90 or 180 days late with the exception of Tun et al. who
defined LTFU as combined mortality, transfer out and
withdrawal [45]. Grimsrud et al. showed community

from 0.8 up to 1.2, but with all confidence intervals
crossing the null of HR = 1 (Fig. 3). This resulted in a
pooled estimate equal to 1.01 (95% CI 0.88–1.16), providing no evidence (p = 0.92) of a difference in the mortality rate among those not in facility-based care
compared to those in facility-based care.
Due to the large amount of heterogeneity, results were
described for LTFU and retention in care without formal
methods of statistical comparison. Instead, data was tabulated comparing reported outcomes. A page referencing
guide for the SWiM guideline for these outcomes can be
found in Additional file 5: Appendix 5.
Loss to follow-up

A total of 15 studies reported LTFU as an outcome, of
which four were from RCTs and 11 from observational
cohort studies and are summarized in Table 1 and Additional file 6: Appendix 6. In most studies LTFU was defined as no longer having contact with the care services,
but there was a large degree of variability in the time
frame. This commonly ranged from 60 days to 6 months,
however multiple studies defined LTFU as no visit or
contact with the service during the study period, which
was up to 5 y. Additionally, there were varying degrees
of investigation into outcomes of the LTFU populations,
with some studies documenting mortality and transfer
to alternative services, and some not documenting any.
In the studies included, there were four RCTs that included LTFU as an outcome where LTFU was defined as
outlined in Additional file 6: Appendix 6 and varied between studies [34, 40, 42, 44]. A cluster RCT undertaken
in South Africa comparing adherence clubs with
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53, 56] or better retention outcomes in nHFBC [50, 54].
Only one study showed better HFBC retention rates
[37]. Definitions of retention in care used were similar
across all studies, however there was large variation in
follow up period, ranging from six months to five years.
Among the four studies that did not provide a comparison to HFBC, retention rates for nHFBC generally
exceeded 90%, including a study with follow up of four
years. A study from 2015 by Okoboi et al. was the exception, reporting a retention rate of 69% in patients on
treatment for more than five years [36].

adherence clubs were associated with a reduction in the
risk of LTFU compared with the clinic with a two-third
reduction in the hazard of LTFU [52] (Additional file 6:
Appendix 6). Luque-Fernandez et al. compared adherence clubs to healthcare facility and demonstrated that a
combined outcome of time to either death or LTFU was
less frequent in club participation than in the facility
(crude RR 0.25 95%CI: 0.14, 0.41) [55]. Similarly, in
Mozambique, patients who participated in community
adherence support groups were associated with a lower
LTFU rates as compared to those who did not participate in these groups. Auld et al. showed participating in
CAGs was associated with a 35% lower LTFU rates
(AHR 0.65; 95%CI: 0.46, 0.91) [51]. Another study comparing CAG to non-CAG showed higher LTFU rates
amongst non-CAG members (HR 2.36 95%ci: 1.54, 3.17)
[54]. In the same country, a comparison between CAGs
and HFBC showed that CAG members had a greater
than 5-fold reduction in the risk of combined LTFU and
mortality (adjusted HR 0.18 95%CI: 0.11, 0.29) [50]. A
total of five studies had no comparison to HFBC [32, 36,
46, 48, 49] and despite varying definitions of LTFU, a
study in South Africa showed a cumulative incidence of
LTFU at 2.6 and 12.2% at 12 and 24 months respectively
[48, 49] (Additional file 6: Appendix 6: Table 5).
The definition of LTFU varied amongst included studies, including a missed scheduled visit, being late for
drug pick-ups or withdrawal from a model, which could
include death or patients transition to alternative health
care facility. For studies that defined LTFU as having
missed a scheduled visit or model withdrawal, only three
indicated patients transition to HFBC [40, 41, 45].

Discussion
We reviewed articles describing the current evidence of
community ART programs taking place in SSA between
2010 and 2019 on the following key outcomes; Viral load
suppression, mortality, LTFU and retention. From our
review, all the articles that described nHFBC ART programs found evidence that decentralizing HIV services
into the community for PLHIV has promising outcomes
and is a safe alternative to facility based care programs
in resource limited high burden HIV settings for stable
PLHIV on ART. Adherence clubs that were physically
located within the health-care facility were also considered as nHFBC as they ran independently and thus considered as outside the standard HCF provision. The
studies suggest that levels of VS and mortality are similar in both nHFBC and HFBC groups. Similarly, with
regards to LTFU and retention, articles included in our
review showed comparable or slightly better LTFU and
retention outcomes amongst nHFBC models when compared to HFBC. However, whilst we identified 21 articles
that described one or more outcomes of nHFBC models
in SSA countries, only two-thirds of the articles compared these models to the HFBC, limiting the strength
of conclusions that can be drawn.
In all included articles, the primary clinical care provider for these nHFBC models was poorly described, but
provision of the core packages such as ART dispensation, adherence support and referrals of sick patients to
the clinics was often shared by community or trained lay
workers. nHFBC models have shown that decentralizing
HIV services into the community may potentially overcome major structural and financial barriers faced by
PLHIV to ART initiation and retention [27]. These
models are capable of achieving a range of potential additional benefits to healthcare providers and PLHIV on
ART, including patient satisfaction, reduced costs, convenient and efficient service delivery and better clinical
outcomes and promote healthy behaviors such as decrease alcohol abuse [23]. As the numbers of PLHIV
accessing treatment increases following the 2015 WHO
ART guidelines [9], nHFBC models have shown the potential to be able to deliver a package of essential ART

Retention

A total of 13 studies in our review, two of which were
published in the same paper [37], reported retention as
an outcome, nine of which provided a comparison to
health facility based care (Additional file 6: Appendix 6
Table 4). Three RCTs compared retention between
nHFBC and HFBC [37, 41, 44], which showed that the
community models had comparable rates to those in the
facility. Fox et al. defined retention as those not LTFU,
died or transferred to alternative care, and reported
81.6% participants retained in facility and 89.5% participants retained in the community with a risk difference
of 7.8% [37]. Selke et al. defined it as those still in care
at the end of the follow up period, reporting rates of
91.1% in facility compared to 90.6% in the community
[44]. Similarly, Geldsetzer et al. defined attrition as those
no longer in care, the inverse rates of which are reported
as retention of 86.4% in the facility and 81.1% in the
community [41].
Equally, most observational studies demonstrated similar retention outcomes between nHFBC and HFBC [45,
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support this contention [65]. When evaluating programmatic costs of such nHCFB models of ART delivery, an
additional cost that is difficult to measure is the potential costs associated with onward HIV transmission
amongst those who interrupt ART with consequent viral
rebound.
nHFBC models also have the potential to have an impact on the relationship between healthcare providers
and patients and can thus strengthen social and peer
support [66]. These models have the opportunity to
transform the current siloes to a more integrated approach that will enable HIV care to be combined with
care for other conditions, including non-communicable
diseases that are becoming more prevalent in resource
limited settings [23].
Our study had several limitations and despite searching several databases, yielded a small number of studies
that looked at ART delivery for final inclusion. We also
noted there is paucity of data from other regions in
Africa such as West and Central Africa where the HIV
burden is high. nHFBC delivery models are recent strategies and at present resource constraints make this a
challenge in many sub-Saharan African settings. The
heterogeneity of these nHFBC models in our review
ranged from the diversity of the models, be definition
and the evaluation methods. Of the 21 articles that were
included for inclusion only 15 articles compared outcomes with HFBC, making data available for analysis
limited, and its inclusion in the meta-analysis imperfect.
Instead of comparing outcomes from every individual
nHFBC model to HFBC model separately, the results
were pooled, and all community-based programs were
evaluated against the standard of care causing clinical
heterogeneity. Another limitations in this review include
the heterogeneity of the articles that met our inclusion
criteria which could have manifested in several ways.
Our topic was diverse and the methods of evaluating
nHFBC outcomes ranged from facility-site, observational
cohorts to randomized trials. With regards to studies
reporting on mortality in our review, two observational
studies did a comparison between patients who chose
nHFBC or not [51, 54] and one study did a comparison
in two different settings [56] which could have resulted
in bias due to the fact that whether participants received
nHFBC or HFBC was not allocated at random. The reported effect estimates were adjusted for potential confounders to mitigate this. Although some residual
confounding may remain, the effect observed in the observational cohorts is consistent with that seen in the
randomized studies. Assessing outcomes such as LTFU
in our review was also a limitation. The lack of a standard definition for LTFU across studies included in our
review made it difficult to assess the trends and differences in LFTU to accurately measure the effectiveness of

services beyond the clinic, freeing up the capacity within
the HFBC workforce to be able to focus on more complex cases [24].
Our findings suggest that nHFBC programs can
achieve favorable outcomes for stable PLHIV on ART in
resource limited settings, which is in line with a previously published systematic review by Decroo et al. that
looked at community-based intervention programs [24].
This review has updated and summarized the evidence
that has been published since Decroo et al’s review in
2013, and proposes that community-based intervention
programs can make treatment readily accessible and affordable as well as help support adherence and sustain
retention of patients on ART over the long term [24]. In
Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania, lay workers or community
health workers delivered ART to patients homes [41, 44,
61] whereas in Tete, Mozambique, CAGs were used to
deliver ART within the community [50]. Similarly, in
South Africa, adherence clubs piloted by MSF equally
showed promising results [55].
With respect to other relevant outcomes, studies comparing CD4 count outcomes between HFBC and nHFBC
models showed patients in nHFBC models can achieve
similar outcomes in terms of CD4 gains [44, 52]. Decroo
et al. also included studies analyzing costs of the interventions, and found that provider costs were either similar or lower in nHFBC models, and considerably more
cost-effective for patients [24]. Our review did not include cost-analysis as there have been very few studies
that have informed on the costs or cost-effectiveness of
these nHFBC models. Studies that have reported on
costs have found that provider outcomes were similar
for HFBC and nHFBC [62, 63]. One study found that
community-based intervention programs were much
more cost-effective than estimates for facility based care
[64]. However, a recent study in Tanzania showed that
although patient satisfaction with a home-based program
was high and was likely to save patients substantial
amount of time, other envisaged benefits of decongesting the healthcare facility and reductions in patients’
health expenditures were minimal [41]. Clearly more research using economic outcomes in different contexts to
compare the costs, effectiveness and sustainability of the
models are needed. Available data suggests that these
models, even if equivalent or significantly non-inferior to
the HFBC, may be more cost-effective. Patient transportation costs and use of personnel, operational and utility
costs are likely to be lower. This in addition to improved
retention rates are more likely to make nHFBC models
more cost-effective and sustainable in the long run [23].
At the time of writing, Long et al. published a rapid review of differentiated service delivery models for ART in
SSA and noted despite the widespread expectations that
these models will be cost-saving, they found little data to
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models equally need to be explored as most of these
models are implemented by in-country implementing
partners with additional funding and resources, and need
to understand how these models can be placed into the
context of existing healthcare sytem without external
funding.

these programs and obstructed comparibility between
HFBC and nHFBC models. LTFU is an important indicator to accurately measure effectiveness of ART programs and therefore there is need for a standard
definition in order to understand the changes within and
the differences between ART programs especially in settings where ascertainment of mortality is weak. Lastly,
unsuccessful pilot studies are less likely to be published,
introducing publication bias. Studies included in this review introduce bias in measured outcomes in that those
included with available data may differ in terms of stability, ability to access care and treatment or being able to
make a choice. The value of such nHFBC models for
people currently not retained in care is not included in
this systematic review. Other limitations include the diversity of the set-up of these nHFBC models and the
study design, resulting in observation bias, and confounding bias when a comparison was made. In this review, stable patients were offered the chance or were
able to choose themselves and both avenues introduce
significant selection bias, as both these groups are likely
to contain individuals more dedicated to their health,
evident from their superior clinical outcomes or willingness to participate actively in their care.
Although our findings have shown that nHFBC
models can complement HFBC service delivery with
regards to clinical outcomes and enhance patients ability
to manage HIV, there is need for more in depth information on patients acceptability towards these models of
care as well as the negative and positive effects related to
stigma and ART delivery in the communities [35].
All the articles in our review, with exception of one
[42], focused on stable adult PLHIV on ART, which typically included being on ART for more than 6–12
months and either virally suppressed or immunologically
stable. However, there is a need to understand the impact of nHFBC models on key populations who are frequently excluded, such as youth and men who have sex
with men, who may benefit the most as they may avoid
clinics for other reasons such as domestic violence.
There is no data regarding nHFBC models towards key
populations and further pilot studies on nHFBC models
should be targeted towards key populations to determine
the feasibility and key clinical outcomes. In additon to
the models included in this review, there is a growing
trend towards supporting ART distribution from drop-in
centres, and therefore a need to assess their effectiveness. However, at the time of evalaution, there were no
RCTs that included this approach to explore their outcomes. There is currently scarce or no data regarding
patient satisfaction and improvement in quality of life
from these models and therefore further research is
needed to determine patient satisfaction and quality of
life from these models. Feasibility of implementing these

Conclusions
This systematic review further demonstrates noninferiority of nHFBC amongst stable PLWH on ART in
high HIV burden, resource limited settings in subSaharan Africa for key outcome measures of VS, death
or LTFU compared with current standard HFBC
models.
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3.3. Supplementary Information
Supplementary Figure 4 | Forest plot for estimated pooled risk difference comparing viral suppression
among those receiving health facility based care (HFBC) and non-health facility based care (nHFBC),
including results from randomized controlled trials and observational studies.

VS – Virally suppressed
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Supplementary Table 2 | Quality Assessment of Randomised Control Trials using Cochrane Tool for
Risk of Bias
Table 2: Quality Assessment of Randomised Control Trials using Cochrane Tool for Risk of Bias
Fox
Selke
Hanrahan
Geldsetzer Woodd
Amuron
Sequence
Generation
Allocation
concealment
Blinding
(participants &
personnel)
Blinding
(outcome
assessment)
Incomplete
outcome data
Selective
reporting
Other bias

Table 2 Legend
= low risk of bias

= high risk of bias
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= not enough information to determine

Supplementary Table 3 | Quality Assessment of Included Cohort Studies using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale
Table 3: Quality Assessment of Included Cohort Studies using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale
Study
Selection*
Representativenes
s of exposed
cohort

Selection
of nonexposed
cohort

Ascertainment
of exposure

Fox 2019[26]
Tun 2019[190]
Pasipamire
2018[169]
Myer 2017[191]
Vogt 2017[192] §
Tsondai 2017[30] §

★
★
★

★
★
★

★

★
-

Decroo 2017[193]
Auld 2016[194]
Grimsrud 2016[29]
Okoboi 2016[195]
Jobarteh 2016[162]
Okoboi 2015[196] §
Decroo 2014[161] §
LuqueFernandez[173] 2013
Kipp 2012[197]

★
★
★
★
★
-

Comparability**

Demonstration
that outcome
not present at
the start

Outcome***

Total
Stars

Assessment
of outcome

Long
follow-up

Adequacy
of followup

★

★

★

★
★

★
★
★★

★

★

★
★
★

7
5
9

★
-

★
-

-

★★
-

★
-

-

★
-

7
-

★
★
★
★
★
-

★
★
★
★
★
-

★
★
★
★★
★
-

★
★
★
★
★
-

★

8
7
6
8
7
-

★
★
★
★
-

★
★

★
★
★
-

-

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

7

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

7
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Quality Assessment
Quality assessment of the 6 randomised control trials was done using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool[198]. The risk of bias in the eight different
categories was generally determined to be low for most studies. Selection bias was low for most studies rated through the sequence generation
and allocation concealment. Reportive bias was determined to be low, and many studies had a study protocol published. Detection bias was
reduced as many of the outcome assessors were blinded through follow up of patient through anonymized records. Attrition bias was determined
to be low for all studies due to relatively low loss to follow up rates. The exception was high risk of performance bias, as none of the studies were
able to blind the participants and personnel, due to the nature of the intervention. Other sources of bias were difficult to determine. Quality
assessment of the 15 cohort studies was done using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale [199]. Four out of the 15 cohort studies [30, 161, 192, 196] did
not have a control group and were therefore not evaluated using the scale. Of the cohort studies that did have a comparator group, 10 of the
cohort studies were rated as Good Quality, 1 was rated as Fair Quality and none were rated as Poor Quality as per the AHRQ standards. Being
stable on ART was an inclusion criterion for most community interventions, which was acknowledged by the papers to be a confounding factor.
Therefore, these cohorts were considered to be somewhat representative. Comparability of cohorts were generally adequate with similar
baseline characteristics. Quality was maintained by using records rather than self-reporting in the ascertainment of exposure to the intervention
and assessment of outcomes in all but one cohort study. Furthermore, loss of follow up rates were below 20% for the majority of studies. The
follow up duration for outcomes was more than 24 months for 10 of the 16 articles.
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Supplementary Table 4 | Loss to Follow-Up and Retention outcomes of nHFBC compared to HFBC
Source

Country

Model Name

Follow-up
time

Outcome definition

Findings

LOSS TO FOLLOW-UP
Hanrahan
South Africa
2019[174]

Community
Adherence Clubs

24 months

Geldsetzer
2018[32]

Tanzania

Home Delivery
model

326 days

During the 24 months follow up, there was no significant
difference in loss to ART between clinic and community clubs.
12% among community club’s vs 7% among facility clubs [HR
1.69, 95%CI 0.98, 2.91]
Overall, 10% loss from ART clubs
18.9% in Home delivery model vs 13.6% in HCF

Selke
2010[179]

Kenya

Home Delivery
model

28 months

Wood
2014[200]
Grimsrud
2016[29]

Uganda

Home Delivery
Model
Community
Adherence clubs

28 months

Auld
2016[194]

Mozambique

Community ART
Support Group
(CASG)

4 years

Patients who missed a club visit and did not
pick up ART medications within 5 days, had
2 consecutive late ART pick-ups, developed
a comorbidity or had viral rebound were
referred to standard of care
Patients in the intervention arm who did
not have a VL measurement after
enrolment were considered LTFU
Point at which the person was no longer in
care (moved out, quit medications or
shifted to another facility).
Participants who were no longer in care
during the study period
LTFU defined as having no visit in the first 12
weeks (excluding mortality) after analysis
closure.
Analysis closure was at the end of 2013 and
database closure was 24th March 2014. LTFU
was defined as having no visit in the in the
first 12 weeks of 2014.
LTFU was defined as > 60 days late for their
next scheduled drug pick up.

Decroo
2017[193]

Mozambique

Community
Adherence
groups (CAGs)

4 years

LTFU was defined as being more than 2
months overdue for their most recent
appointment or scheduled ART refill.

1.8% among those with CD4 <50 and 2.6% among those with
CD4 > 50cells
Community clubs were associated with a substantial decrease
in the risk of LTFU compared with the community clinic.
However, LTFU was twice as likely in youths compared to
older patients.
Clubs in the community (CAC) were associated with a
reduction in the risk of LTFU compared with clinic with a twothird reduction in the hazard of LTFU
Participating in CASG was associated with a 35% lower LTFU
rates (AHR 0.65; 95%CI: 0.46, 0.91).
LTFU incidence was 2.9% at 2 yrs. and 10.1% at 4 years.
In a sensitivity analysis, when restricting the cohorts to the
clinics that only offered CASG models during the 4 years of
follow-up, CASG participation was associated with a 55%
reduction in LTFU rates [AHR 0.45 95%CI 0.32-0.64]
Combined LTFU and mortality
CAG members had a greater than fivefold reduction in the
risk of dying or being LTFU [ AHr 0.18; 95%CI 0.11, 0.29]

Jobarteh
2016[162]

Mozambique

Community ART
Support groups

12 months

LTFU > 60 days late for their next scheduled
appointment

LTFU among CASG and non-CASG members were 7.25 and
15.9% respectively.

South Africa

12 months
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LTFU was 5.2% in Home delivery model and 4.5% in HCF.

(CASG)
Combined outcome of time to either death
or LTFU.
LTFU – not having any contact with the
service in the 6 months following analysis
closure
LTFU was defined as any patients who had
died, transferred out or withdrew from the
model

Non-CASG members had significantly higher LTFU [HR 2.36
95%CI: 1.54, 3.17]
12.8% were LTFU or died.
Both outcomes less frequent in club members [Crude RR 0.25
95%CI: 0.14-0.41]

Luque
Fernandez
2013[173]

South Africa

Community
Adherence Clubs

3 years

Tun
2019[190]

Tanzania

Community
distribution
points (CDP)

6 months

RETENTION
Fox 2019[26]

South Africa

Adherence clubs

12 months

Retention in care at 12 months after model
eligibility. Defined as 100% - % attrition, with
attrition as the sum of reported deaths,
LTFU and transfers. LTFU was defined as
failure to attend the clinic within 90 days of
a scheduled appointment.

ACs had a higher retention rate
81.6% participants retained in facility; 89.5% participants
retained in the community. Risk difference 7.8% (95% CI;
2.1%, 13.6%).

Fox 2019[26]

South Africa

Community
distribution
points (CDP)

12 months

Retention was high overall (about 85%)
87.2% patients retained in the facility; 81.5% patients
retained in the community. Risk difference -5.8% (95% CI; 11.75%, 0.2%).

Jobarteh
2016[162]

Mozambique

Community ART
support groups
(CASG)

12 months

Retention in care at 12 months after model
eligibility. Defined as 100% - % attrition, with
attrition as the sum of reported deaths,
LTFU and transfers. LTFU was defined as
failure to attend the clinic within 90 days of
a scheduled appointment.
Retention defined as patients who were in
care at the end of 12 months [excludes
LTFU]

Decroo
2017[193]

Mozambique

Community ART
support groups
(CASG)

24 months

Patients retained in care [excluding those
LTFU or died]

Retention in care among patients in CAGs was substantially
higher than those in individual care.
Overall RIC was 90.8% at 12 months and 86% at 24 months.
At 12 months: 89.5 % retained in care (95% CI; 87.9, 90.8) in
the facility, 99.1% retained in care (95% CI; 97.3, 99.7) in the
community.
At 24 months 82.3 % retained in care (95% CI: 79.9, 84.5) in
the facility, and 97.5% retained in care (95% CI; 95.4, 98.6) in
the community.
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53 in the intervention arm and 55 in the HCF

Overall patients in CASG had better retention rates
Having excluded those who were LTFU and died the number
of patients retained in CASG was 91.4% and 82.9% in NonCASG models

Kipp
2012[197]

Uganda

Home delivery

24 months

Source

Country

Model name

Tun
2019[190]

Tanzania

Okoboi
2016[195]

Uganda

Community
distribution
points (CDP)
Community
distribution
points (CDP)

Follow-up
time
6 months

Selke
2010[179]
Geldsetzer*
2018[32]

Kenya
Tanzania

Home ART
delivery
Home ART
delivery

Patients who remained active in care at
the end of the study period [ excludes
LTFU and mortality]
Outcome definition

71% were retained in care in the health care facility and
70% retained in the home delivery model

Patients active in care at 6 months

82.8% patients retained in CDP models at 6 months vs 82.1%
retained in the facility. No formal analysis done.

5 years

Retention was defined as any patient who
had at least one clinic visit in the six months
before June 2013; was still alive at the end
of June 2013, excluding those deaths
reported to TASO stopped ART; or LTFU.

83.9% retained in the facility, 82.9% retained in the
community. P value 0.670. Univariate analysis of factors
associated with attrition: 1.00 (0.76-1.34), P value 0.972.

28 months

Defined as point at which patient was no
longer in care (transfer, quit medications]
Patients who were still active in care

91.1% retained in the facility and 90.6% retained in the
community – no formal analysis
81.1% retained in the community and 86.4% retained in the
facility – no formal analysis done.

326 days

Legend: * The inverse numbers of attrition reported here as retention
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Findings

Supplementary Table 5 | Loss to Follow-Up and Retention outcomes of nHFBC without HFBC comparison
Source

Country

LOSS TO FOLLOW-UP
Vogt
Democratic
2017[192]
Republic of
Congo
Tsondai
South Africa
2017[30]

Model Name

Followup time

Outcome definition

Findings

Community
based refill
centre
Adherence
clubs

24 months

Defined death and LTFU as attrition
LTFU was defined as having had no contact
with the services between 2011 and 2013
LTFU was defined as having no contact
with the club or clinic in the 6 months
following analysis closure and was
determined to have happened on the
date of last contact with service

LTFU was 9.0% at 24 months
Deaths were not well captured so could have overestimated
the LTFU rates and reduced mortality rates.
4.2% of patients were LTFU
Cumulative incidence of LTFU was:
2.6% [95%CI 2.1-3.2] at 12 months
12.2% [95%CI 9.7, 14.7] at 36 months

24
months

Okoboi
2015[196]

Uganda

Community
distribution
points (CDP)

5 years

Decroo
2014[161]

Mozambique

4 years

Pasipamire
2018[169]

Swaziland

Community
Adherence
Groups (CAGs)
Community
adherence
groups (CAGs)

12
months

Facility based
groups
Treatment
outreach
RETENTION
Pasipamire
2018[169]

Swaziland

Community
adherence
groups (CAGs)
Facility based
groups

12
months

Combined mortality and LTFU
LTFU was defined as having had no visit or
contact with the service during the study
period
LTFU defined as being more than 2 months
late for the last appointment/ refill

Risk of LTFU was observed in younger patients
LTFU 1.59 per 100-person per years

LTFU rate was 0.1 per 100 person yrs.

Patient LTFU was defined as patients
without recorded visit for 120 days or
more before Database closure. LTFU from
care was time from enrolment to the
composite endpoint of LTFU and death,
regardless of whether the outcome
occurred while enrolled in the care model
or in routine facility-based ART care

Of the 918 total patients included, 27 were LTFU
(2.94%). Patients in CAGs had a higher risk of
disengaging from care models (aHR 3.15 95%CI 2.01,
4.95)

In the primary analysis, Retention in care
model, the outcome of interest was time
to the composite endpoint of LTFU, death
or exit from specific care model at
enrolment.

Retention in the care models
Overall care model retention was 90.9% at 6 months and
82.2% at 12 months. Retention in care models differed
significantly by model types, lowest in CAGs. 70.4% retained
in CAGs at 12 months compared to 86.3% in outreach and
90.4% in clubs. Patients in CAGs had a higher risk of
disengaging from care models compared with treatment clubs

In the secondary analysis, Retention in ART
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Note this was comparison between two models and not
the facility

Treatment
outreach

Tsondai
2017[30]

South Africa

Adherence
clubs

care, outcome was time from enrolment to
the composite endpoint of LTFU and death
regardless of whether the outcome
occurred whilst enrolled in the model of
care or routine HCF.
12
months
24
months

Okoboi
2015[196]

Uganda

Community
ART
distribution

5 years

Decroo
2014[161]

Mozambique

Community
Adherence
groups (CAGs)

4 years

Primary outcome was LTFU and viral
rebound
Competing risk regression was used to
estimate the cumulative incidence for
LTFU, transfer out and mortality which
were then used to calculate the
corresponding cumulative retention
Retention to care was defined as any
patient with at least one visit in the 6
months

Patients who were still active in the
models of care at follow up intervals
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[adjusted HR 3.15, 95% ci 2.01, 4.95].
Retention in ART
Overall, ART retention was 96.7% at 6 months and 93.7% at
12 months. It was over 90% for all 3 models at all time points
and no difference between care models
Of the 3216 adults contributing 4019 person yrs. follow up,
retention was 95.2% at 12 months [ 95% CI 94.0, 96.4] and
89.3% at 24 months [95%CI 87.1, 91.4] after club enrolment.

More than 69% of patients who initiated ART from 2004 to
2009 were retained in care after more than 5 years of
treatment. These finding demonstrated that high retention
rates are possible even in rural resource limited settings.
Retention among CAG members:
At 1 year – 97.7% [95% CI 97.4, 98.2]
At 2 years- 96.0% [95%CI 95.3, 96.6]
At 3 years- 93.4% [95%CI 92.3, 94.3]
AT 4 years- 91.8% [95%CI 90.1, 93.2]

Chapter 4: Methodology
4.1 Outline of the chapter
This chapter provides an overview of the design of the nested community ART delivery randomized
control trial (ComART) that makes up this PhD research. It describes the design of the main HPTN 071
(PopART) trial in which the ComART study was nested, the study setting and design, study
interventions and procedures, sample size, and ethical considerations. A methodological research
paper is included in this chapter, which looked at numerous aspects of the study design, including why
we chose a cluster non-inferiority design versus individual randomization, as well as anticipated
problems, advantages, and downsides of this study design. This chapter summarizes the ComART
study design, protocol development, data and statistical analysis plan and operational issues that were
required prior to commencing the trial. The operational challenges and success of implementing these
models of ART delivery are described in chapter 5 and more detailed information on the results of this
trial are included in subsequent chapters.

4.2 Background to the HPTN 071 (PopART) Trial
The ComART trial was undertaken in 2 large Lusaka communities taking part in the HIV Prevention
Trials Network (HPTN) 071(PopART) trial. Details of the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial have been
published elsewhere [95]. The HPTN 071(PopART) trial was a three-arm cluster randomized trial that
compared the impact of community level combination prevention package, which included universal
HIV testing, active linkage to care and immediate antiretroviral treatment for all HIV positive
individuals, with standard care, on population level HIV incidence[95]. The trial was implemented in
21 communities of which 12 were in Zambia and 9 in South Africa. The trial intervention consisted of
3 main components within the PopART intervention as shown in figure 4.1 below:
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Figure 4.1: PopART/HPTN 071 Trial Schema

Source: HPTN 071 protocol

At the start of the trial ART initiation according to national guidelines in Arms B and C was CD4 <350
cells/mm³ and then 500 cells/mm³ in 2013 but as national guidelines adopted the 2015 WHO ART
guidelines[6] both arms B and C transitioned to universal treatment in 2016. Since 2016 all individuals
living with HIV in any of the 21 PopART communities were offered ART initiation irrespective of CD4
count. The household interventions were delivered by a cadre of staff specifically employed through
the PopART study to implement the intervention package throughout the community. These
Community HIV Providers (CHiPs) were themselves members of their local community, appointed to
provide the PopART package of services at household level, particularly HIV counselling and testing,
condom distribution, screening for TB, STIs and linking household members for appropriate HIV
prevention, treatment and care services[24]. The CHiPs worked in pairs and in gender-balanced teams
and were able to speak, read and write in English and be conversant with the local languages spoken
in the communities[24].
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They were able to record data using paper-based forms and electronic data capture devices. In
addition, they were trained or had to be trained (after employment) in HIV testing and counselling
services, adherence and psychosocial counselling, good clinical practice and basic knowledge on HIV
and TB prevention, treatment, and care [95]. As they were members of the community, they were
conversant with the local geography and able to walk long distances within the community. They also
received all the appropriate training to ensure maintenance of client confidentiality. The CHiPs also
went back to households throughout the annual “rounds “to ensure they picked up household
members who were missed on previous visits and followed up PLHIV for linkage to care, ART
adherence and TB/STI screening [Fig. 4.2].
Figure 4.2: Schematic overview of the PopART intervention package

Source: HPTN 071 trial protocol
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The major findings of this trial revealed that a combined prevention package that included household
HIV testing in addition to ART delivered in accordance with national guidelines resulted in a 30%
reduced incidence of HIV infection than standard of care[201], although this effect was not seen within
arm A communities who received exactly the same intervention as arm B but with universal ART from
the beginning of the trial[105]. Other findings from the trial showed that delivery of the interventions
resulted in high levels of HIV testing, knowledge of HIV status and treatment coverage[91]. The
increase in knowledge of HIV status and timely linkage to the clinics for ART initiation or resumption
was relevant for this nested study as more PLHIV were going to the clinic to initiate ART and therefore
there was an urgent need to decongest the clinics.

4.3 Background to the nested ComART study: A comparison of different
community models of ART delivery amongst stable HIV+ patients in two
urban settings in Lusaka, Zambia.
Following implementation of the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial in 2013 and changes in the WHO guidelines
in 2015 to initiate ART to all PLHIV irrespective of CD4 count, the demand for HIV treatment was seen
as a challenge to the capacity of health care facility infrastructure. Without a paradigm shift in how
ART care is delivered in resource-constrained settings such as Zambia, lifelong ART for all PLHIV would
be unsustainable. Without a change in the current delivery model of ART care in resource-limited
settings such as Zambia, lifelong ART for all PLHIV would be unsustainable. The HPTN 071 leadership,
in-country PEPFAR implementing partners and Ministry of Health were concerned about the effect
that congestion within the health care facilities would have on access to treatment and retention in
care particularly in urban settings where there is a high concentration of HIV patients.
During this period there was a lot of interest in decentralizing ART care into the communities especially
for those clients on stable ART, by focusing on innovative models of community ART delivery as a way
of decongesting the clinics and improving patient outcome. As pilot projects on community models of
ART delivery in sub-Saharan Africa yielded encouraging results, the Zambian Ministry of Health
identified community models of ART delivery as a way of expanding and maintaining retention on
treatment and through the National AIDS council, engaged several in-country partners and
researchers to pilot different models of ART delivery in order to provide policy makers with evidence
on patient outcomes, feasibility, acceptability and cost effectiveness of different models of ART[24].
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The infrastructure that was developed through the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial, in terms of the
trained community HIV providers (CHiPs) provided a unique opportunity to test different models of
ART delivery. At that time, the evidence base for community ART models were limited especially in
urban settings and it was unknown which model of ART delivery was the best in terms of retention on
ART and none of these models were compared to the standard of care with respect to clinical
outcomes. Therefore, the ComART study was timely and innovative and designed to rigorously
evaluate different community models of ART delivery and compare with the conventional model of
care in an urban setting to provide critical information for the continued scale-up of universal ART.
For our study, we purposively selected Home-based ART delivery and Adherence clubs as our two
intervention models over other DSD models for the following reasons:
1. At the time, the Ministry of Health had asked implementing partners and researchers to
formally test in pilot studies different models of ART delivery, In-country partners had already
piloted models of ART delivery that did not require the use of community health workers
(multi-month dispensation, fast-track services and out-of-facility based care which included
community adherence groups) and therefore this was an opportunity for me to determine
whether these models outside the HCF would be feasible and effective using CHWs. This idea
was also seconded by MoH and implementing partners who urged me to pilot these specific
models as we were already utilizing the CHiPs to deliver HIV prevention combination package
in these communities.

2. The CHiPs who were already in place through the ongoing PopART trial were well known and
accepted by the communities they were working in and PLHIV were asking why they could not
deliver ART drugs and provide adherence support during the household visits. In addition, the
CHiPs who were not formally medically trained were very eager to take on this role of
providing adherence support and pre-packed medications into the community. This was a
unique opportunity to test home delivery and adherence club models for safety and
effectiveness with the funding and support already generated through the early phases of the
PopART intervention.
3. During the early stages of the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial and planning stage of this nested
trial, I worked with the HPTN 071 social science team in meeting with the community advisory
board members and discussed the idea of having patients seen in their homes and community
venues by CHiPs who would deliver pre-packed ART and adherence support to PLHIV. This was
met with a lot of enthusiasm by the community advisory team. In addition, the CHiPs were
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also asked to find out during their household visits from PLHIV whether these models of
delivery would be ideal for them and their responses in having HIV care and support close to
their homes was overwhelming.

4.4 Study Design
4.4.1 Overall design of the ComART study
Briefly, ComART was a three-arm cluster-randomized non-inferiority trial in a prospective cohort of
adults already enrolled into ART care at two urban primary health care facilities that served two of the
HPTN 071 trial communities in Lusaka, Zambia[24]. This included the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial is two
intervention arms. The overall study design is summarized in Figure 4.1. And the full study protocol is
available online [95]. The choice of a randomized trial was justified as in general a randomized
comparison provides the highest level of evidence. At the time of ComART start, there was no
information on how these models of community ART delivery would perform in comparison to the
standard of care practice (clinic based ART drug distribution through facility based pharmacy) in
Zambia. Further rationale and justification are described in the research paper included in this chapter.
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Fig 4.3. Overview of study design and randomization scheme

Eligibility Criteria
1. Stable Adult patients (≥ 18 years)
 On ART for more than 6 months
 Virologically suppressed.
 WHO stage I and II at the time of screening.
2. Resides within the Study catchment area.
3. Willing to provide written consent.

Community 2
50 CHiP Zones

Community 1
54 CHiP Zones

Randomization

Arm 1 (35 Zones)
Standard of Care (SoC)




Control arm
3-monthly clinical
& Pharmacy visits
Adherence support






Arm 2 (35 Zones)
Home-Based ART
Delivery (HBD)
3 monthly home
visits
Adherence support
and pre-packed drug
dispensed
6 monthly clinical
review and
laboratory
monitoring

Arm 3 (34 Zones)
Adherence Clubs (AC)
 3 monthly club visits
at a designated
venue in the
community
 Adherence support
and pre-packed drug
dispensed
 6 monthly clinical
review and
laboratory
monitoring

Primary Outcome
 Viral suppression at 12 months in patients receiving care via community models of
ART compared with those in SoC
Secondary Outcomes
 Viral suppression at 24 months
 Retention on treatment/ Loss to Follow up
 HIV disease progression & death
 Qualitative evaluation of the acceptability and functioning of the models
 Economic Analysis
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4.4.2 Study Setting
The study was conducted in two urban communities/townships that were part of the HPTN 071
(PopART) trial communities. This included communities randomly allocated to arms A and B of the
parent trial (HPTN 071) respectively. For our nested ComART study, it was irrelevant to which arm of
the main PopART intervention the communities were allocated to as only those PLHIV on ART were
enrolled. Both communities are predominantly low-income, high-density urban residential settings
located about 10 km from the city centre and each of these communities had an estimated population
of more than 120,000 people [95, 202]. Both communities have a mixed socio-economic status with
predominantly poor residents the majority of whom are either employed in the informal sector,
unemployed or low-paid jobs in the public and private sector [202, 203]. In each of these communities,
health care services are provided by one government clinic which are currently overburdened due to
the high number of HIV patients in care. Prior to the start of the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial, a census
was conducted in all the communities that were taking part in the trial in 2013[24]. Both communities
had an estimated population of over a 100,000 adults and children. At the time, the ComART study
was designed in 2016, two years after the start of the main PopART trial, data derived from the main
trial intervention showed an estimated HIV prevalence of approximately 20% amongst adults aged 1844 years in both communities[24], and of these, an estimated 70% of all PLHIV were accessing ART
[PopART intervention and Population Cohort data, 2016].
The two communities were purposefully chosen because they were randomized to the HPTN 071
(PopART) trial's intervention arms, where community HIV providers (CHiPs) were already in place to
deliver the HIV combination prevention package through annual rounds of household visits
throughout the entire communities[24]. Both communities have high HIV prevalence and high number
of HIV patients in care (approximately over 10,000), with a high critical shortage of staff (1.2
physicians, nurses, and midwives per 1000 population)[204]. Before the start of the HPTN 071
(PopART) trial, mapping of the households and non-residential buildings was done, with a census to
count the number of adults (16 years and older) and children (under 16 years of age)[24]. A map of
the communities was created based on global positioning system (GPS) coordinates of all the
households and non-residential buildings. In each of the communities, the PopART census covered a
population of approximately 50,000 people.
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Using the PopART census data in combination with the 2010 population census of the Zambian Bureau
of Statistics, the intervention area was expanded to serve a population of approximately 100,000
people. The intervention community was subdivided into “zones” containing 400-500 households.
CHiPs operated in pairs, with each pair in charge of a certain zone. The CHiPs repeatedly visited the
households and in particular re-visited those households of PLHIV to ensure linkage to care, ART
retention and adherence. Table 4.1 below shows the number of CHiPs teams/zones in the two
communities with the population each CHiP team covered, and the number of HIV positive adults
being cared for in each zone. Each zone was served by 2 CHiPs, giving them an average of 23-25 clients
on ART who needed to be provided with ART within the community. For the ComART study, the CHiP
zones were used as the unit of randomization to either receiving the model for ART delivery or
standard of care.
Table 4.1: Total number of zones in the communities served by the CHiP teams

Average per zone

Community 1 (54 Zones)
HIV+
Total in
On ART in
clients care in the
the clinic
clinic

Community 2 (50 Zones)
HIV+
Total in
On ART in the
clients
care in the
clinic
clinic

99.3

Range in the zone 33-234

56

51.3

98.6

56.38

46.7

14-155

18 - 143

48 - 213

4 – 143

3 – 102

Min-max

4.4.3 Study Population
Eligibility Criteria
All HIV+ adult patients (≥ 18 years) were screened for eligibility at the health care facility. The
eligibility criteria included:
1. All adult patients who were stable. Guided by the WHO classification for stable patients[52], we
included:


Patients on first line therapy for at least 6 months or more and retained in care



Virologically suppressed (using national guidelines [HIV RNA ≤ 1000 copies/ml] with a viral
load taken in the last 12 months prior to screening



WHO stage I and II and did not require the attention of a clinician
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2. Patients were residing within the main trial catchment area.
3. Willing to provide written informed consent.

4.4.4 Study Randomization
Our unit of randomization was a CHiP zone or “cluster”, and the two communities were already
divided into zones as part of the main trial. Both communities 1 and 2 were divided into 54 and 50
zones respectively and each zone consisted of around 500 households[24]. To achieve balance across
the zones, statisticians from the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) stratified
randomization by community and restricted the randomization within each community on average
values of key outcomes that were measured during the PopART intervention rounds, which included
population size, HIV prevalence, proportion of PLHIV who attended the health care facility, distance
to the clinic to ensure overall balance across the three study arms[24].
A list of 10,000 randomized allocations meeting the restriction criteria was created for each of the
communities, numbered 0000 to 9999. The 104 zones across both communities were randomized to
one of the three arms:
1. Continue collecting ART at the clinic at the clinic standard of care (SoC) (control arm)
2. A choice of Home-Based ART delivery (HBD) or remaining in clinic-based care (SoC)
3. A choice of being in an Adherence club (AC) or remaining in clinic-based care (SoC).
Further details of the randomization ceremony and allocations are described in chapter 5.

4.4.5 Study Endpoints
For this trial, the primary endpoint was viral suppression at 12 months (+/- 3 months) after study
entry across all three study arms. Virological suppression was defined as a VL ≤ 1000 copies (based
on the parameters of any assay performed through routine laboratory monitoring).
Secondary endpoints include:
1. Proportion of patients virally suppressed at 20 and 24 months after study entry (as measured
by last VL taken between 20 and 24 months after enrolment).
2. Proportion of patients lost-to-follow-up (LTFU) and died 12 months after study entry. LTFU was
defined as having no contact >90 days after last missed scheduled appointment with unknown
outcomes or the proportion of patients who are no longer retained on treatment with unknown
outcomes after study enrolment.
3. Proportion of patients retained on treatment at 12 months after study entry. Retention on
treatment during the study period was defined as a documented drug pick up within 120 days
in the run up to 12 months after enrolment.
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In addition to the above outcomes, the study also looked at the performance, acceptability, and
feasibility of the two models of care using programmatic and routine health care facility data. This
included patient choice of model of care, preferences, and retention within the intervention models
of care.

4.4.6 Sample size and study power
The ComART study sample size was based on data that was derived from the first annual round of the
main trial intervention. The number of adults who were known by the CHiP teams to be HIV+ and on
ART averaged approximately 50 individuals per zone, with a harmonic mean of approximately 36
individuals per zone. Assuming that 80% of such adults agreed to participate in the study and had not
moved out of the community within 12 months after enrolment, the number of study participants per
zone who would contribute to the primary endpoint measurement would have a harmonic mean of
approximately 30. Our study power calculations were done with an assumption that an average of 30
study participants per zone would contribute to the primary outcome measurement and given there
were 104 zones randomized to the 3 arms this gave an estimated overall total sample size of 3120
participants. We also assumed that among study participants in the “standard-of-care” arm, the
percentage who were not virally suppressed, 12 months after enrolment to the study would be in the
range of 10-15%[24]. We fixed the non-inferiority margin to be at 5%. The NI margin of 5% was chosen
based on clinical judgement as to what would be a meaningful increase in non-suppression from our
prior estimate of 10% and was also guided by similar trials [31, 32, 205].
The coefficient of variation k, of the variation across zones in the percentage of study participants who
were not virally suppressed at 12 months after study enrolment, was assumed to be in the range 0.25
to 0.3. If the percentage of participants who were not virally suppressed at 12 months after study
enrolment is 10% in the “standard-of-care” arm, and k=0.25 or k=0.3, study power is 93% and 91%
respectively to show that a trial intervention arm is not inferior to “standard-of care”. The
corresponding study power figures are 78% and 74% if the percentage of participants who are not
virally suppressed at 12 months after study enrolment is 15% in the “standard-of-care arm”. So, the
study, for our expected sample size, was estimated to have a power of between 74-93% under a range
of different scenarios (Table 4.2). Our estimate of 10% of those not virally suppressed is consistent
with research data from these two communities.
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Table 4.2. Study power to show that community ART provision is not inferior to standard-of-care,
in terms of patient viral suppression 12 months after either enrolling into community ART or
continuing with standard-of-care at the clinic.
Standard of care, % not
virally suppressed at 12
months after
enrolment

Non-inferiority Margin

Coefficient
of variation k

Number of
participants per
cluster

Study power
(%)

10%

5%

0.25

30

93%

15%

5%

0.25

30

78%

10%
15%

5%
5%

0.30
0.30

30
30

91%
74%

4.4.7 Description of the study interventions
The ComART study had three arms of which two were intervention arms and one the control arm. The
interventions included Home-based ART delivery (HBD) and Adherence clubs (AC).
A. Home-based ART delivery
In this model, clinically stable patients received ART in the comfort of their own homes. CHiP teams
would visit participants' homes every three months to give adherence support, symptom screening,
and pre-packaged antiretroviral medications. In accordance with Zambian government monitoring
requirements, participants were only required to visit the clinic once every six months (twice a year)
for their routine clinical assessment and annual laboratory monitoring of CD4 count, HIV viral load,
and serum creatinine. Table 4.3 below provides a broad overview of the models of care.
B. Adherence Clubs
Adherence clubs were made up of at least 20-25 stable patients who received HIV care in the
community. The CHiP teams provided adherence support, symptom screening, and pre-packaged
drugs to members of the club once every three months at an agreed communal venue. Club members
were obliged to have two clinical/club visits per year (every six months) for routine clinical review
and laboratory monitoring. [Table 4.3].
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Table 4.3: Broad Overview of the three ART delivery models.

Number of
visits/years
ART
dispensed
Routine
Laboratory
testing

Frequency of
clinical
monitoring
Process

Home Based Delivery (HBD)
Clients visited in their home by
the CHiPs

Adherence clubs (AC)
Group of 20-30 clients met
at an agreed community
venue led by a pair of CHiPs

Standard of care (SoC)
Clients visited the clinics
as scheduled

2 HBD
2 clinics
3 months

2 clubs
2 clinics
3 months

4 clinics

Every 6 months

CD4

Every 6 months

CD4

Every 6 months

CD4


Creatinine /LFTs
Every 12 months

Viral load
2 (every 6 months)


Creatinine /LFTs
Every 12 months

Viral load
2 (every 6 months)


Creatinine /LFTs
Every 12 months

Viral load
2 (every 6 months)



Symptom screening Ɨ




Adherence support
Health education &
provision of condoms



Dispensation of prepacked drugs






symptom screening Ɨ
Adherence support
Group education and
provision of condoms
Dispensation of prepacked drugs

Comments

3 months



Symptom screening Ɨ




Adherence support
Health education
and condom
provision



Drug dispensation at
pharmacy

As per routine
national
guidelines

Ɨ symptom screening included a checklist to determine if patient were experiencing any of the following
symptoms: Cough, fever, night sweats, weight loss, headache.

C. Current standard of care in the management of stable HIV+ patients on ART in Zambia
All “stable” potentially eligible PLHIV on ART for more than 6 months were recommended to come to
the ART clinic once every 3 months for adherence counselling and positive health dignity and
prevention (PHDP) messages and collect their drug refill. At 6 monthly visits, patients would be
reviewed by a clinician with a targeted history and examinations, screened for TB and STIs and
laboratory monitoring including CD4 count, Liver function tests, and creatinine clearance. Viral load
was done 12 months after ART initiation and thereafter annually. Patients who had undetectable viral
load were switched to second-line regimen and a vial load was taken 6 months post switching to
determine if they were undetectable.
Although the standard care included patients making quarterly visits to clinic, this was far from the
reality as the high number of patients on ART resulted in overcrowding, long queues, missing clinical
appointment and drug stock-outs, resulting in patients being given 1-2 months drug supply and
therefore having to make more frequent visits to collect their drugs and have the laboratory tests
done.
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4.5 Study procedures
This section describes the study procedures. Details of each of these procedures and how they were
carried out are further described in the subsequent implementation chapter [Chapter 5].

4.5.1 Screening and recruitment
All HIV+ Patients were screened for eligibility at the clinic. These were done by the study nurse and
clinic staff. Potential candidates were referred to the study nurse for eligibility screening using a
standardized eligibility screening form. The diagram below [Fig 4.4] shows the steps in recruitment.

Fig 4.4. Steps in recruiting participants.
Eligibility Screening
Participant screened for eligibility by
study nurse
Eligible clients
Informed Consent
SN explains the study and obtains
written consent from eligible
participants
Participant consents
Zone determination
SN confirms the zone that the
participant lives using the intervention
maps

Participant then randomized to zonal
intervention or standard of care
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Once a patient was screened and found to be eligible to participate in the study, a written informed
consent was obtained after having explained the study in detail. If a participant agreed to consent, the
study nurse would then determine which zone they were living in using the HPTN 071 trial intervention
map. Having identified the zone, the participant’s random allocation would be revealed to them.
Those who were allocated to the intervention arms were then given a choice of the allocated
intervention or to continue receiving care at the clinic (SoC). Participants allocated to the control arm
did not have this option.

4.5.2. Follow-up of study cohorts
I. Schedule of Home and Club Visits
In both the intervention arms, participants were followed up once every 3 months. Following
enrolment, participants were seen after 3 months in their homes or clubs and thereafter 3 months
later at the clinic [Fig.4.5]. In a year, participants would only have to attend 2 clinical visits, every 6monthly. All the participants were followed up for a minimum of 14 and a maximum of 24 months
depending on the date of enrolment. Activities that were conducted during each visit are outlined in
Table 4.3 above and figure 4.5 below.
II. Clinical visit every 6 months
The clinical visits that would occur every 6 months for participants in the intervention arms and SoC
were part of the routine standard of care that was being provided in HIV care. This included a clinical
review and routine laboratory tests that were due at the particular visit [Fig.4.5]. Viral load monitoring
that measures the study’s primary outcome was collected during these clinical visits. As participants
were not necessarily enrolled at the time of their annual VL measurement, some adjustment of the
timing of VL test were made to ensure that all fell within 9-15 months of enrolment. At every clinical
visit, the study nurse would check when participants were due for a VL test and order a test if they
were due. Participants were then required to collect their 90 days drug supply from the pharmacy and
their next appointment date either in the club, home or SoC were provided to them.
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Fig 4.5. Follow-up schedule for participants enrolled in the intervention arms

III. Transitioning participants to SoC.
Participants would be transitioned to clinic care (SoC) if:
1. Opted to go back to clinic care
2. Required a clinician’s attention (treatment failure based on VL assays, developed WHO stage
3 and 4 conditions)
3. Moved out of their zone either outside or within the study catchment area. If a participant
moved out of their zones into another zone offering a different intervention, they were
transitioned to SoC.
4. Missed more than 2 scheduled appointments either at home or the club
5. Broke the clubs code of conduct
6. Moved out of the community but opted to continue care at the study clinic
Participants who were randomized to standard of care followed the visit schedule according to the
national guidelines and information on their visits and laboratory monitoring were obtained using
their clinic records. In all the three study arms, participants were terminated or withdrawn from the
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study if they withdrew consent for study participation, opted to transfer their care to another health
care facility or died.
IV. Missed visits
In both intervention arms, participants who missed a scheduled visit were followed up and either given
a rescheduled visit date or had to come to the clinic. Details regarding a missed or rescheduled visit
are described in the subsequent chapter [Chapter 5]. Any missed or rescheduled visits and reasons
would be recorded in the study event forms.
V. Study exit plan
Prior to the end of the study, the research team planned with implementing partners and health care
facility staff on transitioning participants from the intervention models to either standard of care or
other DSD models that were in place in that particular community.

4.6 Data Management and Analysis
4.6.1 Data Collection
As the study endpoint was prospectively collected routine data gathered for monitoring and
evaluation purposes for the National ART program, all participants were identified using their unique
clinic numbers. Data collected was from three sources:
I. Clinic data
Routine data was collected at baseline, 6 months, and 12 months and at the end of the study period
using the Ministry of Health electronic SmartCare database and patient clinic records. SmartCare
database was developed by the Ministry of Health with support from United States Centre for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) to improve continuity of care and monitoring and evaluation of HIV
programs countrywide. Since 2005, the SmartCare database has been deployed to all health care
facilities providing ART care.
At base line, the following variables were collected from patient files to determine their influence on
the study outcomes: Sex, Age, Date of starting ART, Viral load in the last 12 months, CD4 count, WHO
disease stage, and current ART regimen. During the course of the study, variables such as Viral load,
CD4 counts, WHO stage, deaths, Loss-to-follow up and ART regimen were obtained using both clinical
records and SmartCare database. To ensure the validity of these data, the study team collaborated
closely with the health care facility to improve data collection and management.
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During the course of the study, the study team also ensured that viral load results were being entered
in the database and worked closely with the implementing partners to ensure that missing viral load
results were traced and entered in the database.
II. Community SmartCare Module
The community SmartCare module, a pilot project initiated by the Ministry of Health aimed at
collecting data for patients in DSD models outside the health care facilities was also used in our study.
Data regarding ART registration details, date of community visit, symptom screening (fever, weight
loss, cough, headache), pregnancy screening, adherence counselling, referrals and drug dispensation
were collected using an electronic handheld device which was linked to the national HIV SmartCare
database at the clinic.
III. Study related forms
In addition to collecting routine clinic and SmartCare data, we also collected data to assess the study's
outcomes and processes. This included the clinical register, eligibility/enrolment forms, club and home
registers, attendance registers, study event forms, termination forms and drug scripts. These forms
are included in the appendices [Appendix III] and an overview of the forms and information collected
are summarized in Table 4.4 below. In addition, these forms were also designed to collect data from
the SmartCare module as a back-up since the community SmartCare module was still in a pilot phase.
IV. Qualitative data
Collection of qualitative data was designed as a secondary and complementary component to the
quantitative methods. Social scientists from Zambart collected this data in order to ensure fair
representation of the study sites. FGDs and audio-recorded in-depth interviews (IDIs) were used as
research methods. Purposively sampling was also employed to select PLHIV from a variety of age and
gender categories, as well as from a variety of geographic areas and socioeconomic status groups.
Both FGDs and IDIs were conducted during the study period and towards the end of the study. IDIs
were used to collect data from PLHIV, while FGDs were utilized to collect data from CHiPs that
delivered the intervention. All IDIs and FGDs were then transcribed, and field notes were expanded
and analysed using Office 2016 and Atlas.ti 7.
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Table 4.4: Overview of the study related forms and data collected

1.

Study related documents
Eligibility/enrolment form

2.

Home-based register

3.

Adherence club register

4.

Attendance registers

5.

Study Event form

Purpose and type of Data collected
This form was used to determine if a patient was eligible for the study.
The following information was captured:
 Date of screening for eligibility
 If the patient met the study inclusion criteria
 Date of his last VL test and result
 Date of starting treatment and current ART regimen
 If the patient consented to the study
 Zone that the patient resides in
 Study arm patient was allocated to and whether they take the
offer of the intervention or continue with SoC
 If patient had a preference or not and preference expressed
This register was used for planning the home visits for participants in
the HBD model of care. The following data was collected:
 Date of enrolment
 zone patient resides in
 dates of scheduled home and clinical visits for the next 12
months
 VL results
 Participants contact number
 CHiP team responsible for their home visits
This register was used for planning club visits for each zone. The
following data was collected:
 Date of enrolment
 Zone patient resides in
 Club number
 Dates of scheduled club and clinical visits in the next 12
months
 VL results
 Participants contact number
 CHiP team responsible for the club
This were paper based forms that were used by the CHiPs when
conducting home and club visits.
Attendance registers for HBD were pre-filled with the patient names,
date of visit and scheduled visit dates for the clinical visit.
Similarly, for AC the club member’s names were pre-filled on a single
paper register and their next clinical visit.
During the visits, the following information was collected:
 Was the participant present for that visit
 Symptom screen checklist
 Types of counselling provided
 Were the drugs dispensed
 If the participant required a referral to the clinic
These forms were used when a patient was transitioned to SoC for the
following reasons:
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6.

Drug scripts

7.

Termination form

8.

Clinical register [ this
register was created during
the implantation period
when challenges with
aggregating data from
SmartCare was observed

Relocated to another zone not offering the intervention but
continue care at the study HCF
 Transferred out of the community but continues with HIV care
at the study HCF
 Had an opportunistic infection and needs further
management
 opts out of the models of care to continue with SoC
These duplicate scripts were pre-filled with the patient’s name and
ART number prior to their visit dates:
 date of visit
 drug regimen
 quantity dispensed
 patient signature
 Contact names of the CHiPs delivering the drugs.
This form was used when a patient was terminated for the following
reasons:
 withdraws from the study
 died
 lost to follow-up
 Transfers out of the community and seeks HIV care in
another facility.
This register included all the participants in the study [SoC, HBD and
AC]. It was updated on a 2-monthly basis as data for SoC patients had
to be retrieved form SmartCare.
Information collected included:
 ART number and model of delivery
 Date of drug dispensation and quantity
 Viral load results at baseline and during follow-up
 WHO staging during clinical visits?
 CD4 count according to routine
 Outcomes – LTFU, died, transfer, HIV opportunistic infections

4.6.2. Data Management and Cleaning
All hardcopies of the study records were kept in a secure location only accessible to authorized study
staff, investigators, and monitors. Data security was ensured through password-protected databases
accessible only to a selected group of people involved in the study. Data collected on the study forms
underwent quality control by the study staff including myself and this included alerts for missing and
abnormal values on a weekly basis and transferred to Zambart headquarters fortnightly where it
would be double entered centrally, and inconsistencies were clarified by reviewing hard copies of the
questionnaires by the data team and stored on the SQL server where standard access was in control.
The data was retained in a central location until the study's data analysis was completed. Clinic and
SmartCare data were periodically extracted after having sought permission from the Ministry of
Health and Implementing partners. Data was imported in STATA (version 16.0).
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I also conducted monthly quality assurance of all the data collected with help from the research
nurses. Data cleaning prior to any analysis was my responsibility and any missing data found was
counterchecked with the facility clinic records and SmartCare database.

4.6.3 Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using STATA (version 15 and 16.0). For all comparisons by study arms,
we used ‘Intention to Treat’ (ITT) analysis, with participants analysed according to the arm to which
they were randomized. In addition to ITT, we also performed a ‘Per-Protocol Analysis’ (PPA) comparing
the intervention arms to those who received the control arm[24]. Detailed analysis methods used for
the specific objectives are described in the research paper in this chapter and subsequent chapters
presenting papers addressing the objectives.

4.7 Ethical considerations
4.7.1 Informed Consent
Written informed consent (Appendix 4) was sought from all eligible participants attending the study
health care facilities. Consent was done by trained staff (Research nurses and Pharmacists) who
completed the CITI Human Subject Protection (HSP) training, Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training and
study protocol training which included informed consent, confidentiality, interview techniques and
study tools. All in-depth interview participants provided written and verbal agreement, including
permission to record the interviews and publish anonymous quotations. FGD participants were asked
to provide verbal consent. Participants were informed that they retained the right to withdraw at any
stage from the study interventions. Those who withdraw from the intervention arms were
transitioned to continue care at the clinic whilst remaining in the study. Eligible clients were provided
with the following information either in English or local language as part of informed consent:
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1.
2.
3.

4.

Objectives of the study
Models of ART delivery being offered
Explanation that:
 Participation is voluntary and can withdraw at any stage
 Refusal to participate or withdrawing from the study will not affect their services they receive
from the clinic
 What will happen during the course of the study and potential benefits and risks
 What will happen if they belong to an adherence club, home delivery or standard of care
model
 Participants responsibilities
 How their confidentiality and privacy be protected
 No information will be divulged to partners or other third parties
 What will happen when the study ends or is discontinued
Contact details of the investigator, research nurse and CHiP team

4.7.2. Confidentiality
Participant names and ART identification number were used in all forms and securely stored with
access by study and clinic staff. Personal names were used only for tracing information and privacy
was maintained during intervention visits.

4.7.3 Participants Risks and Benefits
We did acknowledge that there might be breach of confidentiality as other community members could
learn of the study participant’s status. The study team did everything possible to ensure that
confidentiality was maintained and the study staff and CHiPs team who conducted these models of
delivery in the community were trained in maintaining confidentiality. In addition, being part of an
adherence club would mean that other members of the club would know the status of their group
members that may result in unintended disclosure or stigma. All members of the club had to sign a
“club charter of rights and responsibilities” which included a commitment to maintain confidentiality.
There was no direct and immediate benefit in terms of monetary and/or material benefit during
and/or at the end of the study. For this reason, the participants were made aware that their
involvement was entirely optional and that they might opt out at any time. Benefits anticipated to the
participants included less frequent travel to the clinics for their pharmacy refill; reduce waiting time
and privacy within the clubs and their homes.
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4.7.4 Regulatory review
The University of Zambia Biomedical Research Ethics Committee (UNZABREC), the National Health
Research Authority (NHRA), and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) Ethics
Committee all provided ethical approval [Appendix I]. Following ethical approval, the protocol was
reviewed and approved by the Division of AIDS (DAIDS), the primary sponsor of the HPTN071 (PopART)
study, who granted us permission to conduct this study as an ancillary study to the main HPTN 071
trial and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov [NCT03025165].

4.8 Funding
Funding for this study was embedded within the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial. Most of the activities
were already being carried out by staff already in position (Research team, CHiPs) in the main trial.
Additional budget lines needed to support additional requirements for data, pharmacy and field staff
were covered via the revised HPTN 071 budget which was put in place through research and PEPFAR
country operating plans.

4.9 Research Methodology Paper 2: A comparison of different community
models of antiretroviral therapy delivery with the standard of care among
stable HIV+ patients: rationale and design of a non-inferiority cluster
randomized trial, nested in the HPTN 071 (PopART) study.
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non-inferiority cluster randomized trial,
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Abstract
Background: Following the World Health Organization’s (WHO) 2015 guidelines recommending initiation of antiretroviral
therapy (ART) irrespective of CD4 count for all people living with HIV (PLHIV), many countries in sub-Saharan Africa have
adopted this strategy to reach epidemic control. As the number of PLHIV on ART rises, maintenance of viral suppression on
ART for over 90% of PLHIV remains a challenge to government health systems in resource-limited high HIV burden settings.
Non facility-based antiretroviral therapy (ART) delivery for stable HIV+ patients may increase sustainable ART coverage in
resource-limited settings. Within the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial, two models, home-based delivery (HBD) or adherence clubs
(AC), were offered to assess whether they achieved similar viral load suppression (VLS) to standard of care (SoC). In this
paper, we describe the trial design and discuss the methodological issues and challenges.
Methods: A three-arm cluster randomized non-inferiority trial, nested in two urban HPTN 071 trial communities in Zambia,
randomly allocated 104 zones to SoC (35), HBD (35), or AC (34). ART and adherence support were delivered 3-monthly at
home (HBD), adherence clubs (AC), or clinic (SoC). Adult HIV+ patients defined as “stable” on ART were eligible for inclusion.
The primary endpoint was the proportion of PLHIV with virological suppression (≤ 1000 copies HIV RNA/ml) at 12 months
(± 3months) after study entry across all three arms. Viral load measurement was done at the routine government
laboratories in accordance with national guidelines, annually. The study was powered to determine if either of the
community-based interventions would yield a viral suppression rate drop compared to SoC of no more than 5% in its
absolute value. Both community-based interventions were delivered by community HIV providers (CHiPs). An additional
qualitative study using observations, interviews with PLHIV, and FGDs with community HIV providers was nested in this
study to complement the quantitative data.
(Continued on next page)
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Discussion: This trial was designed to provide rigorous randomized evidence of safety and efficacy of non-facility-based
delivery of ART for stable PLHIV in high-burden resource-limited settings. This trial will inform policy regarding best practices
and what is needed to strengthen scale-up of differentiated models of ART delivery in resource-limited settings.
Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03025165. Registered on 19 January 2017
Keywords: HIV, Anti-retroviral therapy, Home-based ART delivery, Adherence clubs, Zambia

Background
Survival for people living with HIV (PLHIV) has dramatically improved with access to potent safe antiretroviral
therapy (ART) [1]. However, to be effective, this treatment is currently delivered as daily oral tablets that require lifelong adherence [2]. Failure to adhere to
treatment leads to viral recrudescence, clinical symptoms associated with immune dysfunction, increased risk
of HIV transmission, and potential development of drug
resistance [1].
The scaling up of antiretroviral therapy (ART) has
been one of the most remarkable public health achievements in the last decade [3, 4]. There are an estimated
37 million PLHIV globally of whom 21 million are currently accessing ART. Sub-Saharan African countries
home to approximately 19.4 million PLHIV have implemented an unprecedented scale up of ART especially in
East and Southern Africa [3]. However, how to deliver
sustainable, affordable ART to all PLHIV is an unanswered question that challenges global HIV care programs in high HIV burden limited resource settings.
Maintaining patients on ART requires a robust framework to monitor processes, outcomes, and long-term
impact both at individual and programmatic levels. Retention on ART is a crucial indicator both at individual
and programmatic levels and patient outcomes may be
threatened if ART retention is poor or deteriorating [5–
10]. Adherence to ART is necessary for individual patient outcomes as well as to reduce the risk of drug resistance from a public health perspective [11, 12]. Many
studies have identified existing fragile health systems, inadequate human resources, transportation costs, frequent pharmacy pick-ups, and long waiting times at the
clinic as significant barriers to ART retention in
resource-limited settings [13–18] and without a change
in the current model of ART delivery in resourcelimited settings, lifelong ART for PLHIV may be unsustainable. As treatment coverage increases in the coming
years, it is unlikely that human, financial, and physical
resources will grow in proportion to this increase and
there is therefore an urgent need to develop innovative
models of ART delivery that can be implemented sustainably without compromising the quality of care.
Decentralization of HIV services to community level
may be an important strategy to improve sustainability

of programs [18]. Community models of ART delivery
are one example of decentralizing HIV services from the
health care facilities to the community. These models
have been developed in various resource-limited settings
and hold the promise of improving the continuum of
care by decongesting the clinics and strengthening community engagement by linking community-based programs with the health care facilities [1, 19, 20].
Furthermore, the 2015 WHO guidelines [2] have recommended the provision of ART services in the community, but there is need for operational guidance and
further evidence for this to happen in practice [1]. This
resulted in the development of the “Differentiated Care”
framework which has been defined as a client-centered
approach that simplifies and adapts HIV services across
the cascade, in ways that serve both the needs of PLHIV
better and reduce unnecessary burdens on health systems [21].
The purpose of the framework is to provide guidance
on how to address the barriers to treatment access and
retention in care by optimizing models of care and drug
delivery [21, 22] and focuses on stable patients who are
defined as PLHIV adherent to treatment, who have no
opportunistic infections and do not require frequent
clinical consultations. However, this definition varies
across different models dependent on access to resources, such as viral load monitoring [21].

Evidence base of community models of ART
delivery in resource-limited settings
Several studies have assessed the feasibility of community models of ART delivery in sub-Saharan Africa
where the facility serves as the referral site, showing favorable outcomes in relation to retention in care and
viral suppression [23, 24]. While 2 randomized trials
have been conducted in Kenya and Uganda comparing
home-based ART delivery to facility-based care [25–28],
as well as observational studies on different models of
ART delivery [23, 24, 29–33], most of these studies have
been implemented in rural areas where patients live far
from the health care facilities. We want to understand
how such models would work in overcrowded, urban
communities where community cohesion may be more
limited. There is still a lack of evidence about which
model is the most feasible and cost effective or whether
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patient outcomes will be as good as the current standard
quality of care in high prevalence urban resource-limited
settings. Therefore, additional data are required from alternate models of ART delivery that support long-term
retention and virological suppression and evaluate which
is the most feasible to fit into the current health system
and community as well as the most-cost-effective
strategy.
Our trial differs from the previous two trials described
above in several aspects. Firstly, this will be the first
study to rigorously evaluate two different models of
ART delivery, home-based ART delivery and adherence
clubs in a high HIV prevalence resource-limited urban
setting in SSA compared to SoC for ART delivery. Secondly, this study uses a cluster-randomized trial design
to do a non-inferiority comparison between SoC and
each of the two models of community ART delivery. Finally, this trial will be able to assess the effect of shifting
patients from routine ART care into the community and
assess patient preferences and satisfaction unlike the trials conducted in Uganda and Kenya [25–28].
We designed a three-arm cluster-randomized noninferiority trial comparing two different community
model of ART delivery with the current standard of care
to gather evidence on the impact of these models on patients’ clinical and virological outcomes, operational
feasibility, acceptability, and cost-effectiveness to guide
policy makers on best models to roll out in the context
of universal treatment. An additional exploratory qualitative study was nested in this trial to complement the
quantitative data. The reason for choosing this mixedmethods approach was to gather robust data to determine whether delivering ART and support outside the
health care facility by community workers is safe and
feasible and using viral suppression as our primary endpoint. In addition, several underlying social-contextual
and health system factors such as delivering drugs outside the health care facility to patient homes or clubs, invasion of privacy, and community-based stigma needed
to be explored. This design enabled us to robustly explore the safety, efficacy, acceptability, and feasibility of
these models of ART delivery.
This paper looks at several aspects of our study design including why we chose a non-inferiority design, cluster versus
individual randomization, as well as anticipated challenges,
advantages, and disadvantages of the study design.

the effect of a combination HIV prevention package,
which included door-to-door HIV testing services, linkage to care, immediate ART for HIV-positive individuals,
and promotion of male circumcision for HIV-negative
men, on HIV incidence between 2014 and 2018 [34].
Our nested study was conducted in the catchment population of 2 urban primary health care facilities that
served two of the HPTN 071 trial communities in
Lusaka, Zambia. The two sites were purposively selected
for the following reasons:
1) Both communities were randomized to the
intervention arms of the main HPTN 071
(PopART) trial, where community HIV care
providers (CHiPs) were already employed to deliver
the HIV combination prevention package through
annual rounds of household visits throughout the
entire communities.
2) Both communities have a high number of HIV
patients in care (approximately 10,000) with a
critical shortage of staff (0.8 per 1000 population)
(http://www.aho.afro.who.int/profiles_information/
index.php/Zambia:Health_workforce_-_The_
Health_System) and are therefore an ideal setting to
determine if these models of ART delivery benefit
the health care facilities by decongesting the clinics
and making treatment easier to access.
At the time of the study design (in 2016), the two
communities had an HIV prevalence of approximately
20% among adults aged 18–44, and an estimated 70% of
all PLHIV were accessing ART. This trial utilized existing CHiPs from the HPTN 071 trial to deliver the interventions. The CHiPs are trained members of the
community, appointed to provide a package of basic services at household level, particularly HIV counseling and
testing, screening for tuberculosis and sexually transmitted infections and linking household members for appropriate HIV prevention, treatment, and care services.
The CHiPs work in pairs within allocated zones of the
community (each zone consisting of 450–500 households), and this provided our study with the unique opportunity for them to provide the study intervention
such as adherence support, symptom screening, and dispensation of pre-packed medications, while the CHiP
zones offered a convenient and appropriate unit of
randomization.

Methods
Study setting

Study design

This study was nested within the recently published
HPTN 071 (PopART) trial and full details of this trial
have been described elsewhere [34]. Briefly, HPTN 071
(PopART) was a cluster randomized trial done in 21
communities in Zambia and South Africa to estimate

This study was a three-arm cluster-randomized noninferiority trial in a cohort of adult HIV+ patients on
treatment in two urban health care facilities. Prior to the
start of the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial, mapping of
the households and non-residential buildings was done,
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to take note under which arm their zones were allocated
to and asked them to move towards their allocated arm in
3 separate corners of the room. A verification process was
done by the study team to ensure that CHiPs serving their
zones moved to the correct arm allocation. The next step
included taking 3 sheets of papers, each labeled either
HBD, AC, or SOC, folded, and put in a small box. From
each of the 3 CHiP corners, we asked an individual
(agreed by the CHiP teams) to pick 1 paper from the box.
Once a paper was picked, it was revealed and the model of
delivery was allocated to them. (i.e., if a CHiP from the allocated arm A picked a paper that was written HBD that
was the model allocated to arm A, etc.).

with a census to estimate the total number of adults and
children allowing us to define a population of approximately 100,000 people per community to be included in
the door-to-door intervention. This “intervention population” was then sub-divided into “CHiP zones” with
each zone consisting of around 500 households and
served by a pair of trained CHiPs. An additional qualitative study using observations of home delivery and clubs,
interviews with PLHIV accessing ART via these models
of delivery and group discussions with CHiPs delivering
the intervention was nested within the main trial to
complement the quantitative data.
Randomization

The unit of randomization was a CHiP zone and random
allocation of zones was done prior to recruitment of eligible participants. There were two communities with
104 zones in total: 54 in community 1 and 50 in community 2. Randomization was performed separately in
the two communities. We restricted the randomization
within each community on average values of key outcomes measured during the PopART intervention
rounds to ensure balance across the three study arms on
these factors. These were population size, HIV prevalence, proportion of PLHIV who attend the local clinic,
and distance to the clinic.
For each community, one million potential permutations of allocations of zones into three trial arms (A, B,
and C) were generated. Each permutation was assessed
for balance across arms on the five factors, and if they
were not within acceptable limits, then that permutation
was discarded. From those remaining permutations that
were balanced on the five factors, 10,000 were selected
at random and numbered from 0000 to 9999. This provided 10,000 acceptable random allocations for each
community with the final allocation to be selected from
these at a public randomization ceremony.
We conducted two randomization ceremonies, one for
each community separately on the 11 and 13 April 2017.
In one community, we used a church hall and in the other
community, a school hall. In each of the randomization
ceremonies, we invited the CHiPs (108 and 100 in communities 1 and 2 respectively), 4 CHiP supervisors, 10
members of the PopART intervention team, 5 health care
workers, 4 community advisory board members, 5 health
care staff, and 1 community mobilizer to select the final
allocation of zones to one of the three study arms.
We numbered 10 balls from 0 to 9 and asked 4 individuals from each of the above cadres to pick a ball, record
the number, and put it back in the bag, giving a four-digit
number between 0000 and 9999. This four-digit number
was then used to select a single final allocation from the
10,000 generated earlier, allocating each zone to a trial
arm: A, B, or C. Once this was done, we asked the CHiPs

Study population and eligibility

All stable adult PLHIV (≥ 18 years) residing in the two
urban communities enrolled in HIV care at the two primary health care facilities were eligible for study inclusion.
Guided by the WHO classification for “stable” patients
[22], we included all patients who were (1) on first-line
therapy for at least 6 months, (2) virally suppressed using
national guidelines [HIV RNA ≤ 1000 copies/ml] where
viral load was taken less than 12 months prior to enrolment, and (3) had no other health conditions requiring
the attention of a clinician. An additional eligibility criterion for our study included patients living within the study
catchment area and being willing to provide written informed consent to participate in the study.
Study procedures: screening and enrolment

During the enrolment period, the study staff screened all
PLHIV attending the health care facility to determine who
was stable according to the above definition. Stable patients were then asked whether they resided within the facility catchment area. Those who reported living in the
catchment area were then met by the community
mobilizer who confirmed their residence using the main
trial intervention map. Having confirmed this, they were
seen by the study nurse who was responsible for introducing the study to the potential participants and obtaining
written informed consent. All participants were consented
and enrolled before their random allocation was revealed
to them. Participants who were allocated to the intervention arms (home-based delivery and adherence clubs)
were given the choice of the allocated intervention or to
continue receiving care in the clinic (SoC).
Description of study interventions
A. Home-based ART delivery (HBD)

In zones randomized to HBD, a pair of CHiPs visited
the participant in their homes once every 3 months to
provide adherence support, symptom screening, and dispense pre-packed drugs. The participants were required
to visit the clinic once every 6 months (twice in a year)
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for a routine clinical review and laboratory monitoring
as per national guidelines. Table 1 gives a broad overview of the HBD model.

receiving care in the clinic (SoC) in an urban resourcelimited setting. The rationale for the control arm selection is that care at the facility is the gold standard for
stable ART patients in Zambia, and the rest of the world.
The non-inferiority design applies to the primary outcome (proportion of participants who are virally suppressed), and the rationale for this design is that if viral
suppression is found to be no worse in the intervention
arms vs. the control arm, then the intervention will be
preferable to the current standard of care. We set our
non-inferiority margin at 5%, and the two primary comparisons will include a test of non-inferiority between
home-based delivery vs. standard of care and adherence
clubs vs. standard of care.

B. Adherence clubs (AC)

An adherence club consisted of a group of at least 20–
30 stable PLHIV living within the same CHiPs zone and
enrolled at the community health care facility. Each zone
had one club and club members met once every 3
months at an agreed communal venue where they received adherence support, symptom screening, and prepacked medications delivered by a CHiP pair. Club
members were required to have 2 clinical visits (every 6
months) in a year for their routine clinical review and laboratory monitoring (Table 1).
In both the intervention arms, participants who developed any symptoms or became ill were referred to
the health facility for further investigations and management. Participants found to have detectable viral
loads, tuberculosis, and other common conditions
were transitioned to clinic-based care for further
follow-up.

Study endpoints and definitions

The primary endpoint in this trial was the proportion of
patients with virological suppression at 12 months (± 3
months) after study entry across all three study arms.
Viral load measurement used for our primary outcome
was the measurement taken closest in time to 12-month
post enrolment. If no measurement was taken within 90
days before or after this 12-month point, then the primary outcome was considered to be missing. We used
the routine viral load testing results which according to
the Zambian guidelines is defined as VL RNA ≤ 1000
copies/ml (based on the parameters of any assay performed through routine laboratory monitoring) and conducted at 6 and 12 months post ART initiation and
thereafter annually for all stable patients. Secondary endpoints of this trial (assessed at the end of the trial) are as
follows: (1) proportion of patients virally suppressed at
20 and 24 months after study entry (as measured by last
VL taken between 20 and 24 months after study entry)
and (2) proportion of patients loss-to follow-up (LTFU)

C. Standard of care (SoC)—control arm

Participants living in zones allocated the SoC arm continued receiving care and ART prescriptions at the
clinic. Currently, standard of care in Zambia includes
patients visiting the clinic once every 3 months for drug
collection and clinical monitoring depending on their
last clinical and laboratory monitoring.
Study hypothesis and rationale

The principal hypothesis is that clinical and virological
outcomes in patients receiving the community-based
interventions (HBD and AC) are non-inferior to those
Table 1 Broad overview of the three ART delivery models

Number of visits/year

Home-based delivery (HBD)

Adherence clubs (AC)

Standard of care (SoC)

Clients are visited in their
home by the CHiPs

Group of 20–30 clients meet
at an agreed community
venue led by a pair of CHiPs

Clients visit the clinics
as scheduled

2 HBD
2 clinic

2 clubs
2 clinic

4 clinic

ART dispensed

3 months

3 months

3 months

Routine laboratory testing

Every 12 months
• Viral load
• CD4
• Creatinine

Every 12 months
• Viral load
• CD4
• Creatinine

Every 12 months
• Viral load
• CD4
• Creatinine

Frequency of clinical monitoring

2 (every 6 months)

2 (every 6 months)

2 (every 6 months)

Process

• Symptom screening
• Adherence support
• Health education and
provision of condoms
• Dispensation of
pre-packed drugs

• Symptom screening
• Adherence support
• Group education and
provision of condoms
• Dispensation of
pre-packed drugs

• Symptom screening
• Adherence support
• Health education
and condom provision
• Drug dispensation
at pharmacy
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given there are 104 zones randomized to the 3 arms, this
gives an estimated overall sample size of 3120 participants. We also assume that among the study participants
in the “standard-of-care” arm, the percentage who are
not virally suppressed 12 months after enrolment to the
study is in the range 10–15%. The study was powered to
determine if either of the community-based interventions would yield a viral suppression rate drop compared
to SoC of no more than 5% of its absolute value.
To get the coefficient of variation k, formula k = σ/π.
We assumed the lower end of our mean zone prevalence
(to be conservative) so π = 10%, and we assumed that
there would be approximately a 10% difference in the
prevalence of not being virally suppressed between the
lowest and highest prevalence zones (therefore ranging
from 5 to 15%), equating roughly to a standard deviation
(σ) of 2.5%. So, k = 2.5%/10% = 0.25. We also checked the
power at a more conservative value of 0.3.
If the percentage of participants who are not virally
suppressed at 12 months after study enrolment is 10%
using a two-sided alpha value of 0.05 in the “standardof-care” arm, and k = 0.25 or k = 0.3, study power is 93%
and 91% respectively to show that a trial intervention
arm is not inferior to “standard-of care.” The corresponding study power figures are 78% and 74% if the
percentage of participants who are not virally suppressed
at 12 months after study enrolment is 15% in the “standard-of-care arm.” The power was calculated using the
formula for cluster-randomized non-inferiority trials by
Hayes and Moulton [35]. So, the study, for our expected
sample size, was estimated to have a power of between
74 and 93% under a range of different scenarios
(Table 2). Our estimate of 10% of those not virally suppressed is consistent with research data from these two
communities.

and died 12 months after study entry. LTFU was defined
as having no contact > 90 days after last missed scheduled appointment with unknown outcomes after study
entry. Study participants who were transferred out of the
health care facility were not considered LTFU but terminated from the study and other reasons for termination
included death, LTFU, and study withdrawal; (3) proportion of patients retained in the intervention models after
12, 18, and 24 months; (4) clinical disease progression 12
and 24 months after study entry; and (5) qualitative research to assess the acceptability and functioning of the
two models of ART delivery based on systematic structured observations of delivery, in-depth interviews, and
focus group discussions from both the participants and
provider (CHiPs and HCWs) perspectives.
In addition to the above outcomes, the study also
looked at the performance, acceptability and feasibility
of the two models of care using programmatic and routine health care facility data.
Retention on treatment during the study period was
defined as a documented drug pick up in the last 120
days during the first 12 months after enrolment. Participants who shifted to another zone with a different intervention or shifted outside the study catchment area but
continued to receive care at the facility were considered
as retained in care. HIV disease progression was defined
as proportion of participants who developed a new or recurrent WHO stage 3 or 4 condition at any given time
after enrolment into study and death was defined at any
point during the study due to any cause.
Additional process data were used to determine model
retention, drug refills, and unscheduled or missed appointments after enrolment. For retention in the model
of care, participants were considered non-retained if they
transitioned back to standard of care or out of the study
arms for any reason including co-morbidities, LTFU,
death, participant opting out of the intervention, or
withdrawal.

Data collection and tools

This study was implemented by Zambart, a nongovernmental research organization in Zambia recently
having completed the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial and
working closely with the Lusaka District Health Management Team and Implementing partners providing technical support to the health care facilities.
The study was based on prospectively collected routine
data gathered for monitoring and evaluation purposes in
the Zambian ART program. The study’s trained staff are
collecting data from three sources: (1) clinic data where
routine data is being collected at baseline and at every
visit using the national health monitoring and information system (HMIS) and patient clinic records, (2) community Smartcare module specifically designed for the
study where community interactions are recorded in a
hand-held device and later synced with the national
Smartcare database, and (3) study-related forms

Sample size and study power

Based on the data derived from the first annual round of
the main trial, the number of adults who were known by
the CHiP teams to be HIV+ and on ART at the time of
the most recent follow-up visits averaged approximately
50 individuals per zone, with a harmonic mean of approximately 36 per zone. Assuming that 80% of such
adults agree to participate in the study and have not
moved out of the community within 12 months after enrolment, the number of study participants per zone who
can contribute to the primary endpoint measurement
will have a harmonic mean of approximately 30. Our
study power calculations were done with an assumption
that an average of 30 study participants per zone will
contribute to the primary outcome measurement, and
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Table 2 Study power showing community ART provision is not inferior to standard-of-care, in terms of viral suppression 12 months
after either enrolling into community ART or continuing with standard-of-care at the clinic
Standard of care, % not virally suppressed
at 12 months after enrolment (%)

Non-inferiority
margin (%)

Coefficient of
variation k

Number of participants
per cluster

Study power (%)

10

5

0.25

30

93

15

5

0.25

30

78

10

5

0.30

30

91

15

5

0.30

30

74

intervention arms who chose to receive SoC) with those
that received HBD/AC. This would help in interpreting
the overall result and should be able to detect if there is,
e.g., a much worse outcome in those opting for home
delivery. We used PPA as a supportive analysis for the
non-inferiority assessment. We also adjusted for potential confounding in the secondary analysis as the participants may no longer be balanced, as those who choose
an alternative model may be different from those who
do not, in some ways.
If a participant moved from an intervention zone to
another zone which did not offer the intervention (or offered a different intervention) and therefore reverted to
SoC, we decided to include them in the analysis in their
original arm as per the principle of ITT. A potential disadvantage of this choice is that by including these individuals, we are making the intervention arm more
similar to the SoC arm and therefore in a non-inferiority
design this is less conservative. However, mobility between zones was only tracked in the two intervention
arms, so if we chose to exclude individuals who we knew
had moved zones, we would be removing more mobile
individuals from the intervention arms but not from the
SoC arm, and assuming that more mobile individuals are
at greater risk of viral rebound then excluding those individuals would be less conservative as it could make the
intervention arms look better. Weighing up these two
options, it was thought that the latter issue introduced a
greater risk of bias so the primary analysis would include
those participants (while a sensitivity analysis excluding
them would also be performed).
During the study period and towards the end of the
study (2 months before the end of the intervention), a
team of social scientists collected qualitative data from
the two study sites. To ensure fair representation of the
study sites, purposive sampling was used to select
PLHIV from different age and gender groups as well as
different areas of residence and socio-economic status.
For staff, CHiPs delivering care through the two models
were also selected to participate. Audio-recorded indepth interviews (n = 24) were used to collect data from
PLHIV and FGDs (n = 2) were used to collect data from
CHiPs. Data were then triangulated methodically by longitudinal observations of delivery of the two models (n =

designed specifically for the study that will be used during enrolment and throughout the study period to measure the outcomes and processes of the study objectives.
This will include consent forms, eligibility and enrolment forms, membership registers and attendance
sheets, drug scripts, and study event forms.
To maximize the validity of this information, the study
team worked closely with the health centers to improve
the collection and management of these routine data. A
CONSORT statement checklist has also been to improve
the reporting of our RCT (Additional file 1) [36].
Analysis plan

For the study outcomes, data analysis was conducted as
for a non-inferiority cluster-randomized trial following
the methods outlined by Hayes and Moulton [35]. We
estimated the prevalence in each zone within each arm.
The mean of the zone-specific values was then calculated for each arm along with its corresponding standard
error and confidence interval (CI). Our non-inferiority
margin was set at 5%. We then compared the control
arm with each of the intervention arms using a onesample t test to assess the evidence as to whether the
mean difference between the control and intervention
arms is less than 5%. If the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the difference is less than 5%,
then we accept the intervention as being non-inferior.
The primary analysis was unadjusted.
For our primary analysis, which is viral suppression at
12 months, we used intention to treat (ITT) analysis.
Since participants in the intervention arm were offered
the option to remain in care at the clinic, any who did
so were included in the intervention model they were allocated to even though they did not select the allocated
model of ART delivery. However, a potential concern
with an ITT analysis is if the uptake of the alternative
methods is low, or if participants move between study
zones or arms resulting in a change to their model of delivery, then the intervention arms become similar to the
SoC arm and we may bias the results towards equivalence. So, in addition to the ITT analysis, we performed
a per-protocol analysis (PPA) comparing the outcomes
in those who received SoC (i.e., participants who were
allocated to the SoC arm and those from the
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18). All audio-recorded IDIs and FGDs were then transcribed, and notes taken during observations expanded
in office 2016 and analyzed using Atlas.ti 7.

a public randomization ceremony was held in both communities to select the final allocation of zones to the
study arms. A total of 104 CHiP zones across both communities were randomized (35:35:34) to one of the three
arms: (1) continue collecting ART at the clinic standard
of care (SoC), (2) a choice of home-based ART delivery
(HBD) or remaining in clinic-based care, or (3) a choice
of being in an adherence club (AC) or remaining in
clinic-based care (Fig. 1).

Ethical considerations
Approval

The study was granted ethical clearance from in-country
authorities [University of Zambia Biomedical Research
Ethics Committee (UNZABREC)], National Health Research Authority [NHRA], and the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine ethics committee. The
protocol had also been through regulatory review and approved by Division of AIDS (DAIDS) at NIH, who granted
us permission to carry out this study as an ancillary study
to the main trial and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov.

Recruitment

All potential participants who fulfilled the definition of
“stable patients on ART” in accordance with the predefined eligibility criteria during the screening process
were sent to the research nurse for eligibility screening.
Eligible participants who were able to demonstrate understanding of the study were asked to provide written
informed consent. Having consented to the study, the
participant’s residential address was located using the
intervention map to identify the zone they were living
in. Participants were then informed of the intervention
arm they were allocated to. Participants allocated to the
intervention arms had the option to take up the offer or
continue receiving care at the clinic whereas those allocated to the control arm had no option but to continue
care at the clinic. A total of 2503 stable patients were
identified across the two communities between May and
December 2017 who were eligible for inclusion in the
trial and of these 2493 (99.6%) consented to participate
and 10 (0.4%) declined consent (Fig. 2). Of the participants who consented, the majority were female (n =
1761, 71%). Median age of participants was 40 years
(IQR 33–47) and the median years being on ART was 4
years (IQR 2–7).

Consent

Written informed consent was obtained from all eligible
participants and an information sheet about the study
was provided to all participants by the research staff.
Having signed the consent form, the research nurse then
informed the participant which intervention they had
been allocated to or whether they would continue to receive care at the clinic. Participants allocated to one of
the two intervention arms were offered a choice of
accepting the intervention model or to continue receiving care at the clinic. Participants who chose the intervention models could opt to receive care at the clinic at
any point during the study period.
Participant safety and monitoring

Throughout the study, for all those participants who
were receiving the interventions, study staff and CHiPs
continuously assessed and monitored participant safety
and ensured that participant confidentiality was maintained. Patients in the intervention arms who had symptoms requiring a clinician’s attention were referred to
the research nurse at the clinic and those who were not
present during the home or club visit were followed up
by the CHiPs to determine if they did come to the clinic
to pick up their drugs. The study also anticipated social
harms and stigma as these could occur as a result of taking part in the study and participants might be treated
unfairly or could have problems being accepted by their
families or community members. Although such effects
were expected to be minimal, the study staff and the
CHiP teams monitored these closely throughout the
duration of the study.

Challenges with recruitment

A total of approximately 9962 patients were screened
across both communities between May and December
2017. We experienced a number of challenges during
the screening process. First, most participants did not
have a viral load test taken or had not received their results in the preceding 12 months as recorded in their
clinical records at the time of screening. Thus, the study
team had to send a patient for VL testing. Viral load results from the laboratory took between 1 and 3 months
and study staff had to wait for another 1–3 months to
determine eligibility. Secondly, some participants were
not physically present at the clinic as they had their
treatment supporters or “buddies” come and collect their
drugs. The study team had asked the treatment supporters to inform the patient to come the following
week or during their next scheduled visit. Thirdly,
some patients were on treatment for less than 6
months and could only be enrolled in their

Study implementation and challenges
Randomization

Randomization was conducted prior to the start of the
study where statisticians provided 10,000 possible randomized allocations that met the restriction criteria, and
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Fig. 1 Randomization scheme

they were living either outside the study catchment area
or in a community where the interventions were not
offered.

consecutive visits if treatment duration was more than
6 months and they had a 6-month undetectable viral
load result. Other reasons included having a detectable
viral load, being on 2nd line treatment or having
missed more than 2 clinical or drug pick up visit in
the last 12 months.
Of the total number of patients who were considered
stable, we further excluded a large number of patients as

Discussion
This was one of the first studies conducted in an urban
resource-limited high HIV burden setting that rigorously
compared clinical and virological outcomes of patients

Fig. 2 Recruitment and enrolment flow chart
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countries that have helped guide health policy over the
last decade or more [38]. These type of trials are used
increasingly where delivery of intervention is at a group
level and outcomes measured at patient level [39]. The
decision to design a cluster randomized over an individually randomized trial for our study was that (1) it
was ideally suited to study interventions that in practice
had to be delivered at cluster (in this case, a zone) level,
(2) it avoids the risk of contamination where participants
from the control arm might receive some components
of the intervention, and (3) this trial design was best designed to capture the effects of these interventions at
community level.
In addition to the above, the communities were
already divided into zones (clusters) by the main trial
and it was logistically more feasible to train CHIPs on
the particular interventions they would deliver rather
than train them on all the interventions. It was also easier to control and monitor the interventions unlike individual randomization where it would have been difficult
to deliver and monitor the interventions. In the case of
adherence clubs, a club could be set up within each AC
zone, meaning the clubs are close to participants’ homes,
but if the trial was individually randomized, participants
in the AC arm would be more geographically disparate
and therefore in some cases far away from their allocated club, which could result in patients opting out of
interventions.
This study has a robust design in being the first cluster
randomized trial to explore outcomes of virological suppression, retention, feasibility, and acceptability of different ART delivery models and comparing it to the
standard of care in a high prevalence urban setting and
therefore provide us with evidence that could be
generalizable to other sub-Saharan African settings and
also inform policy regarding the best models to scale up.
In addition to the above outcomes, this study also provided participants with a choice of continuing care at
the clinic or receiving a community-based intervention
and considered participant’s preferences towards the different models of ART delivery.
Despite the study strengths, non-inferiority trials have
several challenges and limitations. As discussed in the
analysis plan above, one of the challenges will be how
best to analyze the data and whether to use ITT or PPA
as we will have to deal with movements of participants
between zones resulting in a change to their model of
ART delivery. Assuming that both intervention arms are
non-inferior to the standard of care arm, it would be desirable to determine whether one intervention arm is superior to the other (home delivery vs. adherence clubs).
Although the study will not necessarily be powered to
test this, other indexes on model uptake and retention,

participating in community models of ART delivery to
current facility-based ART delivery as standard of care.
In this paper, we present and describe the rationale for
conducting a cluster-randomized non-inferiority trial to
compare patient outcomes in community models of
ART delivery among stable HIV+ patients in Zambia.
Most randomized trials are superiority trials and assess
whether a new treatment is more efficacious than a placebo or current standard of care [37], whereas noninferiority trials are intended to test whether a new treatment is no worse than a standard treatment by more
than a specified margin and such trials have gained
much attention in the last decade [37]. For our study,
the rationale is to provide evidence on patient outcomes,
acceptability, and feasibility of different models of ART
delivery in resource-limited settings and whether these
are novel strategies to scale up in the context of universal treatment in an effort to minimize the barriers to
accessing care and treatment as we move towards the
UNAIDS target of ending the epidemic by 2030. We
used this design because in resource-limited settings,
such as in Zambia, community models of ART delivery
are being identified as a way of expanding treatment and
the government through the National AIDS Council has
engaged several in-country partners and researchers to
pilot different models of ART delivery in order to generate
information required to inform model standardization at
national level for wider roll-out. Community models of
ART delivery are likely to become part of standard of care
if it does not negatively affect patient clinical outcomes as
compared to the gold-standard which is the current standard of care.
The choice of this non-inferiority design was to test
that clinical outcomes of patients under different models
of ART delivery are not significantly inferior to the
current standard of care, thereby showing that in
resource-limited settings, these models of ART delivery
can be considered as standard of care. Introducing these
models of ART delivery as standard of care may potentially have long-term benefits such as decongesting the
overburdened clinics to allow health care workers to
concentrate on more complex patients, reduce patients’
financial and transport burdens of having to attend the
clinics frequently for their drug pick-ups as well as improve community engagement and support towards HIV
care and treatment. In contrast, a superiority trial design
would not be feasible in resource-limited settings as it
will require a lot of resources and would require health
care workers to provide an intervention that shows superiority over the current gold standard of care.
This trial used cluster rather than individual
randomization following in the footsteps of several large
and ambitious trials of interventions against HIV and
other infectious diseases in low and middle income
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drop-out rates, and cost effectiveness can still be used to
inform policy makers on model preferences.
Other limitations include the possibility of selection
bias, where patients in the control arm may hear about
the two models of delivery and may move from one zone
to another which is providing the intervention. To avoid
this, we asked patients at enrolment where they actually
live and confirmed this with CHiPs who worked in those
zones. Uniformity of implementing the interventions
may change over time due to external factors such as
bad weather and political climate. Another limitation
was the substantial mobility and in-migration of participants within these urban communities as observed in
the main trial [40, 41] thus requiring consideration of
how to handle patients who relocate from one zone to
another zone or community. There is also a source of
bias as to who consents and who does not and those
who take part in the study may not be representative of
the general population. Another factor to be considered
is that the study power might leave us underpowered if
more than half of the adults in each zone opt to withdraw and return to standard of care as a result of stigma
and disclosure. Other challenges included using routine
data for measuring outcomes such as viral load results
as most of these results were either missing or yet to be
updated in the facility health care database and patient
clinical records. To address this challenge, the study
team worked closely with the clinic staff and laboratory
staff to have viral load results entered in the clinic database and patient files.
As we move towards scale up of ART services to meet
the UNAIDS target, there is need to provide evidence on
the feasibility, outcomes, and cost effectiveness of differentiated care models and how best they can be combined alongside routine ART services. This trial will
provide important data informing policy regarding best
practices and what is needed to strengthen the scale up
of differentiated care.
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Chapter 5. Implementation of the trial
5.1 Chapter overview
This chapter describes the implementation of the trial in a high prevalence HIV urban setting in
Zambia. It provides an insight on the current facility-based care (SoC) and how and what it took to
implement the 2 models of non-facility-based ART delivery models that were tested using a noninferiority randomized controlled study design and described in the thesis. The first section of the
chapter describes the planning process from the time of study approval and prior to study recruitment.
The next section describes the operations of the intervention models and the facility-based care (SoC),
recruitment of study participants, follow-up, and data collection. The third section of this chapter
describes the successes, challenges, and limitations of implementing the non-facility-based models of
care (HBD and AC) and the study exit plans. An overview of the implementation steps is outlined in
Figure 5.1
Fig 5.1: Implementation steps of the study

Study preparations
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5.2 Overview of the planning
At the time, the study was being designed, the Zambian Ministry of Health had identified community
models of ART delivery as a way of expanding treatment in the context of universal treatment. The
Ministry of health, through the National AIDS Council (NAC), had engaged several in-country
implementing partners and researchers to pilot different models of ART delivery in order to provide
policy makers with evidence on patient outcomes, operational feasibility, and acceptability of the
different types of community models of ART delivery. MoH had formed the Differentiated Service
Delivery (DSD) task force comprising of members from MOH, Provincial Health Office (PHO), District
Health Management Team (DHMT), and Centre for Disease Control (CDC), PEPFAR and USAID
implementing partners and researchers from Zambart who were involved in piloting the various DSD
models countrywide. The aim of this task force was to gather information from pilot studies being
conducted and develop a national DSD framework to provide guidance on how DSD models should be
implemented. This framework ensured that implementation of DSD models should leverage on
existing structures and resources and guided by several principles such supplies, trainings, monitoring
and evaluation (M&E) systems and quality of HIV care. This was a timely and innovate move for me to
design and conduct this study using the guiding principles set forward to gather evidence on the
impact of these models of ART delivery on patient outcomes, their acceptability and feasibility in an
urban setting as the information obtained would be of great value to both national policy makers and
PEPFAR.
During the planning stage, I visited the two communities and health care facilities [HCF] to familiarize
myself with the HCF management and staff, logistical supplies, procurement system and flow of
patients during their HIV clinical and pharmacy visits. The Primary health care centres account for
approximately 79% of Zambia’s health care facilities and approximately 29% are located in urban
settings[206]. Depending on the location and resources available, the HCF may include an outpatient
department (OPD), an inpatient department (IPD), a maternal and child health department (MCH), a
labour ward, an HIV care and treatment department, a TB department, a laboratory, and an
environmental health team (EHT)[206]. The HCFs fall under the DHMT and in each facility there is an
overall In-charge who is a medical doctor responsible for managing the health care facility. The
administrative structure and hierarchy of the primary health care facility is outlined in figure 5.2
below.
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Fig 5.2. Overview and hierarchy of the Primary health care facility in Zambia

Source: Topp et al. Health Policy and Planning, May 2014

During the visits to the HCFs, I held several meetings with the clinic staff and implementing partners
with regards to the following:


Understanding the flow of patients in the ART clinic, logistical supplies, and identification of
space within the ART clinic or premises to conduct the study



Understand the routine laboratory schedule from time of sample collection to result feedback
as this was critical since the study‘s primary outcome on viral suppression rates was
dependent on routine laboratory monitoring.

One of the advantages we had was that the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial was already implemented in both
communities and CHiPs teams were already well established and familiar within the community and
health care facility. This enabled us to easily familiarize with key community members, community
maps, distances between the health care centres and zones. As the CHiPs were already providing a
combination prevention package at household level, it was easy for us to add in a few further
responsibilities the CHiPs had to include as an addition for the study.
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Prior to developing the protocol, I sought permission from the HPTN executive committee to conduct
this study as an ancillary study to the main trial and after several discussions and submissions,
permission was granted. Members of the HPTN 071 protocol team (including the Chair, co-Chair and
Principal Investigators) were frequently updated with regards to protocol development and guidance
was provided where needed. The in-country research team (including social scientists, data managers)
were actively involved in the development of the consent forms, data collection tools and standard
operating procedures.

5.3 Study Preparations
Having developed the study protocol and obtaining regulatory approval from our local regulatory
ethics committee, the next step involved preparations for study activation and implementation in the
two communities in Lusaka. As shown in figure 1, the steps included study preparation activities, preimplementation steps and finally implementation following study activation. This section will go over
the steps involved in each step of the plan in detail.

5.3.1 Introducing the study to relevant authorities and key stakeholders
Engagement with key stakeholders during and after the development of the study protocol was a
crucial step as it allowed me to use the DSD framework to guide on how the study procedures should
leverage within the existing health system such as monitoring and evaluation. On-going stakeholder
sensitization and engagement throughout the study implementation until study completion was
critical. This was to ensure there was effective communication plans and feedback as well as reporting
the progress of the study interventions. The key stakeholders that we engaged with continuously
included Ministry of Health, President Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief [PEPFAR] implementing
partners, health care workers in the facilities, community members and leaders, community health
workers and patients.
Once the protocol was finalized, I introduced the study to the Ministry of Health DSD task force,
PEPFAR implementing partners and the District Health Management Team (DHMT) to explain the
study aims and objectives. This generated much excitement, as the study's findings would provide
information on the effects of various ART delivery strategies on patient outcomes and clinic
operations, which will be critical for policymakers as they consider rolling out large-scale DSD models
countrywide.
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In addition, I visited the two health care facilities serving the study communities and held bi-weekly
meetings with key health care staff (Medical superintendent, ART In-charge nurse, data technician and
pharmacist) to sensitize them over the proposed interventions. This was key as it allowed me to
identify the following:


What the HCFs needed in terms of logistical supply, space, and infrastructure



Understand the patient flow in the clinics and laboratory schedules that would help in
developing our standard operating manuals for screening, recruiting and follow-up of
patients



Anticipated challenges that would come along with the study such as staffing, data collection,
drug logistics and access to laboratory testing and results



Needs and concerns of health care workers



Concerns using community health workers to deliver the interventions and distribute ART in
the communities.

Having identified the concerns that would come along with the implementation of the study
interventions and activities, allowed me to work with the HCW and management on what measures
to put in place to mitigate their concerns. Table 5.1 below addresses the key concerns raised and what
measure would be put in place.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the concerns raised by various teams and ways to mitigate them
1

Concerns raised
Health care staff concerns
I. Space within the facility to recruit, screen and
monitor patients who would be enrolled in the
study
 Where will patients be screened and recruited
within the clinic space available?

Mitigation





II. Human resources
 Packaging of drugs for delivery into the
community








Completeness of pharmacy registers and
SmartCare database
III. Drug dispensation in the community
 Concerns over having community health care
workers dispensing pre-packed medications
 How will drugs be concealed in the
community
 How will drugs dispensed into the
communities be audited









IV. Laboratory testing
 Inadequate supply of blood collection
specimen bottles for viral load testing
 Patients in the interventions who were found
to have detectable viral load




Staff identified spaces (rooms) at the clinic that were being used by the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial and
allocated these for recruiting patients
Screening of patients would be conducted at the HIV clinic with additional staff to assist with screening
Procurement of additional furniture’s (desks, chairs and filing cabinets)
Recruitment of a pharmacy technician in each facility to assist with the packaging of drugs
In addition, the pharmacy technicians would work with the existing staff in dispensing drugs at the clinic
pharmacy for all patients
Pharmacy technician would be responsible for completing the registers and study nurse would ensure
that at the end of the participants visit, files are taken to the data clerks for entry into SmartCare.
Drugs would be pre-packed by the pharmacy technician and placed in black bags with a label indicating
the drugs and quantity prescribed. Bags containing the drugs will only be provided to the CHiPs on the
day of their scheduled visits.
Drugs will be carried out to the community by CHiPs in the backpacks.
For club visits, where a large quantity of drugs is to be dispensed, we will provide a trunk to carry these
drugs which will be transported by a study vehicle.
A triplicate prescription slips specifically made for the study would be used where patient’s name, drugs
and quantity are indicated, and patient will have to sign on the slip after having received them.
Audits would include random calls to the patients to determine if they received their drugs on time and
the right quantity.
Inclusion of key messages to study participants during enrolment into the intervention to contact study
staff should they encounter any delays or missing drugs during their visits.
The study staff would ensure that specimen collecting tubes (vacutainers) are provided to the
phlebotomist in the event the clinic runs out of supply.
All patients who were found to have a detectable viral load were followed up in the intervention arms
and referred to the clinician to have them appropriately managed either by repeating the viral load to
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confirm virological failure or switch to second-line regimen. This was in accordance with the standard of
care guidelines.
V. SmartCare database
 How will we ensure that patient monitoring
data is entered in the existing database
 What will happen to patient records as they
transition from paper-based clinical records
to electronic records
VI. Appointment spacing for 6 monthly clinical
reviews
 How will the study staff ensure that
participants who are enrolled in the
intervention arms do not cause congestion in
the clinics when it is time for their 6 monthly
clinical review and laboratory monitoring?
2.

Study Staff concerns
I. Laboratory Testing and turnaround time
 How do we ensure that participants have the
viral load samples taken at the right time and
results turnaround time

 Laboratory results entry in patient files
II. Study participants records
 How do we ensure that patient’s clinical files
are stored within the facility and easily
accessible by both study staff and HCW?
 How does the clinic identify who is a study
participant or not



















All study participants in the intervention arms who completed a successful visit in the community would
have their files taken to the data clerks for data entry by the study nurse and pharmacy technician.
In order to ensure that patient’s records are entered electronically, the study sought to have the
participant’s visit details entered manually in the patient files and later be entered into SmartCare. This
was to ensure that we do not create gaps in the data entry system

Study staff would work with the ART nurse in-charge to ensure that patients in the intervention arms
are first seen by the study staff who would assist the clinic staff in recording vitals and fast tracking
them for a clinical review.
Study staff (study nurse) would also assist the phlebotomist in specimen collection
The study principal investigator if present at the site would also assist in screening and reviewing
patients.

The study staff will work closely with the clinic staff to ensure that study participants are reminded of
their 6 monthly visit and importance of having a viral load test done.
Study staff will assist the clinic staff in collecting samples
The principal investigator and study nurse will work closely with the laboratory staff in following up
results
Study will hire staff on a part time basis to retrieve results and file them in patient files.
All study participants would have a colour coded sticker with their details inserted on their files for easy
identification of study participants. These files would be kept in a safe and secure cabinet in the study
nurse’s room and accessible to the clinic staff. For patients in the standard of care, arm, their files would
also be identified by a colour coded sticker and space was created in the registry room for filing.
We also committed to hiring peer educators on a part-time basis to help identify files with the colour
coded sticker to ensure that they are filed appropriately and kept in the right filing cabinets for easier
accessibility by both the research and clinic staff.
Study participants also had a colour coded sticker with the intervention model they were assigned to on
their HIV care cards for easy identification.
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How do we ensure confidentiality and privacy
of patient’s data collected for both the
research questions and clinical care?







How does the study staff gain access to
patient clinic data in SmartCare

III. how do we follow up patients who have
missed their clinical visits
 How do we trace patients in the control arm
who miss their visits





IV. Transitioning of patients in the intervention 
arms to clinic-based care after the study ends

3

Community Health care workers concerns
I. Delivering the intervention
 Additional data collection will be time
consuming



4.

How will they carry the drugs and forms for
club meetings consisting of more than 15
members
Community Advisory Board concerns
I. Stigma and discrimination
 How will patient’s privacy in the community
be protected










Data will be collected and stored in accordance with ministry of health and SmartCare requirements,
which are already in place for all HIV treatment centres.
Access of data in the SmartCare database will be based on user right and every user in the facility must
agree to the terms of use, which is currently in place.
Data collected by the CHiPs during the club and home visits will be entered manually in the study forms
and will be handed to the study nurse at the end of the visit for quality control and safely securing in
locked cabinets.
Study staff will obtain permission form Ministry of Health and implementing partners to access
SmartCare data for monitoring and evaluation as well as for data analysis for the study’s objectives.
Data extraction for the purpose of analysis will be periodically extracted

Study staff will work closely with staff at the clinic to follow up patients who have missed their visits
either through phone calls or tracking in the community. Participants identified to have missed their last
visit will be brought to the CHiPs attention to trace them in the community.
The principal investigator and overall, in charge of the clinics will have several meetings with
implementing partners towards the end of the study on the transitioning of patients form the
intervention arms to the clinic-based care or any new models for ART delivery that will be implemented
by the supporting partners.

CHiPs will be guided by their supervisors and study nurse on how to plan accordingly for their home and
club visits on a monthly basis.
CHiPs will work in pairs to ensure the responsibilities are shared accordingly.
Planning on how many home or club visits they should conduct per week
Provision of transport using a vehicle to carry materials for club meetings.

Study participants will be introduced to CHiPs working in their zones and their contact numbers will be
provided.
Home visits will be conducted in participants homes or anywhere near depending on the participants
preference
Study team will do everything to ensure that confidentiality is maintained through trainings.
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5.3.2 Recruitment of Staff
In addition to the staff who were already recruited in the main HPTN 071 trial (study coordinator and
CHiPs), further additional staff with different roles to operationalize the study were recruited. This
included study nurses, pharmacy technicians and data managers. Table 5.2 outlines the roles and
responsibilities of the existing and newly recruited staff that were hired for the study.

Table 5.2: Roles and responsibilities of ComART study staff
Staff
Principal
Investigator

Primary Role
Assumes overall responsibility
of the study’s conduct.

Responsibilities















Study coordinator
(1)

Oversee the two communities
delivering the intervention and
ensure smooth operations of
the study under the leadership
of the PI








Study nurses (also
referred as research
nurses)
4 (2 in each facility)

screen, recruit, and follow-up
patients in the intervention
models whilst at the same time
assist the existing staff in the
health care facility with day-to
day activities
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Designs the study protocol and related SoPs
Ensures that resources are available to conduct the
study (time, space, staff, funding etc.)
Compliance with protocol and communications with
IRB/ethics committee
Randomization procedures
Informed consent of participants
Oversee the study activities and collection of data
Work and communicate in close collaboration with key
stakeholders
Ensure participants safety by working closely with the
clinic staff
Trial records and reports
Delegate tasks to other to ensure that research is
conducted in compliance with protocol
Data and study records are securely stored, retained,
and protected
Conduct trainings and supervisory mentoring sessions
Present preliminary and final findings of the study
Build capacity within the staff
Assists the PI in his roles and responsibilities
Supervises the research staff in their respective sites
and provides feedback to the PI
Assists the PI in trainings, conducting supervisory visits
Ensures the study staff comply with the protocol and
standard operating procedures
Identify challenges faced in implementation of the
intervention and feedback to the PI and study staff
Providing support to pharmacists packaging and
prescribing ARV drugs and oversee the implementation
of the interventions across both communities.
Identification and recruitment of eligible participants
for the study
Obtaining informed consent
Ensures that SoPs are followed
Plans and prepares for the intervention models visit
schedules













Pharmacy technician
2
1 in each facility

Oversee the pharmaceutical
aspects of the study and other
related activities







CHiPs
In the first year of
the trial (2 CHiPs per
Zone)



Delivering the interventions





In the final year of
the trial, 2 chips
served a maximum
of 4 zones
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Works with the pharmacy to ensure that drugs are prepacked prior to visit dates
Works with the facility health care staff to ensure that
patients in the study are compliant with routine clinical
follow-up and laboratory monitoring
Supervises the intervention model visits monthly
Update’s intervention registers
Supervises the CHiPs delivering the intervention
Quality assurance of the source documents following
club and home visits
Ensures that data collected at community level is
updated in patient clinical records
Follows up on patient laboratory results and transition
patients to mainstream care if needed
Works closely with the clinic staff to ensure that
patient clinical care is not disrupted because of the
interventions
Provides feedback to the health care staff and the
study coordinator and PI
Pre-packing medication for the interventions
Completing and updating the pharmacy registers and
auditing drug deliveries in the community
Works with the pharmacy and HCW in the clinics to
ensure that pharmacy is running smoothly without any
disruptions that would occur as a result of introducing
the interventions
Assists the study nurse in some of the activities such as
planning and preparations for a scheduled visit,
updating study registers and quality assurance of the
source documents
Working closely with the study nurse and pharmacy in
planning for the follow-up visits
Visiting the participants in the homes or clubs
Providing adherence support and distributing prepacked drugs
Completes the attendance registers and any other
source documents that would be needed such as
missed visit, referral forms etc.
Provide clients with their next scheduled community or
clinic visit
Contacting clients prior to their scheduled visits
Follow-up clients who have missed visits or lost to
follow-up
Report any outcomes to the study nurse such as
transfers out of the community, relocations, death etc.

Data clerk
1 (based at research
headquarters)

Data entry

CHiP Supervisors
4 in each site

Oversee the CHiPs
activities for over the
main and ancillary trial










Part-time lay workers
1 in each site






Community mobilizer
1 in each site





Collecting source documents from the study sites every
fortnightly to entre in the research database
Quality control of source documents and data entry
Providing data to PI and study coordinator on a
monthly basis for study progress
Works closely with the study nurse with regards to
monitoring and supervising the CHiPs conducting the
home and club visits.
Ensures CHiPs assigned to deliver the interventions are
reminded of their upcoming activities
Ensures that the club and home visits are planned on
time with the study nurse and identifies venues for the
club meetings
Collects monthly CHiP reports on their activities
Assist in retrieving files of all participants prior to their
upcoming clinical visits
Filing patient files in the clinic registers and taking
patient files to data room for data entry
Assist the study nurse in escorting participants to the
phlebotomy room or other departments in the clinic
such as TB department etc.
Assist with filing viral load result sheets into patient
files
Assist with sensitization activities at clinic and
community level
Help study nurse identify participants residence and
zones using the intervention maps
Provides communications and feedback with key
community members over the study progress and liaise
with the community leaders over venues for clubs etc.

5.3.3 Development of the intervention components
In order to ensure that study is operationally efficient and of high quality, we developed standardized
operating procedures for the interventions, data collection tools and training packages for study staff.
This section describes what we put in place beyond the clinic standard of care procedures to ensure
that study participants in all 3 arms were safely managed with respect to their clinical care.
I. Regulatory changes on drug dispensation
Prior to the start of the trial, there was no official national policy on dispensation of pre-packed drugs
by community lay workers. Following ethical clearance and permission from MoH to allow CHiPs to
deliver pre-packed drugs in the community, additional measure was put in place to ensure that
patients received their drugs in the community. We developed prescription forms specifically for the
study which had to be signed for by the participants upon receipt of their drugs and these forms were
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also used for audit purposes. In addition to the prescription forms, the team also had to provide small
re-usable bags to deliver the drugs to the participants.
II. Intervention Guidelines and Manuals
Due to the complexity of the interventions, a manual on the standard operating procedures (SOP) for
each of the intervention model was developed. The SOPs detailed the study procedures and described
the study-specific documents that needed to be used [Appendix IV]. It included the following:


Study protocol or synopsis



Description of the intervention



Roles and responsibilities of the study staff



Screening and eligibility criteria and processes



Informed consent



Enrolment procedures



Visit schedules post-enrolment



Planning and preparation for each intervention visit



Clinical management



Indications for referral



Pharmacy activities (Drug packaging and dispensation)



Monitoring and evaluation



Data collection and study forms



Data management



Quality control procedures

III. Development of the SmartCare module
The SmartCare module was a pilot project by MoH funded by CDC implementing partner BroadReach
International. This software was designed for electronic handheld devices to capture relevant
information during community visits and later synced at the facility with the SmartCare database. All
implementing partners piloting DSD models of care had to use this module to ensure that information
captured during interaction with a patient at community level was synced with the national database.
The module was designed to maximize the quality of data collection using drop down lists and
incorporating check to avoid simple data entry errors. Data that was captured at clinic level included
Patient registration details and care number and at community level, data collected included date of
visit, symptom screening, and type of counselling provided, services referred to and pre-packed drug
dispensation.
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This was to ensure that indicators used for routine monitoring and follow-up were entered into the
SmartCare database. For our study, we also incorporated this module to collect data at community
level for all participants enrolled in the intervention models and had it installed in hand-held electronic
devices which the CHiPs used for the main trial. In addition to this module, we created paper-based
forms that captured all relevant data both for our research, monitoring and evaluation and as a backup
in an event the SmartCare module encountered technical challenges.
IV. Development of the training package
I developed the training package materials that would be used to train all the study staff, CHiPs,
community mobilizers and core health care workers responsible for HIV care in the facilities
(overall in charge, nurses, pharmacists, and data clerks). The training package included the
following:
1. Power point presentation - this included the overall design of the study and the research aims.
It also gave a brief overview of the interventions and the procedures to carry out such as
screening, consenting enrolment and follow-up visits. This also included adherence counselling
sessions, how and when to refer patients to the clinic and health promotion messages.
2. Standard operating procedure manuals for each of the interventions (Appendix IV). This manual
provided detailed information on the intervention and the processes involved.
3. Study forms – all the study forms were included for illustration and practical session.
4. Materials including flipcharts, stationery, and notepads
5. Power-point presentations on using the SmartCare module
6. Electronic Data collection (EDC) handheld devices to be used for practical session in collecting
data.
An additional set of training slides was developed by the data manager on how to use the
electronic hand-held device for data collection at community level with specific instructions on
how to sync this data with the facility database at the end of each visit.

5.3.4 Management support
Management support was ongoing throughout the study and in order to ensure smooth
implementation of the study activities, the following were put in place to ensure that both sites
conducting the studies would not encounter challenges with implementing the intervention activities.
This included:


Transport (funds and vehicles) in each site to transport study staff from Zambart headquarters
to the sites, CHiPs conducting club visits and specimen samples to the laboratory in the event
the clinic encounters transportation problems. We also decided to use transport for health
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care workers from the clinics who wanted to monitor the activities we were carrying out in the
communities.


Monthly meetings with the study staff to monitor progress of the activities, review
documentations and discuss challenges that were encountered and how to mitigate them.



Monthly meetings with CHiPs and their supervisors to get feedback and monitor their progress



Quarterly meetings with the health care staff to provide feedback and recommendations and
address any concerns arising from delivering the interventions



Recruiting part time workers from the community who assisted the clinic and study staff in
tracking patient files, retrieving and filing patient files in the registry at the time of participant’s
clinical visit.



Mobile phones and airtime for study staff and CHiPs for contacting participants and other
members of the study team.



Monthly conference calls with the HPTN 071 ComART working group to provide updates on
study progress.

5.4 Pre-implementation procedures
This section describes the procedures that had to be undertaken in readiness for the trial to be
activated and start recruiting patients. It highlights the goals we were achieving, the challenges and
how we mitigated them.

5.4.1 Study sensitization in the selected communities and health care facilities
Having all the regulatory approvals formalized and permission from MOH to conduct the study, we
then sought permission from the Lusaka DHMT (who oversee all the primary HCFs in Lusaka) to work
in the two clinics hand in hand with their staff and IPs in the daily operations of the clinic, sharing of
data and other clinical activities such as clinical meeting etc.
In each facility we conducted a full-day meeting which included HCWs primarily working in the HIV
care, implementing partners working in the facilities, overall medical superintendent, and in-charge
nurse. The goal of this meeting was to provide an overview of the study aims and design, the two
interventions and their operations, laboratory, and data management. The purpose of these meetings
was to create a partnership with both HCF and IP staff and identify key or focal point staff from these
teams to assist the study staff in clinical, laboratory and data management as study participants were
clinically managed according to routine SoC. In addition, we also had a day meeting with the CHiPs
and community Advisory Board (CAB) members in the two communities over the study and readiness
to start the study.
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As the two communities were already participating in the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial, we had already
established a good partnership with both the health care facilities and the communities, and this
created a favourable environment for us to integrate with the HCF and IP. Table 5.3 below shows the
responsible parties for the daily ART clinic operations and how we integrated study staff with their
activities.

Table 5.3: clinic operations and responsible parties
HIV ART clinic
 Screening patients in
the triage
 Clinical review
 Phlebotomy room for
Routine
laboratory
monitoring

ART pharmacy

Laboratory

Data management

Responsibility
1.DHMT/ MoH
2.IP (CIDRZ) provides technical support
in all the clinic activities by recruiting
additional quality assurance and control
nurses, clinical officers to screen
patients and adherence support workers
to provide adherence counselling

1. DHMT/MoH
2. CIDRZ provides technical support by
providing a pharmacy technician to
assist with the daily operations of the
pharmacy
1. DHMT/MoH for certain routine tests
that are available at the HCF laboratory
including CD4 count, full blood count, TB
screening
2. CIDRZ provides support in Viral load
testing and transport of specimens to
the central laboratory
1. DHMT /MoH
2. CIDRZ provides additional staff to
assist with data entering the facility
database.
3. CIDRZ M&E provides overall facility
aggregate data form the SmartCare
database.

Study staff
2 study nurses:
 Assist with the screening and
recruiting patients for the
study.
 Work closely with clinical
officer during participant’s
clinical review
Part time lay workers to assist with
file retrievals and filing in the
registry room
1 research pharmacy technician to
pre-pack drug and ensure
pharmacy registers are updated

Identified focal point person in the
central laboratory who would
provide us with the results for
study participants
Assist with procuring specimen
collection bottles in the event of
stock-outs
Identified a focal point person in
the facility to provide patient data
Identify focal point person from
CIDRZ who would assist us with
SmartCare data for monitoring
and evaluation purposes and
analysis of study outcomes.

5.4.2 Randomization ceremony
Like many clinical trials or public health interventions, randomization is usually conducted as part of a
public ceremony to avoid suspicions of unfairness or bias because investigators could intentionally or
unintentionally favour some of the clusters or interventions. It is aimed at increasing awareness of a
trial in a community or setting, develop an understanding of the rationale for randomization, and
convincing the patients and key stakeholders that it was fair and transparent[207]. For this study,
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randomization ceremony was done to allocate the zones to one of the three study arms. This was a
crucial step in the planning process as once the zones allocated to the study arms was revealed, our
trainings would then include the CHiPs who were allocated the intervention arms. Our study was
activated whilst the main PopART trial was still in its third round of the intervention and each
community had approximately 108 CHiPs working in pairs. Therefore, for logistical reasons, we only
included CHiPs who were serving the zones allocated to the intervention arms the training package.
Having set the date, we invited the following for each of the two randomization ceremonies in the two
communities:


Representatives of the health care facilities (overall in-charge and ART in-charge nurse)



Representatives from the community (community mobilizer and 2-3 members from the
community advisory board)



ComART study staff



All the CHiPs serving both communities with their supervisors (CHiP supervisors)



PopART intervention teams (Study and intervention managers)



Representatives from Zambart from the Social science team



Representatives from Zambart community engagement team



Members from the data and information technology (IT) teams

The unit of randomization, which was the CHiP zone, methods for stratification to achieve balance
across the zones were developed with help from statisticians from the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) and have been described in chapter 4. A list of 10,000 randomized
allocations meeting the restriction criteria was created for each community, numbered 0000 to 9999
[Table 5.4].
Table 5.4: List of 10000 allocations created for each community
ID

Comm_8_zone_1

Comm_8_zone_2

Comm_8_zone_3

Comm_8_zone_50

0

B

B

A

C

1

C

A

A

B

2

C

B

B

A

3

A

C

C

B

9999

C

A

C

C
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We conducted 2 randomization ceremonies for each of the communities separately on the 11 th and
13th April 2017. We used a church hall in one community and a school hall in the other. The procedures
that took place during both ceremonies were led by me and the study staff. To ensure fairness and
transparency, we asked a member from the community, other Zambart teams to record the
procedures and allocations. The randomization procedure was as follows:
1.

A screen was projected showing the spreadsheet of the list of randomized allocations.

2. The study staff numbered 10 balls from 0-9
3. We next asked four people from each of the aforementioned cadres to select a ball, note the
number, and place it back in the bag.
4. Having recorded the 4-digit number [e.g., 3157], we then highlighted it from the spreadsheet
onto the screen so that it was visible to everyone.
5. We then followed the allocations for each arm, labelled A, B and C and determined the zones
that fell under each arm.
6. The next step was to instruct the CHiPs teams to take note and record which arm their zones
were assigned to, and then to proceed to their assigned arms, which were labelled “A, B, and C”
at three separate corners of the hall. Following that, the research personnel and CHiP
supervisors verified that the CHiPs serving their zones moved to the correct allocation.
7. I folded three sheets of paper, each labelled HBD (Home-Based Delivery), AC (Adherence club),
or SoC (standard of care), and placed them in a little box.
8.

At each of the three CHiPs corners, I requested a CHiP volunteer (as agreed upon by the CHiPs
team) to come up and select one paper from the box.

9. When a CHiP chose a paper, the delivery model was revealed and assigned to them. (For
example, if a CHiP from the assigned arm A chose a paper labelled HBD, which was the model
assigned to arm A "Arm 1," and so on.)
10. A verification process was conducted at the end of each ceremony to ensure that the zones were
allocated to the correct arms.
Having done the above procedures in both communities and the CHiPs and study staff were aware all
the zones to which the study arm was allocated, we then compiled the results and a total of 104 zones
from both communities were randomly assigned to one of the three arms (35:35:34). [Fig 5.3 and 5.4]:
1. Continue collecting ART at the clinic standard of care (SoC)
2. A choice of Home-based ART delivery (HBD) or remaining in clinic-based care
3. A choice of being in an Adherence club (AC) or remaining in clinic-based care
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The maps were colour coded according to the study arms and provided to each facility and the Chip
supervisors. We used yellow colour to denote SoC, pink for HBD and green for AC. This was equally
done for all the registers, study documents and patient file stickers for identification purposes.
Fig 5.3: Randomization Scheme
Community 1

Community 2

54 CHiP Zones

50 CHiP Zones

Number of zones available
n=104
Number of zones excluded
n=0
Number of zones randomized
n=104

Arm 1

Arm 2

Arm 3

Standard of Care (SoC)

Home-Based Delivery (HBD)

Adherence clubs (AC)

n=35 zones

n=35 zones

n=34 zones
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Fig 5.4. Maps of the communities with the zones allocated to the interventions
A. Community 8
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B. Community 9
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Having randomized the community zones to the allocated interventions and completion of trainings,
we set out to conduct sensitization talks both at community and HCF level. In both communities we
met with the community advisory board and community mobilizers to sensitize the communities
about the models of ART delivery that were to be offered. The CHiPs were also encouraged to sensitize
household members during the main trial intervention rounds about the models of delivery and
encouraged patients who were interested to participate to go to the clinic to determine their
eligibility.
In addition, the community mobilizers, a CHiP, and the study nurse would give talks in the mornings
to PLHIV in the ART facility waiting room about the study and models of ART delivery and encouraged
them to speak to the study nurse or staff at the clinic for more information or determine if they were
eligible to participate in the study.

5.4.3 Trainings
We conducted trainings for each of the two interventions (HBD and AC) separately. For each
community, we conducted 2 sets of trainings each over a 3-day period. For each set of training in each
community, we invited the following participants:
1. All the CHiPs who were serving the zones allocated to the intervention
2. CHiP supervisors
3. Representatives from the HIV clinic [medical doctor, clinical officer, ART in-charge and additional
2-3 ART clinic nurses, ART pharmacist, data clerk].
4. 1 community mobilizer
5. Study staff [Study coordinator, study nurses, pharmacist technician, and data clerk]
6. 1-2 members from our social science and data team who would be part of the study.

The characteristic of the trainings is outlined in Table 5.5 below.
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Table 5.5: Characteristics of the trainings
Initial training prior to recruitment
Description

3-days of training comprising of lectures and
practical sessions

Trainers

Principal investigator, study coordinator,
regulatory officer, and data manager
Study staff (nurses, data clerks and pharmacy
technicians) CHiPs, CHIP supervisors, and HIV
clinic staff (doctors, clinical officers, ART incharge and nurses, Pharmacists, and data
clerks)
Zambart headquarter conference room
Health care facility
Lectures, face-to-face small group discussion
4.5 hours of lectures in a day with 4.5 hours of
practical session

Trainees

Setting
Model of delivery
Intensity and duration

Additional trainings in the
intervention clinics
Refresher trainings one-or twohour session once every 3
months
Principal investigator and study
nurse
CHiPs and study staff
New study staff/ CHiPs

Training session held at facility
Face-to-face group discussion
1-2 hours mostly practical
sessions

I. Training methods
Training methods involved conference room lectures, small group discussions and practical sessions
(use of study forms and data collection techniques).
II. Training schedule and content
The training focused on basic information related to HIV prevention, treatment and adherence
support and the description of the intervention model and core contents of each intervention model
using the standard operating procedures. The practical aspect included on how and when to use study
related forms and orientation with the community SmartCare module. Key aspects on the training
focused on delivery of the interventions with a lot of emphasis on dispensation of pre-packed
medications and monitoring and evaluation. Case scenarios were also conducted to impart basic skills
and at the end of the training, we conducted a 1-day practical session at the clinic in each community
for each of the two intervention where we did role plays of screening, consenting, pre-packing drugs
and use of registers and forms.
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A key focus in the trainings included the delivery of drugs by the CHiPs. As the CHiPs were already
familiarized with delivering a combination door-to-door HIV prevention package including HIV testing
and collection of sputum for TB screening, delivering drugs in the communities would require them to
understand the importance of delivering the drugs to the right participant with the correct drug
scripts. As all our participants would be on standard first-line therapy, except for a few who might be
on alternative first line therapy, the importance of ensuring that patients were receiving the correct
drugs was emphasized and this included verification of drugs with the pharmacy during each visit. An
additional plan put in place was having the scripts signed by the patient and returning a copy of the
script to the pharmacy who does the verification process to ensure that drugs were delivered to the
correct person. The training also included audit measure put in place to ensure that no drugs would
be pilfered during the delivery.

5.4.4 Clinic space and Infrastructure
Clinic space and infrastructure did not require major remodelling except to ensure that there was
enough space in the pharmacy to store the pre-packed drugs and the registry room furnished with
additional shelves to file study participants clinical records for easy retrieval during clinical visits. The
existing infrastructure that was already placed by the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial such as additional
rooms in the clinic were used for this study.

5.4.5 Clinic set up and logistics
Prior to study activation, we ensured all logistics were in place and this included:
-

Clinic space [additional rooms] were ready for enrolment.

-

Office furniture [ desks, fans, chairs, benches and filing cabinets]

-

Stationary [ registers, study forms and binders]

-

Cleaning materials

-

Pharmacy – trunks and bags were procured and delivered to the pharmacy for packaging and
storage of drugs

-

Community maps and their respective zones

We also included additional furniture in the clinic triage room for our study staff to screen patients for
eligibility. An additional task that was conducted by the study staff during this stage was to identify
challenges that would hinder screening for eligibility such as entry of viral load results in patient files.
The study staff assisted the clinic staff in tracking VL results and entering them into patient files.
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5.4.6 Laboratory Procedures
The key outcome of this study was viral suppression 1 year after enrolment into the study. Laboratory
management including HIV VL testing, stages of HIV disease progression and response to therapy are
essential components of ART management. The laboratory monitoring for all the study participants
would follow the routine laboratory requirements as per national standard of care guidelines. The
existing health laboratory services under MoH and CIDRZ would provide the laboratory services for
the study within the existing laboratory network, consisting of laboratories located in the clinic and a
central laboratory that would conduct the HIV VL testing. We also utilized the existing sample
transport system that facilitated the transportation of specimens from the HCF to higher-level central
laboratory, including the return of client results. To maintain client confidentiality, laboratory results
would be communicated directly with the study participants during their clinical visits.

5.4.7 Preparation of data collection tools
In addition to the study forms to be used for data collection purely for research purposes, existing
tools in the national HIV programs would be used to monitor client care. This included the existing
smartcare forms that records patients clinical records, laboratory results and drug prescription. For
enrolment and efficient handling of the HBD and AC models of care, we would use the specific registers
and forms that were designed for this purpose with the goal of improving management of the two
modles of care as well as for reporting purposes. The general procedures for M& E would be followed
and in relation to both HBD and AC models, the procedures would include:


Document patients willingness to enrol in these modles of care in patient ART files and care
cards



Complete ART prescription in patient files and pharmacy registers and request laboratory
investigations when due



Ensure appointment dates are given and patients visit dates are recorded in the appropriate
ART forms to avoid false defaulters



Follow up on patients who are lost to follow-up or have missed appointments in the SoC arm,
just as is done in mainstream care. For those in the HBD and AC models, tracking mechanisms
are outlined in the SoPs.
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5.5 Study Implementation and Procedures
In chapter 4 section 4.5, we outlined the study procedures from screening to study exit. In this section,
we describe in detail how we carried out each of these procedures from the time of study activation
upto study completion. The challenges that we encountered during each step and measure put in
place to mitigate are detailed at the end of this section. This was written with a view to future
implementation and what recommendations need to be put forward when implementing DSD models
out of the health care facility on a large scale.

5.5.1. Screening for eligibility
The recruitment of eligible participants began on 5th May 2017 and ended on the 13th of December
2017. All adult HIV+ patients in care who attended the clinic for their routine clinical follow-up during
this period were assessed for eligibility. Screening was done in the HIV clinic, a stand-alone building
within the clinic premises every morning as that was the time patients in HIV care came to the clinic.
Screening for eligibility was done by the study coordinator, study nurse and two facility ART nurses in
each clinic. As the PI, I alternated between the two clinics daily to provide supervisory support. This
step was done in the triage desk where all patients present on that day had their files retrieved and
waiting to be triaged for either a clinical, laboratory or a pharmacy visit.
All Adult patient files were reviewed to determine if they met the WHO criteria for “stable” definition.
This included a recent undetectable viral load result in the last 12 months, WHO stage I & II and on
first line therapy for more than 6 months. Initially, virological suppression was defined as HIV RNA
levels < 400 copies or < 50 copies/ ml depending on the viral load testing sensitivity platforms in the
laboratory. This later changed in 2018 in the national guidelines to VL < 1000 copies/ ml as being virally
suppressed.
We further determined whether potential participants were living within the study catchment area,
as a study eligibility criterion, by asking them verbally and if they were, their files were flagged with a
sticker and seen by the study nurse (as a potential study participant) after the patient completed
his/her clinical visit on that day.
Potential study participants were then seen by the community mobilizer or the CHiP supervisors who
confirmed their place of residence and the zone they were living in using the study catchment
intervention map. Once confirmed as living within the study catchment area, they were given a slip of
paper with their zone number and referred to the study nurse who would introduce the study and
obtain written informed consent.
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This step required active coordination and harmonization between the HCF and study staff as both
teams had to identify potential participants and refer them for eligibility screening. During the
recruitment stage, we screened a total of approximately 9,962 patient files across both health care
facilities. For every patient file screened, we tallied it on a log chart and tallied reasons for not being
eligible. Although this was a crude way of collecting data it gave us an estimate of how many patients
were eligible for our study out of all the patients who were seen during that particular time frame.
The teams managed to identify 2,503 potential patients who were eligible for the study across both
health care facilities.

5.5.2 Obtaining written consent
Having identified potential participants during the screening process, they were referred to the study
nurse who would then screen them for study eligibility. This included confirming participant met the
“stable” definition criteria as well as the additional study criteria of living within the study catchment
area. Once the participant met the eligibility criteria, the study nurse would then proceed to obtain a
written informed consent.
Obtaining consent was done either at an individual level or in groups of 4-5 eligible participants. If
there were several potential participants waiting to be consented, each one of them would be
provided with a consent form and the study nurse would explain the study procedures. Thereafter,
each patient would be called in privately into the study office and further questions were asked as to
whether they understood the study and procedures and if they had any questions for further clarity
or concerns.
A standardized consent form [Appendix II] which provided study information was used and three
copies of signed consent forms were obtained from each participant where one copy would be given
to the participant, the second copy attached to the participants clinic records and the third copy for
the study records stored in a safe and secure cabinet [later transferred to research headquarter
office].
Having consented to the study, participants were then assigned to the study arm, where the model
delivery was revealed to them. Those who were assigned to either Home -based delivery or Adherence
club models could choose between the assigned models of care or facility-based (SoC). Those assigned
to the facility based (SoC) had no choice.
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5.5.3 Enrolment
For all participants who consented, the following details were entered into the appropriate model
registers (HBD, AC or SoC):
1. Participants details [name, sex, age, mobile phone number and residential address]
2. HIV care details [ART unique ID, date of ART initiation, current drug regimen, most recent VL
result]
3. Date of enrolment, scheduled dates of next community and clinical visits [pre-filled dates]
Participants were also given the details of the CHiP team (names and contact numbers) who would be
responsible for delivering the interventions to them. Participants who did not have a mobile phone
contact detail were asked to provide a contact number of one of their household members (if willing)
in case they were unreachable.
The study nurse would also provide them with the dates of their next scheduled visit in the community
(HBD/AC) and the next clinical visit date, both of which were recorded in their HIV care cards and
clinical records. Having completed the enrolment step, participants had to complete either their
clinical or pharmacy visit for that day and collected their 90 days drug refill to last them till the next
scheduled visit in the community. Participants who were assigned to the intervention arms but chose
to continue care at the facility were still registered in the appropriate intervention registers and were
told to continue coming to the clinic for their reviews. Those who were assigned to the SoC arm were
also entered in the SoC registers and told to continue with clinic care.
Recruitment for the study began in May 2017 and the first home and club meetings took place in
August 2017.

5.6 Operations of the intervention models [HBD and AC] and facility based
SoC.
Following the procedures undertaken in screening and enrolling participants in the study, this section
describes in detail how the two models of ART delivery (HBD and AC) were implemented and operated.
It provides an insight on how we planned for their home and club visits and what activities and
procedures were carried out during these visits. This section also describes in brief how patients in the
SoC (Facility-based) are monitored under routine HIV care in our study setting. In Table 5.6, the
standard of care is compared with the 2 models that were implemented.
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For this study we used a color-coding system for the following reasons:


Identify the model of care participants are receiving



Retrieving participants clinical records for planning visits and follow-up



Filing participants files in the appropriate places (for SoC participants, files were kept in the HIV
clinic, whereas those in the HBD and AC models, files were kept in the study office secured
cabinets)



Filing of patient files in appropriate cabinets following clinical or pharmacy visit.



Allow both study staff and HCW to identify study participant and ensure any events such as death
or LTFU which has occurred to be reported to both teams in case it goes unnoticed by either the
study staff or HCW.

Stickers that were coloured according to the model of delivery were attached on the participant’s
clinic records and HIV care cards which they carry with during each visit. In addition, the registers and
study forms used for HBD and AC only were also printed in their respective colour for easy filing,
monitoring and evaluation.
A. Health Care Facility (SoC) operation
Participants assigned to the SoC arm continued receiving care in the clinic and follow the routine
schedule that was in place for HIV care according to standard of care guidelines. Under current routine
HIV care, stable patients come to the clinic once every 3 months for their drug refills and adherence
support. Every 6 months, the pharmacy visit is combined with a clinical visit for their clinical review
and laboratory measurements that are due on that visit date [Table 5.6]. Laboratory measurements
include VL test (6 months post ART initiation and thereafter yearly), CD4 count tests and other tests
such as creatinine and Liver function tests.
Participants in the SoC arm could not be monitored for their follow-up visits by the study staff as they
went directly to the ART clinic for their scheduled visits. Therefore, it was difficult to determine the
dates of their scheduled visits and whether they had missed a visit or not. Details of their visits and
outcomes could only be obtained from SmartCare database. A simple register was created to collect
their identification details at enrolment (ART number, name, contact details and residential zone) and
used at the end of the study retrieve their data from SmartCare and clinical records to measure the
study outcomes.
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Table 5.6: Comparison of facility based (SoC) and community models (HBD and AC) for management
of patientsⱡ
Setting

Standard of care (SoC)
Clinic based

Home-based ART delivery
Community based

Adherence Clubs
Community based

Key personnel

Doctors/nurses

Frequency of visits

3-monthly

Community HIV providers
(CHiPs)
3-monthly

Community HIV
providers (CHiPs)
3-monthly

Frequency of clinical
consultations
Location of clinical
consultation
Units of care

3-monthly (every visit)

6-monthly

6-monthly

Clinic

Clinic

Clinic

Individual patients

Individual patients

Groups of 15-30

Peer-based support

Minimal emphasis

Strong emphasis

Strong emphasis

Patient selfmanagement
Frequency of laboratory
monitoring
Management of clinical
complications

Minimal emphasis

Strong emphasis

Strong emphasis

6-monthly

6-monthly

6-monthly

On-site at the clinic

Referral or transition to
mainstream care

Referral or transition to
mainstream care

Drug dispensation

Dispensed from
pharmacy

Pre-packed in pharmacy
and dispensed at home

Pre-packed in pharmacy
and dispensed in the club

Treatment supporter
“buddy”

ART can be collected
by the buddy

Patients have to be present
at home to collect ART

Patients have to be
present in clubs to collect
ART

ɫ

modified from Grimsrud, Anna et al. “Implementation of community-based adherence clubs for stable
antiretroviral therapy patients in Cape Town, South Africa.” Journal of the International AIDS Society vol. 18, 1
19984. 27 May. 2015, doi:10.7448/IAS.18.1.19984 [175].

B. Home-based ART delivery (HBD) and Adherence Club operations
For both HBD and AC models, Table 5.7 provides an outline of how the visits in both interventions
were planned and carried out.
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Table 5.7: Outline of the HBD and AC preparations and operations

I. Venue

II. Scheduling
Appointments

Home- Based Delivery (HBD)
Home visits were conducted in the participant’s home








Participants scheduled to have home visits once every 3 months
after date of enrolment and thereafter a clinical visit 3 months
later.
Scheduled visits were planned 1-2 weeks earlier than actual date
[to allow flexibility in case of unforeseen circumstances].
At enrolment, the study nurse would enter the dates of the next
4 scheduled visits in the register [for planning purposes]. The
first two visits [home/clinical] would also be recorded in patient
files and care cards.
Each CHiP team would conduct at least 2-3 home visits/day [a
zone that had 25 participants enrolled in HBD and had their
home visits scheduled towards the end of the month, the teams
purposefully planned to have the CHiP team conduct a
maximum of 12 home visits per week]
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Adherence Clubs (AC)
Venues of clubs included: school halls, classrooms, church halls and
communal meeting places within a zone (i.e., patient homes).
Venues were identified and arranged by the CHiP teams working in the zones
after having consulted relevant authorities (community stakeholders) over
the use of these venues prior to the recruitment stage.
During enrolment process, study nurse would inform the participants of the
first meeting club venue. In the first club meeting, club members would be
asked if they were comfortable with the chosen venue or wanted an
alternate venue. In some zones, some group members offered their homes
as club venue. All the club venues in the communities provided privacy.
 Having enrolled into a club model, patients ART number and baseline
characteristics were entered in the AC registers.
 As with the HBD registers, the AC registers were completed by the study
nurse for the purpose of planning the club meetings. Participants from
a zone allocated to the AC intervention were informed of their club
meeting date and the club venue.
 Each club was given a number corresponding to their zone and each
zone had 1 club comprising of at least 15-30 members. Some zones had
more than 30 members (extra 5 members) and allowed them to
continue with the same club rather than creating 2 clubs within one zone
for logistical purposes.
 Club numbers and the first club meeting date were recorded on the
patient’s HIV care card by the study nurse.

III. Preparation
for the visit

Prior to a scheduled home visit [a week in advance], study nurse
would review the HBD register and determine the number of visits
scheduled for the coming weeks. Preparatory steps included:
 Retrieving patient details [ART number, zones and contact
details] from the HBD register and responsible CHiP teams
notified of their upcoming visits
 Participant clinical files would be retrieved
 Clinic files taken to the pharmacy for pre-packaging of drugs.
Drugs pre-packed in black bags with dispensation slip attached
to it and securely stored in a locked trunk in the pharmacy until
the visit date [Fig 5.5 (a)]
 Pharmacy enters the details of the participant and drug quantity
in the ART pharmacy register
 Study nurse arranges for the study documents to be used during
the home visits and includes the attendance registers [with
participants details and next two scheduled visits pre-filled] and
study forms that may need to be completed [missed visit forms,
referral forms and event forms] [Appendix III.A].
 CHiP team calls the participants 2-3 days prior to remind them
of their upcoming visit using their diary.

Preparations for club meetings were similar to that of HBD. For club
meetings:
 Study nurse would use the club membership register (Appendix III.B) to
retrieve the names of all the club members and their contact details and
provide them to the responsible CHiP team to contact the members and
remind them of the visit date and venue 2-3 days prior.
 All the club members’ clinical records would be retrieved by the CHiP
team or lay worker from the registry and sent to the pharmacy
technician who would pack the drugs in a trunk and fill out the drug slips.
Having done this, the pharmacy register would be filled out. The drugs
would be kept in the pharmacy until the day of the club meeting.
 Study nurse would then fill out an attendance sheet that would need to
be completed at the club meetings. For club meetings, a single
attendance register (Appendix III) was filled out with the names of all the
club members and the next scheduled visit (clinic visit).
 The study nurse would also include a folder containing study forms in
case needed [missed visit, referral slips, study event forms] and other
commodities such as male and female condoms, leaflets containing key
messages on HIV treatment, adherence etc.

IV. Conducting
the visit

CHiP teams would receive the drugs and study documents on the day

of the visit and carry them in their backpacks [Fig5.5 (b)]. The
following procedures would occur during the visit [Fig 5.5 c-d)]:
 Introduction [first visit]
 Symptom screen checklist
 Adherence support and risk reduction counselling
 Pre-packed drugs dispensed, and drug slips signed
 Provision of condoms and promoting key health messages
 Completion of attendance registers
 Reminding participant of their next visit and recording dates
on their cards
 Laboratory results [usually in the successive visits]. For
patients with a detectable viral load, the staff would contact
participants even prior to the scheduled visit

The CHiP teams in charge of the club meeting would gather all essential
documents and commodities on the day of the club visit. The trunk carrying
the pre-packaged medications and drug slips would be picked up from the
pharmacy as well. Transportation from the clinic to the club location was
supplied by one of the study vehicles for club meetings. The first club
meeting lasted longer than the subsequent club meetings.
During the first club meeting, formal introductions were conducted, and
rules and regulations of club meetings were highlighted. This included
punctuality and maintenance of confidentiality; not disclosing club members
or club discussions to non-members [outside of the club meetings] and
agreeing on the club venue.
Any members found to have broken the club conduct would be given a stern
warning and if found to continue breaking the club norms would result in
transition to facility-based standard of care.
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V. End of visit
procedures

VI. Missed Visit

Referrals for participants who exhibited symptoms to the
clinic

Average time for a home visit was approximately 20-30 minutes. At
the end of the visit:
 Study forms handed to the study nurse who checks for
completeness
 Signed drug slips handed over to pharmacy technician who
would then update the pharmacy register and Daily Drug
register (DAR) for having had the drugs dispensed
 Study nurse then updates participant clinic files to indicate
participant seen in their homes and drug dispensed
 Files then sent to the data room for entry into the
SmartCare database.
 Study forms are stored in a secured cabinet
If a participant were not present during a home-visit even after
having successfully contacted them prior, the CHiP had to contact the
participant to determine if the visit could be postponed to a later
time during the day or within a grace period of 5 working days
provided that the participant had sufficient drug supply to last till the
rescheduled visit.
If a visit could not be made within this grace period, then the
participant had to come to the clinic to meet the study nurse who
would ensure that they were given a drug refill and their next
appointment date. When a missed visit occurred, the CHiP would fill
out a missed visit form (Appendix III.A) and the unissued drugs would
be returned to the pharmacy.
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During the club meetings:
 One of the CHiPs would conduct group adherence counselling and
health promotion [Fig 5.5 (e-g)], whilst the other CHiP would call each
member aside and conduct a brief symptom screen, one-on-one
counselling if needed, dispense the pre-packed drugs, provide a referral
slip if they have any symptoms and distribute condoms [Fig.5.5 (h)].
 The club members were reminded of their next clinical visit and were
also informed about the importance of contacting the CHiP or the study
nurse if they will be unable to make it for their next clinical or club
meeting in an event they need to travel out or have other work
commitments.
Club meetings with group members exceeding 20 patients on average lasted
for 1.5-2 hours whereas those with less than 15 members lasted
approximately 1 hour. The duration in time varied as some members would
turn up 10-15 minutes late and depending on whether participants had
further questions or concerns regarding their care which needed clarity and
additional adherence counselling messages.
The procedures at the end of the club visit were similar to that of HBD.
The CHiPs returned the study forms and registers to the study nurse who
checks for completeness. Drug slips are returned to the pharmacy and the
pharmacy register and DARs are updated. The study nurse then enters the
date of that particular visit and the quantity of drugs dispensed on the
patient’s clinic records to be entered into SmartCare database.
Patients who missed a club visit were contacted via phone call by the CHiP
after the club session. Once contact with the patient was made, reason for
missing the visit was determined and a missed visit form would be
completed. The patient would be given a grace period of 5 working days to
come to the clinic to collect their drugs.
If no contact were made, details of the patient would be provided to the
study nurse who would follow it up with the CHiP to contact them over the
next few days or the study nurse would try and contact the patient. For any
patient who missed 2 consecutive visits (club or clinic), they would be
transitioned to facility based (SoC). Procedures for patients who missed a
club visit and did not turn up at the clinic to collect their refills or attempts
to contact them proved to be futile with unknown outcomes were like that
of HBD described above.

VII. 6-monthly
clinical visit

VIII. Transition
to SoC

For a participant who missed a home visit and did not come to the
clinic after the grace period, another attempt would be made to
contact the participant to come to the clinic or failure to do so would
result in transitioning them to SoC.
Following a missed visit and participant could not be contacted, the
CHiPs would inform the study nurse who would flag their ART files
and attempt to contact the participant either by phone or having the
CHiP team track the participant during their visits and determine
whether participant has relocated or not. If all tracking measures
were exhausted and participant was found to be more than 90 days
late after their last scheduled visit or drug refill with an unknown
outcome, they were considered lost-to-follow up (LTFU).
 Participants in both intervention models were scheduled for a 6 monthly clinical visit for their clinical review and laboratory tests.
 Laboratory tests included viral load, CD4 count and creatinine clearance.
All study participants in the HBD models were encouraged to visit the study nurse’s office during their clinical visit. Clinical records were retrieved,
and details confirmed (updating their contact details and residential address if changed). Following this, they would be escorted to the ART building
where they would be triaged, reviewed by clinician, have their laboratory tests (if scheduled) done and then to the pharmacy for their 3 monthly
drug refills. After pharmacy participants would then go back to the study nurse’s office where the study nurse would review the file to verify that
participant was seen by the clinician, laboratory tests ordered and had collected their 3-monthly drug refill. The study nurse would then provide
them with their next scheduled home visit and record their visit in the registers as having had their clinical visit.
For participants in the AC model, the club members would be encouraged to gather as a group by the study nurse office, where they would have
their files retrieved and then sent to the ART building. To help expedite the clinical visit for group, the nurses would take the participants vitals and
record them in their files, conduct adherence counselling and send the participants to the ART waiting room to be seen by the clinician [Fig 5.5. I
and j]. For those who were due for their laboratory tests (Viral Load), the nurses would collect the samples. Once the club members were seen by
the clinician, they were then referred to pharmacy who prescribed drugs for 3 months and then sent to the study office where they would all be
asked to sit in a group, reminded of their next scheduled visit in the community.
Participants from both models of care were transitioned (up-referral) to facility-based (SoC) if:
1. Had evidence of treatment failure based on virological assays and clinical staging of the disease
2. Developed an opportunistic infection such as TB
3. Having missed more than 2 visits (either in the community or clinic)
4. Moves from one zone to another offering a different intervention
5. Patient request
6. Moves out of the study catchment area or out of the community but continues to receive his care from the facility.
For women who became pregnant, they were given a choice to continue care in the models or receive care in the facility. For those who opted to
continue receiving care in the models, they were advised to follow their routine antenatal scheduled visits in addition to the clinical visits.
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Figure 5.5(a). Pharmacist technician pre-packing drugs ready for distribution

Fig 5.5 (b). A pair of CHiPs going to a patient’s home to conduct the home visit
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Fig 5.5 (c). A pair of CHiP conducting a home visit

Fig 5.5 (d). A pair of CHiP during a home visit dispensing pre-packed ART
Note: ART regimen being dispensed included the single fixed dose combination of Tenofovir [TDF], Lamivudine [3TC]
and Efavirenz [EFV] also called Atripla. Most patients on first line therapy were on this combination until towards the
end of the study where national guidelines recommended Dolutegravir [DTG] in favour of EFV.
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Fig. 5.5 (e). An adherence club meeting in a
community hall

Fig 5.5 (g). Chips conducting a club meeting in
a market communal building

Fig.5.5 (f). A CHiP facilitating a club meeting in
a classroom

Fig 5.5 (h). During a club meeting, a chip takes a
patient aside and conducts brief symptom
screening and updates the attendance registers.
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Fig 5.5(i). A study nurse conducts adherence support during one of the clubs 6-monthly
clinical visit outside the ART building.

Fig 5.5 (j). One of the CHiPs with the club member’s s waiting at the clinic for
their 6-monthly visit
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5.7 Monitoring and evaluation
All the data collected during the home and club visits were recorded on paper-based forms. In
addition, the EDC device was also used to collect data for the SmartCare to ensure that indicators used
for routine monitoring and follow-up was entered into SmartCare. The SmartCare module was
installed in the CHiPs EDC and captured the following data:
-

Date of visit

-

Symptom screening

-

Adherence counselling [ whether counselling was provided or not]

-

Referrals, if any

-

Drug dispensation

-

Next visit date

All this information was also captured in the paper-based study forms [attendance registers] by the
CHiPs and served as a back-up in an event the EDC does not function properly during the visits or fails
to sync with the facility database. For participants in the standard of care, routine data collected
during the visits were retrieved from their clinical files and SmartCare. CHiPs conducting the home
visits and club meetings compiled monthly group level reports for the study staff.
Data for study outcomes was extracted from participant’s clinic records and SmartCare database. This
was done at baseline and at 6 and 12 months after enrolment into the study. At 6 and 12 months, we
collected dates of all visits (community and clinic) since enrolment, dates of transitioning to SoC, and
(if known) cause of death for participants who died. In addition, at each data abstraction, we recorded
the following: 1. Date and results of viral load after enrolment into the study and most recent CD4
count (if any); 2. HIV disease progression which was defined as having developed a new or recurrent
WHO stage III & IV conditions after study enrolment; 3. Date of the last clinic encounter which was
based on documented clinic visit; 4. Lost-to-follow up (LTFU), patients were considered LTFU if there
was no contact for more than 90 days after the last missed scheduled appointment and if they were
not known to have died or transferred out during this period and 5. Model retention, participants
were considered non-retained in the HBD and AC models if they transitioned back to SoC or out of the
study arms for any reason including co-morbidities, LTFU, death, opting out or study withdrawal.
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5.8 Study exit
Several meetings were held with the facility and implementing partner with regards to transitioning
participants from the two models of ART delivery when the study comes to an end. Towards the end
of the study period, participants were informed about them being transitioned to SoC where they
would receive the various formats of DSD services being offered by the clinic. This included multiMonth (6 months) drug refills, Community Drug Distribution Points (CDDP) or Urban Adherence
Groups (UAG). At the end of the study, the study staff ensured smooth transition for all patients in the
two models of ART delivery to SoC and this took about 2-3 months. Thereafter it was left to the HCF
to decide which models the participants would be allocated to and this was also dependent on which
DSD services were being scaled up.

5.9 Implementation successes and challenges
This section divides the overall study implementation findings into successes and challenges that
would be pertinent to implementers and policy makers who want to scale up models of ART delivery
outside the health care facilities.
Overall, we successfully modified and implemented the two community models of ART delivery (HBD
and AC) from various pilot projects conducted over the last decade in sub-Saharan Africa. Since most
DSD services were conducted in rural settings, there was a lot of scepticism as to whether these
models would be feasible in a high HIV burden urban resource-limited setting. The outcomes from our
trial are promising, as discussed in the next chapters in terms of uptake and acceptability, high rates
of viral suppression and retention amongst the study participants.
Table 5.8 summarizes the key factors that we identified as either enablers or jeopardizers to
successfully implementing and sustaining DSD models in resource-limited settings. One of the key
factors in successfully implementing these models of care was ensuring that key stakeholders such as
the health care facility workers, implementing partners and the patients were involved in the planning
of the interventions with making decisions and providing suggestions for the models of ART delivery.
The characteristics of the communities were also critical to the effectiveness of implementing the
models of care. The CHiPs were well known in the two communities as they had been delivering doorto-door HIV combination-prevention package of the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial for more than 2 years
prior to implementing these models of ART delivery which solidified their relationship with the
communities and health care facilities. This could have changed the community’s perceptions towards
these cadres and therefore willing to allow them to visit their homes or meet them in a club where
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they were entrusted to provide them with HIV care and support. The health care facilities were also
an important factor in the successful implementation as they created a friendly environment and
enthusiasm for the study.
Participants found the two interventions acceptable, and this has been described further in Chapter
6. We successfully screened 2,499 potential participants of which only less than 1% declined consent
to participate in the study. Although participants who were assigned to the community models of ART
delivery were given the choice to continue with ART delivery from the health care facility or to accept
the community models of care they had been allocated to, the majority chose the latter. Over 95% of
participants assigned to the community models of ART delivery chose the models, reflecting a high
acceptability towards these models of care.
Table 5.8. Summary of the main factors identified enabling or jeopardizing the implementation
and sustainability of HBD and AC models
Leadership
and
Governance




Stakeholder
sensitizations




Staffing




Space and
Infrastructure



Enabling Factors
Providing policy framework with oversight,
building coalitions, putting in appropriate
regulations and accountability
Strong support from MoH and community
leadership
Engaging key players within the health
delivery system and communities that will
be involved in service delivery
Effective communications and feedback
with health care facility staff
Should be inclusive of multidisciplinary team
including a cadre of recognized CHWs
Inclusion of additional staff for pharmacy
and packaging of drugs
May be required to accommodate
enrolment and follow up of DSD patients





Patients in HBD and AC models not
viewed as the clinic’s responsibility



Dependent on donor support to
hire additional staff and CHWs to
deliver the interventions




Inadequate spaces due to resources
Insufficient space and storage for
pre-packed ART
Maintenance of community venues
for club meetings
Drug stockouts
Inefficient supply chain


ART
distribution
and supply



Clinic changes









ART distribution by CHWs to be supported
by pharmacy
Reliable uninterrupted drug supply
Flexible policies regarding distribution of
ART in the communities
Laboratory services, visit schedules and
filing systems may need changes to gain
efficiencies and ensure routine laboratory
tests and results are provided
Up-referral and linkage to the facility for
those needing additional care
Demand creation for access to VL testing
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Jeopardizing Factors
Over-dependence on NGO and
other external funding sources to
provide guidance and support








Poor referral systems and linkage to
care
Re-organization of registry rooms
for easy retrieval of patient files
Inadequate demand creation for VL
testing

Resources



Monitoring
and evaluation





Community
Embeddedness





Organizational
capacity

Enabling
environment











Additional resources for CHWs delivering
care outside the facility – bicycles, mobile
phones, drug dispensation bags, transport
[vehicles for club meetings]
Strengthening and simplifying data
collection tools for DSD patients
Standardization of data collection tools
Integration of DSD tools with existing HIV
program monitoring tools




Limited resources
Distance to patient homes and club
venues



Patient empowerment over selfmanagement
Social/peer support [patient participation]
Strong support from MoH and community
leadership
Program flexibility regarding size of clubs,
venues, and duration of drug refills
Flexibility over visit schedules
Adequate staffing and trainings/ mentorship
Adjusting the eligibility criteria
Improvements in the referral system
Political support and buy-in
High acceptance in the community and
health care workers
Patient leadership
Stigma reduction activities



Parallel data collection tools for
M&E
Early detection and response to
critical laboratory values
Effective and robust tracing
mechanisms for LTFU patients
stigma













Non-recognition of CHWs in the
HCF
Poor referral system
Unreliable drug supplies

Lack of recognition and
standardization of CHWs
Lack of standard operating
procedures and guidelines for DSD
model operations
Lack of clarity on how the DSD
models should work and their
benefits

Although the roll-out of the community models of ART delivery were found to be feasible in our urban
setting, we encountered several challenges during the implementation of the interventions and along
the duration and at the end of the trial. In the following sections, challenges that were encountered
during the start and end of the trial will be highlighted. The main challenges included:
1. Identification of eligible “stable” patients
2. Viral load testing and results
3. Recruitment of male participants
4. Service shortages
5. Participant mobility
6. Data availability for monitoring and evaluation.
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I. Challenges in identifying “stable” patients for recruitment into the models of care
For our study we recruited a total of 2,489 participants across both communities. These numbers were
lower than what we would expect in high volume ART clinics in urban settings like Lusaka where
approximately more than 10,000 PLHIV are in care and the reasons for not able to recruit large number
of patients in our study are described here.
There were a number of unforeseen challenges in identifying potential study candidates who met the
study’s “stable” definition criteria and therefore excluded from recruiting them and these are outlined
in Table 5.9 below.
Table 5.9: reasons for excluding patients for study recruitment
Reasons for not being defined as “stable”

Stable but not eligible for the study









No viral load result in the preceding 12 months
Detectable viral load result
On 2nd line treatment
On treatment for less than 6 months
Had missed 2 or more clinical visit in the last 12
months



Living outside the study catchment or clinic
community where the intervention could not
be delivered
Not physically present – “treatment buddy”
was present

One of the most common eligibility requirements for various formats of DSD models is clinical stability.
According to the WHO, a stable patient is defined as having received ART for at least a year and have
no concurrent illness that requires the attention of a clinician, have a good understanding of lifelong
adherence and evidence of treatment success (either by having evidence of virological suppression or
rising CD4 count in the absence of viral load monitoring[22]. However, this definition of a “stable”
patient has varied across various formats of DSD models and countries dependent on resources
available. Majority of programs implementing DSD models in resource-limited settings used clinical
stability as the most common eligibility requirement which typically specified a duration on ART (6-12
months), evidence of viral suppression, though some offered an alternative lower CD4 threshold in
the absence of Viral load monitoring and exclusion of HIV opportunistic infections[16]. Our definition
of stable patients was guided by WHO, although we modified it in terms of ART duration (6 months or
more), being on first line regimen (as this was simpler to deliver and monitor) and using VL as an
indicator for ART success over CD4 count as that was now part of routine HIV care.
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As shown in table 5.9, the reasons why patients were excluded were either not being classified as
“stable” or were stable but ineligible as they were not living within the study catchment area. Viral
load testing and availability of results was the biggest challenge as that was one indicator crucial for
determining “stable” patients. During the screening process over a period of 7 months, we screened
approximately 9,900 patients’ files across both communities during their scheduled appointments. Of
these we managed to screen, approximately 58% were found to meet the “stable” definition criteria
and 41% were excluded as they did not meet the “stable criteria” [Fig 5.6]. The most common reasons
for being classified as non-stable were not having a VL test or result (46.3%) and on treatment for less
than 6 months (26%). 11.1% of the visits were made by a treatment buddy and therefore participants
could not be consented and 8.7% were on 2nd line ART regimen. Of those who were classified as stable,
a further 57% of them were living either outside the study catchment area where we could not provide
the intervention or were living in another community. Of those who were considered stable we
managed to recruit only approximately 43%. However, in a real world setting where our study
catchment area would not be considered as an eligibility criterion, and with the recent inclusion of
patients on 2nd line treatment as being stable, more patients would have been eligible for enrolment
into DSD models as the numbers would have increased to over 90% of the “stable” population being
enrolled.
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Fig 5.6. Reasons for exclusion during the screening process
Total number of patient files
screened
N= 9,900
Total # excluded
4,101 (41.4%)
Total # of “stable” patients
identified
5,799 (58.6%)

No VL result in the last 12 months
[1900; 46.3%] *

Detectable VL result [322; 7.8%]

Living outside the study
catchment area/ community
3,300 (57%)

On 2nd line treatment [359; 8.7%]

On treatment for < 6 months [1064;
26%] **

Treatment buddy [456; 11.1%]

Number of eligible sent to study nurse
for consenting
2, 499 [43.1%]

Note:
Data collected above is based on using the screening log form during the screening process at the triage desk and is subject to duplicate
entries and under reporting.
*For patients with no viral load results, were sent for a VL test and results obtained could either classify them as stable and then sent
to study nurse for consenting or would have a detectable VL result classifying them as “unstable”
** Patients who were less than 6 months on treatment were initially considered ineligible. Subsequent follow-up visits during the
recruitment time frame where they were now on treatment for more than 6 months allowed them to be included for enrolment
provided a VL result was available. Those without VL result would be ineligible.
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In order to try and recruit more potential participants, we asked the CHiPs to sensitize the
communities about the study and models of ART delivery during their household rounds and refer any
interested patient to the clinic outside their scheduled visit to determine their eligibility to participate
in the study. This sensitization activity increased the number of patients coming forward outside of
their clinical visits to come to the study building to determine their eligibility to participate. Although
this strategy increased the number of potential participants who were eligible, we equally found
patients who were not eligible due to the reasons outlined in Table 5.9.
For our study which was a RCT, this strategy could have could have introduced bias as some patients
had found out what interventions their zones were receiving and could have prompted them to go
the clinic outside their scheduled visit to determine if they were eligible especially if their zones were
receiving the intervention models. These patients were likely to have found out from their peers who
were enrolled into the models or from the CHiPs working in their zones. The CHiPs in all the zones
regardless of whether they were allocated to the intervention or SoC arms had to sensitize patients
and refer to the clinic, but there was a strong possibility that the CHiPs who were working in the zones
allocated to the interventions were more likely to inform the patients that would receive the
intervention models and therefore more likely to come to the clinic to be assessed for eligibility with
the hope of being enrolled the intervention models.
To mitigate the challenges that we encountered during the screening process and identify more stable
patients, we put in several strategies as listed in Table 5.10 and of all the strategies put in forward,
getting the VL result on time was the biggest challenge to recruitment faced by the clinic and study
staff and therefore recruitment was heavily dependent on availability of VL results.
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Table 5.10: Strategies to increase the identification of potential eligible patients for the study
Challenge
Detectable viral load results

No viral load testing in the last 12 months
Missing VL results (VL tests ordered but no
results)
Delayed VL results (due to laboratory delays)
Delayed entry of VL results (VL was
processed in the laboratory and sent back to
the clinic but not yet entered in the patient
files or SmartCare database)
On treatment for less than 6 months

Had missed 2 or more clinical visit in the last
12 months

Not physically present – “treatment buddy”
was present

Strategies
Patients who were on 1st line therapy and found to have a detectable
viral load results in their files were managed as follows:
1. Those who had a VL<1000 copies had a repeat VL to determine if
it was either a viral blip or early virological failure
2. Those with a VL> 1000 copies were sent to the clinician to manage
accordingly
1. Partnering with IP to access VL results bi-weekly using the LIMS
system
2. Accessing VL results directly from SmartCare
3. Using lay workers at the clinic to sort and file paper based VL results
into patient clinic records and providing incentives to carry out this
process
4. Request for VL testing for those who never had a VL done in the last
12 months or had a VL test ordered but had not received the results.
Patient files were earmarked for eligibility screening in their successive
3 monthly visits once they were found to be 6 months post-ART
initiation and had a viral load done which was undetectable.

These patients were sent for intense adherence counselling to the
counsellors present at the clinics. They would need to have had one
additional clinic visit after being found to have missed 2 or more clinical
visit, have had intense adherence counselling during the last two visits
and undetectable viral load
For these patients we determined from the file if they met the criteria
for stable and asked the buddy if the patient was living within the study
catchment area. Patient buddies were encouraged to inform the
patient to come to the clinic within a week or two for eligibility
screening
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Outcome
Patients with a viral blip were considered eligible
provided they received intense adherence
counselling. These patients were only enrolled once
satisfied they were stable

These strategies allowed the study team to access VL
results quicker rather than waiting for the normal
turnaround time which was 4-12 weeks.

Although we managed to successfully enroll patients
once they had been on ART for more than 6 months
and had a suppressed VL, we still faced challenges with
getting VL results on time further delaying
identification of stable patients.
These patients were only considered stable once they
had fulfilled the strategies put forward and delays in
this process resulted in them being left out for
consideration into the study
Although clinic and research staff encouraged patient
buddy to ask the patients to come to the clinic, this
was difficult to record if the patient really came to the
clinic

II. Challenges with viral load testing and results during the implementation of the interventions
Prior to the start of the study, the 2014 National Guidelines indicated viral load as the preferable
monitoring strategy to establish an individual's ART effectiveness, and if VL is not routinely accessible,
CD4 count and clinical monitoring should be used instead[208]. However, at that time implementation
of viral load testing was slow and limited to a few urban settings like Lusaka. According to the Global
AIDS Response Progress Reporting (GARPR), only 35,000 viral load tests were conducted in 2015[209]
and efforts were being made to improve the viral load testing and infrastructure using a phased
implementation of routine VL testing where 70% and 90% of patients on ART should access VL testing
by the end of 2018 and 2020 respectively. In 2016, the national guidelines were further revised to
reflect the “treat-all” approach to further accelerate efforts to meet the UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets by
2020[210]. This strategy also emphasized the importance of using viral load to monitor treatment in
order to ensure viral suppression among PLHIV on ART, and VL is now included in regular HIV
monitoring at six and twelve months following ART initiation, as well as annually thereafter[210].
Following the implementation of the 2016 HIV treatment guidelines, Ministry of health with support
from PEPFAR implementing partners started to scale-up VL testing for all PLHIV on ART, and this
created a backlog as there were only one 1-2 primary laboratories serving as a reference laboratory
for molecular diagnosis [HIV, DNA, PCR and VL testing] for all health care facilities in Lusaka. The ideal
turnaround time for VL results would be two weeks but due to the overwhelming numbers of sample
to be tested from all the HCF’s in Lusaka, the turnaround time took between 4-12 weeks.
Our primary outcome of the trial was HIV viral suppression and using the routine standard of care viral
load testing to measure this outcome, we needed to make sure we understood how VL tests were
requested, and results returned and recorded with timeframes. This was identified as the key
challenge to the implementation of the trial as lack of VL data meant that the participant could not
contribute to the primary outcome. Virological suppression was defined according to the current
Zambian standard of care guidelines, which is VL RNA ≤ 1000 copies/ml (based on the parameters of
any assay performed through routine laboratory monitoring). The window period used for our primary
outcome analysis was having a VL result 9-15 months after study entry.
The viral load continuum [Fig 5.7] outlines how VL tests are requested and results returned to the
health care facilities in our setting[211]. In the HIV ART clinics, viral load tests are ordered by either a
clinician or a nurse. Clinicians usually order the tests following a clinical review either as part of routine
monitoring or if they suspect patient is failing treatment for further management. ART nurses can also
order for a VL test for stable patients who are found to be due or are overdue during a visit at the
clinic. When VL tests are requested for, it is ticked on the ART forms in the patient files under the
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laboratory section of tests ordered. Patients then queue up outside the phlebotomy room waiting for
their turn to have a sample of blood drawn. When blood sample is collected from a patient, the date
and time of collection with the patient ART number are entered in the laboratory requisition form and
the ART number is also indicated on the specimen bottle. Both the laboratory requisition form and
specimen bottle are then sent to the central laboratory which is located approximately 10-15 km from
the health care facilities. Blood specimens for VL are usually collected in the mornings between 9.00
AM to 1.00 PM after which it is sent to the central laboratory using a designated motorbike or vehicle
supported by the PEPFAR implementing partner.
Once samples reach the laboratory, they are first sorted out to ensure the samples meet the standard
for testing criteria. This includes ensuring that the details on the specimen collection tube matches
that of the laboratory requisition slip (Patient ART number, clinic, age, sex, date, and time of collection)
and the volume of the sample is adequate for processing. Once the specimen has passed this criterion,
the details are then entered in the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS), and barcodes
are printed and attached to the specimen bottle and laboratory requisition form. Samples usually have
whole blood and therefore have to undergo centrifugation within 24 hours and the plasma is stored
either at 2-8 degrees for 72 hours or longer for more than 3 months at -70 degrees. Once sample
testing is completed, the results of the controls are analysed to ensure they pass the quality control
step and then entered in the LIMS for final review and validation and thereafter printing of hard copies
of the results to send back to the clinics for filing in patient charts. Ideally the quickest turnaround
time for the sample to be processed and results ready is approximately 4 days but with the backlogs
that the laboratory faces, it averages 14 days or longer (at the time we were recruiting, VL results
would take 4-12 weeks to reach back to the facility).
Once the hard copies are received at the clinic, they are placed onto the patient files and then
eventually these files are sent to the data room for all the data to be entered in to the SmartCare
database. However, due to the large number of results and challenges in trying to put them into
patient files, the hard copies of the results also end up being entered into SmartCare database first
and then sent to the ART registry room for filing it in the correct patient files.
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Fig 5.7. Viral Load continuum Ɨ

Ɨ modified from El-Sadr VM et al. Journal of the international AIDS society 2017, 20(S7): e25010. Available
from http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/jia2.25010/full | https://doi.org/10.1002/jia2.25010

The study encountered several challenges with VL testing and results and are no different from what
is seen under routine HIV care in Zambia and other resource-limited settings in sub-Saharan Africa.
These challenges included the following:
1. Long waiting queues in the phlebotomy room- patients who are stable and feel well did not
see the urgency of having a viral done on a particular long day at the clinic especially after being
seen by a clinician and having received their drug supply. Because of this lack of knowledge of
VL importance, they opted to go home in the hope that they would get their VL test done in
the next visit which would be three months later.
2. Inadequate or inconsistent supply of specimen collection tubes – a common problem faced by
the clinics would result in patients having to be told to comeback another day or a week later
to have their samples collected. Patients who received a three-month drug supply and were
feeling generally well would not come back to have their blood samples drawn the following
day or week and rather wait till their next clinic or drug scheduled visit.
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3. Poor sample collection techniques would also account for VL tests not being done as samples
sent to the laboratory would either be insufficient or haemolysed and there was no feedback
mechanism in real time to inform the clinic or patient. This would only come to the HCW’s
attention when trying to retrieve or locate viral load results when patients come in for their
next scheduled visit.
4. VL testing backlogs – the sheer volume of VL tests that needed to be performed on a monthly
basis for over 150 health care facilities placed a huge strain on the two central laboratories
conducting the viral load testing. This resulted in viral load testing backlog in the laboratories
where samples would be stored for a long period of time and results not available in time for
a patient’s next visit.
5. Flexibility in the collection of blood samples was another challenge observed in the clinics. In
most cases, sample collection was done in the morning hours as described above from 0900
am to 1.00PM after which samples had to be sent to the central laboratory. Patients who were
seen in the late hours of the morning were rescheduled to come another day to have their
samples collected and this demotivated patient coming back just for sample collection.
Although implementing partners provided technical assistance by having additional staff
conduct quality control on patient files and putting reminders for VL testing on patient files,
this was poorly utilized due to staff burnout and demotivation.
6. Poor or weak feedback mechanism for VL results – samples processed and results once verified
in the laboratories would take long to get back into patient files or the electronic SmartCare
system. The weakness in the ART program to log, track, test and ensure results are transmitted
back to the clinic either electronically or physically further compounded this challenge.
7. Transportation of samples from the clinic to the central laboratory was weak as transport was
only available to transport specimens to the laboratory once a day at a specified time.
8. Entry of VL results into patient files was not done adequately resulting in HCWs ordering for VL
results if not found in the file thus creating further burden for the laboratory staff and backlogs
in sample processing.
During the study period, 56.0% (1,393/ 2,489) of our study participants across all three arms had a VL
result available within the 9-15 months’ time frame used for our primary analysis. 690 participants
had a subsequent VL measurement taken between 15-24 months (giving a total of 2,083 (83.7%) who
had a VL result between 9 and 24 months) and 254 participants never had a VL result and were known
to be in care. Of those who had VL result between 9-15 months, a higher proportion had a VL
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measurement in the HBD (518, 60.8%) and AC (485, 56.7%) arms than in the SoC arm (390, 49.9%). In
the intervention models, our VL coverage was better than the SoC arm as the participants were
constantly reminded during their home and club visits to have a VL test done on time and this
motivated patients to have their tests done at the clinic in order to ensure that they continue receiving
their care in the models. Nevertheless, the high rates of viral suppression among those who were
tested was encouraging and suggested that patients receiving care in these community models had
equally good clinical outcomes in terms of ART adherence and viral suppression.
III. Recruiting male participants
The majority of study participants recruited in our study were females (71%) reflecting the stable
patient clinic population on ART. Despite community sensitizations and identifying men on ART in the
communities by the CHiPs, who explained the intervention models to them, getting these men to
come to the clinic to get enrolled into the models was a challenge. During enrolment of study
participants, we encouraged participants to inform their spouses or any members of the household
who were HIV+ and on ART to come to the clinic to determine if they were eligible for enrolment. The
response we got from the participants were that either their spouses were too busy with work, living
in another town, receiving HIV care in another health care facility or were HIV negative. Another
possibility was that most of the men on treatment were not comfortable with receiving care in their
homes for fear of being stigmatized.
IV. Service shortages and contextual factors
During the study period, there were occasional interruptions, or some modifications made in the
operations of the HBD, AC and SoC models. For example, stock-outs of drugs in the clinics towards the
end of 2017 meant that majority of participants in both the community models and SoC were given
either 1- or 2-months drug supply instead of 3 months. This resulted in participants having to make an
extra visit to the clinic to collect their drug supply. For those participants in the HBD and AC models,
the study team asked them to come to the clinic just for their drug pick-up. In the beginning of 2019
towards the end of the trial, the ART guidelines had changed to transitioning all patients on first line
therapy who were virally suppressed to Dolutegravir- based regime. This switch to Dolutegravir which
was not provided as a fixed dose combination was a disadvantage in terms of simplifying the logistics
and follow-up [as patients had to make an extra visit to the clinic for monitoring of side effects].
In the same communities during the cholera outbreak in late 2018, the health care facilities were the
centre’s responsible for admitting cholera cases and as the disease spread in the communities, it was
considered a national disaster and curfews were put in place to avoid further spread. This included
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banning of community gatherings or meetings which had an impact on one of our club visits and
therefore had to be rescheduled to another date. The study staffs and the CHiPs discussed the
implications of postponing the club and home visits and also the risk of having the participants come
to the clinic for their visits which was the treatment centre for cholera cases. Having had urgent
meetings with district health management team and medical superintendent, we decided to continue
with the home and club visits and use this as a platform to promote hygiene practices such as hand
washing techniques and administering the oral cholera vaccines to the participants. During the rainy
seasons, some of the home visits had to be rescheduled if transportation for the CHiPs was not
available to take them to their destinations.
Midway in the trial, Ministry of Health with support from Centre for Disease Control (CDC)
implemented the E-first (Electronic-first) where patient’s data were entered in real time as opposed
to E-last (where data was retrospectively entered into SmartCare from paper-based forms). At each
point in the ART clinic flow, computers were placed for real time data entry and meant that paperbased files were no longer used. Patient’s files were kept in a separate container outside the ART clinic
for long-term storage. However, with recurrent and long duration of power outages (“Load-shedding”)
that the country was experiencing at that time, patients who came for their visits could not have their
paper-based files retrieved and therefore it was difficult to determine what the scheduled visit was
for and if there were any laboratory tests due or results available for further management. Patients’
ART number and vitals were recorded on a piece of paper and later sent to the data room to be
entered when electricity was available. As a result, a lot of laboratory tests were not done as it was
difficult to determine if they were due or had a result available. Due to the large number of patients
having a visit on a particular day when there was no electricity to use the E-first system, HCWs were
overwhelmed and demotivated to conduct a laborious task of trying to retrieve their files from the
containers where they were stored. For our study participants in the HBD and AC models, we had
stored their files in the study office and therefore it was easier to retrieve their files and fill out ART
forms or slips of papers which could be inserted in their files and regular patient data updates on the
files by the study staff made it easier to determine whether a patient was due for a laboratory test or
not. Although implementing partners had provided an electrical generator to serve as a backup for
power outages, this was only used for emergency sections of the clinics such as in-patient wards,
theatre, and the data room where data was being entered for those patients who data was collected
on paper.
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V. Patient Mobility
Mobility of patients within the community and outside the community represented a challenge to
our trial. Participants who moved/relocated from one zone to another within the community and not
offering the intervention would result in transitioning to standard of care. Those who moved outside
the community but continued to receive care at the clinic would also be transitioned to SoC. For those
who moved outside the community and requested a transfer of their care to another HCF, would result
in termination from the study. Although this challenge was attributed to the design of the study (unit
of randomization being the zones they are living in), it equally represents a challenge to
implementation of these models by Ministry of Health as they would need to be able to continue care
when patients move within or outside the communities. In addition, it represents logistical
implications as resources need to be available to track patients in DSD models who move frequently
so that they continue to engage in care.
Some scheduled visits did not occur because participants were not found at home during the visit.
Even if a CHiP could not contact a participant 2-3 days prior to a visit, a text message via phone would
be sent. When participants were not found home, the CHiP would try to call or leave a message with
anyone in the household for the participant to call back. In most cases, participants would be reached,
and patients would be visited either later during the day or in the next 5 days. In most cases, a missed
visit would be due to patient having relocated either to a different zone which did not offer the
intervention or moved out of the community but continues care in the clinic. These participants would
be transitioned to standard of care whilst remaining in the study. Across the two models of delivery,
we did note a high rate of transfers amongst participants to areas within the study catchment that
was not offering the intervention or outside the study catchment area. These participants were
transitioned to SoC. A higher rate of transfers was noted in the HBD model (74/127; 58%) compared
to AC (29/70; 41.4%). The reason why we noted a higher rate of transfers in the HBD model was
because these participants were followed up in their homes so any relocation would be known by the
CHiPs. Within the same model, participants also opted out of the model to continue care at the clinic
(SoC) (34/127; 26.8%) and of these a few had decided to opt out as they knew they we removing to
an area that was not being offered the models of care. Others opted out for reasons unknown.
Although the rates of transfer in AC model was lower than HBD, suggesting lower rates of transfer,
this number could be underestimated as the CHiPs delivering the club models would not be able to
determine if participants moved out of the area or not. Participants could have moved out of their
zones to another zone or outside the study catchment area but were unwilling to provide this
information for fear of being transitioned to SoC. In the standard of care model, it was not feasible to
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determine movements within or outside the study catchment area as they were not followed up by
the CHiPs in the community and not a pre-requisite for receiving care in the clinic.
VI. Challenges with monitoring and evaluation
Data collection using the EDC device with SmartCare installation had to be aborted during the first
year of the trial. As our trial was amongst the first to pilot the community SmartCare module, we faced
challenges in having the data sync from the EDC into the facility database and partners who were
piloting this for their community models of ART faced similar challenges. Synchronizing data with the
facility database to merge the data collected in the community resulted in patient records being
deleted from the main database and despite engaging the program developers funded by PEPFAR,
fixing the database servers and installations of programs proved futile. As we were not the only
partners implementing this method of capturing data, Ministry of Health with support from PEPFAR
partners decided to re-design the community SmartCare module and therefore we decided to stop
using the electronic capturing of data during home and club visits and use the paper-based forms. The
use of paper-based forms to collect data in the field served as a back-up which was later manually
entered into SmartCare database.
Using this method of collecting data was found to be labour intensive, time consuming, high frequency
of incomplete records and susceptible to errors. More time was needed to organize the data and extra
processing time was required after collecting data in paper-based forms, to convert into electronic
format and clean the data prior to analysis. During the study it took around 10-14 days post initial data
collection to be double entered in the SSPS software and cleaned and at the end of the study period,
an additional 3 months of labour-intensive work was spent on cleaning the data and entering into the
SSPS software. As records needed to be retained, there was unnecessary bulk of paper which
eventually suffered wear and tear during transportation and storage.
As this trial was comparing outcomes of the two community models of ART delivery with the standard
of care, we had to rely on clinical patient records and SmartCare database for the clinical outcomes of
all the patients in the cohort. Due to varied completeness and quality of data, acquiring data for
patients under standard of care was difficult, limiting internal validation. This incompleteness also
meant that for patients in the standard of care, we could not include some of the data with regards to
death, LFTU and viral load results in our analysis limiting the robustness of our findings. Due to this
incompleteness, we were unable to incorporate certain data on death, LFTU, and viral load values in
our analysis for patients receiving standard of care, hence limiting the robustness of our findings.
Secondly, misclassification or delayed inclusion of treatment outcomes was likely in the SoC cohort.
In determining outcomes such as viral load suppression, LTFU and death, it was a challenge to monitor
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this in the SoC cohort as we had to heavily rely on the completeness of the SmartCare data. Our
outcomes on VL result, LTFU and death varied between the two intervention models and the SoC and
this was mainly due to the incompleteness or misclassification of these indicators in the SmartCare
database. For example, we recorded higher number of known deaths in the Community models
compared to SoC at the end of the study period (31 versus 2). This was because in the SoC, it is difficult
to record death as patients who are more than 120 days late with no known outcomes despite tracking
are classified as LTFU. The weak ascertainment and poor implementation of defaulter tracing activities
could have inflated our LTFU numbers, and these could have included deaths. Other examples in the
SoC cohorts were the high number of LTFU at 24 months into the study period recorded in SmartCare.
But upon manual verification with patient files and Pharmacy registers, 50% were incorrectly classified
as LTFU as these patients were still in care and had come for a drug pick-up or clinical visit in the last
6 months.

5.10 Discussion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the feasibility and acceptability of community models of ART
delivery in an urban resource-limited setting and offer valuable insights for future efforts to adapt and
implement the models of ART delivery for the growing number of PLHIV on ART. Our findings around
the feasibility and fidelity of implementing DSD models are comparable with findings across available
literature from health care facility and community-based health interventions across SSA. In this study,
we observed that using trained CHWs to support PLHIV on ART is feasible and acceptable both by HCW
and patients. Several studies have called for their recognition in HIV programmes as they are
considered critical enablers for DSD scale-up [154, 163, 212]. Over the last decade or more, this group
of cadres have been included in national strategic plans to provide an integral link in HIV support and
follow-up between the communities and HCFs which are often constrained by HCWs shortages. As
these cadres are well recognized in the communities they work in, their roles in health programmes
interventions such as DSD need to be formalized as they currently lack recognition and their scope of
practice is vague and lacks standardization[212, 213]. For implementing these models of delivery on
a large scale and ensuring sustainability, a lot of work is needed in order to determine who will deliver
these models of delivery and how can we sustain them in the longer term in the absence of donor
funding and how do we go about strengthening the implementation and sustainability with respect to
monitoring and evaluation, human resources, and infrastructure.
As DSD models are scaled up in the hope of improving the quality and efficiency of ART delivery and
outcomes, our findings indicated many gaps in the programmatic goals for DSD implementation in
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resource-constrained settings over the next few years. From our experience in this study, routine HIV
viral load testing was a major bottleneck to both inclusion of more “potential stable” patients into
DSD models and adherence monitoring. Patients in these models of ART delivery classified as “stable”
may be at risk of treatment failure despite lack of clinical symptoms[214]. HIV viral load testing
provides confidence that a patient is adherent to treatment despite infrequent clinical interactions at
the health care facility and therefore access to HIV testing and results is considered as an enabler as
it both simplifies the “stable” eligibility criteria for model inclusion and reduced follow-up visits[214].
The use of a central laboratory to conduct VL testing for all PLHIV in a district resulted in delays in or
losses of results which in turn delayed clinical decision making of patients who were enrolled in these
models and the lack of resources, inadequate human resources, and sample transportation to the
laboratory were all factors that compromised the coverage of routine viral load monitoring. These
challenges have been highlighted in the WHO guidelines[52] which calls for strengthening laboratory
network and diagnostic services, establishing national strategic plans and policies for laboratory
monitoring, and allocating appropriate resources, including human and financial resources, to ensure
the availability of testing services[52].
Another important observation noted was staff involvement and integration of DSD models with the
existing health care system are crucial factors for these models to function. Several studies and
reviews have shown that integration of the DSD models with the existing health care system and staff
involvement are important for patient referrals, clinical assessment and maintaining quality of care
[215]. This allows patients in the models of care to be under the responsibility of the health care facility
who remain accountable for them [175, 215]. Our observation in implementing these models of care
highlighted that patients in the HBD and AC models were not viewed as the responsibility of the health
care facility staff. Although the staff were supportive of implementing these models outside the
health care facility with a view that it would reduce congestion and long waiting times in the clinic,
the fact that this was a two-year study and funded by NGO made them reluctant to take ownership of
the two models of ART delivery. Patients in these models of ART delivery were not viewed as the clinics
responsibility and therefore reluctant to assist with some of the activities (pre-packaging of drugs,
drug scripts and follow up on VL results) without additional staffing and incentives. Another challenge
noted in the health care facility was difficulties in engaging staff to support patients in these models
of ART delivery due staff rotations within various departments in the clinic and this was predominantly
noted in the pharmacy department where new staff would be reluctant to pack drugs and provide
scripts.
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With regards to monitoring and evaluation of DSD models, the challenges encountered are like what
has been reported in previous studies and reviews. Despite the widespread scale-up of DSD models in
SSA, M&E systems have not been tailored to these models and there is scarcity of standardized,
structured approaches to document patient- and program-level data[216, 217]. Although tools have
been developed to capture data, there is need for further simplification and adaptations to capture
longitudinal information on eligibility to and engagement with DSD services (proportion enrolled,
retained, and virally suppressed). At present M&E data collection is heavily dependent on paper-based
tools which are time consuming, error prone and not feasible in our setting. The use of electronic data
capturing (EDC) devices for data collection at community-level has been suggested as an alternative
although no studies have reported their use. Although in our study, an EDC installed with software to
capture data at community level and later sync to the SmartCare database was developed, it proved
futile due to the complexity of the existing SmartCare application (software issues, etc.), a lack of
confidence among end users, and a lack of meaningful feedback, all of which undermined the
application's use. These challenges encountered in our setting where digital services have not yet
proliferated have also been observed in studies in Malawi and Uganda with the use of mobile health
applications for community-based health interventions[218, 219]. Similarly, a systematic evaluation
of the usage of mHealth technology in resource-limited areas highlighted a lack of infrastructure and
equipment as a major impediment to mHealth scaling up [219, 220]. These findings in light of our
findings show that although using these technologies have the potential to improve the efficiency of
monitoring and evaluating DSD models, there is need to invest in and adapt to local materials and
resources to avoid these barriers. As we move towards scaling up DSD models in the context of UTT,
there is an urgent need to refine the existing M&E systems to collect information essential for both
patient and program management.
A potential concern with regards to implementing DSD models in resource-limited settings is stigma
which has been reported by some studies as both a barrier and enabler to DSD implementation [221].
Certain delivery methods that reduce frequent clinic interactions have been mentioned as potentially
stigma reducing[164, 221-223] and have shown that only 3% of patients refuse to engage in DSD
models due to stigma[31, 178] and use of CHWs in HIV care also reduces stigma. Other studies have
recently reported the potential impact of stigma in DSD models of care [221, 224]. A qualitative study
in Ghana reported PLHIV preferred facility-based care over community-based model due to a strong
fear of stigma and discrimination[225], and findings from Malawi and South Africa found that
community adherence clubs have little impact on reducing HIV-related stigma[212, 221]. Interestingly
our study findings showed that both HBD and AC were seen as models that reduced stigma previously
experienced in the clinics and study participants did not perceive CHWs (CHiPs) providing HIV support
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and drugs in their homes or club venues as stigmatizing. This positive impact could largely be due to
the fact that repeated household visits by CHiPs over a 3-year period of delivering door-to-door
combination prevention package solidified the relationship between the CHiPs and the communities
[226, 227]. However, the generalizability of our findings to other settings remains to be seen especially
in settings that do not have CHWs delivering HIV interventions and this needs to be explored further.
Our study highlights the importance of political support towards implementation of DSD models and
their operations, expansion, and sustainability. This includes integration of CHWs, adequate resources,
reliable drug supply and continued training of staff based on the DSD model framework [215, 228].
Many countries in sub-Saharan Africa have relied heavily on donor funding to implement DSD services
without which their sustainability is threatened. In order to sustain these models of care on a larger
scale, there is need to adequately address the challenges of impetrating and sustaining these models
of care in the long run. According to Macgregor et al[229], implementing DSD models on a large scale
should be a continuous process in the health care system and although found to be cost-effective,
there is need for additional resources for rapid scale up and sustainability. Adaptation to the country’s
context and innovative approaches to overcome challenges must be a high priority. Therefore,
political and financial commitments, regulatory frameworks and mechanisms to mentor and supervise
CHWs will be urgently required.
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Chapter 6: Acceptability and Preferences of Community
Models of ART delivery
6.1 Chapter overview
One of the objectives of this thesis includes the acceptability of community models of ART delivery by
PLHIV on ART in an urban setting. This chapter adds to our understanding of the current uptake of
community models of ART delivery and explores PLHIV ART delivery choices (revealed and stated
preferences) when options are given or not. As resource-limited countries scale-up DSD models
following the 2021 WHO recommendations, understanding patients’ preferences for HIV delivery
services is critical to maximizing the uptake and impact of these models. Presented below is the
manuscript which has been published in the AIDS and Behaviour journal on 24th July 2021.

6.2. Research paper 3. Acceptability and Preferences of Two Different
Community Models of ART Delivery in a High Prevalence Urban Setting in
Zambia: Cluster Randomized Trial, Nested in the HPTN 071 (PopART) Study
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Abstract
Community delivery of Antiretroviral therapy (ART) is a novel innovation to increase sustainable ART coverage for People
living with HIV (PLHIV) in resource limited settings. Within a nested cluster-randomised sub-study in two urban communities that participated in the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial in Zambia we investigated individual acceptability and preferences
for ART delivery models. Stable PLHIV were enrolled in a cluster-randomized trial of three different models of ART:
Facility-based delivery (SoC), Home-based delivery (HBD) and Adherence clubs (AC). Consenting individuals were asked
to express their stated preference for ART delivery options. Those assigned to the community models of ART delivery arms
could choose (“revealed preference”) between the assigned arm and facility-based delivery. In total 2489 (99.6%) eligible
individuals consented to the study and 95.6% chose community models of ART delivery rather than facility-based delivery
when offered a choice. When asked to state their preference of model of ART delivery, 67.6% did not state a preference of
one model over another, 22.8% stated a preference for HBD, 5.0% and 4.6% stated a preference for AC and SoC, respectively.
Offering PLHIV choices of community models of ART delivery is feasible and acceptable with majority expressing HBD
as their stated preferred option.
Keywords HIV · Anti-retroviral therapy · Home-based ART delivery · Adherence clubs · Stated preference

Introduction

Africa are the most affected regions with approximately
19.4 million People living with HIV (PLHIV) accounting
for more than half the world’s HIV-positive population [1].
As the world commits to reaching the UNAIDS 90-90-90
targets for HIV diagnosis, treatment, and viral suppression

By the end of 2016, 36.7 million [30.8–42.9 million] people
were living with HIV globally with the vast majority living
in low-and middle-income countries [1]. East and Southern
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four categories: health care worker-managed group models; client-managed group models; facility-based individual
models; and out-of-facility based individual models [19].
The recently ended HPTN 071 (PopART) trial was a
community randomized trial conducted in 21 urban communities in Zambia and South Africa investigating whether
a community-wide combination HIV prevention package
including home-based HIV testing, linkage to care and
immediate ART for those who test positive will help reduce
HIV incidence [20, 21]. Early data from the PopART intervention in Zambia showed that there were delays in initiation of treatment [21]. Community based approaches to ART
delivery have the potential to improve linkage and retention
in care and hence help bridge this gap. The design of the
PopART intervention, where universal door to door HIV
services were provided by trained Community HIV providers (CHiPs), provided us with a unique opportunity to pilot
different models of ART delivery with support from the
Zambian Ministry of Health. Despite several pilot programs
having achieved remarkable success across many settings in
sub Saharan Africa [22–24], much about the comparisons
between community models of ART delivery and conventional facility-based delivery has been in relation to retention
in care and on treatment and the frequency of clinical visits.
Very few have compared different models of ART delivery with each other, in particular through soliciting patient
preferences for different models of ART delivery [25]. In
addition to providing evidence on long term outcomes, cost
effectiveness, uptake and acceptability of different models
of ART delivery, determining patient preferences towards
these models will allow national HIV programs to design
and implement models of ART delivery that work best and
most appealing to patients in various settings.
To this effect, a three-arm cluster-randomized non-inferiority trial was nested in two of the HPTN 071 (PopART)
trial intervention communities with the aim of evaluating clinical outcomes, feasibility and effectiveness of two
community models of ART delivery (Adherence clubs
and Home-based delivery) for stable HIV+ patients in an
urban high HIV prevalence setting in Lusaka, Zambia. In
this paper we describe choices (“revealed preferences”) and
stated preferences of PLHIV for ART delivery models outside the health facility.

by 2020 to end the AIDS epidemic by 2030, there has been
substantial progress in scaling up Antiretroviral treatment
(ART) programs globally. By 2018, more than 2/3 (79%) of
all PLHIV knew their status with 23.3 million (62%) PLHIV
accessing ART [2].
Zambia has an estimated HIV prevalence of 11.3% in
adults with an estimated 1.2 million PLHIV [3], most in
urban areas. The government, in close partnership with its
PEPFAR implementing partners has made tremendous progress over the last decade towards epidemic control with
63% of Zambians in need of ART receiving it by the end of
2016 [3–6]. Following the adoption of the WHO [8] treatment guidelines there has been an expansion in numbers
of people on ART to about 85% of PLWH who know their
status [7–10]. In spite of these successes, the ART treatment
program in Zambia still faces many challenges. From the
demand point of view, the change in guidelines increased the
demand for ART services resulting in overcrowding, long
waiting times and overburdening of the already fragile health
facility system thus increasing the workload and burnout for
the few existing health care workers [11, 12]. These challenges compromise service delivery and may lead to ART
interruption, poor adherence, ongoing transmission and the
development of viral drug resistance and increased mortality
[9, 10, 13]. Adherence to treatment and virological suppression are critical for survival and prevention of onward viral
transmission and without a change in the current delivery
model of ART in Zambia, lifelong ART for all PLHIV is
unsustainable. Decentralization of ART services into the
community through community-based ART delivery models
is one of the WHO recommended strategies to maintain the
HIV continuum of care in resource limited settings where
the existing formal health systems are unable to cope with
increasing numbers of PLHIV on treatment [13].
Community-based models decentralize HIV services
leading to improved service delivery by reducing congestion at health facility, maintaining capacity of clinic staff
and enhancing access to ART and adherence for PLHIV
allowing them to have more power to coordinate their lives
between treatment and livelihood options. These models
have proven to be effective in a number of settings, empowering patients on ART and communities to take responsibility for their own treatment [14, 15]. In many settings
across sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), these models have shown
promising outcomes in relation to retention and adherence to
treatment and strengthening community engagement by linking community based programs with the existing health care
facilities [13, 16–18]. These models are designed for “stable” patients, i.e., those on suppressive ART, to receive HIV
services in the community thus reducing frequent clinic and
pharmacy visits, transport costs and long waiting times and
allowing the health care facility to focus more on patients
with advanced disease. The models have been divided into

Methods
Study Design and Participants
The study was nested in two communities that had been part
of the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial. Details of the main HPTN
071 (PopART) trial have been described elsewhere [26]. We
conducted a three-arm cluster-randomized non-inferiority
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facility and distance to the health care facility to ensure overall balance across the study arms.
A public randomization ceremony was held with the community health workers, their supervisors, the primary health
care staff, members of the PopART intervention study teams
and community advisory boards to allocate the zones to one
of the three study arms.

trial to compare virological suppression at 12 months in stable HIV+ patients receiving ART between individuals allocated to receive either ART via community models of ART
delivery and those receiving in the facility-based (standard
of care). The two Lusaka communities chosen for this substudy resembled other PopART communities in Zambia and
reflected the situation with respect to clinic burden HIV
prevalence and population migration for many sub-Saharan
African countries urban settings in resource limited settings.
The two communities selected for this cluster randomized
trial were matched by community size and HIV prevalence
(18% and 21% amongst adults aged 18–44). Each community was divided into geographical zones of approximately
500 households (approximately 1400 individuals) and each
zone was managed by a pair of trained Community health
workers (CHWs). There were 104 zones across the two
communities.
All adult HIV+ patients (≥ 18 years) defined as “stable”
in accordance with WHO definitions [19] residing in the
two urban communities, enrolled for ART in the two primary health care facilities serving the communities, were
eligible for inclusion in this nested study. WHO classification for “stable “patients, was (1) Taking first line ART
for at least 6 months, (2) Virally suppressed according to
national guidelines, and (3) Had no other health conditions
requiring the attention of a clinician. An additional eligibility criterion for our study included patients living within
the HPTN 071 catchment area and being willing to provide
written informed consent.

Study Outcomes: Participant’s ART Delivery Choices
(Revealed Preference) and Stated Preferences
This study explores the participants ART delivery preferences, these have been divided into stated and revealed
preferences; stated preferences are those which people say
they want and revealed preferences are what they actually
choose. The community models of ART intervention were
implemented between 3rd May 2017 and 30th April 2019.
All eligible patients attending the health care facility were
invited to join the study and were asked to consent. Having consented to the study, participants were assigned to a
study arm. Those who were assigned to the two community
models of ART delivery arms were first asked to choose
between the assigned interventions and or continue with
facility-based care (SoC), their revealed preference. Participants who were assigned to the facility-based (SoC) arm did
not have an option to choose. Subsequently all participant’s
(including those in the SoC) were asked “did you have a preferred model of ART delivery out of the three options? If yes,
which model of delivery?”. The response to this question we
define as the participant’s stated preference and can be one
of the four categories: (1) Prefers Facility-based (SoC); (2)
Prefers Home Based ART delivery; (3) Prefers Adherence
clubs and (4) No preference expressed.
In this paper we describe the revealed preferences made
by those in the two community models of ART delivery
arms (as to whether they chose facility-based (SoC) or the
allocated community model of ART delivery) and the stated
preference of all participants about the different models of
ART delivery. The stated and revealed preferences were
recorded on the enrolment form by the study staff. Participant characteristics with regard to age, sex and years on
ART were also collected as part of the general survey during enrolment. All data were entered into an electronic data
collection system.

Randomization
The 104 zones across the two communities were randomly
assigned (35:35:34) to one of the three study arms for ART
delivery. The three study arms were: Arm 1. Facility-based
ART delivery (Standard of care, (SoC) continued collection of ART only at the health care facility, Arm 2. Homebased ART delivery (HBD) where ART was delivered to the
participant’s home every 3 months by a community health
worker (HCW) and Arm 3. Being part of an Adherence club
(AC), meeting every 3 months outside of the health care
facility and facilitated by a community health worker. In
the HBD and AC arms participants were given the choice to
continue with ART delivery through the health care facility
or to accept the community model of ART delivery route
they had been allocated. To achieve balance across the clusters, we stratified randomization by community and further
restricted the randomization, first within each community
and second across both communities on average values of
key outcomes including population size, HIV prevalence
which was available at the entire community level only, and
proportion of HIV+ patients who attend the local health care

Statistical Analysis
STATA version 13 was used to clean and analyse the data.
Descriptive data on the study participants reported preferences were stratified by study arm and presented as medians and interquartile ranges for the continuous variables
and proportions for the categorical variables. Of patients
who consented to participate in the study, we determined
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granted by Zambian National Health Research Authority and
Ministry of Health. Written informed consent was obtained
from all participants.

the proportion who chose the model of delivery assigned to
them and the proportion of participants who stated a preference for each model of ART delivery (or no preference). We
further conducted analysis by sex, age group, years on ART
and trial arm to explore whether there were any associations between these variables and stated preference using
Pearson’s Chi square test.
An exploratory qualitative study using observations,
interviews and Focus group discussions (FGDs) was used to
collect qualitative data. Observations of Home based model
delivery (HBM) (n = 12) and Adherence club meetings
(n = 6), audio-recorded in-depth interviews with a purposively selected sample of PLWH accessing ART through the
two models (n = 27) and two FGDs with community health
workers administering the models (n = 16) were conducted
eight months after the start of the intervention between October and December 2017 and at the end of the study between
May and August 2019. Observations provided insights into
how community health workers conducted the delivery of
ART as well as the micro-social environment surrounding
clients. Interviews and FGDs inquired about preferences and
experiences of PLWH with accessing ART and acceptability.
All discussions ended with participants plotting their overall
opinion of the models on a simple visual scale with different facial expressions (emoji’s) corresponding to degrees of
satisfaction and acceptability.
All audio recordings from FGDs and IDIs were transcribed verbatim and translated to English by the second
author. Notes taken during and after the observation were
expanded and typed in Word and then later on saved with
a unique code representing each participant. All data transcripts including typed notes were imported into Atlas.ti 7
and using the Thematic coding analysis (TCA) approach,
all parts of the data transcripts were subjected to iterative
coding process by the first author [27, 28]. Analytical categories of related codes and sub codes were then stratified
by study site and participant profile. Using Atlas ti 7, code
outputs [codes linked to quotations from transcripts and
summed up in a theme] were created representing recurrent
themes related to factors influencing choice of a model and
acceptability and served as a basis for further analysis and
interpretation.

Results
A total of 2499 eligible participants were identified across
the two communities between May and December 2017 who
were eligible for inclusion in the trial and of these, 2489
(99.6%) consented to participate, 10 (0.4%) declined consent
(Fig. 1). The three study arms were well balanced according to baseline characteristics, However there were fewer
participants in the SoC arm. Of the participants who were
eligible, the majority were female across all arms (N = 1757,
71%), reflecting the stable patient clinic population on ART.
The median age of participants was 40 years (IQR: 33–47)
in the SoC and AC arms and 39 years (IQR: 33–46) in the
HBD arm. The median years being on ART was 4 years
(IQR: 2–7) across all three arms.

Choices of Models of ART Delivery in the Two
Community Models of ART Delivery Arms
There were 781 (31.4%) stable participants were assigned
to the SoC arm, 852 (34.2%) assigned to HBD arm and 856
(34.4%) to AC arm. Of the participants who were assigned
HBD, 27 (3.2%) chose to continue receiving care at the
clinic and 48 (5.6%) who were assigned AC chose to continue receiving care from the clinic. Among the participants
randomized to the community models of ART delivery arms
[HBD and AC], overall, 95.6% chose the community models of ART delivery that they were randomized to receive
[96.8% in the HBD arm and 94.4% in the AC arm] (Fig. 1).

Preferences for Models of ART Delivery
Out of the 2489 participants who were asked for their stated
preference of ART delivery model, 1682 (67.6%) did not
state a preference of model of delivery over any of the others, 568 (22.8%) stated they would prefer home-based delivery, 125 (5.0%) stated they would prefer adherence clubs
and 114 (4.6%) stated a preference for facility-based (SoC)
(Table 1). Participants in the facility-based (SoC) arm were
most likely to state a preference of one mode of ART delivery over another and of those that did state a preference the
majority preferred HBD. Overall in the SoC arm, 39% stated
no preference, 48% HBD, 12% AC and only 1% preferring
SoC. Few individuals in the HBD arm stated a preference of
one model of ART delivery over another, with 88% reporting no preference, and among those who did state a preference they preferred SoC over the two community models of
ART delivery options. In the AC arm, 73% did not state a

Ethics
The study was granted ethical clearance from the University of Zambia Biomedical Research Ethics (UNZABREC)
and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
ethics committee. Prior to approval, this protocol had also
been through regulatory review and approved by Division
of AIDS (DAIDS) who granted us permission to carry out
this study as an ancillary study to HPTN 071 (PopART)
and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov. Further approvals were
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Fig. 1 Uptake and choices
across the three study arms.
Data are n (%)

Qualitative findings from in depth interviews with 27
study participants, revealed a number of factors that may
have influenced participants’ preferences for HBD compared
with AC and SoC. Congestion at the clinic was reported to
be a prominent factor that may have influenced the preference for out of facility models, especially HBD. For all
PLHIV interviewed, overcrowding of the ART clinic was
the major reason why they preferred HBD. As one male
participant reflected: ‘The issue of having too many people at the clinic was a real problem that made the waiting
worse.’ ‘Congestion is a real and big problem at the clinic’,
added another female participant. CHWs also mentioned
overcrowding at the clinic was the main reason that made
people prefer HBD. In addition, there were a number of
other challenges at the clinic that may have influenced the
choice of HBD followed by AC. The waiting area at the

preference but amongst those that did there was a clear preference for HBD, with 19% stating this preference (Table 1).
We found no evidence of association between stated preference for ART delivery model and any of age, sex or time on
ART, but did find strong evidence (p < 0.001, χ2(6) = 670.4)
of an association with trial arm (Table 1). Among the 27
participants in the HBD study arm who chose to receive
SoC, all 27 stated a preference for SoC when asked. However, in the same arm, an additional 19 participants chose
HBD despite their stated preference being for facility-based
(SoC). Similarly in the AC arm out of the 48 participants
who chose SoC, 46 participants stated a preference for SoC,
one a preference for HBD and one had no preference, an
additional 11 participants who stated a preference for SoC
chose to join AC anyway (Table 2).
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Table 1 Participants stated preferences for model of ART delivery and associations between preferences and participant baseline characteristics
No preference

Preferred SoC

Preferred HBD

Preferred AC

P-value*

781
852
856

N = 1682 (67.6%)
303 (38.8%)
751 (88.1%)
628 (73.4%)

N = 114 (4.6%)
9 (1.2%)
46 (5.4%)
59 (6.9%)

N = 568 (22.8%)
377 (48.3%)
25 (2.9%)
166 (19.4%)

N = 125 (5.0%)
92 (11.8%)
30 (3.5%)
3 (0.4%)

P < 0.001
χ2(6) = 670.4

732 (29.4%)
1757 (70.6%)

489 (66.8%)
1193 (67.9%)

43 (5.9%)
71 (4.0%)

157 (21.4%)
411 (23.4%)

43 (5.9%)
82 (4.7%)

0.101
χ2(3) = 6.2

111
610
992
554
222

82 (73.9%)
422 (69.2%)
668 (67.3%)
360 (65.0%)
150 (67.6%)

4 (3.6%)
25 (4.1%)
53 (5.3%)
26 (4.7%)
6 (2.7%)

20 (18.0%)
135 (22.1%)
224 (22.6%)
134 (24.2%)
55 (24.8%)

5 (4.5%)
28 (4.6%)
47 (4.7%)
34 (6.1%)
11 (4.9%)

0.713
χ2(12) = 8.9

77
671
829
912

47 (61.0%)
462 (68.8%)
563 (67.9%)
610 (66.9%)

8 (10.4%)
32 (4.8%)
40 (4.8%)
34 (3.7%)

16 (20.8%)
144 (21.5%)
192 (23.2%)
216 (23.7%)

6 (7.8%)
33 (4.9%)
34 (4.1%)
52 (5.7%)

0.189
χ2(9) = 12.5



1. Trial arm
Standard of care
Home based delivery
Adherence clubs
2. Sex
Male
Female
3. Age group
18–24
25–34
35–44
45–54
55+
4. Years on ART
< 1 year
1–2 years
3–5 years
> 5 years

Overall (n = 2489)

Data are n (%)
*Pearson’s Chi square test

Home-based delivery arm

Adherence club arm

Stated preferences

Chose SoC

Chose HBD

Chose SoC

Chose AC

No preference
Preferred standard of care
Preferred home-based delivery
Preferred adherence clubs

0
27
0
0

751
19
25
30

1
46
1
0

627
13
165
3

  

Table 2 Preferences amongst
those who chose the community
models of ART delivery versus
those who did not

health facility was said to be very small, with only a few
benches that could not accommodate all clients meaning
most had to stand in the sun for a very long time while they
waited to be attended to. Moreover, the location of these
waiting areas was a problem for some patients because they
feared being seen by others while they were waiting at the
separate ART clinic building.

a commonly reported experience by PLHIVHs as reported
by CHWs:
“Others felt as if they were not treated with dignity
and respect, which caused them to get frustrated. If
someone calls you name and you do not respond, you
will be shouted at, ‘eh, ‘we are calling you and you
are not answering, did you not hear your name being
called’. So, those clients started feeling frustrated. So,
when we came in [referring to CHiPs and the Model],
they started saying that this was easy” (CHWs, FGD,
community 1).

“ … They say it is not fair that they are separated from
the rest of the clinic… I have two clients, for them they
even said they have even stopped coming to the clinic.
‘When going to get my drugs, the location of clinic
makes everyone to see you immediately you enter,
and they will know that you have gone to get ARVs”.
(FGD, CHWs, community 1).

Long waiting time was another contributing factor as
PLHIV reported coming to the clinic as early as 05.30am to
have access to treatment early and then go for work on time.

The culture of clinic staff was also cited as reason as to
why people preferred the HBD and the AC models. PLHIV
complained of harsh treatment by health care workers.
Being shouted at and the use of stigmatizing language was

“It was hard because there used to be huge groups of
people at the clinic, when you go at 6 AM, you come
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back around 14–15PM.” (IDI, woman, club member,
community 1).

“They are welcoming, because we’ve been with them
and we have created that rapport from the beginning. So,
they know us” (CHWs FGD, community 2).

For patients to avoid long queues and receive drugs
more quickly, an informal trade between patients and
clinic staff, especially lay counsellors, was established.
Participants mentioned that for them to skip the queue and
be attended to faster, they could pay staff from 10 kwachas
($1) to 50 kwachas ($10), with the amount to be paid being
dependent on the economic status of the client. Once this
was done, the staff would then find means for a patient to
be attended to in the quickest manner possible. This informal trade was perceived as adding to the waiting times for
those patients that did not have money to pay the staff.
Those that paid could come late and be seen before those
that came early. This informal and hidden arrangement
was considered to have become part of the organizational
routines of the clinic.

In all the observed home visits by CHWs, clients seemed
very happy with the visit, greeting the CHWs with smiles.
During the interviews, participants were asked about their
view on the models and asked to plot their overall opinion
of the HBD and AC on a simple visual scale with different
facial expressions (emoji’s) corresponding to the degrees of
satisfaction from not at all satisfied to extremely satisfied. The
majority of PLHIV gave the model a score of 5/5, indicating
they were extremely satisfied with the way the model had fit
into their lives. This satisfaction is reflected in the following
quote from one of the participants.
“Well, I am very happy with this programme and everything that happens in it. It has reduced the problems I
used to face when I used to go to the clinic, making us
stand in queues, leaving the clinic late; it has reduced all
of that.” (IDI, Woman, Community 2).

“If you wanted to be attended to quickly, just pay a
K50. In addition, it has actually become a routine,
because for those that pay, they will spend at least an
hour and then leave. But for those who don’t, they are
likely to spend the whole day there” (CHWs FGD,
community 2).

When comparing the number of study participants that
said they were either very satisfied or extremely satisfied with
the two models, the HBD had more PLHIV expressing high
levels of satisfaction than those that were from AC. A few
participants rated the model four out of five indicating they
still faced problems with follow-up procedures at the facility
whilst others were neutral about the clubs because they felt the
clubs should rather meet every 6 months than 3 months to give
them enough time for their livelihood activities.
Both HBD and AC were seen as models that reduced
the stigma previously experienced at the clinic. Accessing
ART from dedicated areas in the local clinic was interwoven with fears about ‘being seen accessing ART’ and being
recognised as a person with HIV. Establishing the HBD on
the back of a door-to-door HIV testing programme and using
the same people (CHWs) was mentioned by the majority
of PLWH as one major factor that minimized stigma during the home visits. The existence of the prior programme
helped veil the delivery of ARVs as everyone identified the
CHWs with the HIV testing programme and not with the
ART delivery programme.

The HBD model and, to a large extent, the AC had several advantages over the clinic. Participants described their
experiences with the HBD and AC model as the opposite of
that of the clinic. They reported the overriding advantage of
HBD and AC being the convenience and control that participants were able to retain over their time with respect to
their livelihood activities as most of them worked in the
informal sector which required them to leave home early in
the morning and come back late in the evenings. The community ART models made it possible for them not to have to
choose between going to the clinic and going to work. Drugs
were delivered at prearranged times through an appointment
system, enabling PLHIV to plan their work or business
activities around this. The practice of CHWs making and
re-confirming appointments with clients allowed them the
mobility they required to continue livelihood activities. HBD
was considered better than AC because drugs were delivered
in the homes and participants did not have to move from
their homes to a communal venue unlike the clubs.
Another factor cited by participants was the fact that
the models were new HIV initiatives delivered by trusted
counsellors that people already knew. The CHWs were
well known within the communities and had built relationships of trust with household members during the course
of the main trial. When the HBD model was implemented,
participants were free to choose it because they knew the
people that were supposed to be delivering the intervention as one CHWs reflected:

‘My neighbours do not know the reason why they visit
me but what they do know is that they move door to
door in each and every household checking on people.”
(IDI, woman, community 2).

Discussion
This manuscript describes the choices and stated preferences of models of ART delivery amongst a group of stable
people living with HIV who consented to enrol into a CRT
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comparing acceptability and safety of two different models
of delivering ART outside of current facility based care with
the standard of care. In our study population, over 95% chose
the community models of ART delivery rather than facilitybased (SoC) when offered a choice (as their “revealed preference”). When asked to express their preference for a mode
of ART delivery, over 65% did not state a preference but for
those who stated a preference, there was an overwhelming
acceptance and enthusiasm for community models of ART
delivery options.
Our findings confirm that decentralizing ART care
outside the current facility-based care into the communities using community health workers to provide adherence
support and pre-packed medications is feasible and acceptable. This is consistent with findings from previous studies
which have shown that community-based ART programs
can achieve remarkable results in expanding access to treatment and retention in resource limited settings [29] as they
overcome many of the challenges patients face such as long
waiting times to access medications, frequent clinic trips
and transportation costs [30–33]. An analysis of programmatic data by Broad Reach International [34] from 217
facilities in five districts in South Africa between 2016
and 2017, showed rapid uptake of differentiated models of
care (facility and out-of-facility based) with approximately
75% of eligible patients accepting and a 10% increase in
patients moving to community based models. However, it
is unknown whether patients in this analysis were offered a
choice between the models and standard of care. Similarly,
the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial showed that using Community HIV providers (CHiPs) to provide a door-to-door combination HIV package is well accepted, feasible and effective
in coverage of HIV testing and knowledge of status in both
adults and adolescents [35, 36]. To-date there is limited data
documenting patient choices and preferences towards models of ART delivery in resource-limited settings as well as
factors associated with the choices patients make towards
non-facility based care although location-related preferences
appeared prominent [37], with most patients citing long
waiting times, overcrowding and distance as the real reason
for their choice. Findings from a recent study in Zambia
using discrete choice experiments to ass stable HIV patient’s
preferences towards differentiated care models demonstrated
substantial heterogeneity with the strongest overall preference for reduced clinic visits [25].
Exploring choices and preferences that patients make
towards health care in resource limited settings is difficult
and there is very limited data on health decision making by
patients in these settings. A review of literature has revealed
that patient involvement in health care decision making is
empowering and has been associated with improved treatment outcomes [38]. Recognition of a patient’s knowledge, health care worker- patient relationship, allocation

of sufficient time for participation and also factors associated with patient’s knowledge, beliefs, physical and cognitive abilities and values can influence patient participation
in health care decisions [38]. In resource limited settings,
health care workers with constrained resources are unable
to offer a choice and instead dictate to the patient who are
therefore unused to being asked to express their own choices
and usually do not, for fear of being neglected in care.
Patients may struggle to choose between health care options
as they lack confidence, may not be sure of the options they
would prefer or have conflicting priorities [39]. In resourceconstrained settings, patient’s choices tend to be influenced
by structural aspects of the health care service such as availability and accessibility of health care providers, quality of
staff, costs of treatment and by processes such as availability
of information, continuity of treatment, waiting time and
transport costs [40]. This could explain the reason why
patients would “choose” the interventions offered to them.
In our study population, over 95% of the participants in
the community models of ART delivery arms who were
offered a choice between community and facility-based care
options chose the former. It may be understandable that barriers such as location, distance to clinic, overcrowding and
long waiting times are important factors and whilst these
barriers are well known determinants of uptake, acceptability and outcomes [41], reasons for choosing community models of ART delivery may vary. When determining patient preferences, 1/3 of our study population stated a
preference towards a model of ART delivery and of these,
majority stated a preference for community models of ART
delivery (HBD and AC) compared to SoC. A large proportion, 2/3 of the study population did not state a preference
towards any of the 3 ART delivery options and whether that
reflects a true lack of preference needs to be explored further. Some of the possible explanations as to why our study
participants were unwilling to state a preference could be
that: (1) They do not perceive themselves as having much
autonomy of choice when it comes to health care services;
(2) They are not empowered about choice especially in
resource-limited and (3) The design of our study where participants were assigned to the study arm before they were
asked on their preferences and therefore less likely to state
a preference when satisfied with what they had received, for
example, only 11.9% of participants in the HBD arm actually
stated a preference compared with 61.2% in the Soc arm.
In the study arms where participants did not get an option
off being in HBD, a higher stated preference towards HBD
was observed over the other two options. In both HBD and
AC arms, participants were less likely to state preferences
towards the modes of ART delivery.
Although several studies have suggested increasing experience of stigma by household members who were receiving
follow-up visits by community health workers to link to care
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when tested positive [42], it appears that in our study, the
high acceptability of community models of care by participants did not perceive community health workers providing
HIV support and drug delivery in their homes or community
venues as stigmatizing. This could largely be due to the fact
that during the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial, repeated home
visits by community health workers delivering the door-todoor combination prevention package over the course of
3 years solidified the relationship between CHWs and the
communities and could also have changed the communities perception towards these cadres [35, 43]. However, we
cannot say how these findings may be generalizable to other
settings that do not have community workers delivering HIV
interventions.
The study had a number of limitations. First this study
was done in an urban setting where patients have never been
exposed to community models of ART delivery or other
forms of differentiated care offered by the government as
part of their health care services, and therefore may not
have been able to or could have struggled to determine their
preferences towards community models of ART delivery
unknown to them. Secondly, the design of our study where
participants were asked for their preference only after they
were assigned to the study arms could have led to bias. It
is possible that had we asked for their preferences prior to
them knowing which mode of ART delivery they were being
allocated to, we may have found a different outcome.
Our review sheds light for future opportunities to conduct
preference studies in resource-limited settings. As HIV programs scale up community models of ART delivery in the
context of universal treatment, there is need to further identify patient and provider preferences for community models
of care that will improve clinical outcomes.
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Chapter 7: Primary Results
This Chapter addresses the primary objective of the trial that determines whether patients in
community models of ART delivery have a lower or equal (“non-inferior”) risk of virological failure
compared to those receiving standard of care in an urban resource-limited setting as well as some of
the secondary objectives such as mortality and lost-to-follow-up. Presented below is the manuscript
for this chapter which has been submitted to the Lancet HIV journal.

7.1 Research Paper 4: Rates of viral suppression in a cohort of stable HIV+ patients
in two community models of ART delivery versus facility-based HIV care in Lusaka,
Zambia: A cluster-randomized non-inferiority trial nested within the HPTN 071
(PopART) trial.
Abstract
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Rates of viral suppression in a cohort of people with stable
HIV from two community models of ART delivery versus
facility-based HIV care in Lusaka, Zambia: a clusterrandomised, non-inferiority trial nested in the HPTN 071
(PopART) trial
Mohammed Limbada, David Macleod, Vasty Situmbeko, Ellen Muhau, Osborn Shibwela, Bwalya Chiti, Sian Floyd, Albertus J Schaap,
Richard Hayes, Sarah Fidler, Helen Ayles, on behalf of the HPTN 071 (PopART) study team

Background Non-facility-based antiretroviral therapy (ART) delivery for people with stable HIV might increase
sustainable ART coverage in low-income and middle-income countries. Within the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial,
two interventions, home-based delivery (HBD) and adherence clubs (AC), which included groups of 15–30 participants
who met at a communal venue, were compared with standard of care (SoC). In this trial we looked at the effectiveness
and feasibility of these alternative models of care. Specifically, this trial aimed to assess whether these models of care
had similar virological suppression to that of SoC 12 months after enrolment.
Methods This was a three-arm, cluster-randomised, non-inferiority trial, done in two urban communities in Lusaka,
Zambia included in the HPTN 071 trial. The two communities were split into zones, which were randomly
assigned (1:1:1) to the three treatment strategies: 35 zones to the SoC group, 35 zones to the HBD group, and
34 zones to the AC group. ART and adherence support were delivered once every 3 months at home for the HBD
group, in groups of 15–30 people in the AC group, or in the clinic for the SoC group. Adults with HIV who were
receiving first-line ART for at least 6 months, virally suppressed using national HIV guidelines in the last 12 months,
had no other health conditions requiring the clinicians attention, live in the study catchment area, and provided
written informed consent, were eligible for inclusion. The primary endpoint was viral suppression at 12 months
(with a 6 month final measurement window [ie, 9–15 months]), defined as less than 1000 HIV RNA copies per mL,
with a non-inferiority margin of 5%.
Findings Between May 5 and Dec 19, 2017, 9900 individuals were screened for inclusion, of whom 2489 (25·1%)
participants were enrolled into the trial: 781 (31%) in the SoC group, 852 (34%) in the HBD group, and 856 (34%) in
the AC group. A higher proportion of participants had viral load measurements in the primary outcome window in
the HBD (581 [61%]of 852 participants) and AC (485 [57%] of 856 participants) groups than in the SoC (390 [50%] of
781 patients) group (p=0·0021). Of the 1096 missing observations, 152 (13·8%) were attributable to either deaths
(25 [16%] participants), relocations (37 [24%] participants), or lost to follow-up (90 [59%]); 690 (63·0%) participants
had viral load results outside the window period; and 254 (23·2%) did not have a viral load result. The prevalence of
viral suppression was estimated to be 98·3% (95% CI 96·6 to 99·7) in the SoC group, 98·7% (97·5 to 99·6) in the
HBD group, and 99·2% (98·4 to 99·8) in the AC group. This gave an estimated risk difference of 0·3% (95% CI
–1·5 to 2·4) for the HBD group compared with the SoC group and 0·9% (–0·8 to 2·8) for the AC group compared
with the SoC group. There was strong evidence (p<0·0001) that both community ART models were non-inferior to
the SoC group (p<0·0001).
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Introduction
Globally, about 38 million people have HIV, of whom
25·7 million live in sub-Saharan Africa.1 Despite the
unprecedented scale-up of antiretroviral therapy (ART)
coverage in the so-called treat all era, there are concerns

over the sustainability of lifelong ART for all people with
HIV due to the restricted capacity of the health-care
systems.2,3
Lifelong ART, sustained engagement in care, and
adherence to ART are crucial for the UNAIDS 95-95-95
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Research in context
Evidence before this study
Although community models of antiretroviral therapy (ART)
delivery have shown promising outcomes in relation to
retention in care and ART adherence, there is little of evidence
on whether these models will be feasible in urban, resourcelimited settings and how these non-facility based models of
ART delivery perform in terms of viral suppression compared
with standard of care. We searched the MEDLINE, Embase, and
Global health databases from Jan 1, 2010, to Aug 21, 2019,
using the search terms “ART”or “Antiretroviral therapy” AND
“non-health facility based care” AND “sub-Saharan Africa”.
All studies measuring at least one of the following outcomes
were included: viral suppression, lost to follow-up, retention,
and mortality. Several systematic reviews published have
shown that community HIV programmes increase both
affordability and accessibility to ART with favourable clinical
outcomes in terms of optimal ART adherence, virological
suppression, all-cause mortality, and loss to follow-up.
However only a few of these studies have compared these
models of ART delivery with conventional health-care facility
or with one another, making it difficult to draw conclusions
regarding the effect of the models on patient clinical
outcomes. To date only a few randomised trials have reported
virological suppression as an outcome measure when
compared with the health-care facility for people with HIV in
low-income and middle-income countries in sub-Saharan
Africa. For the outcome of viral suppression, these trials have
showed no evidence of a difference in viral suppression
between community models of ART delivery and standard of
care with an overall estimated risk difference of 1% (95% CI
–1 to 4). Observational studies have also shown results broadly
consistent with the randomised trials, although slightly more
favourable towards community models of ART delivery, with
risk differences ranging from 4% to 6%. These studies have
also highlighted the need for additional studies to rigorously
compare clinical outcomes between the different models of
ART delivery.
Added value to this study
This study adds evidence to the growing literature that suggests
non-inferiority of community models of ART delivery in people



targets. Although few studies have evaluated the effect
of universal treatment on long-term retention, studies
published since 2019 have shown that 12 months retention
following universal treatment is below that required for
viral suppression, highlighting the need for targeted
interventions to ensure long-term sustainability.4,5
Many national programmes are scaling up alternative
service delivery approaches, known as differentiated
service delivery models, to cope with the growing number
of people with HIV on treatment.6 A range of differ
entiated service delivery models focusing on people with
stable disease have been successfully implemented in
2

with stable HIV on ART in high HIV burden, low-income and
middle-income countries in sub-Saharan Africa for key
outcome measures of viral suppression, death, or loss to followup compared with current standard of care. Our findings
reinforce previous assertions that decentralising ART services
outside the health-care facilities into the communities using
trained community health-care workers supporting drug
delivery and adherence support is feasible, acceptable, and as
effective as health facility-based care in ensuring viral
suppression 1 year after enrolment. Our trial showed similar or
better clinical and virological outcomes to other trials that
compared different models of ART delivery to conventional
health facility-based care. The proportion of people with HIV on
ART who were virally suppressed in our three study groups was
more than 95%, in line with the new UNAIDS target and
compares favourably with data from multiple previous trials and
cohort studies. This trial also identified challenges with regard to
programmatic priorities for differentiated service delivery
implementation in sub-Saharan Africa in the coming years with
respect to viral load testing and monitoring and evaluation of
differentiated service delivery models embedded in routine HIV
service delivery.
Implications of all the available evidence
Our study has shown that community models of ART delivery are
an effective strategy because they can complement health-care
facility-based care with regards to clinical outcomes and enhance
patients’ ability to manage HIV. These findings support national
HIV programmes scaling up differentiated service delivery
models in low-income and middle-income countries in an
effort to expand ART eligibility and access in the context of
universal treatment. As national ART programmes strive to
achieve the UNAIDS 95-95-95 targets by 2030, our findings have
important clinical and public health implications for low-income
and middle-income countries in that these differentiated service
delivery models can overcome the challenges to ART access and
retention in the midst of the weak public health infrastructure
and human resource crisis. Policy makers should consider
piloting, evaluating, and scaling more ambitious antiretroviral
community delivery programmes that can reach higher
proportions of people receiving ART.

sub-Saharan Africa allowing them to engage in care
through on-going adherence support and dispensation of
prepacked medications by community health workers.7,8
They differ from conventional HIV care in the type of
services provided, location and frequency of contact
with the health-care system, and the type of provider
involved.2,9 These models of delivery have increasingly
been recognised as safe and effective alternatives to the
current standard health-care facility10,11 and have shown
promising outcomes in relation to ART adherence, viral
load suppression, retention in care, loss to follow-up,
and all-cause mortality, in addition to decongesting
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health-care facilities.12,13 However, very few have compared
differentiated service delivery models to facility health
care or to one another, making it difficult to draw strong
conclusions on the models’ effectiveness on various
patient outcomes.2
The HPTN 071 (PopART) trial,14 a community random
ised trial done in 21 urban communities in Zambia
and South Africa, provided evidence that a combination
prevention intervention, including universal testing and
treatment, can reduce HIV incidence at population level.
Here, we report results from a cluster randomised, noninferiority trial nested within the HPTN 071 (PopART)
trial comparing two different community models of
ART delivery with the current standard of care (SoC) in
an urban setting in Zambia to gather evidence on the
effectiveness of these models in relation to clinical and
virological outcomes in people with HIV to guide policy
makers on which models to roll out in the context of
universal treatment.

Study design and participants





This three-arm, cluster-randomised, non-inferiority trial
was nested within the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial. Details
of the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial have been described
previously.15 Our nested study was done in a catchment
population of two primary health-care facilities (with an
estimated population coverage of 100 000 people per
community) in Lusaka, Zambia. Each community had
one public health-care facility and was divided into
geographical zones (clusters) that included approximately
500 households (approximately 1400 individuals ≥16 years
old). Each zone was managed by a pair of trained
community HIV care providers who provided homebased HIV testing and linkage and support services. The
two communities were purposely selected for this nested
study because they were both randomly assigned to the
PopART intervention groups, with community HIV care
providers already employed to deliver HIV combination
prevention package, and resembled other urban settings
in Zambia and sub-Saharan Africa with respect to clinic
burden HIV prevalence and population migration.
At the time of the study design (June, 2016), the
two communities had an HIV prevalence of approxi
mately 20% in adults (aged 18–44 years), with an
estimated 70% of all people with HIV accessing ART. The
study population included adults with HIV (≥18 years)
enrolled in HIV care at the two primary health-care
facilities who had stable disease. These individuals had
to be on first line ART for at least 6 months with an
HIV viral load of less than 1000 copies RNA/mL within
the preceding 12 months, in accordance with the WHO
classification. Additional eligibility criterion included
living within the study catchment area and willingness
to provide written informed consent. The study was
approved by the University of Zambia Biomedical
Research Ethics committee, Lusaka, Zambia and London

The unit of random assignment was a community HIV
care provider zone and random allocation of zones was
done before the start of this study. To achieve balance
across the zones or clusters, we stratified randomisation by
community and restricted the randomisation within each
community on average values of key outcomes: population
size, HIV prevalence, proportion of people with HIV who
attend the health-care facility, and distance to the healthcare facility, to ensure overall balance across the study
groups. A list of 10 000 random assignments meeting the
restriction criteria was created for each community,
numbered 0000 to 9999. Random assignment was done
publicly in both communities to select the final allocation
of community HIV care provider zones to the study
groups. A total of 104 community HIV care provider zones
across both communities were randomly assigned (1:1:1) to
one of three groups. Group 1 continue ART at the facilitybased standard of care (SoC group; 35 zones); group 2
had a choice of home-based ART delivery (HBD group;
35 zones); and group 3 had a choice of being in an
adherence club (AC group; 34 zones); participants in the
HBD and AC groups could chose to remain in facilitybased SoC. As a cluster-randomised trial of a strategy
to deliver HIV care service to people with HIV within
a cluster, masking of participants, community HIV care
providers, and study staff was not feasible.

Procedures
The study recruited participants from May 5 to Dec 19, 2017;
follow-up continued until April 30, 2019. People with HIV
attending the ART clinic were offered information about
the study and their files were screened for study eligibility.
Participants without a viral load result in the preceding
12 months had a blood sample collected and were asked
to come back after 1 month to be rescreened for eligibility.
Eligible participants were escorted to the study nurse for
written informed consent. Consenting participants had
their zone of residence confirmed and, based on their
residential zone, were assigned to one of the study groups.
They were then given the option to take up the assigned
intervention or continue receiving care at the facility.16
Participants assigned to the SoC group continued to
receive care at the health-care facility according to national
guidelines (appendix p 1).
In zones randomly assigned to the HBD group, a pair of
community HIV care providers visited the participants in
their homes once every 3 months to provide adherence
support, symptom screening using a simple checklist, and
dispensed prepacked drugs. In the AC group, each zone
had one club consisting of 15–30 participants who met

See Online for appendix



Methods

Randomisation and masking
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or required additional clinical services (detectable viral
load >1000 copies per mL) or had symptoms suggestive
of other medical conditions (eg, tuberculosis) were
transitioned to clinic-based care for follow-up.
Participants in the intervention groups had their
medical records kept up to date by the study staff. Data for
all participants were periodically extracted from their files
and the routine electronic monitoring system (SmartCare,
Zambian Ministry of Health, Lusaka, Zambia) to collect
clinical information, such as date of ART initiation, ART
dispensing intervals, and laboratory results (viral load
and CD4). Furthermore, data entered into study designed
forms at each home or club visit (eg, attendance registers,
drug scripts, event forms, and programme diaries)
were used to measure the outcomes and processes of
the study objectives, monitor the implementation of the
interventions and record key contextual factors. At the
end of the study, all the participants in the intervention
groups were transitioned to SoC.


once every 3 months at an agreed communal venue for
adherence support, symptom screening, and prepacked
medications delivered by a community HIV care provider
pair. In both intervention groups, participants returned
to the clinic at 6 and 12 months for a clinical review,
ART refill, and laboratory monitoring as per national
guidelines (appendix p 1). The ART supply was dispensed
for 3 months at all visits and throughout the study
period, all participants received the fixed-dose ART com
bination of tenofovir disoproxil fumarate, lamivudine or
emtricitabine, and efavirenz. There were no financial
incentives to participate in the study.
Clinical and follow-up visits in the intervention groups
are outlined in appendix (p 1). Participants in both
intervention groups were reminded of their scheduled
visits by recording the dates on their care card and a text
message reminder was sent to their mobile phones a
week before their scheduled meeting by the community
HIV care providers. In the HBD group, participants not
found at home at the time of the visit were followed up
by the community HIV care provider via a telephone
call or text message to reschedule their home visit
within a period of 5 days, provided they had adequate
drug supply. In the AC group, participants who were not
present during the club meeting were also followed up
via a telephone call and text message and asked to come
to the clinic for drug refill. During these home visits
and club meetings, the community HIV care providers
used study forms for standardised monitoring that
included adherence counselling guidelines and a symp
tom screening checklist for tuberculosis and sexually
transmitted infections. Participants assigned to the SoC
group continued to receive standard HIV care at the
facility and did not have any interaction with the study
staff. Participants who missed scheduled visits or were
lost to care were followed up by the clinic using routine
tracing procedures (including documented follow-up
home visits and telephone calls to clients and emergency
contacts).
All participants had their viral loads tested at the
ministry of health’s designated central laboratory, Lusaka,
Zambia. The study team collaborated closely with the
health-care facilities to ensure that results were returned
on time, and part-time volunteer workers assisted
with entering viral load results into participant files.
At each clinical, home, or club visit, study personnel
and community HIV care providers emphasised the
importance and advantages of viral load testing, described
how to interpret results, and reminded participants of
their upcoming visit and viral load test. Because
participants were not necessarily enrolled at the time of
their annual viral load measurement, some adjustment
of the timing of viral load test were made to ensure that
all fell within 9–15 months of enrolment. At every clinical
visit, the study nurse would check when participants
were due for a viral load test and order a test if needed.
Participants in the intervention groups who became ill

Outcomes
The primary endpoint was the proportion of participants
with virological suppression at 12 months (with a 3 month
reporting cutoff window [ie, 9–15 months]) after study
enrolment. Virological suppression was defined as no
more than 1000 HIV RNA copies per mL; viral load
measurements were done at a designated Ministry of
Health laboratory with COBAS TaqMan HIV-1 version
2·0 assay (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) at 6 months and
12 months after ART initiation and annually thereafter.
If no primary outcome measurement was taken within
the 3 month window then the primary outcome was
considered to be missing.
The prespecified secondary endpoints were, first, the
proportion of participants who were virally suppressed
at 20–24 months after enrolment (as measured by last
viral load result taken between 20 and 24 months after
enrolment). Second, the proportion of participants lost
to follow-up 12 months after enrolment, defined as
having no contact more than 90 days after last missed
scheduled appointment with unknown outcomes or the
proportion of participants who were no longer retained
on treatment with unknown outcomes after study
enrolment. Participants who transferred out of the
health-care facility were not considered lost to follow-up
but terminated from the study; other reasons for study
termination included death, lost to follow-up, and study
withdrawal. Third, the proportion of participants who
had died 12 months after enrolment due to any cause.
Lastly, the proportion of participants retained on
treatment 12 months after enrolment (defined as a
documented drug pick up between 9 and 12 months
after enrolment). Participants who moved to another
zone with a different intervention or outside the study
catchment area but continued to receive care at the
health-care facility were considered retained in care.
Additionally, the study recorded retention in the allocated
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model of care defined as the proportion of people
retained in their originally allocated group. For this
outcome, participants were considered non-retained in
the models of care if they transitioned back to SoC for

any reason, including comorbidities, lost to follow-up,
death, opting out of the intervention, or withdrawal. In
both intervention groups, death was recorded as reported
by the community HIV care providers who delivered the

Two of the eight PopART communities selected
for inclusion, including 104 zones

104 zones randomised

35 zones to the standard of care group

35 zones to the home based delivery group

34 zones to the adherence clubs group

9900 participants screened for inclusion

7401 ineligible*
3300 living outside the catchment area
1900 no viral load result
322 detectable viral load
1064 on treatment for <6 months
359 second line treatment
456 treatment buddy†

2499 eligible for inclusion

10 did not provide consent

2489 consented to the study

781 assigned to in the standard of care group
(median cluster size 22)

852 assigned to the home-based delivery
group (median cluster size 22)

856 assigned to the adherence clubs group
(median cluster size 24)

48 remained on standard of care

27 remained on standard of care

825 included in the home-based
delivery group

62 terminated
52 lost to follow-up
2 known deaths
8 transferred out‡

329 excluded from analysis
243 delayed viral load results
86 missing viral load results

390 analysed after 1 year follow-up

808 included in the adherence clubs group

39 terminated
20 lost to follow-up
7 known deaths
12 transferred out‡

51 terminated
18 lost to follow-up
16 known deaths
17 transferred out‡

332 excluded from analysis
254 delayed viral load results
78 missing viral load results

283 excluded from analysis
193 delayed viral load results
90 missing viral load results

485 analysed after 1 year follow-up

518 analysed after 1 year follow-up

Figure 1: Trial profile
Community one had 54 zones and community two had 50 Zones. *Based on crude estimates. †Treatment buddies are also known as treatment supporters; they
support treatment (eg, by picking up drug refills if an individual with HIV cannot come to the clinic; treatment buddies were not included in our investigation.
‡Patients transferred out of the community and sought care in another health care facility.
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365 (47%)

418 (50%)

370 (43%)

Community 2

416 (53%)

434 (51%)

486 (57%)

Male

226 (29%)

247 (29%)

259 (30%)

Female

555 (71%)

605 (71%)

597 (70%)

Sex

Age groups (years)
18–24

32 (4%)

43 (5%)

36 (4%)

25–34

190 (24%)

216 (25%)

204 (24%)

35–44

312 (40%)

342 (40%)

338 (39%)

45–54

175 (22%)

190 (22%)

189 (22%)

≥55

72 (9%)

61 (7%)

89 (10%)

Median age (years)

40 (34–47)

39 (33–46)

40 (34–47)

Years on ART
<1 year

23 (3%)

30 (4%)

24 (3%)

1–2 years

214 (27%)

223 (26%)

233 (27%)

3–5 years

262 (34%)

285 (34%)

281 (33%)

≥6 years

282 (36%)

314 (37%)

318 (37%)

4 (2–7)

4 (2–7)

4 (2–7)

Median years on ART

Data are n (%) or median (IQR). Data are for the modified intention-to-treat
analysis. ART=antiretroviral therapy.

Table 1: Baseline clinical characteristics of participants in the
intervention and control arms

interventions, whereas in the SoC group deaths were
recorded from either SmartCare database or participant
clinic records. All primary and secondary outcomes were
assessed according to the intention-to-treat principle. No
clinical adverse events were anticipated; social harms
were reported using social harm forms.

Statistical analysis
On the basis of the data derived from the HPTN 071
(PopART) trial, the number of adults with HIV who were
receiving ART averaged approximately 50 per zone, with a
harmonic mean of approximately 36 per zone.16 Assuming
that 80% of the eligible adults who agreed to participate in
the study, were not lost to follow-up, and had a primary
endpoint measurement the number of study participants
per zone would be 30. Our study power calculations using
this assumption, given 104 zones randomly assigned to
the three groups, gave an estimated overall sample size
of 3120 participants, approximately 1040 per group. We
assumed that of the study participants in the SoC group
the proportion who were not virally suppressed 12 months
after enrolment to the study would be between 10 and
15%.16 We defined the non-inferiority margin to be 5%,
based on clinical judgement as to what would be a
meaningful increase in non-suppression and by similar
trials.17–19 Assuming the coefficient of variation (k) to
be 0·3, the estimated study power was 91% to show that
the HBD and AC groups were not inferior to the SoC
6



Community 1

Communities

group. The value of k was based on an estimate range of
cluster prevalence from 4% to 16%, and the corresponding
intracluster coefficient was 0·01. The power calculations
used the formula for cluster-randomised, non-inferiority
trials by Hayes and Moulton.20
Data analysis was done following the methods outlined
by Hayes and Moulton.20 For our primary analysis, the
prevalence of viral suppression in each zone within each
group was estimated and the mean of the zone-specific
values was calculated for each group, along with its
corresponding 95% CI. Given the high prevalence of viral
suppression in the primary outcome, the CI for the preva
lence estimates were obtained with bootstrap methods
(ie, taking 100 000 samples of size N from the zone
means, calculating the mean from each of these samples,
and taking the 2·5 and 97·5 percentiles). The difference
in the prevalence between the groups provided the risk
difference. The evidence for a difference was assessed
using a one-sample t-test, with a non-inferiority margin
of 5%. Because of the high prevalence of the primary
outcome, bootstrap SEs were used for estimating the
95% CI of the risk difference. The proportion of bootstrap
samples that showed a risk difference of more than 5%
(favouring SoC groups) provided the p value for testing
this hypothesis of non-inferiority. Cluster-level analysis
was done to provide estimates of prevalence differences.
Because results were frequently absent or delayed, with
a turnaround time of 4–12 weeks, a high proportion of
individuals did not receive a viral load measurement
within the prespecified window. Therefore, a post-hoc
sensitivity analyses of the primary outcome were done,
widening the window initially to 9–18 months and then
to 9–24 months. Due to the large amount of missing viral
load data, an additional sensitivity analysis was done (not
pre-specified in the protocol) to provide the worst case
scenario in which those without a viral load result were
categorised as unsuppressed. The trial was registered
with ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03025165.

Role of the funding source
The funders had no role in the study design, data
collection, data analysis, and interpretation, or writing
of the report.

Results
Between May 5 and Dec 19, 2017, a total of 9900 partici
pants were screened for eligibility in the health-care
facilities across both communities. 2499 (25·2%) people
with stable HIV were identified as eligible for inclu
sion, of whom 2489 (99·6%) consented to participate
(figure 1). 1757 (70·6%) participants were female, which
reflects the population of individuals on ART with stable
HIV (table 1). 781 (31·4%) participants were assigned
to the SoC group, 852 (34·2%) to the HBD group, and
856 (34·4%) to the AC group. 27 (3%) of 852 participants
in the HBD group and 48 (6%) of 856 participants in the
AC group chose to continue receiving care at the clinic.
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Home-based
Adherence
delivery group clubs group
(n=852)
(n=856)



Standard of
care group
(n=781)
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Participants
with viral load
result

Participants with
viral load
>1000 copies
per mL
(IQR 2175–18 221)

Estimated
prevalence of viral
suppression*
(%; 95% CI)

Risk difference vs
standard of care†

9–15 months (primary outcome)
Standard of care group

390/781 (50%)

6/390 (2%)

98·3% (96·6 to 99·7)

Home-based delivery
group

518/852 (61%)

6/518 (1%)

98·7% (97·5 to 99·6)

Adherence clubs group 485/856 (57%)

4/485 (1%)

99·2% (98·4 to 99·8) 0·9% (–0·8 to 2·8)

··
0·3% (–1·5 to 2·4)

9–18 months
Standard of care group

526/781 (67%)

8/526 (2%)

98·0% (96·3 to 99·5)

Home-based delivery
group

621/852 (73%)

10/621 (2%)

98·3% (97·3 to 99·3)

Adherence clubs group

576/856 (67%)

7/576 (1%)

98·8% (97·9 to 99·6) 0·8% (–0·9 to 2·7)
98·4% (97·0 to 99·6)

··
0·3% (–1·5 to 2·3)

9–24 months
Standard of care group

633/781 (81%)

8/633 (1%)

Home-based delivery
group

711/852 (83%)

13/711 (2%)

98·2% (97·2 to 98·2) –0·2% (–1·7 to 1·5)

Adherence clubs group

739/856 (86%)

10/739 (1%)

98·6% (97·7 to 99·3)

Standard of care group

123/781 (16%)

2/123 (2%)

99·2% (98·0 to 100)

Home-based delivery
group

197/852 (23%)

3/197 (2%)

98·9% (97·7 to 100)

Adherence clubs group

379/856 (44%)

6/379 (2%)

98·7% (97·7 to 99·6) –0·5% (–1·9 to 1·0)

··

0·2% (–1·3 to 1·8)

20–24 months
··
–0·3% (–1·9 to 1·3)

Data are n/N (%). *Estimated prevalence based on mean of zone (cluster) prevalence’s; virological suppression was
defined according to the Zambian standard of care guidelines: less than 1000 HIV RNA copies per mL (based on the
parameters of any assay performed through routine laboratory monitoring). †Is the difference in the risk of virological
failure between the intervention and standard of care.

Table 2: Viral suppression at different time points



Trial group

Adherance club group
Home-based delivery group
Standard of care group
95

96

97

98

99

100

Percentage virally suppressed at 1 year (with 95% CI)

Trial group

Adherance club group
vs standard of care group
Home-based delivery group
vs standard of care group

Non-inferiority margin

–5

–4

–3

–2

–1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Difference in percentage virally suppressed at 1 year (with 95% CI)
Favours standard of care Favours intervention

Figure 2: Comparison of standard of care with home-based delivery and adherence clubs
(A) Estimated viral suppression in the three treatment groups. (B) Risk difference of viral suppression between the
standard of care group and the two intervention groups.

remained very high (>98% in all groups) with strong
evidence (p<0·0001) of non-inferiority (appendix p 2).
The proportion of participants retained and known
to be virally suppressed at 12 months was compared
in all participants across all three groups, excluding the
37 participants who were known to have transferred out
of the community. The mean cluster prevalence was
50·3% (SD 14·2%) in the SoC group, 57·1% (SD 17·7%)






The median age of participants was 40 years (IQR 33–47)
and the median duration on ART was 4 years (IQR 2–7).
1393 (56·0%) of the 2489 participants included across all
three groups had a viral load result available for analysis
within the 9–15 month window used for the primary
outcome of viral suppression at 12 months. A higher
proportion of participants had a viral load measurement
in the HBD (518 [61%] of 852 participants) and AC
(485 [57%] of 856 participants) groups than in the SoC
group (390 [50%] of 781 participants; table 2). Of those
with a viral load measurement available in the primary
endpoint window, across all three groups 16 (1·1%) of
1393 were not virally suppressed. The median viral load
for those who were unsuppressed was 12 870 RNA copies
per mL (IQR 2175 to 28 221). Viral load suppression was
estimated to be 98·3% (95% CI 96·6 to 99·7) in the SoC
group compared with 98·7% (97·5 to 99·6) in the HBD
group and 99·2% (98·4 to 99·8) in the AC group. The
intracluster correlation coefficient was 0·01 (95% 0·00 to
0·04). This resulted in an estimated risk of viral load
suppression being 0·3% (95% CI –1·5 to 2·4) for the
HBD group compared with the SoC group and 0·9%
(–0·8 to 2·8) for the AC group compared with the SoC
group (figure 2). The lower bound of the two-sided 95% CI
for both the risk differences were more than the noninferiority margin of –5%. There was strong evidence
(p<0·0001) that both the HBD and AC interventions were
non-inferior to SoC, using our predefined non-inferiority
margin of 5%.
Of the 1096 (44%) participants without a viral load
in the primary endpoint window, 25 (2·3%) had died,
37 (3·4%) transferred out of the community, and
90 (8·2%) were lost to follow-up. Of the remaining
944 participants who did not have a viral load data
recorded in the primary endpoint window, had not
died, had not been transferred out of the community,
and were not lost-to-follow-up, 690 (73%) had a viral
load measurement taken between 15 months and
24 months (giving a total of 2083 [83·7%] participants
who had a viral load result between 9 and 24 months)
and 254 (10·2%) never had a viral load result, but were
not lost to follow-up, had not transferred, and were
not known to have died. Reasons for not having a viral
load result included not having had a viral load test
done, missing results, delayed processing of viral load
samples, and delayed entry of viral load results into
participant files and Smartcare database.
Post-hoc sensitivity analyses were done to allow the
inclusion of some participants with viral load data
available outside of the predefined primary endpoint
window (9–15 months). First, the window was widened
to allow an observation of viral load between 9 and
18 months, resulting in 1723 (69·2%) participants being
included in the analysis. A second expansion of the
window to 24 months resulted in the inclusion of
2083 (83·7%) participants. Across all scenarios, the
proportion of participants who were virally suppressed
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Standard of care Home-based delivery Adherence clubs
group (n=781)
group (n=852)
group (n=856)
Loss to follow-up
72 (9%)
··

Risk difference vs standard of care group
Loss to follow-up at 24 months

127 (16%)
··

Risk difference vs standard of care group

28 (3%)

28 (3%)



Loss to follow-up at 12 months

–6·4% (–9·3 to –3·5)

–6·7% (–9·7 to –3·8)

51 (6%)

46 (5%)

–10·9% (–14·3 to –7·6) –11·8% (–15·3 to –8·3)

Mortality
Known died at 12 months

2 (<1%)

18 (2%)

8 (1%)

Known died at 24 months

2 (<1%)

19 (2%)

12 (1%)

129 (17%)

70 (8%)

58 (7%)

Combined death and lost to follow-up

compared with the SoC group, but still well above the
non-inferiority threshold of –5% (p<0·0001).
Deaths at 12 months are reported in table 3. In the entire
follow-up period of 24 months, 33 (1·3%) of 2489 partici
pants were known to have died: two (<1%) of 781 in the
SoC group, 19 (2%)of 852 in the HBD group, and 12 (1%) of
856 in the AC group (table 3). Information obtained
on the cause of death was mostly non-specific. In the
HBD group, of the 19 participants who died, three died
due to HIV-related causes, seven due to non-HIV related
causes, and nine due to unknown cause. In the AC group,
one died due to HIV related cause, four due to non-HIV
related causes, and seven due to unknown causes. Of the
two participants who died in the SoC group, neither were
known to be due to HIV-related causes.
By the end of the study, 224 participants were lost to
follow-up: 127 (57%) from the SoC group 51 (23%) from
the HBD group, and 46 (21%) from the AC group.
2167 (87·1%) of 2489 participants who were retained in
care at 12 months. Retention in care was highest in the
AC group (776 [91%]), followed by the HBD group
(745 [87%]), and last the SoC group (776 [83%]). 92 (11%)
of 825 participants in the HBD group and 54 (7%) of
808 participants in the AC group were transitioned to SoC
within the first year (table 4). 733 (89%) of 825 participants
were retained in the HBD group at 12 months and
754 (93%) of 808 participants were retained in the AC
group (table 4). Five (0·5%) participants developed
tuberculosis (four in the AC group and one in the HBD
group). Throughout the study period, there were no
reports of adverse events or social harms.


Data are n (%) or % (95% CI). *Information obtained on the cause of death was mostly non-specific.

Home-based delivery
group (n=852)

Adherence clubs
group (n=856)

Chose the model assigned

781 (100%)

825 (97%)

808 (94%)

Retained in care at 12 months*

646 (83%)

745 (87%)

776 (91%)

Retained in the model of care at
12 months†

··

733 (88%)

754 (93%)

Transitioned back to standard of
care within the first year after
enrolment

··

92 (11%)

54 (7%)

Moved out or relocated out of
the zone or community‡

··

53/92 (58%)

26/54 (48%)

Opted out of the model

··

24/92 (26%)

19/54 (35%)

Staff decision

··

15/92 (16%)

9/54 (16%)

Reasons for transition

Data are n (%) or n/N (%). *Defined as participants who had a drug refill within the 120 days in the run up to 12 months
after enrolment (ie, between 245 and 365 days after enrolment). †Participants who were still receiving care via the
intervention models and had not transitioned to standard of care. ‡Moved out of the zone into another zone offering a
different intervention or out of the community but still receiving care at the same health care facility.

Table 4: Retention in allocated model of antiretroviral delivery





in the AC group, and 62·3% (13·9%) in the HBD group
(appendix p 3). The HBD intervention resulted in higher
known viral suppression than SoC, with an estimated
risk difference of 12·0% (95% CI 5·3 to 18·7; p=0·00066);
although the AC intervention was also better than
SoC the difference was not statistically different (risk
difference 6·7% [95% CI –0·9 to 14·4]; p=0·085).
In both the HBD and AC groups there was very
strong evidence (p<0·0001) of non-inferiority against the
5% non-inferiority margin.
For our secondary endpoint of viral suppression in
those who had a viral load result 20–24 months after
enrolment, more viral load results were obtained in the
AC group (44·3%) than in the HBD (23·1%) or SoC
arms (15·7%). Viral suppression was estimated to be
99·2% (95% CI 98·0–100·0) in the SoC group compared
with 98·9% (97·7–100·0) in the HBD group and 98·7%
(97·7–99·6) in the AC group (table 2). This resulted in
the estimated risk of viral suppression being slightly
lower in both the HBD group and the AC group
8

Discussion
This cluster-randomised, non-inferiority trial done in a
high HIV prevalence setting in Zambia provides evidence
that two community models of ART delivery were noninferior to the current standard of care in terms of viral
suppression 1 year and 2 years after enrolment. The
proportion of participants with viral suppression in our
three study groups was more than 95%, which compares
favourably with results from other published studies and
is higher than we had anticipated, partly due to the
eligibility requirement of being virally suppressed within
the 12 months before trial enrolment and because the
median time on ART in all three arms was 4 years.
Although only 55% of individuals had a viral load result
during the predefined window period, sensitivity analysis
including 85% of the data gave the same result.
Our study adds to the growing body of literature
that streamlined services for people with stable HIV,
delivered by trained community health workers to support
adherence and drug delivery, is as effective as care in
health-care facilities in ensuring ART adherence and viral
suppression. Randomised studies from Tanzania, Uganda,
and Kenya have all shown that home-based ART deliv
ery can achieve similar or higher viral suppression and
retention rates than conventional facility-based care.18,19,21
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Standard of care
group (n=781)



Table 3: Lost to follow-up and mortality across the study groups
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patients are more likely to be informed of their results at
the next clinic appointment. There is need to strengthen
laboratory services by creating an efficient feedback
system, developing guidelines, and providing ongoing
training and support to health-care workers about the
importance of viral load monitoring and considering
alternative viral load technologies, such as point-of-care
viral load tests. Additionally, demand for viral load testing
must be created by empowering patients to understand
the significance of the test, participate in their treatment
decisions, and benefit from the use of their results.29
During the study, ART stock-outs occurred due to
health system issues or supply chain flaws, resulting in
1–2 months ART refills instead of 3 months. This might
have effected adherence in the SoC group because more
frequent pharmacy visits were required, underlining
the need for alternative drug delivery mechanisms in
low-income and middle-income countries.
Our study had several strengths in that it used a robust,
cluster-randomised design to explore participant out
comes of different ART delivery models and compare
them with the health-care facilities in a real-world urban
setting, providing evidence that could be generalised to
other in low-income and middle-income countries. The
use of routine clinical and laboratory data helped prevent
this study from influencing participant clinical out
comes. This study showed the acceptability of community
health workers to deliver ART, despite potential stigma
concerns, this might be because the repeated home visits
over 3 years during the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial
solidified their relationship with the communities which
could, in turn, have helped overcome many of the
challenges people with HIV face in accessing care.30–33
The study had several limitations. First, there could
have been ascertainment bias for some outcomes, because
we knew what occurred to participants in the intervention
groups but not in the SoC group, restricting our abil
ity to draw specific comparisons regarding deaths and
opportunistic infections. Second, delayed viral load data
excluded many potential eligible individuals from the
study. The number of participants with a viral load result
in the primary endpoint window was substantially lower
than predicted and was lower in the SoC group than in
the HBD and AC groups. This difference could have
introduced bias into the results if the reason for a missing
viral load was associated with viral suppression. However,
the sensitivity analysis that allowed us to include many of
the delayed viral load results gave us a similar result to the
primary outcome. Third, we had lower recruitment in
the SoC group. This imbalance might have occurred due
to participant awareness of the interventions in their
residential zones, leading them to visit the clinic outside
their scheduled appointments to be screened for study
inclusion. This might have led to overestimating viral
suppression in the intervention groups. Fourth, compared
with the SoC group, lost to follow-up rates were lower in
the intervention groups. However, it is unlikely that those






Regarding adherence clubs, our findings support random
ised studies from South Africa, in which 12 month viral
suppression rates were similar between adherence clubs
and the health-care facilities.22,23 However, in most of these
published studies, it was difficult to ascertain the viral load
coverage because the authors did not specifically describe
what percentage of participants did not have a viral load
available for analysis. Studies from Lesotho and Zimbabwe
on multi-month dispensing and community adherence
groups found no difference in viral suppression rates
between community models and facility care, despite
the limitations of the study from Zimbabwe in viral load
results availability, which were similar to ours.12,24 The
findings of our study were also consistent with our
systematic review, published in 2021, which found no
evidence of differences in viral suppression between
patients assigned to various forms of differentiated service
delivery models and the health-care facility.25
In line with previous studies, retention in both inter
vention groups was high despite the high patient mobility
in urban settings.14 We found no evidence of a difference in
all-cause mortality rates between those assigned to the
HBD group and those assigned to the AC group, although
comparison of mortality rates to the SoC group was
probably subject to ascertainment bias because we relied
on routine clinical data, in which deaths outside the clinic
are poorly recorded and information obtained on the cause
of death mostly non-specific.10 Lost to follow-up rates in the
health-care facility were significantly higher compared
with both the HBD and AC groups, but this difference
could have been an overestimation because death was
poorly recorded, or participants could have transferred
without the knowledge of the health-care facility (also
known as silent transfer), with others discontinuing
therapy.18,21,23,26 Like many programmes in sub-Saharan
Africa reporting lost to follow-up, ascertaining the actual
outcomes of people who were lost to follow-up who could
frequently not be traced was difficult.27
Our findings highlight the suboptimal routine viral
load monitoring for people with HIV in low-income and
middle-income countries. In our trial and a randomised
study in Lesotho,12 non-availability of viral load results due
to prolonged testing turnaround time and missing results
resulted in a significant proportion of participants being
ineligible for differentiated service delivery inclusion.
Nearly half of our study participants were excluded
from the primary analysis, and, in comparison with the
standard of care, viral load coverage in both community
ART models was around 5–10% better because of the viral
load demand created by the study team. Although viral
load testing capacity has increased in low-income and
middle-income countries, insufficient testing, inadequate
personnel, inefficient cold chain transportation, and weak
sample referral mechanisms continue to prevent people
with HIV from getting these tests.9,28 People with an
unsuppressed viral load need to be followed up by peer
educators, but this approach has not been robust, and
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who were lost to follow-up had a higher prevalence of
virological suppression than those who were not lost to
follow-up, implying that increased lost to follow-up rates in
the SoC group makes our comparison more conservative.
Fifth, our assumption on prevalence on non-suppression
was too high and despite not recruiting our target sample
size, the study power was retained by the lower level of
non-suppression. Finally, because participants had to be
clinically stable, they were probably highly adherent. This
calls into doubt their representativeness of all people
with HIV and the generalisability of the results. Whereas,
people who struggle with adherence and appointment
keeping might benefit the most from flexible models of
care and should be included in such trials.
Our study has shown that differentiated service
delivery models are feasible, acceptable, and do not
compromise clinical outcomes for people with stable
HIV. They can overcome barriers to ART access despite
the weak public health infrastructure, restricted human
resources, and the day-to-day realities of living with HIV.
They might even be more suited for people with less
stable HIV who face difficulties attending the clinic
for work, family, or stigma reasons, and offer more
individualised care and peer support for newly diagnosed
individuals. To fully assess the effectiveness of the
models in practice, more research or programmatic
evaluations are required to understand their implications
long-term (5–10 years follow-up), and which factors
have the greatest influence or effect on the models’
effectiveness need to be determined. Exploration of
annual clinic visits for people with stable HIV, in which
viral load testing can be done outside the clinic, might
have a beneficial effect on the cost, cost-effectiveness,
and acceptability of HIV interventions on a larger scale.
In conclusion, community models of ART delivery
were as effective as facility-based care in terms of viral
suppression in this urban setting in Zambia. However,
in settings with poor viral load resources, such frequent
viral load monitoring in people receiving ART with
stable HIV might not be optimal compared with efforts
to enhance retention on ART or viral load monitoring in
populations at higher risk of non-suppression.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Broad overview of the three ART delivery models.
When

What

Month 0
(enrolment)

Clinical consultation, screening for eligibility*,
consent to participate in study*
Drug: ART x 90 days
Clinical visit: Clinical consultation, adherence
support!, laboratory monitoring (VL testing) ⱡ
Drugs: ART refill for 90 days***
Clinical consultation, screening for eligibility*,
consent to participate in study *
Drug: ART x 90 days
Adherence support
Symptom screening for TB, STI
Provision of Health education & provision of
condoms
Drugs: Dispensation of 3-monthly pre-packed drugs

By Whom

Where

Model

Standard of
Care (SoC)

Months 3, 6,
9 and 12
Month 0
(enrolment)
Months 3
and 9

Home-Based
Delivery
(HBD)

Months 6
and 12

Month 0
(enrolment)
Adherence
clubs (AC)
Months 3
and 9

Months 6
and 12

Patients with symptoms referred to clinic
Clinical visit: clinical consultation, adherence
support!,
Laboratory: VL sample collectionⱡⱡ
Drugs: ART refill x 90 days
VL > 1000 or symptom screening positive –
participant down referred to SoC ¥
Clinical consultation, screening for eligibility*,
consent to participate in study *
Drug: ART x 90 days
Club venue and meeting date provided
Club meeting consisting of 15-30 participants
Adherence support
Symptom screening for TB, STI
Provision of Health education & provision of
condoms
Drugs: Dispensation of 3-monthly pre-packed drugs
Patients with symptoms referred to clinic
Clinical visit: clinical consultation, adherence
support!,
Laboratory: VL sample collectionⱡⱡ
Drugs: ART refill x 90 days

Clinician**

ART clinic

Clinician **

ART clinic

CHiP
(community
HIV care
provider)

Participants
Home

Clinician **

ART clinic

Clinician**

ART clinic

CHiP
(community
HIV care
provider)

Community
venue
(church halls,
school
classrooms)

Clinician**

ART clinic

VL > 1000 or symptom screening positive –
participant down referred to SoC ¥
*Screening for eligibility and consenting was done by research nurse in the health care facility
**clinician includes physicians, clinical officers and nurses
*** ART refills in the SoC varied from 1-3 monthly supplies depending on drug stocks
! adherence support in the SoC was done either by the clinician or adherence support workers
ⱡ VL testing in the SoC would be done at either one of the 4 visits depending on their annual due date
ⱡⱡ VL testing in intervention arms were done either at the 6 month or 12 month clinical visit if that visit was close to or
corresponded to their scheduled VL testing date.
¥ patients in the intervention arms with VL > 1000 copies were notified of their results either during their clinical visit or even
called prior to their clinical or community visit to be seen by the clinician at the HCF.
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Appendix 2 : Sensitivity analysis showing estimated and risk difference of viral suppression over
time among all patients.
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Appendix 3. Composite outcomes (known viral suppression)

Standard of Care
Home Based Delivery
Adherence Clubs

Enrolled
and did not
transfer out
773
835
844

Known virally
suppressed at
12-months*
384 (49·7%)
512 (61·3%)
481 (57·0%)

Estimated prevalence
of known viral
suppression†
50·3% (45·5%, 55·2%)
62·3% (57·6%, 67·1%)
57·1% (50·9%, 63·2%)

Risk difference vs SoC

12·0% (5·3%, 18·7%)
6·7% (-0·9%, 14·4%)

Data are n/N (%).
*Percentages are as per the raw data (the window period 9-15 months after enrolment)
† Means of cluster prevalence by zone
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Appendix 4. Risk difference of viral suppression stratified by sex, age group and years on ART.
Enrolled (N)

No. of those with
VL result

VL>1000
copies/ml

Estimated prevalence of
viral suppression

Risk difference vs SoC

Men
Standard of Care
Home-Based Delivery
Adherence Clubs

226
247
259

102 (45·1%)
147 (59·5%)
148 (57·1%)

2
4
3

98·2% [95·0%, 100%]
96·5% [92·5%, 99·6%]
98·4% [96·4%, 100%]

-1·72% [-6·30%, 2·86%]
0·19% [-3·17%, 3·56%]

Women
Standard of Care
Home-Based Delivery
Adherence Clubs

555
605
597

288 (51·9%)
371 (61·3%)
337 (56·4%)

4
2
1

98·4% [96·2%, 100%]
99·5% [98·8%, 100%]
99·7% [99·1%, 100%]

1·15% [-0·59%, 3·47%]
1·31% [-0·37%, 3·55%]

Aged under 40
Standard of Care
Home-Based Delivery
Adherence Clubs

370
434
422

182 (49·2%)
253 (58·3%)
226 (53·6%)

4
3
0

97·7% [95·2%, 99·7%]
98·9% [97·4%, 100%]
100% [N/A]*

1·21% [-1·28%, 3·95%]
2·32% [0·34%, 4·76%]

Aged 40+
Standard of Care
Home-Based Delivery
Adherence Clubs

411
418
434

208 (50·6%)
265 (63·4%)
259 (59·7%)

2
3
4

99·2% [97·8%, 100%]
98·9% [97·5%, 100%]
98.5% [97·0%, 99·7%]

-0·30% [-2·03%, 1·47%]
-0.67% [-2·49%, 1·22%]

On ART less than 3 years
Standard of Care
Home-Based Delivery
Adherence Clubs

238
253
257

119 (50·0%)
164 (64·8%)
136 (52·9%)

4
3
2

94·0% [86·2%, 99·2%]
98·2% [96·0%, 100%]
98·8% [96·9%, 100%]

4·12% [-1·66%, 12·2%]
4·72% [-0·89%, 12·8%]

On ART 3+ years
Standard of Care
Home-Based Delivery
Adherence Clubs

543
599
599

271 (49·9%)
354 (59·1%)
349 (58·3%)

2
3
2

99·3% [98·2%, 100%]
99·0% [97·8%, 100%]
99·2% [97·9%, 100%]

-0·3% [-1·89%, 1·17%]
-0·1% [-1·62%, 1·35%]

Data are n (%).*Unable to calculate confidence interval due to no events in AC arm.
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Chapter 8. Discussion
8.1 Outline of the chapter
This chapter summarizes the key findings of this research to compare different community models of
ART delivery for stable HIV+ patients in an urban setting. Findings of each research component of this
thesis have been discussed comprehensively in each of the four research papers and linking chapters.
This final chapter summarizes the key findings across the study’s primary and secondary objectives
and the factors that influence the development and implementation of community models of ART
delivery in an urban setting. The study's strengths and limitations will be analysed, and
recommendations for future research, policy, programs, and services will be made based on the thesis
findings.

8.2 Summary of the key findings
The research undertaken for this PhD compared two community-based ART delivery approaches to
existing facility-based standard care in an urban resource-limited setting in Zambia. The findings of
this study should be applicable to a wide range of urban and peri-urban settings in Sub-Saharan Africa,
where DSD models are being scaled up to handle the growing population of PLHIV on ART. Key
research questions relevant to policy makers prior to the consideration of alternative approaches to
sustaining ART for all PLWH are, safety, feasibility and acceptability, all of which have been carefully
addressed in this PhD.
The critical findings of this research are:
1. A review of current literature demonstrates that non health facility-based care (nHFBC) models
are a safe alternative to the current standard of care in resource-limited settings in sub-Saharan
Africa in terms of mortality, viral suppression, and retention in care.
2. Community models of ART delivery have been shown to be acceptable in a high burden HIV urban
setting with inadequate human resources and infrastructures, with the majority expressing a
preference for these models of care.
3. Both community models of ART delivery tested in this research are as effective as facility-based
care in terms of viral load suppression.
4. Implementing community models of ART delivery in an urban resource-limited setting is feasible
but can be affected by health systems challenges which includes lack of access to viral load testing
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and results, inadequate latitude for prescribing drugs, and inadequate funding to support
retention and supervision of community health workers.

8.2.1 Review of current literature has shown non-health facility based care (nHFBC)
models have promising outcomes and a safe alternative to the current standard of care in
resource-limited settings in sub-Saharan Africa.
The systematic review of literature (Chapter 3) found evidence that decentralizing HIV services into
the community via non-health facility based care (nHFBC) models has promising outcomes and is a
safe alternative to conventional standard of care in resource-limited settings[230]. The review
suggested that levels of VLS and mortality are similar in both nHFBC and health facility-based care
(HFBC) groups. The pooled risk difference of VLS amongst the four RCTs showed no evidence of a
difference in VLS between nHFBC and HFBC, with a point estimate of VLS 1% higher in HFBC [95% CI 1% lower to 4% higher]. Three of the four observational studies reporting VLS were broadly consistent
with the RCTs, although they were slightly more favorable towards nHFBC, with risk difference ranging
from 4-6%. The pooled hazard ratio of mortality amongst 2 RCTs and 4 observational cohort studies
showed no evidence of a difference in mortality between nHFBC and HFBC with an overall estimated
hazard ratio of 1.01 [95% CI 0.88, 1.16]. Similarly, with regards to retention and LTFU, articles in our
review showed comparable or slightly better outcomes amongst nHFBC when compared to HFBC.
Although no formal quantitative analysis was performed on these outcomes due to the very different
definitions between papers, it was observed that the outcomes appeared similar between HFBC and
nHFBC. Our findings are in line with previously published systematic review by Decroo et al that
summarized evidence that community based programs can make treatment more accessible and
affordable, as well as enhance adherence and long-term retention of patients on ART [178].
Our systematic review had several limitations, and this included the small number of studies that
reported ART delivery through nHFBC models, heterogeneity of the models ranging from their
diversity, definitions, outcomes assessed and evaluation methods. Another limitation was that only
two-thirds of the articles in our review compared nHFBC to conventional health facility-based care
making data available for analysis limited and inclusion in the meta-analysis imperfect, limiting the
strength of our conclusions on the various outcomes. The diversity of these nHFBC models, as well as
their study designs, could have resulted in observation and confounding bias when comparing them.
Significant selection bias was introduced as only stable patients were included in the studies.
Despite the promising outcomes, further studies are needed to fully understand longer clinical
outcomes and cost effectiveness of nHFBC and how these models can be placed into the context of
existing healthcare systems.
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8.2.2 Community models of ART delivery have been shown to be acceptable in a high burden HIV
urban setting with inadequate human resources and infrastructures, with the majority expressing a
preference for these models of care.
Our study findings confirmed that decentralizing ART outside the current facility-based care into the
communities using community health workers (in our case, the CHiPs) to provide adherence support
and pre-packed medications is feasible and acceptable (Chapter 6 of this thesis). Over 95% of eligible
patients consented to participate in the study demonstrating a general acceptance and enthusiasm
towards these innovative models of ART delivery[231]. Several studies have reported stigma as either
a barrier or enabler in the uptake of differentiated models of care based outside the health care facility
[221]. DSD models that reduced frequency of visits and time spent collecting ART drugs have been
mentioned as potentially stigma reducing as patients felt they were less likely to be seen at the clinics
or being noticed for their frequent trips to the clinic [164, 221-223]. Other studies have reported DSD
models outside the HCF, such as adherence clubs, as stigmatizing as patients feared public disclosure
of their HIV status [221, 224]. Despite earlier studies having reported that only 3% of patients refuse
to engage in DSD models due to stigma [178, 232], recent qualitative studies from Ghana, Malawi and
South Africa have reported that DSD models outside the HCF have a limited impact on reducing HIVrelated stigma and may be a barrier to patient uptake[212, 221, 225]. Interestingly, our findings
showed that both HBD and AC models, utilizing CHWs to provide adherence support and medications,
are well accepted and preferred by many PLHIV who do not perceive these models of delivery as
stigmatizing. However, our findings could largely be due to the fact that repeated home visits by CHWs
(in our study, the CHiPs) over a 3-year period during the door-to-door combination prevention
package solidified the relationship between the CHWs and the communities.
Our findings on acceptability of community models of ART delivery is similar to findings from other
settings where models such as AC demonstrated high acceptability both by patients and HCWs[233,
234] as these models are capable of overcoming many of the challenges patients face such as long
waiting times to access medications, frequent clinical trips and transportations costs[163, 176, 235] In
addition, these models have also shown to be acceptable and preferred by HCW as they are perceived
to reduce congestion in the clinics and alleviate staff shortages and workload[176]. This study was the
first to determine preferences stable PLHIV make when offered a choice between community models
of ART delivery and conventional facility-based care. To date there is limited data documenting patient
preferences for one DSD model over another, as a head-to-head comparison. Several studies have
reported patient satisfaction with DSD services as high as 81% [236] although there is no comparative
data to suggest if patient satisfaction with DSD models was higher than with health care facility.
Although a small number of studies have reported preferences towards specific DSD models, the
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majority expressed a preference for individual models and facility-based models [multi-month
scripting, fast-track and appointment spacing] compared to group models [Table 8.1] [236, 237].
Our findings showed that over 95% of PLHIV who were offered a choice between facility-based care
and community models of ART delivery (HBD and AC) chose the latter (as their “revealed preference”).
When asked for their preferences out of all three options, only 1/3 of our study population stated a
preference and of these the majority stated a preference for the community models of ART delivery
(HBD and AC) compared to SoC. A large proportion, 2/3 of the study population did not state a
preference towards any of the three options provided and whether that reflects a true lack of
preference needs to be explored further. Some explanations as to why the majority of our study
participants did not state a preference could be that in resource limited settings, patients are not
empowered about choice and do not perceive themselves as having much autonomy within health
care services. In addition, our study design could have contributed to this finding as participants were
assigned to the study arms before they were asked about their preferences and therefore less likely
to state a preference when satisfied with the model of ART delivery assigned. For example, over 60%
of participants in the SoC arm stated a preference compared to the HBD arm where only 11.9% stated
a preference. Where participants were not given the option of being in an HBD model of delivery (i.e.,
in the SoC or AC arms), a higher proportion stated preference towards HBD was observed over the
other two options[231].
Our study not only demonstrates the growing importance of examining patient preferences for DSD
models in order to progress knowledge and explain how HIV services must change to meet the needs
of PLHIV, but also offers key lessons for HIV policy and service delivery. Achieving the UNAIDS 95:95:95
target for HIV testing, treatment, and viral suppression is a major goal in the global HIV response, and
understanding patient preferences for HIV delivery services, which may differ across population
groups and settings, is critical to maximizing the uptake and impact of these models[238]. Retention
and adherence to treatment are the major factors that influence DSD model effectiveness, and both
are influenced by patient’s preferences and satisfaction. To maximize the efficiency and reaching goals
of DSD models, a thorough understanding of the barriers to achieve retention and adherence to
treatment in these models is required. Using stated preferences as in our study can help understand
by providing insights about DSD preferences, key attributes from the DSD models from patient and
HCW perspectives, and preferences for DSD models among patients and policy makers. Our findings
warrant further research to explore factors that have a bearing on patient preferences towards DSD
models in order to determine which models of care to prioritize as they could be significant factors in
clinical outcomes and integrity of DSD services.
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Table 8.1. Patient Preferences and satisfaction for DSD models in SSA*
Country

Model

Facility based individual model
Kenya [239]
Facility fast track
Out of facility based individual models
Ghana [240]
Community based refills for
key populations
Mozambique
Community pharmacies
[241]

Tanzania [205]
Home-Based delivery
[242]
Uganda
Community-based ART
Client led groups
Zambia[243]
Community adherence
groups

Satisfaction metric or model to
which DSD is preferred

Compared to community
adherence groups (CAGs)

% Of patients
reporting they
preferred the DSD
model
84.7%

Compared to refills by clinicians

80%

Compared to health care facility
(SoC)
Compared to SoC
Compared to SoC

84.0%

Compared to SoC

64.2%

86.0%
87.4%

*Modified from AMBIT Project Report Number 1, August 2019. Available at
https://sites.bu.edu/ambit/files/2019/09/AMBIT-report-01-patient-benefits-and-costs-Sept-03-2019-v1.1.pdf

8.2.3 Rates of viral suppression in a cohort of stable HIV+ patients in two community models of
ART delivery versus facility-based HIV care.
The main findings of the trial are that stable patients receiving care in community models of ART
delivery do not have an increased risk of virological failure compared to those receiving standard of
care. In this urban African setting, the two community ART delivery modalities (HBD and AC) were
non-inferior to the facility-based standard of treatment for viral suppression one year after enrolment.
Despite the fact that our study results were based on 55% of patients receiving a viral load test during
the pre-defined window period due to several challenges with viral load testing (as described in
Chapter 7), our findings of viral suppression of > 95% in all three trial arms were comparable to, if not
better than, results reported in several other published trials. According to our systematic review
(Chapter 3), seven of the ten studies that demonstrated viral suppression as an endpoint in non-health
facility-based care included a comparison to conventional care (3 RCTs and 4 observational cohort
studies). There was a remarkably consistent effect of VS (I2 = 0.04 percent) found across the
randomized trials, very marginally in favour of community models of ART care, with an overall
estimated risk difference of 1% and no statistically significant evidence of a difference in viral
suppression between the randomized trials. Rates of VS in each of the two ART delivery models in our
study were superior to what was reported in prior studies from Uganda and Tanzania[31, 32], and
rates of VS in AC models were similar or better to previously published trials that compared AC to SoC
in South Africa[26, 174]. Grimsrud et al. found significantly higher VS in non-facility models of care
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(estimated risk difference of 39%), albeit in that paper, patients in the non-facility-based models were
classified as “stable on ART” while the comparison group was not.
One of the major challenges encountered in our study and other resource-limited settings in SSA face
for individual and public health is the poor access to HIV viral load testing and results (described in
Chapter 5). Since 2013, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended the use of routine HIV
viral load testing over CD4 as the “gold standard” to monitor patients response to ART[12]. Adoption
of this recommendation was initially slow by national programs, but the last few years have seen
funders and national programs supporting and scaling up routine viral load monitoring[211]. Despite
the fact that programs in resource-limited settings have adopted the WHO guidelines and modified
their HIV treatment guidelines to incorporate routine viral load testing for all PLHIV on ART, these
policies have not been widely implemented, resulting in insufficient access to VL testing for
PLHIV[244]. Major barriers include high sample volumes, shortages of trained laboratory staff,
insufficient testing capacity, cold chain inefficiency in transportation of samples, overburdened HCW,
poor training, weak transport and laboratory systems and weak sample referral systems[245]. In these
settings, lengthy turnaround times and the loss of samples or results continue to be a problem[245].
As viral load monitoring provides critical information regarding an individual’s health it is critical to
strengthen every step of the viral load cascade[211]. In order to mitigate the barriers to the cascade
of viral load testing in resource limited settings, there is an urgent need for governments to strengthen
the health and laboratory systems in order to: 1. Improve coverage and utilization of VL testing, 2.
Improve sample collection and transportation networks to ensure prompt delivery of samples to
laboratory and results to patients, 3. Improving the link between laboratory information system and
health care facility and 4. Use of alternative viral load technologies such as point of care VL tests should
be considered in the future as that could address most of the challenges faced with the current
cascade of Viral load testing [245]. In addition, there is also need to improve demand creation for
access to HIV viral load testing through HIV treatment education and community mobilization[244]
and possibly diversion of resources from routine CD4 testing to VL monitoring for stable patients on
ART[246-248]. PLHIV must be empowered to comprehend the significance of HIV VL testing and
results, to participate in their care decisions, and to benefit from the use of their results, all of which
will increase demand creation[247, 249].
Although retention in care is imperative to sustain an undetectable HIV viral load[146], there is still no
standard measure for retention in care as it is complex and difficult to define[138]. Despite the World
Health Organization defining retention in HIV care as the continuous engagement of patients in ART
care[172], the metrics to ART retention have differed widely. Various measures have been used to
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measure retention in care such attending regular follow-up appointments and frequency of visits to
the ART clinic. In our study, for all the participants who were still in care at the end of the study period
and not known to have transferred out, retention in the two community models of ART delivery was
higher than in the facility-based care [92% HBD; 93.2% AC vs 83.4% SoC]. These findings are similar or
better than what has been reported in previous studies. The few RCTs that have compared retention
between facility-based care and non-facility-based care in SSA have reported community models had
comparable rates to those in the facility [26, 32, 179]. Equally, most observational studies also
demonstrated similar retention outcomes between community-based models and facility-based
models [182, 190, 197] or better outcomes in community-based models [162, 193]. Our findings
highlight the necessity of deploying CHWs to provide targeted adherence support and defaulter
tracing for enhanced overall ART retention in different ART delivery models. The use of CHW trained
to follow-up patients to reduce LTFU have been shown to be beneficial in bringing patients back to
care in many SSA settings[250, 251].
With regards to LTFU, the heterogeneity in the definitions of LTFU across various settings has made it
difficult to assess differences in LTFU between and within ART programs, therefore obstructing
comparability [252]. Programmatically, loss to follow-up refers to patients who are no longer in care
and have an unknown outcome, a generic term referring to patients who were on ART who have not
returned to the clinic[25, 253, 254]. It represents patients who have died, undocumented (silent)
transfer and those who are alive but withdrew from care voluntarily. According to a recent study,
death and undocumented transfers were significant among LTFU patients in Sub-Saharan African
settings [255]. Our findings showed that community models of ART delivery were associated with
lower LTFU rates compared to the HCF, similar to what has been reported in other studies where
community-based programs are associated with a decreased risk of LTFU. As highlighted in our
systematic review (Chapter 3), most studies in SSA that included LTFU as one of their outcomes when
comparing community-based models to HCF showed either comparable or better LTFU rates in
community-based models despite the large variations in defining LTFU.
Our study found no evidence of a difference in the rates of all-cause mortality between the two
community models of ART delivery (HBD versus AC). We were unable to compare the mortality rates
to the health care facility cohort, despite seemingly fewer deaths in the facility cohort, due to the poor
recording of deaths in the HCF. The mortality rates in both the HBD and AC models were comparable
to those reported by other RCTs and cohort studies in similar settings, where there was no statistically
significant difference in the rates of all-cause mortality in patients assigned to community-based ART
models versus those assigned to the HCF[27]. Previous studies have suggested that incomplete
reporting of mortality and failure to capture most deaths that occur outside the HCF in most programs
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across SSA are often considered as LTFU[256]. Recent findings from a study conducted in Zambia's
high-volume HIV clinics indicated that deaths are underreported within the country's national HIV
program and that mortality rates varied significantly across sites and provinces[256].
Recording patient outcomes on ART are important indicators for successful HIV treatment and
effectiveness of HIV programs including differentiated care. Failure to capture indicators during
routine monitoring of patients limits the assessment of the impact of HIV services and identification
of gaps needed for improvement [256]. In our study, recording routine patient outcomes from the
HCF to make a comparison to the interventions was a huge challenge and accounted for a high number
of patients in the HCF not having a VL test done within the 9-15 months window period for our primary
analysis. The current SmartCare data system used for monitoring patient’s health and performance of
ART programs in Zambia has major challenges in both completeness and quality of data collected to
track patients on ART and this quality seems to be deteriorating over the years as ART programs
expand. With the use of both paper-based forms and computer-based entry for data collection, the
greatest challenge is incomplete forms and data entry errors which translate to missing data in the
SmartCare database[257]. Although the SmartCare system has evolved over the last couple of years
transitioning from “Electronic-last” (where data is retrospectively entered into SmartCare from paperbased forms) to introduce a direct entry system for SmartCare called “Electronic-first”, no discernible
improvements in the completeness or accuracy of data has been observed in high-volume facilities in
Lusaka, Zambia[258]. Most of these challenges with regards to monitoring and evaluation of these
programs have also been experienced in other resource-limited settings and these include: 1.). funding
gaps for staffing and data collection, 2). lack of an effective feedback from the data system leading to
disengagement and complacency at operational level, 3). Backlogs in data entry from paper-based
into computer-based methods, 4). Power outages putting a strain on computer-based data collection
and entry and 5). Lack of standard operating procedures for reporting data. In our findings, we also
noted the workload and backlog of entering data into the SmartCare database affected the quality of
data entered, observed during our data cleaning process. These findings are equally consistent with
literature that that has cited lack of human expertise and financial resources as major implementation
of electronic medical recording (EMR) system[259].
Although we have shown from this study that community models of ART delivery were non-inferior to
the HCF for viral suppression in an urban resource-limited setting, the availability of viral load testing
and results remain a challenge to HIV programmes and could undermine gains from universal
treatment.
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8.2.4 Community models of ART delivery are feasible and practical to implement in high HIV
burden urban settings.
Despite the large-scale implementation of DSD models in various formats in Sub-Saharan African
settings and their promising outcomes, there is a dearth of detailed information about DSD model
implementation in these settings. Information that is available to policy makers, funders and national
HIV programs about how these models are implemented is lacking. In this thesis, we described the
strategies utilized during the implementation process in an urban resource-limited setting and the
effectiveness of the interventions as a viable and sustainable health service program which could
potentially be conducted entirely by the existing health systems and community health workers.
Although our interventions (HBD and AC) were in a controlled research setting, process of
implementing these interventions and ensuring fidelity and sustainability in a “real-world” setting
would require more or less of the approaches that were used. The insights of implementing these
interventions throughout this thesis are summarized below.
A. Were the interventions implemented as planned? Lessons learnt.
In general, the community models of ART delivery (HBD and AC) were implemented as planned and
scaling-up these models of ART delivery in resource-limited settings is feasible. From our observations,
both HBD and AC models were successfully decentralized and, as detailed in chapters 4 and 5, we
identified key factors that are either enablers or jeopardizers to the success of implementing
community models of ART delivery in an urban setting which could also be generalizable to rural
settings (Chapter 5, Table 5.8). The key factors that we identified included:
1. Involving key stakeholders and communities during the planning stages in the development of the
interventions and throughout the implementation until study completion was critical. This
included MoH and implementing partners (IPs), facility health care workers, community health
workers, members of the Community Advisory Board (CAB) and patients. This process enabled the
interventions to be integrated into the current ART delivery system, promoted and increased the
acceptability of the interventions, and garnered support and enthusiasm from both HCWs and
CHWs, all of which contributed to the creation of a favorable environment for implementing and
sustaining the interventions throughout the course of the study.
2. Effective coordination and communications - Implementing community models of ART delivery
within a community, whose members are unfamiliar with this type of intervention requires
effective coordination and communication in order to enhance information exchange, improve
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transitions of care and ensure patient-centred quality-of-care[260]. This was essential to meet
patients’ expectations and engage them actively to participate in the interventions. Regular
feedback from patients during the delivery of the interventions was sought to evaluate the impact
of these interventions and ensure that their preferences and views are taken into consideration.
In addition, strong communication between the IPs, HCF and CHiPs were found to be critical in
optimizing patients flow in the clinics. For example, the CHiPs in our study were instrumental both
in sensitizing and mobilizing patients for the study. They helped by sensitizing the communities
and the patients at the clinics about the benefits of this program. As the program became
established, patients who were less certain or hesitant began to show enthusiasm towards joining
the programs by coming to the clinic to determine if they were eligible. This observation is
consistent with other research that show implementation of an intervention can be more
successful if it is promoted by individuals who come from or can relate easily to the target
population[170, 261, 262]. The importance of effective coordination and communication in
implementing health care interventions has also been reported in other studies [170, 175, 260]
across resource-limited settings.
3. Strengthening the healthcare facility capacity – a competent workforce to ensure successful
implementation and patient care is required and therefore a multidisciplinary team of health care
staff (Clinicians, nurses, pharmacists, data clerks) and community health workers is needed. Due
to inadequate human resources in health care facilities in resource-limited settings, there is need
for appropriate staffing to implement these interventions. The existing number of staff and their
roles need to be identified to ensure job descriptions are in place for all the staff to understand.
Staffing requirements need to be monitored to ensure adequate staff are in place to carry out the
implementation and monitoring and evaluation of patients. Clinical and financial requirements
were equally essential to the achievement of successful program implementation and this
included salaries for CHiPs and research staff, airtime for mobile phones, stationary, furniture,
laboratory specimen bottles, clinic staff part-time payments and transportation of supplies to the
clubs. ART drug supply had to be reliable and uninterrupted, and it is therefore crucial to have a
pharmacist supporting the procurement and distribution of ART in the interventions. Some
bottlenecks were encountered such as drug stockouts, routine viral load testing and SmartCare
database challenges. However, no reports of unwanted HIV disclosure and ARV trade or misuse,
were noted.
4. On-going supervision and quality control -The fidelity of our interventions may have been
strengthened by the on-going supervision and quality control put in place by the study staff and
the use of intervention manuals for each of the two interventions. Quality assurance was assessed
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on all source documentations and reports derived from the CHiPs delivering the interventions
were used to track the progress of the intervention’s activities. The CHiPs conducted a high
proportion of the stipulated activities prior and during each club session and home visit such as
notifying patients on their upcoming visit through phone calls or physical reminders, adherence
support, dispensing pre-packed drugs, symptom screening and making referrals to the clinic for
appropriate services. This could be attributed to the clear structurally designed operating manuals
tailored to guide them through each visit and the trainings (initial and refresher) that was provided
throughout the study. The utilization of study records for monitoring and evaluation on a
consistent basis provided as an indirect measure of our program's fidelity. The collection of data
using the study forms was a feasible measure (though time consuming and error prone) as the
data collected was part of routine program delivery. Forms that were completed were indicative
of a successful club or home visit and drugs distributed to the right patient. Periodic visits by the
study team accompanying the CHiPs to the club sessions and home visits were conducted to
monitor the fidelity of the intervention delivery.

B. Were our Models of ART delivery acceptable?
The acceptability of implementing the two community models of ART delivery is reflected in the
proportion of patients who consented to take up the offer of the two community models of ART
delivery when offered a choice (described in Chapter 6). Over 90% of participants who were
eligible consented to the study and less than 5% of participants opted out of the models of care.
From our qualitative analysis, both patients and CHiPs described the HBD and AC model as being
acceptable as it reduced frequent trips to the clinics thus saving on transportation costs and time.
The AC model had an advantage over the HBD model in that it allowed for resource-based
adaptations. Club meetings, for example, could be held in a location convenient for all members
or even in a patient's home.
To support the further expansion of DSD models and their integration into health care systems,
various studies, including ours, underline the need for additional human and structural resources
[229, 233, 234, 263]. Without external funding, there have been concerns by providers with
regards to staff burden, data collection challenges, lack of sufficient resources and supply chain
inconsistencies. This calls for government funding and formal employment of CHWs to deliver
community-based HIV programmes.
Our findings around the fidelity of implementation of community models of ART delivery are
comparable with findings across available literature from health facility or community-based
health interventions in sub-Saharan Africa. These studies have shown that fidelity of interventions
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can be strengthened by on-going supervision and quality control [264]. A process evaluation study
conducted to determine the fidelity, acceptability, and feasibility of CHW support to improve HIV
treatment outcomes in Zimbabwe (ZENITH trial) found that using clear and structurally designed
tools tailored to guide CHWs and in-depth trainings improved the interventions' overall fidelity
[265].
C. Key lessons learnt from implementation of community models of ART delivery.
I.

Staff involvement and integration of DSD models with the existing health care systems are
crucial both for models to function and maintaining patient’s quality of care. As highlighted in
several studies and reviews, this allows patients in the models of care to be under the
responsibility of the HCF who remains accountable for them [175, 215]. Although in our study,
HCWs were supportive of implementing these models outside the health care facility with a
view that it would reduce congestion and long waiting times in the clinic, the fact that this was
a two-year study funded by an NGO made them reluctant to take ownership of the two models
of ART delivery. Patients in these models of ART delivery were not viewed as the clinics
responsibility and therefore reluctant to assist with some of the activities (pre-packaging of
drugs, drug scripts and follow up on VL results) without additional staffing and incentives.

II.

More resources are needed to fully exploit the potential benefits of community models of ART
delivery in decongesting health care facilities. A larger number of stable patients need to be
transitioned from clinic-based to alternative model-based care and this cannot be achieved
with existing resources as the clinics continue being overburdened as PLHIV in need of
treatment continue to grow. There is need for additional funding and resources to pay for
staffing, trainings, costs of running the models (stationary, transport, phone airtime,
dispensation bags), clinical and data capturing time. The large contribution from our study
were seen as critical to the existence and operations of these models of care and without
further funding for long-term scale-up, these models would not be sustainable putting
patients at risk for long term retention and adherence to treatment[263].

III.

Strengthening laboratory network and diagnostic services. A key lesson learnt was that access
to viral load testing and results is considered as an enabler as it simplifies the “stable”
eligibility criteria for joining the models and most importantly reduced follow-up visits. The
difficulties encountered with routine viral load monitoring necessitate the strengthening of
laboratory networks and diagnostic services, establishment of national strategic plans and
policies for laboratory monitoring, and the allocation of appropriate resources, including
human and financial resources, to ensure the availability of testing services[52].
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IV.

Monitoring and Evaluation systems for DSD need to be simplified and standardized. As
highlighted in the discussion in Chapter 5, data collection for monitoring and evaluating DSD
models is heavily dependent on paper-based tools (registers etc.) which are time-consuming
and not be feasible in our setting. The scarcity of standardized, structured approaches to
document patient-level and program-level data[216, 217] limits guidance to programs on how
best to collect data. Data capturing tools need further simplification and adaptations. In
addition to existing ART records, DSD require supplementary tools to collect information
regarding DSD membership and other essential information collected during the community
visits (referrals, TB symptoms, treatment interruption etc.) which may necessitate timely
follow-up and referrals. In this study, several paper-based forms had to be designed from the
time of screening to patient exit and this included screening and eligibility forms to determine
eligibility and proportion of patients enrolled in the models of care. The use of electronic
devices to record data in our study was difficult due to the excessive complexity, loss of
confidence among end-users, and lack of useful feedback, all of which hampered the
application's use, particularly in an environment where digital services have not yet
proliferated. As we move towards scaling up DSD models in the context of UTT, there is an
urgent need to refine the existing M&E systems to collect information essential for both
patient and program management.

V.

Formal recognition and integration of community or lay health workers in community-based
programs are considered as critical enablers for DSD scale-up and operations [163, 212, 215].
This group of cadres provide an integral link in HIV support and follow-up between the
communities and health care facilities which are often constrained by a shortage of trained
health care workers. In most of the resource-limited settings, lay or CHWs are usually
employed by donor funded implementing partners resulting in a lack of cohesion and
sustainability[213] As these cadres are well recognized within the communities they work in
and conduct community outreach activities, their roles in health program interventions such
as DSD needs to be formalized as they currently lack recognition, sustained financing and their
scope of practice is vague and lacks standardization[212, 213]. The recognition and
standardization of CHWs or lay workers and inclusion in the country’s national human
resource in the context of scaling up DSD services will be critical as in the absence of formal
recognition and donor funding, threaten the sustainability of DSD services. Therefore, political
and financial commitments, regulatory frameworks and mechanisms to mentor and supervise
CHWs will be urgently required.
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Although our cluster-randomized trial evaluated the effects of the pre-specified outcomes which was
viral suppression, there is need to conduct a process evaluation alongside our outcomes for such
complex interventions to assess their fidelity, feasibility and acceptability. Although our trial did look
at acceptability, feasibility and fidelity through qualitative work, an implementation science
framework or program theory could have explicitly helped define and frame acceptability, feasibility
and fidelity of the two intervention models.
Literature from several studies in sub-Saharan Africa have shown that although public health
interventions have been proven to be effective in resource-limited settings, they are not creating the
expected impact in other settings where replicating and scaling up these interventions have been
challenging[266, 267]. Like our interventions, the implementation process is complex and influenced
by contextual factors from both within and outside healthcare interventions which can impede
implementation and render interventions ineffective. Prior to implementing DSD models within a new
context, it is critical to determine if it can be effective and if any adaptations are needed to enhance
their impact on patient outcomes. Understanding this context helps to improve the fit of these
innovations and implementation strategies thus improving feasibility, fidelity and acceptability.
Details of the implementation process of DSD models are needed for others to evaluate, replicate,
improve and scale up these models of care[268].
Implementation science have proposed various frameworks or theories that can be used to improve
diffusion of evidence based interventions, adapt innovations to local contexts, better understand the
implementation setting, and evaluate the implementation process. The National Institute for Health
Research (NIHR) and The Medical Research Council (MRC) have recently launched a new complex
intervention research framework which provides an updated definition of complex interventions,
highlighting the dynamic relationship between the intervention and its context [269, 270]. The
framework divides complex intervention research into four phases: development or identification of
the intervention, feasibility, evaluation, and implementation[270]. Each phase has a common set of
core elements considering context, developing and refining programme theory, engaging
stakeholders, identifying key uncertainties, refining the intervention, and economic considerations.
These elements should be considered early and continually revisited throughout the research process,
and especially before moving between phases (for example, between feasibility testing and
evaluation)[270]. In order to establish the feasibility and acceptability of DSD models, mixed methods
approach needs to be adopted and feasibility can be assessed by collecting data on recruitment and
retention rates, adherence rates, time required to recruit the target sample size, rates of completion
of the intervention and feasibility of data collection methods[271]. Implementation fidelity is the
degree to which an intervention is delivered as intended and is critical to successful translation of
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evidence-based interventions into practice [272]. Acceptability of the interventions can be assessed
both quantitatively and qualitatively. In addition to using consenting to study as an indicator of
acceptability, we also used a discreet method to determine participant choices and preferences to
models of ART delivery. Participant’s data can also be collected through study forms to ascertain visit
dates, drugs dispensation, activities conducted during the visits, transfers out from the study
catchment area or down referral to clinic care and deaths. An embedded qualitative study will obtain
patients’ views and experiences of the intervention, including what they perceive to be barriers and
facilitators to using it[271].
In addition, economic evaluation should be a core component of all phases of the intervention
research to help identify the scope of costs and benefits that matter most to decision makers.
Although cost and cost-effectiveness of the two models of ART delivery were not part of my PhD
thesis, a prospective economic evaluation, from a provider’s perspective, is being undertaken by the
economics team at Zambart to comparatively calculate the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER)
in terms of cost per HIV positive individual with suppressed viral and DALY averted for each of the trial
intervention arms. Economic evaluation is key to providing evidence on resource requirements for
scale up as well as value for money. Cost analysis will provide vital information to stakeholders or
managers to judiciously implement health care programs and interventions. Cost-effectiveness
analyses will provide key information for policymakers and funders to prudently invest in healthcare
for optimal health benefits with available resources. This will be published separately.

8.3 Strengths and Limitations of the study
The strengths and limitations of each of the research components are discussed in each of their
chapters. In this section I will discuss and expand some of the main strengths and weaknesses.

8.3.1 Study strengths
1. This study was a cluster-randomized trial with a non-inferiority design, and to our knowledge,
was amongst the first in an urban resource-limited high HIV burden setting that rigorously
compared clinical and virological outcomes of patients participating in community models of ART
delivery to current facility-based ART delivery as standard of care. CRTs are regarded as the gold
standard for the evaluation of health interventions and allow both the direct and indirect effects
of an intervention to be captured. This study was rigorously designed to determine the overall
effect of implementing community models of ART delivery in resource-limited settings. Providing
policymakers and HIV programs with evidence on patient outcomes, acceptability and feasibility
of community models of ART delivery and the potential solutions to the integration of these
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models of ART delivery into the existing health care system will accelerate policy adoption and
scale-up in the context of universal treatment in an effort to minimize the barriers to accessing
care and treatment.
2. The use of routine clinical and laboratory data helped prevent this study having influence on
clinical outcomes such as viral suppression, retention and mortality. Our study supported the
existing government HIV program. We studied treatment outcomes under "real world"
situations as an operational research incorporated into the existing ART program.
3. The study provided us with information about patient’s choices and preferences for one model
of ART delivery over another.
4. This trial was nested in the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial. The CHiP database provided us with
an extensive and accurate data on uptake measures that enhanced our ability to monitor and
measure the impact of the interventions. Leveraging the main trials investment, trained staff,
data systems and community engagement represented us a unique opportunity to extend the
roles of the CHiPs and clinic staff to evaluate this novel innovation.
5. The study was conducted in an urban setting, where health system challenges are similar in
urban settings of Zambia and other resource-limited settings. Therefore, our findings could be
more applicable to similar urban settings and may even be generalizable to rural settings.

8.3.2 Limitations
1. The clusters (“zones”) allocated to the interventions were limited to the study catchment area
which were defined within the main HPTN 071 trial. Therefore, recruitment of potential patients
into the study was limited to those living within the study catchment only. In addition, the study
zones were previously part of the main HPTN 071 (PopART) trial so the communities were
familiar with the services provided by the community health workers and this may not reflect
how well their services would be accepted in a different setting.
2. As is the case with the majority of operational research studies, we had limited influence over
what occurred in the standard of care (control) arm. In Zambia, the current standard of
treatment for HIV continues to evolve as recommendations change and alternative diverse
models of ART delivery are implemented. For instance, implementation of fast-track and 6monthly drug dispensation which were offered to some of our patients in the standard of care
arm. The shift from E-last to E-first in data collection in the standard of care arm made it very
difficult to track routine indicators such as VL results on time.
3. The use of routine data for measuring outcomes such as viral suppression, LTFU and mortality
were challenging as most of these results were either missing, delayed or yet to be updated in
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the facility health care database and clinical records, and for some of these outcomes like death
and LTFU, we could not make a comparison between the intervention models and the standard
of care.
4. As highlighted in the thesis chapters, there were more female than male participants recruited
in the study reflecting the current stable patient clinic population in the clinic and more
participants were recruited in the intervention arms as compared to the standard of care arm.
This imbalance in the arms could have arisen from the fact that patients in the community were
likely to have known the interventions their zones were allocated to because of ongoing
sensitizations about the study, prompting them to come to the clinic outside of their scheduled
visit dates to be screened for inclusion in the models of care. If these led to more patients in the
intervention arms, it could have led to overestimating viral suppression in those arms. Finally,
there were many participants who had a missing viral load result at 9-15 months after study
entry, a window used for our primary analysis but who subsequently had a viral load result
between 15 and 24 months.
5. We could have observed “courtesy or social desirability” bias as a potential limitation in eliciting
the choices and preferences towards these models of delivery. Such bias is common in settings
where patients might not reveal their true attitudes and reluctant to express negative opinions
of services.
6.

The delayed viral load data excluded many potential eligible individuals from the study. The
number of participants with a viral load result in the primary endpoint window was substantially
lower than predicted and was lower in the SoC group than in the HBD and AC groups. This
difference could have introduced bias into the results if the reason for a missing viral load result
was associated with viral suppression. However, the sensitivity analyses that allowed us to include
many of the delayed VL results gave a similar result to the primary outcome.

7. As patients in the SoC arm were still receiving some “intervention” (i.e., they were having CHiP
visits in in the main trial) and enhanced viral load access and support compared with non-PopART
communities, they might have been doing better than patients not getting the CHiPs visit,
diluting the difference we observed because there might have been an even bigger difference if
we had been able to compare it with non-PopART communities (“real” SoC). These effects might
work in the same direction (i.e., either enhancing the difference, or narrowing it) or they might
work in opposite directions.
8. Limitations may have also resulted from the sort of patients or CHWs interviewed for qualitative
analysis, as they only evoked views of stable HIV patients in ART delivery models, which may
differ from those not in delivery models or not yet in HIV care. Given time and resources, eliciting
views from patients not in the models of care and the general community would be meaningful
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as they might have different views regarding the models of care. Stable patients may have
already had exposure to task shifting (Nurse-based ART initiation and lay worker adherence
support) in the health care facilities prior to the interventions, which could influence their
perception of home based and Adherence clubs’ models of delivery.

8.4 key lessons learned from this PhD process.
The last four years have been a period of intense learning and contemplation since beginning my PhD.
The following are the lessons I learned from the time the study was designed to the time the study
was completed:


Need for patience, flexibility and adaptations in complex situations when conducting a
research study. As with most studies there are a number of delays ranging from development of
study protocols, approvals and time required to implement the activities.



Frequent communications with field staff and health care workers are critical to understand
challenges they face in delivering the interventions and the ability to lead and problem-solve to
minimize the challenges for the study’s integrity. Understanding the challenges that employee’s
encounter can help us improve how we support them and what we expect from them.



Understanding the data collection and cleaning process. A key lesson learned from this study
was the data collection technique. Using paper-based forms to collect data and integrate with
the existing database is quite tedious and prone to errors therefore requiring stringent quality
control measures on the already burdened study staff. Using the electronic database
(SmartCare) is equally challenging due to incomplete and missing data and took the staff over 5
months to clean the datasets. A lesson learnt from this for future studies is to develop tools that
collect minimal but vital data that can also be linked with the SmartCare database not only to
serve as a purpose for entering data but also investigate irregularities in data.
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8.5 Findings in the context of research
Although several sources have described favourable patient clinical outcomes in differentiated models
of care, very few have compared these models of ART delivery to conventional standard of care or
one another. Additionally, the available literature on these studies and reports revealed considerable
heterogeneity in their study designs, definitions and assessment of clinical outcomes, as well as
evaluation methods, making it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the impact of these models on
various outcomes[273]. Our findings on viral suppression and mortality in Chapter 7 aligns with
findings from previous studies that DSD models can achieve comparable or even better outcomes to
health facility-based care, thereby supporting evidence to scale up these models of care.
The distinction between DSD model uptake and coverage is critical in our understanding of effective
and sustainable DSD models in resource-limited settings. Coverage is defined as the proportion of
eligible patients enrolled in a DSD model, whereas uptake is the proportion of patients who enrolled
in a DSD model when given the opportunity to do so[274]. Very few sources have reported uptake and
coverage in this manner. According to a gray literature review (AMBIT project) on DSD services in subSaharan Africa[274], uptake and coverage of DSD models are poorly evaluated due to a lack of
accepted definitions to standardize numerators and denominators, as well as a lack of knowledge
about the true number of sites in these settings that offer DSD services. In this study, we have shown
uptake of community models of ART delivery in our study by offering patients who were randomized
to the intervention arms a choice to continue receiving care in the clinic or take up the DSD model.
Our findings show that when offered a choice between HCF and DSD, over 95% take up the DSD model,
an indication that these models are well acceptable in urban settings despite major concerns such as
stigma which is considered a major barrier to taking up these models of care outside the health care
facility.
With regards to patient preferences towards DSD models in resource-limited settings, there is limited
data to determine which models of care patients prefer. The majority of the studies have only reported
satisfaction levels with DSD models being high, albeit no comparative data to whether satisfaction
levels were higher than with health care facility standard of care or one model over another. A possible
explanation is that the majority of research gathered from publications is prone to bias, as models
that do not achieve high levels of patient and provider satisfaction and patients who depart models
prior to evaluation are likely to be underrepresented in the research. Due to a lack of head-to-head
comparisons in which patients can chose which model to enrol in, patient preferences and choices are
virtually non-existent in the existing literature, with the exception of a few studies demonstrating that
patients prefer individual models to group models[237]. Our study which did a head-to-head
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comparison in eliciting choices and preferences between community models of ART delivery and
standard of care showed that over 95% of patients chose the alternative model of delivery over the
standard of care when offered a choice between the two. This finding is important as national
programs scale up differentiated service delivery, patients’ preferences will be critical to determine
which models to prioritize as they could be significant factors in the clinical outcomes and integrity of
these models.

8.6 Implications for scaling up DSD models in resource-limited settings.
Our study adds to the growing body of evidence to support implementation of differentiated service
delivery as an innovative strategy to support the HIV care continuum and achieve viral suppression
among PLHIV on ART in urban high HIV prevalence settings in SSA. By evaluating two community ART
models delivered in a real-world and resource-limited high HIV burden urban setting, we shed light on
a variety of policy and programming implications for future scale-up efforts.
Our findings suggest that the full potential of DSD models in reducing workloads and decongestion in
the health care facilities in urban settings has not yet been realized. Although models outside the HCF
are feasible to implement, there is need to sustain and optimize the efficiencies promised by DSD
services through:
1. Implementing policies that recognize and regulate the roles of community health workers as part
of the health-care system. The rising need for such cadres in resource-limited settings is currently
offset by several limitations such as recognizing them as formal workers in the health care
system, prescription and dispensation regulations and poor supervision and remunerations.
Failure to address this, there is a high risk of service interruption in the long run and therefore
in the context of scaling up DSD models.
2. Strengthening and prioritizing the demands that come along with scaling up DSD models. On the
supply side, logistics related to ART supply chain (drug procurement, supply chain and pharmacy
management) need to be strengthened as scale up dramatically increases the demands for ART
medications. Weaknesses in the supply chain can result in stockouts interrupting the services
and therefore be critically monitored and reported. Additionally, the duration of drug supply
should be tailored to the patient's needs, and refills should be kept to a minimum to ease the
load on both patients and health care systems. This requires a change in policies to facilitate the
decentralization of dispensing into the communities. Although these policies have been put in
place in some countries like Zambia, the poor supply chain hinders its implementation. The
recent switch in ART regimen from single combination pill – Tenofovir (TDF), Lamivudine (3TC)
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and Efavirenz (EFV) to TDF, 3TC and Dolutegravir which is not yet a fixed dose combination for
all adult PLHIV could potentially complicate the logistics in dispensing for longer durations and
follow-ups within the model’s dynamics. On the demand-side, our findings emphasize access to
viral load monitoring as stable ART patients may be at risk of treatment failure despite the
absence of clinical symptoms. The fact that stable patients in DSD models will interact less
frequently with the health care facility, routine viral load monitoring will provide confidence and
re-assurance that patients in these models of care are adherent to treatment. The use of VL
testing will reduce frequent clinical visits and also allow programs to simplify eligibility criteria
for enrolment into DSD models.
3. Identifying factors associated with uptake and retention in DSD models. Although DSD models
have shown to have a wide variety of benefits, there are substantial number of patients who
may still prefer to remain in the current health care facility for various reasons such as stigma,
disclosure etc. Stigma has not been well explored in the context of DSD and although our study
showed stigma not having an impact in the uptake of DSD models. A greater understanding of
the patient-level characteristics that influence uptake and retention in these models is required,
as are the complex and diverse preferences of patients when scaling up DSD models using
suitable planning and programming techniques.
4. Aligning HIV service delivery within the evolving context of resource limited settings. Several
factors in resource-limited settings can favour or threaten the sustainability of DSD models. This
includes the economic situation, political environment, patient education levels and
geographical factors. At present the high unemployment rates, poor education quality,
inadequate infrastructure and human resources and overstretched public health system
comprises the standard quality of care [224]. Poverty levels are highest in the rural areas
compared to urban areas and this mirrors the availability of HCWs in these settings likely to
threaten the sustainability of HBD and AC compared to community adherence groups which are
known to work better in these settings as shown from studies in Mozambique, Malawi and
Lesotho[161, 167, 212, 215]. Adherence clubs and Home-Based ART delivery are more likely to
be eligible for urban and peri-urban settings given the evidence from recent publications in
South Africa, Uganda and Tanzania which are speculative of how these models would operate in
such settings [32, 175, 232, 263]. However, the mobility of patients in urban settings which was
observed in our study has the potential to impede the smooth running of these models of care.
5. Within the context of national and global epidemics which can cause severe disruptions to the
health systems, economic activities and movement of people may hinder PLHIV from going to
the clinics to collect their ART leading to treatment interruptions. The current Covid-19
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pandemic is no exception where countries have put in measures to mitigate the spread of
disease by restricting unnecessary movements, gatherings and encouraging people to socially
distance themselves. National ART programs need to realign their HIV service delivery to ensure
that PLHIV continue to receive their ARVs. Several countries including Zambia have been
implementing multi-month scripting (MMD) prior but with the pandemic have made the
eligibility criteria flexible by dispensing MMD to PLHIV without a viral load result.

From our experience in the study, the Cholera epidemic in 2018 which was considered a national
emergency resulted in curfews in the study population setting as a way to mitigate the spread of the
disease and the HCFs in the two study sites were the cholera admission centres. Although our club
and HBD meetings were considered a high risk to both CHWs and patients, we worked with the
authorities to continue the interventions and use them as a platform to minimize patient interaction
with the HCF, promote key health messages (hand washing and personal hygiene), distribution of
chlorine for drinking water and administration of oral cholera vaccine to study participants and their
families during the home and club visits. All these activities were conducted by CHWs highlighting their
importance in an epidemic.
Overall, our research indicates that large-scale implementation of DSD models is unlikely to follow a
linear path as outlined in the current national implementation tool guide, necessitating policymakers
to offer alternative approaches that better reflect the complex and changing nature of DSD models
and create new opportunities for understanding and scaling up health service[275].

8.7 Recommendations for programming and research
To reinforce the delivery of ART at scale, the current 2021 WHO guidelines promotes a public health
approach by using simplified and standardized ART that supports decentralization of care, task shifting
and community ART delivery and more efficient procurement and supply management[276]. shifting
and community ART delivery and more efficient procurement and supply management [276]. Since
2016, several countries in SSA have adopted and scaled up differentiated service delivery as part of
their national policy. Our research has clearly identified community-based ART delivery models as a
safe alternative to the current standard of care, and factors ranging from the patient and community
to the health-care system environment influence the development and implementation of these
models of care through their influence on those prerequisites. Based on our results, the following are
recommended to Policy makers and researchers in the implementation of DSD models on a larger
scale in the context of universal treatment:
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1. An urgent call for policy makers, donors and program managers in health facilities to provide
leadership support and adequate planning to ensure success of these models of delivery. The
planning of scaling up DSD models should be to create an enabling environment that will support
health care workers to take ownership of these models. The lack of supportive policies,
regulatory frameworks, absence of key stakeholder involvement, inadequate supportive
supervision, inefficient referral systems, lack of human resources and funding should be given
special attention.
2. Advocacy for community health workers. Recognizing CHWs as formalized health workers need
to be taken into considerations as they are key in delivering and sustaining these models of ART
delivery in the communities. Policies and guidelines over CHW trainings, supervision and
enumeration need to be put in place by national governments in their budgets.
3. Improving demand creation- both health care workers and PLHIV need to understand the
benefits associated with being enrolled in DSD models. There is need to improve the knowledge
and motivation of both HCWs and PLHIV through mentorship, community engagement and
stigma reduction activities which are critical to optimizing uptake and efficiencies of DSD models.
In addition, Viral load monitoring which is the gateway to enrolment into DSD models need to
be scaled up and be easily accessible. Key areas that need to be strengthened to ensure that
PLHIV in care and in DSD models have routine access to VL testing and results include:


Strengthening the sample transport chain from health care facilities to the laboratory



Putting in place SOPs for VL monitoring and results – creating an efficient feedback system



Continuous trainings for HCWs to understand the importance and benefits of VL monitoring
and management of patients with detectable viral loads.



Education and counselling to empower PLHIV about the benefits of routine VL monitoring
so that they advocate for VL testing.

4. For monitoring and evaluating DSD efficiencies and health outcomes, the following need to be
addressed:


Data collection tools need to be simplified and standardized across all formats of DSD
models.



The SmartCare system should be able to link data collected at community level to clinic level
to evaluate the impact of the DSD models across different meeting points (i.e., clinical visits
and community visits).



Frequent reporting and feedback of data collected should be made available at facility,
district and provincial level so that key partners and other relevant stakeholders have a
better understanding of the success and challenges of implementing DSD models.
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5. The need to support implementation of mobile health or electronic health interventions to
improve data collection, follow-ups and prompt reminders for patients.

Directions for future research includes:


Rigorously evaluating clinical outcomes (VS, LTFU, Mortality and retention), with comparisons
to different DSD models and health care facilities to fully understand the implications of these
models of care especially on a longer-term follow-up under routine care settings. It is critical
to know what happens to clinical outcomes after entry into DSD models 3, 5 or 10 years later.



Identification of patient and provider preferences towards DSD models that will improve their
efficiencies, ART retention and sustainability. Further research is warranted to understand the
broad acknowledgement in literature regarding the complexities of patient preferences
towards DSD models and whether socioeconomic status and settings (rural or urban) have an
influence on patients’ choices and preferences towards DSD models.



Identifying the factors that have the greatest influence or effect on the effectiveness of DSD
models in practice. At the moment, it is unclear which factors have the greatest impact and
how they influence the development and implementation of DSD models in practice in
resource-limited settings. Our findings on identifying factors that may act as barriers or
enablers in developing and implementing DSD models may serve as the foundation for future
research.



Evaluation of DSD models for key populations (as they have been and continue being socially
isolated and not having confidence in the current health system for fear of stigmatization).
Much remains to be learned about how effectively and for whom different types of models
work, as well as whether they can be scaled up to reach key populations. There is need to
determine which models can mitigate the barriers to accessing HIV services, engaging and
retaining them in care.



Currently there is a growing recognition of the need to adapt DSD services for unstable
patients (those with advanced HIV disease, high viral load, and co-morbidities) and policy
guidelines have been put in place for differentiating care for unstable patients. As the current
scale-up of DSD models focuses on stable patients who are more experienced and have
already achieved viral suppression under the current standard of care, there is need to
determine how best we can identify, establish and strengthen referrals for unstable patients
to accessing HIV services in a timely manner.



Qualitative studies to understand the impact of stigma in the implementation and
sustainability of DSD models to determine effective stigma-reduction interventions prior to
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implementation of DSD models. Further research on relevant provider and patient views on
the various formats of DSD models is required to advise policymakers on the optimal approach
to DSD in their specific context.


Integrating DSD models into the existing public health care system in the event that donor
financing is no longer available. Currently the implementation of DSD models in SSA has been
possible as resources have been available from donor support for human resources, salaries
and technical assistance. What happens to the implementation and sustainability of these
models of care once donor funding is no longer available?



Currently there is scarce information available on the costs and benefits of DSD for HIV
treatment for both patient and the health systems and therefore further research is
warranted for which DSD models are cost-effective to patients and HIV programmes for wider
scale implementation as this will help guide the choice of DSD approach by national programs.



Evidence supporting approaches to integrating reproductive health services and injectable
ART agents with DSD models is limited. There is need for research to identify approaches to
integrate these services into DSD models that could lead to better uptake of these services
(e.g., contraception, cervical cancer screening, vaccination and injectable 6-monthly
treatment of Lenacapavir). There is a potential for these alternative approaches that might fit
better into these DSD models and need for implementation research to evaluate the feasibility
and acceptability of these different strategies of integration into DSD models of care.

8.8 The current status of DSD scale-up in SSA
Since our analysis, several studies in SSA have reported the beneficial outcomes in the HIV cascade
amongst PLHIV in various DSD models, including improved ART uptake, adherence and suppression of
viral load[276]. With regards to Adherence clubs and home delivery models, summary of evidence
from published data up until October 2020 highlights improved client outcomes and suggest these
models can also benefit specific client populations including children, adolescents, pregnant women
and key populations[277]. Several countries in Africa have adopted various formats of DSD models in
their national policy and these include Adherence clubs, community adherence groups (CAGS), Multimonth dispensation (MMD), fast-track ART refills and home ART delivery. Programmatic evaluations
of these models have shown outcomes similar to our findings and qualitative analysis of DSD models
have also demonstrated these models being able to decongest the clinics and reduce patient waiting
times[277]. Although qualitative research in some locations, like as Zambia, has identified various
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health system difficulties, including insufficient ARV supplies and the inability to conduct routine
monitoring tests due to stock-outs and delays[277, 278].

Although all the studies were highly heterogeneous and evidence insufficient to determine which type
of DSD model was associated with better or superior outcomes than the other, this has prompted the
WHO to update its guidelines in April 2021 recommending DSD for HIV treatment and care. Prior to
the release of these guidelines over 20 countries in Africa with technical support from the
International Centre for AIDS Care and Treatment Programs (ICAP) have now scaled up DSD services
for PLHIV. Through ICAP, the HIV Coverage, Quality and Impact Network (CQUIN) has dedicated to
expanding and improving DSD services and this has been achieved through partnership with ministries
of health, implementing partners, civil societies, academic institutions and donor agencies to scale up
DSD services according to each country’s needs. Through this network, countries exchange best
practices, pilot innovations, knowledge generation, and creation of tools and resources for scaling up
DSD services[279].
In addition to recommending DSD for HIV treatment and care, the 2021 WHO guideline have also
changed its recommendation to the following:
1. Expanding the eligibility criteria to PLHIV on second-and third line ART regimen with suppressed
viral load
2. Adapting DSD services for those with advanced HIV disease, high viral load, and co-morbidities.
3. Consider specific populations. DSD should be tailored to meet the needs of children, adolescents,
pregnant and breastfeeding mothers, and other vulnerable populations.
4. Initiation ART outside the health care facility and support for same-day ART initiation, reducing
frequency of clinical visits to twice a year, providing ART refills lasting 3-6 months (preferably
every 6 months if feasible), and service integration as a way of reducing visit frequency and
making DSD a cost-saving intervention. However, evidence is needed on outcomes associated
with less frequent visits and drug refills beyond 6 months for various populations.

The current Covid-19 pandemic has and is still causing severe disruptions to the health systems,
economic activities, and movement of people (prohibition of gatherings). These restrictions may
potentially disrupt PLHIV accessing treatment as they are unable to go to the clinic to collect their
medications. In order to support HIV treatment for PLHIV and reduce the risk of SARS-CoV2 exposure
at the clinics, national ART programs made significant policy adaptations to their HIV treatment
services to protect PLHIV and HCW by:
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Scaling up DSD services to allow PLHIV on ART to access longer ART refills (also known as MMD
or multi-month dispensation) to reduce frequency of visits to the clinic. Countries such as
Zambia, Uganda and Eswatini have expanded MMD access from 3 months to 6 months. In
South Africa, ART script length was extended to 12 months[239].



Reducing the DSD eligibility criteria to increase access to DSD models including for newly
initiated ART patients. In some countries, one of the eligibility criteria for DSD models such as
viral load suppression has been waivered for people on ART[239, 279]. In Ethiopia, policy
changes were made to include pregnant and breastfeeding women and virally suppressed
children above 2 years into DSD models.



Expansion of clinic hours and fast-track services as well as scaling up out-of-facility models
such as community dispensation points.



Other modifications include the cancellation or restructuring of group models such as
adherence clubs and community adherence groups in order to enhance social distancing.



Expansion of community-based models such as home ART delivery either through community
pharmacy to patient homes or health facility pharmacy to patient homes using CHWs.

Although countries have rapidly changed the design and delivery of HIV treatment, the full impact of
these adaptations on patient health outcomes and health systems and whether these adaptations will
be sustained beyond the pandemic is yet to be known. As countries have adopted swiftly to the less
intense models such as MMD, it remains to be seen whether DSD models outside the health care
facility will be scaled up in the near future. There will be need to critically monitor and evaluate patient
outcomes accessing DSD models versus those in routine care during the covid pandemic as well as
those accessing expanded DSD models understand the risks and benefits. Further research is
warranted to answer these questions.

8.9 DSD – The way forward
Although DSD models have primarily focused on stable patients, where "stability" has been difficult
to define, and may inadvertently fail to provide community-based care to those who may benefit the
most from it (e.g., adolescents and men), the time has now come to shift our focus beyond stable
patients as we have shown from this and other trials that it is safe and well accepted amongst patients
deemed to be at low risk of severe disease. Key populations have been underrepresented in HIV
testing and treatment programs, and decentralizing ART services among key populations may enhance
access to care and retention in HIV treatment programs. Several studies have found that adolescents
have the highest rates of attrition from HIV treatment and care, whereas men lag behind in attaining
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viral suppression and are less likely to seek care, owing to gender norms and stigma [280, 281]. A
recent study in South Africa and Uganda found that community-based ART delivery, including HIV
testing and same-day ART initiation, increases viral suppression among PLHIV with detectable VL,
particularly among men, when compared to HCF-based services[280]. This suggests that streamlined
services, such as HIV testing and ART initiation, can reduce barriers to care and increase the proportion
of PLHIV who begin ART and achieve viral suppression. The Zvandiri program in Zimbabwe also
provided evidence that peer-supported community-based differentiated service delivery can
substantially improve HIV virological suppression in adolescents with HIV and should be scaled up to
reduce their high rates of morbidity and mortality[281]. These studies have indicated that communitybased DSD models that incorporate HIV testing and ART initiation are an effective strategy that may
be scaled up to address the gaps in linkage to care and viral suppression overall, and in men in
particular. Although this client-centred strategy will necessitate service adaptations, such as
expanding to new delivery platforms, cost may not be a limiting factor given the increased health
improvements found with a high proportion of PLHIV obtaining viral suppression.
It is also time to seize the opportunity to integrate DSD with other services including sexual
reproductive health (family planning, cervical cancer screening), chronic non-communicable diseases
(NCDs), Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PreP) and TB prevention and treatment services. The poor quality
of care for NCDs and other health services may undermine the investments made to strengthen HIV
programs. Integration of these services with DSD may reduce unnecessary burdens on the health
system and recipients of care. However there are several barriers to integrating DSD with other health
care services and these include lack of resources to pay for non-HIV services, lack of centralized
support of NCDs and lack of health insurance. This calls for opportunities for:


TB treatment programs to be integrated into DSD for PLHIV.



Family planning for women living with HIV where women living with HIV who manage their
own ART may be a receptive audience for multi-month refills of oral contraceptives or longer
acting self-administered contraceptives.



Integration of PreP with DSD services



Integration of chronic NCDs such as hypertension and diabetes among PLHIV.



With lack of funding to formalize CHWs in the near future, there is need to explore other
models of ART delivery that can be sustainable such as exploring point-of-care (PoC) tests and
use of vending machines to distribute HIV self-testing (HIVST) kits, PreP, condoms and even
ART and determine how they work for key populations.
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8.10 Conclusion
Community models of ART delivery as a form of differentiated HIV care are innovative strategies to
maintain and address the barriers to the HIV continuum of care in the context of universal treatment
as the numbers of PLHIV on treatment continue to grow in resource-limited settings.
Our findings contribute to the growing body of research supporting WHO recommendations for
scaling up differentiated models of ART delivery in resource-limited settings in order to improve ART
adherence and retention. This was one of the few trials that evaluated two ART delivery models to the
existing facility-based standard of care in an urban setting. Our study found that decentralizing ART
delivery outside of the health care facility by engaging trained community health workers to assist
with drug distribution and adherence support was just as effective as facility-based care. The findings
on viral suppression rates are similar with past studies in which the risk difference of viral suppression
in the two types of care was comparable or somewhat better than in facility-based treatment in
resource-limited settings.
This trial also highlighted the importance of the context in which the two models of ART delivery, are
implemented in resource-limited urban settings. The study has revealed numerous factors that enable
or jeopardize the implementation of DSD models within the health care system, patient and
community, policy and funding and wider health systems. These factors have been found to have
serious implications calling for a wider multidisciplinary team to address the factors if DSD models are
to be developed effectively and sustainably. Notably, this study also identified human resource
support and patient and stakeholder acceptance of community health workers as criteria for the
creation and implementation of DSD models.
The major strength of this trial was that it was conducted in a real-world setting, which means that
our interventions may be implemented in similar contexts. The trial's limitations included various
problems for the health-care system, such as routine laboratory monitoring and monitoring and
evaluating different delivery models.
The models of ART delivery in our study were well-accepted and supported by PLHIV. However,
additional research is required to rigorously evaluate clinical outcomes with appropriate comparisons
in order to fully grasp the long-term consequences of DSD models for HIV management.
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